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Preface

This volume is comprised of papers that were presented at the Fifth Topical Meeting on Ultrafast
Electronics and Optoelectronics (formerly Picosecond Electronics and Optoelectronics), held in San
Francisco, January 23-25, 1993. The purpose of this topical meeting, since its inception in 1985,
has been to foster greater interaction between researchers in the electronics and optoelectronics
communities who share a common interest in the physics and technology of ultrafast electronics
and optoelectronics devices, their multigigahertz applications, and ultrafast measurement tech-
niques. The number of abstracts submitted to this meeting was considerably larger than for the
previous meetings, indicating the appeal of this interdisciplinary approach and the growing
importance of this field. This preface serves as a summary and a guide to these Proceedings.

Ultrafast Optoelectronic Devices is concerned with high speed electronic devices and presents
a discussion of the state-of-the-art devices such as resonant tunneling transistors, bipolar transistors
and high electron-mobility transistors, and >100 GHz Si MOSFETs.

High Speed Electronic Devices discusses state-of-the-art optoelectronic devices such as lasers
and detectors. Gain dynamics and carrier transport in semiconductor lasers, mode-locking of lasers,
integrated laser-modulators, vertical cavity lasers, metal-semiconductor-metal photodetectors, HBT
photodetectors, and photovoltaic photodetectors are some of the topics discussed in this section.

Terahertz Transients is concerned with the physics and technology of generation and detection
of terahertz transients from semiconductors, and applications of terahertz transients generated by
high power femtosecond lasers.

Physics of Semiconductors covers physics of semiconductors. This part includes a discussion of
photonic bandgap, high field transport, Bloch oscillations, and coherent effects in semiconductor
nanostructures.

Novel Sources and Techniques covers a discussion of novel sources, such as mode-locked
diode-pumped solid-state lasers, as well as novel techniques such as high spatial and temporal
resolution probes using scanning force microscopes, and time-reversal using a temporal imaging
system.

(Sub)Millimeter Wave Devices covers generation, and control of millimeter- and submillime-
ter-wave radiation from solid state sources using picosecond lasers, and applications of such sources
for circuit characterization.

Photoconductive and Electro-Optic Sampling covers recent advances in the field of photocon-
ductive and electro-optic sampling techniques and materials; Transmission Lines covers recent
advances in generation and propagation of sub-picosecond pulses using transmission lines; and

xii1



Ultrafast Probes of Materials/Devices/Circuits covers recent advances in ultrafast probes of mate-
rials, devices, and circuits.

The final section, Superconductors, covers the interaction of ultrashort pulses with superconduc-
tors, and its application in the optical control of an electrical circuit.

We gratefully acknowledge the grants from the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
(AFOSR), the Office of Naval Research (ONR), and the National Science Foundation (NSF), which
provided the funding for the meeting. We also take this opportunity to thank the members of the
Advisory Committee and the Technical Program Committee for their substantial contributions to
the success of the meeting. Finally, we would like to thank Monica Malouf and Ellen Murphy of
the Optical Society of America for a thoroughly professional management of the meeting.

Jagdeep Shah
AT&T Bell Laboratories

Umesh Mishra
University of California, Santa Barbara
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Overview of the Applications of High-Speed Optoelectronics

Tetsuhiko Ikegami
N7T R&D Headquarters, 1-1-7 Uchisaiwaicho, Chiyoda-Ik4 Tokyo 100, Japan

Ken'ichi Kubodera
NTT Interdisciplinary Research Laboratories, 3-9-11 Midoricho, Musashino-shi, Tokyo 180, Japan

ABSTRACT small solder bump connection technique

Picosecond optical devices such as mnono- which allows precise chip alignment and gives

lithic and hybrid OEICs, LiNbO 3 modula- low wire inductance and stray capacitance

tors and switches, and all-optical picosec- [4]. A 3-dB bandwidth of more than 22 GHz

ond switches are reviewed for future high- and a noise current of 19.4 pA/Hz1/ 2 were

bit-rate optical transmission and signal pro- obtained by this module. A 10-Gb/s op-

cessing. tical CPFSK heterodyne detection experi-
ment has been conducted using this device

1. Introduction [5].

Monolithically integrated OEIC devices
Applications of high-speed opto-electronics have been also investigated extensively. Fig-
are important technologies not only for the ure 2 shows the recently reported receiver
sophistication of today's high-bit-rate long- OEIC consisting of a p-i-n photodiode and
haul optical communication systems, but also a high electron mobility transistor (HEMT),
for the realization of future ultra-high-bit- fabricated using Si-planar-doping and Be-
rate optical signal processing systems [1-3]. ion implantation techniques [6]. The receiver
Key devices are hybrid or monolithic OE- showed a 3-dB-down bandwidth of a 8 GHz
ICs, LiNbO 3 modulators and switches, mode- and was capable of operation with a 10-
locked LDs, and all-optical picosecond switch- Gb/s NRZ signal. Since monolithic OEIC
es such as bistable memory LDs, and ultra- devices have advantages of reduced cost and
fast nonlinear-optical switches. reliable performance, they are especially suit-

able for optical interconnection, switching
Electronics systems, and optical subscriber networks.

A practical transmitter for up to the 10-
A. Sophistication in Todays Communication Gb/s optical signal could be a combination

Systems of a single-mode DFB LD and a LiNbO3

Figure 1 shows a hybrid receiver OEIC, con- modulator or switch. By employing a LiNbO 3
sisting of an InGaAs twin p-i-n photodiode ridged waveguide and a shielded coplanar
and a GaAs distributed amplifier, using a traveling-wave electrode, 40-GHz modula-

0SA PoceWVpc Ub, rq~F ecvOpamloekcfiWk 1993. VoL, 14
.Jqdeep Skah .nd IMunk Midum (ek)
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r -------------------------- I ~--Shielding plane

TwinPIN , ~CPW electrode

Photodiode"': SiO 2 buffer layerw~j z-cut LiNbO3 substrate

fL::jEtched regions Ti-diffused waveguides
-.- oCoplanar Waveguide

IL--------------------------------J
4 LýDjstributed Amplifier ______________

I_ 5_
Solder Bump
Connection b

-~.5 0.0 0 00

-15 - 0

(D 0 measured
In 0 -15 -calculated

10 -2 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

~ -20Frequency (GHz)
S 2 6 10 14 18 22

Frequency (GHz) Figure 3. LiNbO3 optical miodulator with 40 (Alz
bandwidth [7].

Figure 1. Hybrid photorectiver OEIAC with 23 GlIlz Figuire I1 shows a mnonolithically inte-
bandidt [45].grated 00IC. consisting of an InGaAs/InAlAs

HEMT PIN m~ultiple qua~ntumwell (MNQW) modulator

.incident light insulating layer and an linGaAs,/iG'a~sP MQW DFB laser.

l i-In~l~s p electrodeTedeieszisvrsml(40pnISi planar doping i-Inp Tedvc iei ey ml 40pii
gae -ln~AAs ie-ir~lan length) and is fa~bricat ed by thfe hybrid crys-

AlA. te n Beimplnt nelecrode tal growth l of M OV PE and M BE [8]. A .3-d B
n'- rai sorcebandwidth of 16 Gllz an(1 the drive volt.-
In~aAs Itage of 4.0 V have been demonstrated at. 1.5-

Semi-insulating lnP substrate pmi wavelength. The output, power from the
MIQW modulator was 6 niW.

16 B. Innovation in Future Signal Processing

*v -0~Systems

-5 Il0 A variet~y of new optical devices will be re-
.- 10 ~.-qired to realize future optical processing

-I 5~ 4 systems such as T' b/s transmission an] ulI-

0.0f 0.1 1 to tra~fast. opt.ical signal processing.,,mkn S
Frequency (G~z) of the superiority of t~he photon ics such as

broad band and p~arallel p~rocessing proper-

Figure 2. Monolithically integrated receiver OEIC ties. Key devices expected at. the present,
consisting of p-i-n photodiode and HEMT [6]. st~age are high-repetit, ion- rat e LDs with pi-

cosecondi or subpicosecond pulse widths, op-
tion with a low drive voltage of 3.6 V has tical memory and logic devices, and ultra-
been achieved at 1.55-pim wavelength (Fig.3) fast TDM switching devices.
[7]. Many successful high-bit-rate transmis- A handy mode-locked LD wit~h repeti-
sion experiments have been carried out. us- tion rate up to 350 GINz has been developed
ing this optical modulator. recently using a monolithic colliding-pulse
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InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW three-terminal switch using a highly-nonlin-
ea~r 48 cmi-long AS2 S3 glass fiber whose length

InGaAs/InAlAs is 1/1000 that of the conventional silica glass

fiber [15]. The switching time was measured
to be less than the detection resolution of

MQW' 15 ps and thie gate input power was of the or-
DFB laser • der of IW, which is comparable to the typi-

modulated light cal peak output power of Er fiber amplifiers.
MQW modulator output Figure 7 shows the power versus speed

map for various types of all-optical switch-
ing devices such as glass fiber switches, semi-
conductor-doped glass etalon devices [11].

RF signal 0dbm and organic switches [16], as compared with

•, DC bias -3V semiconductor LD devices and semiconduc-

0 : tor O-E hybrid devices such as SEED [17].
It can be seen that glass and organic switches

0 2 4 6 8 10 1'2 1'4 16 1'8 20 Saturable Absorption
Frequency (GHz) 13 V2 Region

Gain Quenching

Figure 4. Monolithically integrated OOIC consisting Region "" la 3

of MQW modulator and DFB laser k].

mode-locking technique [9]. The minimum Polyimide 
v 2

pulse width was 640 fs, which is limited ulti- MQW

mately by the physical size of the saturable active layer
n-lnP•• 

'/ 
input Light2

absorber waveguide. n-lnP- (Set-on)
sub. OutputI

An optical bistable LD has been report- Light nput Light - 1
ed using a side-light-injection type MQW p-Ins

bistable laser as optical memory and logic p.

devices (Fig.5) [10]. Set-on and set-off oper- -_500____, ___._,

ations have been demonstrated with a small C 400
control power of 40 ttW and switching speed 300° Set-on-

of about. 100 ps. The fabrication of the ar- t 200 -
-J 100-

ray structure of this device will be desired C 0• . - . .

in the future for the development of optical 01 0 20 40 60 80 100

parallel logic systems. Input Light Intensity (mW)

All-optical TDM gate switches utiliz- 350
ing nonlinear-optical materials (optical Kerr 300

materials) are being studied to obtain much • 200 tS150
faster switching time than semiconductor de- 1500

vices [11,12]. Optical gating experiments 50

such as signal demultiplexing and optical 0 200 400 600 800

logic operations have been reported in a num- 0 Input Light Intensity (vW)

ber of reports using silica glass fiber switches Figure 5. Side-light-injection type MQW bistable

(13,14]. Figure 6 shows an experiment of a laser (10].
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1.319pm Highly-nonlinear AsS 3  conductor devices. Studies on such nonlinear-
SY G aser I•-

gate input glass fiber optical switching devices are well under way,

i'303pmpolarizer I ichroc anal yzer with importance being placed on material
SL_- -----* O %-- -- design and device optimizations.

dichroicproberinput probe output 3* Conclusion_J U mirror poeot u
probe input gate pulse

High-speed optical devices such as receiver
OEICs, picosecond modulators and switches,
mode-locked LDs, and all-optical switches
are key devices for future high-bit-rate op-

?at tical systems. These devices should be in-

-1-<l5pS vestigated extensively keeping step with op-
tical parallel processing devices and wave-

----- length division switching devices, which are
probe output also conceptual devices for the architecture

of next-generation systems.
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Spectral-Hole Burning and Carrier Heating
Nonlinearities in Active Waveguides
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Abstract Background

Studies of active waveguides with short optical pulses Pump-probe experiments are valuable because they
provide information about fundamental carrier dy- provide direct, time domain measurements of ultra-
namics and nonlinear processes relevant to high speed fast nonlinearities in active waveguides. Generally,
modulation and optical communication. We investi- in these experiments, a beam of short pulses (typi-
gate these dynamics in AlGaAs amplifiers around 0.8 cally - 100 fs) is split into two, a strong pump beam
,um and InGaAsP amplifiers around 1.5 jim using op- and a weak probe beam. After traveling separate,
tical pulses approximately 100 fs in duration. Novel but approximately equal paths, the two beams are
measurement techniques are employed to elucidate recombined collinearly and are coupled to the active
contributions to both gain and refractive index non- region of a diode laser. After propagating through
linearities. By identifying a delay in the onset of the diode, the probe beam is selected for detection.
carrier heating, we are able to observe an ultrafast A variable stepping stage in the pump path is used
dynamic we attribute to spectral-hole burning, to set the delay between pump and probe pulses,

and the change in probe transmission or phpe is
Introduction measured as a function of pump-probe delay.

Fig. 1 shows the measured change in probe trans-
Semiconductor diode lasers offer potential for high- mission as a function of pump-probe delay for a bulk
speed optical amplification and all-optical switching. InGaAsP diode laser amplifier biased in the gain,
The realization of such devices, however, will require transparency and absorption regimes [12,15]. The
knowledge of their ultrafast gain and refractive in- regimes of operation are distinguished by the long-
dex dynamics. These dynamics have been studied lived change in probe transmission due to stimulated
previously in the frequency domain via nondegener- emission (gain) or absorption (absorption) of the
ate four-wave mixing [1-5[ and high-speed modula- pump. At the transparency point, there are no net
tion response [6-8] experiments. Gain saturation [9] stimulated transitions and no step change in probe
and spectral distortions [10] of short pulses traveling transmission. Any transient effect due to spectral-
through active waveguides have also been investi- hole burning would be expected to have a very fast
gated. With two pulse pump-probe experiments we time constant and an amplitude that scaled with the
have studied the temporal dynamics of active wave- size and sign of the step. However, the nonlinear dy-
guides directly, on a femtosecond timescale [11-14]. namics we observe all appear to have the same sign
In this paper, we present the results of our most in the three regimes of operation. For instance, all
recent studies of gain and refractive index nonlin- three regimes show a gain compression that recov-
earities in both AIGaAs and InGaAsP active wave- ers with a 700 fs time constant. This compression is
guides. In each material system, we identify ultra- due to a heating of the carrier distribution (carrier
fast effects due to two-photon absorption, carrier heating) via free carrier absorption and stimulated
heating, spectral-hole burning, and an instantaneous transitions. There is an instantaneous gain compres-
refractive index nonlinearity. sion in all three regimes that is associated with two-

oSA Proceedns on Ukboft ElearoucndO Oooieaomn 1993. VoL 14 6
Jagdeep Shah mad Umesh Mahra (edk)
0 1993 Optcal Society ofAmerica
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where G2 (r) is the experimentally determined pump-
1.0.• probe pulse autocorrelation function. We find that~all the data in Fig. 1 can be fit by assuming T1 = 200

fs, r2 = 700 fs and by changing the amplitudes of the
ai's, but not the sign. We have also measured gain
and refractive index changes in bulk AlGaAs diodes

(a) Gain at 0.8 pAm [11,14,161 and gain changes in bulk, mul-
l- 18 mA tiple quantum well (MQW) [17] and strained-layer

. 0.(SL) MQW diodes [18] at 1.5 jam. All of our re-
1. 0 suits can be analyzed by the procedure we have just1.0-- 

described.
a The pump-probe results performed to date have

not provided a clear understanding of the physical
mechanism responsible for the intermediate tran-

(b) Transparency sient increase in probe transmission, described by
I 14 mA a,/e-Y/. In this paper we will describe recent pump-

om 0.s probe results that have been obtained in below-band
aI _ I I I _ I refractive index measurements on AIGaAs active
0 1.1 waveguides and in gain measurements on InGaAsP
z SLMQW active waveguides. These new results sug-

1.0- •gest that there is a measurable delay in the turn-
on of carrier heating. They also present the first
clear time domain evidence of spectral-hole burning

(.) Absorption in diode laser amplifiers.
I 1rf I | I0.7

-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 AIGaAs Measurements

Pump-Probe Delay (ps) We have performed above- and below-band pump-

probe studies of gain and refractive index nonlineari-
Figure 1. Probe transmission as a function of pump- ties in bulk AIGaAs active waveguides. These exper-
probe delay for a diode biased in the gain, trans- iments employ a modelocked Ti:sapphire laser that
parency and absorption regimes. The diodes are generates optical pulses 100 femtoseconds in dura-
bulk V-groove lasers. The pump and probe pulses tion. The waveguides studied are commercial diode
are both TE polarized. lasers (Hitachi HLP1400) that have been AR-coated

on the rear facet. Our gain measurements are qual-
photon absorption (TPA). Finally, in all three itatively similar to the InGaAsP pump-probe gain
regimes, there is an intermediate transient increase data shown in Fig. 1.
in probe transmission, recovering with a time con- In addition to the gain measurements, we per-
stant of - 200 fs. We can model the results by de- formed a series of above- and below-band refractive
scribing the diode's response function as index measurements using a time-division interfer-

= u(t) [ao + ale-/"- a2et/2 a(t) ,(1) ometer (TDI) [16,19]. In these measurements, the
h(t) tpump and probe are orthogonally polarized and a

where rl = 200 fs, r2 = 700 fs, u(t) is the unit polarizer after the diode is used to select the probe
step function, and 6(t) models the instantaneous beam for detection. A third pulse, called the ref-
gain compression associated with TPA. The pump- erence, is interfered with the probe pulse after the
induced gain change, Ag(t), can be written as diode. The measured probe phase shift is propor-

,o- tional to the pump-induced refractive index change
Ag(t) = ] S(t')h(t - t')dt', (2) in the diode laser. Typical above-band refractive in-

-o dex dynamics are shown in Fig. 2. The diode laser
where S(t') is the pump (or probe) pulse intensity, bias current was set at 30 mA, and the pump-probe
The corresponding change in probe transmission can wavelength was tuned to access the gain, transpar-
be written as ency, and absorption regimes. The long-lived step

ATprobe(r) = S(t)Ag(r - t)dt change in refractive index is caused by pump-stimu-
00ac lated carrier density changes. Since there is no net

0c (3) stimulated carrier density change at the transparency
= G2(r')h(r - r')dr', wavelength, no long-lived refractive index change oc-

-c curs. All three regimes of operation exhibit a pos-
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Figure 3. Measured probe phase shift as a function
of below-band pump-probe delay. The pump-probe
wavelength is 874 nm an-d the bias current is (a) 30

-/0 . . . .mA and (b) 55 mA.

-1 0 1 2 3 4 5
ics. We performed pump-probe measurements at

Pump-Probe Delay (pa) this below-band photon energy and obtained the re-

sults shown in Fig. 3. As in the above-band case, we
see a positive refractive index change which has the

Figure 2. Measured probe phase shift as a function - 1.3 ps time constant indicative of the carrier heat-
of above-band pump-probe delay in the gain, trans- ing dynamic. With a below-band pump, the only
parency and absorption regimes. The pump-probe mechanism available for heating the carriers is free-
wavelength is tuned to reach the different regimes. carrier absorption. Thus, significant carrier heating

can result from free-carrier absorption. Finally, the
itive refractive index transient which recovers with below-band measurement at 30 mA has the instan-
a - 1.3 ps time constant. This dynamic is caused taneous negative refractive index dynamic that we
by carrier heating through free-carrier absorption or saw for the above band measurements. By 55 mA
stimulated transitions. As the carriers cool back to this dynamic becomes negligibly small. We believe
their equilibrium temperatures, the refractive index this is due to the absorption edge being pushed to
recovers to an equilibrium value. In addition, we higher energies, away from the probe wavelength,
see an instantaneous (insofar as can be resolved by as the increasing carrier density fills states near the
our 100 fs pulses) negative refractive index transient, band edge 16].
We attribute this dynamic to a virtual process such We performed a fitting operation on these refrac-
as the optical Stark effect. tive index results and found that the data could be

To reveal more about the carrier heating dy- fit by a refractive index impulse response function of
namic, we performed below-band refractive index the form:
measurements. We tuned the pump-probe wave-
length to 874 nm, below the band gap of the diode h(t) = u(t)[ao+a 2Ct'/2(1-etl"I)I-as6(t) , (4)
laser active region. The below-band pump causes no
stimulated transitions or spectral-hole burning, and where the a2 term governs the carrier heating dy-
the intensity transmission of the below-band probe namic (r2 t- 1.3 ps and TE,, = (T1r 2 )/(T2 - ri) L- 0.12
is not affected by carrier temperature changes. How- ps). Note that the response function has been writ-
ever, the refractive index at the probe wavelength is ten in this form so that later it can be compared to
still affected, through the Kramers-Kronig relation, the response function we described originally (Eq.
by gain changes that occur above-band. Thus, the (1)). In Figs. 2 and 3, the dashed curves are the the-
phase of the probe can sense the above-band dynam- oretical fits to the data obtained with the response
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function of Eq. (4). The form of the carrier heating els and the allowed transitions in the strained quan-
term suggests that there is a delay in the turn-on of turn wells. The measured emission wavelength for
the carrier heating dynamic. That is, carrier heat- TE polarized light is 1.53 Am and for TM polar-
ing does not happen instantaneously, but rather it ized light is 1.38 Am 1201. Note that the source laser
takes 100-200 fs for the distribution to thermalize. used in our experiments is an Additive Pulse Mode-
This could mean that it takes some finite amount locked color center laser [221, tunable from 1.48 pm
of time for the highly excited free carriers that have to 1.52 Am. Therefore, the laser is always below-
absorbed pump photons to heat up the sea of free band for the lh-e transition (TM polarized light). To
carriers at the bottom of the band. study the polarization anisotropy of the nonlinear re-

This result suggests a new form for the response sponse, we use a novel heterodyne pump-probe tech-
function for the gain dynamics: nique in which the pump and probe pulses may be

either co-polarized or cross-polarized [15]. In these
h(t) = u(t) [a0 - aze-t/2(1 - e-t/T'I) experiments, acousto-optic modulators (AOM's) are

(5) used to shift the spectra of a probe pulse and a refer-
+ (a, - a2)e-t/T1 - a 36(t), ence pulse. After the diode, the probe and reference

beat at the AOM's difference frequency (in our case,
This equation is mathematically equivalent to Eq. 1 MHz), on a detector, and a radio receiver detects
(1), but now it includes the risetime in the carrier the beat.
heating explicitly. In this form, the equation con- Fig. 5 shows the measured change in probe trans-
tains a residual term, (a, - a 2 )e-t/v', whose sign de- mission as a function of co-polarized pump-probe de-
pends on the ratio a1 /a 2. When fitting our AIGaAs lay, for the diode biased in the gain, transparency
gain data, we find that this residual term is posi-
tive in the absorption regime, negative in the gain
regime, and goes to zero near transparency. This is 1.0.
evidence for spectral-hole burning. No (a, - a2 ) term
is needed to fit the refractive index response, as one
would expect from a symmetric spectral hole.

(a) rCoin
InGaAsP Measurements I - 18 rnA

Strained-layer multiple quantum well diode lasers a 0.5

(SLMQW) [201 provide a unique opportunity for fur- 1.0 - - --

ther pump-probe studies because the combination C
of the polarization selection rules [211 and the large _
intravalence band energy separation between light z
holes (1h) and heavy holes (hh) allow us to probe the 2
hh-electron (e) transition when the pump is either a. (b) Transparency
below-band (TM polarized) or above-band (TE po- 0 1 12 mA

larized). Fig. 4 shows a schematic of the energy lev- " 0.8

S1[z 1.0 - •f

e
TM I [ (c) Absorption

-- TM 11
TE I/(L n0.8 ' ' ' ' '

II -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

I Pump-Probe Delay (ps)

hh

1h Figure 5. Probe transmission as a function of co-
polarized pump-probe delay. The solid lines are for
the TE-polarized pump-probe pulses and the dashed

Figure 4. Schematic of the energy levels and allowed lines are for the TM polarized pulses. The bias cur-
transitions in the strained quantum wells. Note that rent is tuned to reach the different regimes.
the pump-probe pulse energy is below-band for the
lh-e transition.
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and absorption regimes. We reach these separate 8
regimes by changing the current applied to the diode.
The dashed lines are for TM polarized pump and I*---Transparency current
probe. In this case, the pulses are below-band for the 4
only transition they can access and only TPA is ob-
served. The solid lines show the results for TE polar- i
ized pump and probe. We observe the step changes
in gain associated with carrier density changes due 0
to stimulated emission or absorption of the pump. In
all three regimes there is an instantaneous decrease
in transmission associated with TPA. Also, as was -4
the case in the bulk amplifier, we observe gain com- 0 10 20 30 40
pression due to carrier heating in all three regimes Current (mA)
(recovering with a 1 ps time constant) as well as
the intermediate transient increase in probe trans- Figure 7. Magnitude of (a, - a 2), the spectral-hole
mission (recovering with a time constant of - 200 burning component of the system response function,
fs). as a function of bias current for co-polarized (open

Fig. 6 shows the pump-probe results for the circles) and cross-polarized (solid circles) measure-
diode under bias conditions identical to those in Fig. ments.
5, but here the probe is TE polarized and the pump
is TM polarized. These results differ from the co- below-band and cannot stimulate transitions. There-
polarized results because the pump is essentially fore, there are no step changes in probe transmis-

sion due to density changes. For the same reason,
there can be no spectral-hole burning and no heating

1.0- of the carrier distribution due to stimulated tran-
sitions. Note however, that even in the absence
of stimulated transitions, there is a significant gain
compression due to carrier heating. These carriers

) Gare heated via free carrier absorption. Also note that
1 1s rA the transient increase in gain, recovering with the -

05 200 fs time constant is still present in this cross-
o"__._ _,_, , , , , polarized data. This result is consistent with the

E i.0- results of the below-band index measurements and
suggests that there is a delay in the onset of carrier
heating. Also, it suggests the data should be ana-

* lyzed using the system response function described
ne in Eq. (5).
a. n We have performed the co-polarized and cross-

"o I -- 12 rA polarized pump-probe experiments described above
0.9 , on the SLMQW diode lasers at a number of biasa currents. Fig. 7 shows the magnitude of the residual

o 1.0- term. (al - a2), for the various bias currents andZ
polarizations (open circle = co-polarized, and solid
circles = cross-polarized). Both amplitudes a1 and
a2 are normalized to a3 , the magnitude of the TPA

(c) Absorptiion term. Notice that in the cross-polarized data, (a, -
I - 10 MA a2) ý- 0 for all bias currents, as noted above. This

0.9 __ ,_,_,_, _, result is consistent with a delay in the onset of carrier
-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 heating and no observed spectral-hole burning. For

Pump-Probe Delay (ps) the co-polarized data, there is, in addition to the
delayed carrier heating term, a transient bleaching
in the absorption, (a1 - a2) > 0, that goes away at

Figure 6. Probe transmission as a function of cross- transparency. In the gain regime, (a, - a2) < 0,
polarized pump-probe delay. The probe pulses are consistent with spectral-hole burning. We point out
TE polarized and the pump pulses are TM polarized, that all our previous results on bulk V-groove diodes
The bias conditons are identical to those in Fig. 5. (121 and MQW diodes 1171, when analyzed using a
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system response function that includes a delay in the 6. R. S. Tucker and I. P. Kaminow, "High-frequency
onset of carrier heating, also show a residual term characteristics of directly modulated InGaAsP ridge
whose time constant is rT = 100-200 fs, and whose waveguide and buried heterostructure lasers," J. Light-
amplitude changes sign at the transparency point, wave Technol., LT-2, 385, (1984).

7. R. Olshansky, P. Hill, V. Lanzisera, and W.
Conclusion Powazinik, "Frequency response of 1.3/um InGaAsP

high-speed semiconductor lasers," IEEE J. Quantum
Through a series of pump-probe measurements of Electron., 23, 1410, (1987).
various waveguide structures in the AIGaAs and
InGaAsP material systems, we have found that the 8. C. B. Su, J. Eom, C. H. Lange, C. B. Kim, R. B.
carrier heating nonlinearity present in both the gain Lauer, W. C. Rideout, and J. S. LaCourse, "Char-
and refractive index measurements has a delay in its acterization of the dynamics of semiconductor lasers
onset. That is, it takes a finite amount of time for using optical modulation," IEEE J. Quantum Elec-
the carriers to be heated. By quantifying this delay tron., 28, 118, (1992).
in carrier heating, we have also been able to identify 9. Y. Lai, K. L. Hall, E. P. Ippen, and G. Eisenstein,
evidence of dynamic spectral-hole burning. Both the "Short pulse gain saturation in InGaAsP diode laser
AIGaAs and InGaAsP material systems exhibit very amplifiers," IEEE Photon. Technol. Lett., 2, 711,
similar behaviors in this regard. Aside from differ- (1990).
ences in the time constants of the processes, the ul-
trafast gain and refractive index behavior of the two 10. R. S. Grant and W. Sibbett, "Observations of
materials are qualitatively the same. ultrafast nonlinear refraction in an InGaAsP optical
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Carrier Transport Effects in High Speed Quantum Well
Lasers

Radlakrishnan Nagarajan
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Abstract well lasers. This leads to enhanced frequency

modulation response and increased wavelength chirping

The high speed properties of quantum well lasers, like under intensity modulation in quantum well lasers with

the amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency dominant carrier transport effects [12,14,15].

modulation (FM) response, and wavelength chirping are
significantly affected by the carrier transport across the Carrier Transport Model
optical and current confining layers, and thermionic
emission out of the quantum well active area. Fig. 1 shows a SCH single quantum well (SQW). We

will investigate carrier transport and capture in this
Sistructure, and the effect of these processes on the

dynamic response of the laser. The carrier transport/
Quantum well lasers have been theoretically and dwell time in the SCH is given by rr and has been
experimentally shown to have a larger intrinsic derived assuming ambipolar carrier transport in the
differential gain than bulk lasers, and this was predicted SCH, and the carrier escape time from the quantum well
to lead to enhancements in the modulation bandwidths is given by re and has been derived using the
as well [1). Experimentally, only recently have the thermionic emission theory [10].
modulation bandwidths in quantum well lasers been
improved and surpassed those of bulk lasers [2-5]. Carrier
Carrier transport effects were largely responsible for the Injection
poor dynamic performance of the early quantum well 'r-- r
lasers.

In this paper, we will review the effects of carrier ie Te
transport on the high speed properties of quantum well Doped

lasers. A large carrier transport time across the separate Cladding Cldi g
confinement heterostructure (SCH) of the laser causes a SCH SCH
low frequency, parasitic-like rolloff that degrades the
amplitude modulation response, and a small thermionic Quantum
emission time out of the quantum well leads to poor Well
carrier confinement and a corresponding decrease of the Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the carrier transport
differential gain [2,6-13]. We derive analytical processes in a SCH SQW laser.
expressions for the AM modulation response, resonance
frequency, damping rate and wavelength chirping to Including the transport processes in the rate equation
include the effects of carrier transport. analysis, the small signal amplitude modulation

The carrier transport across the SCH region and the response can be written as given below, where a
consequent carrier density variation there, also affects transport factor, X = 1 + ?r/re, has been introduced into
the linewidth enhancement parameter in the quantum the equations. The usual expressions for the damping
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factor, y, and the resonance frequency, Wr, are Fig. 2. shows the results of varying the Tr by changing
recoverable in the limit of x = 1, i.e. in the limit of short the SCH width. The samples both have 300 ;.tm long
transport time across the SCH or very long thermionic cavities and 2.5 pm wide ridges. Although the devices
emission time out of the quantum well. are identical except for the SCH width, the modulation

response of the sample with the wider SCH region is
I A completely damped at about half the output power

(2 _2 level, and the bandwidth of the narrow SCH sample is
six times larger at higher power levels. The maximum

2= (Vgo/x)So r1+ e CW modulation bandwidth for the narrow SCH sample
w,= -p 0-'

0o. vg Jr. is 18.1 GHz, which is the largest reported to date in
SQW lasers.

(vgo /x) 0S+ eS. I ", 1 The experimental data for the dependence of the high

(I+ eS.) (+ l+eSo) + -Z, speed parameters on the thermionic emission time is
obtained from two samples with different energy
barriers in the SCH; one with Al0 .15Gao 35As SCH and

The most significant effects of carrier transport are the other with GaAs SCH ano

the low frequency rolloff in the modulation response the other with the varoo n of

due only to the transport time across the SCH, and the the resonance frequency with the square root of power

reduction of the effective differential gain to go/z. The obtained from the modulation response data for the two

low frequency rolloff significantly limits the -3 dB cases considered here. The resonance frequency for the

modulation bandwidth for large r~ r, and is laser with Alo.15Gao.g5As SCH (higher barrier and hence
a longer thermionic emission time) is almost twice thatindistinguishable from parasitics. The differential gain of the laser with GaAs SCH at equivalent power levels.

reduction is only apparent in the dynamic sense, and it the daferenti Gain for theqsale w e her

does not affect the static properties of the laser. The differential gain for the sample with the higher
barrier is more than 2.5 times that of sample with a

lower barrier. The gain compression coefficient, E, for
10.o both cases is about the same. Both devices have a

6 205 gam long cavity and a 2 gm wide ridge.

S3.1 8.0
t• 15

V 20.9
43.3 m" (a) Higher Energy Barrier$.2 12"H-AýS%8A

59-6

-106
0 4 12 16 20

Frequency (GHz) z 3 ( Lower Enegy Baia
04~50 S;t- G!As

0 .at .a' l t l l ' ' I

10 if 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
2.4 (b) Wide SCH Sfi2le Power"r (mW")

6 0.9 7.4 scHwPower' 
")

R Figure 3. Effect on the resonance frequency of varying
SO 2 13.4 the carrier energy barrier in the SCH region.

-2 30.0 The relative intensity noise (RIN) spectrum can be

derived using the same formalism [16]. In the RIN, the
-6 42.7mW additional low frequency rolloff present in the

modulation response is absent. For large values of •r

0 2 4 6 o 10 12 14 16 the modulation bandwidth is severely reduced, although
Frequency (GHz) the effective differential gain, which is affected by Z

alone and not the low frequency rolloff, determined
Figure 2. Experimental CW modulation response of (a) from the noise measurements will still be optimistic.
a narrow SCH and (b) a wide SCH SQW laser. The This results in the over estimation of the modulation
rolloff in the modulation response due to carrier bandwidth inferred by the measurement of the
transport are evident in the wide SCH sample. resonance frequency from the RIN. It is generally
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believed that the RIN measurement is a parasitic free In quantum well lasers the carrier density variation in
means of determining the actual or potential modulation the SCH regions also contribute to the total index
performance of a laser. In the presence of significant change under modulation. This is particularly severe in
transport effects this is no longer true. These are lasers with enhanced carrier transport effects. Using the
illustrated in Fig. 4. same carrier transport model, the expression for the

effective structure dependent linewidth enhancement
15 _. _. _. _._ ._ ._ ._ ..._parameter, aff , can be derived as [191,15 ..

4.. 
. ., .

r---an-- -, -

Peak

NoseI I (.,-_1)- -- _L_
,, ,b+ +T,)aN

-5 where dnI/aVo and nldNbo are the variation of index

-10 with carrier density in the quantum well active region
-40 dB and the SCH region respectively, A is the emission

-15 4 .53G t.,"1 wavelength, rb is the recombination lifetime in the SCH
region. Z is the transport factor that was previously

-20 

t ... 
..

0 4 8 12 16 introduced.
Frequency (GHz) The first part of the expression for af is the

contribution to the total wavelength chirp due to the

intrinsic index variation in the active region, and the
K0 .... Limi (Noise S t ........ .. second part is the enhancement due to the carrier

s" o 

transport effects.
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Figure 4 (a). Comparison of the noise spectrum and the - -sQw %
modulation response for the same parameters. The -12.0
noise spectrum indicates a much larger modulation 0 1000 2000 3 4

b a n d w id th tha n is p h y sica lly p o ssib le . (b ) C o m p ariso n W idt of Confinem ent Layer (A )
of maximum possible modulation bandwidth inferred
from the modulation response and RIN measurements. Figure 5. Variation of the effective a parameter as a

function of the SCH width for SQW and MQW laser
Wavelength Chirping structures.

Wavelength chirping or the broadening of the lasing Fig. 5 shows the variation of as with the width of
mode under intensity modulation in a semiconductor the SCH. For a given carrier confinement energy in the
lasers is directly proportional to the linewidth SCH, laser structures with wide SCH regions have a
enhancement factor, a. [17,181. This wavelength or larger amount of wavelength chirping. This translates
frequency variation under modulation is the result of into a higher FM efficiencies in lasers with wider SCH
index variations caused by changes in carrier density region. This trend has been experimentally observed
under dynamic conditions. Due to the dispersion in the recently [12,14,15]. Wavelength chirping is also a
optical fibers, wavelength chirping in high speed lasers sensitive function of the optical confinement factor.
causes the optical pulses to broaden during transmission The MQW lasers with larger optical confinement
leading to inter-symbol interference, and the resulting factors have lower amounts of wavelength chirping
degradation of the signal response at the receiver. This under current modulation. The increase in the amount
imposes an upper limit to the data transmission rate in of chirp with the SCH width is due primarily to the
optical fiber communication systems. increase in the carrier transport time which is
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Abstract Passive and hybrid mode-locking of long-wavelength
all-active semiconductor lasers have been reported

Active, passive, and hybrid mode-locking have been yielding sub-picosecond pulse widths and repetition
demonstrated in a monolithic extended-cavity rates in the 40 GHz to 350 GHz range 151. In the
semiconductor laser with an integrated saturable GaAIAs system, active, passive and hybrid mode-
absorber. A 45-ýtm long reverse-biased segment of locking of all-active waveguide lasers have been
multiple quantum wells acts as the saturable absorber. demonstrated at repetition rates down to 5.5 GHz [6].
Active and hybrid mode-locking at a repetition rate of In this letter, we report an InGaAsP monolithic
8.6 GHz, resulted in 6.2-ps and 4.4-ps pulses. The extended-cavity laser with an integrated passive
extended-cavity laser also exhibits self-starting passive waveguide and a saturable absorber. This laser device
mode-locking at a repetition rate of 8.57 GHz with 5.5 allows active, passive, as well as hybrid mode-locking
ps pulses. Wavelength selectivity over a range of 15 at a repetition rate of 8.6 GHz. The mode-locking
nm with little change in the pulse width is facilitated method is given by the applied biasing scheme. Pulses
by a broad spectrum, with durations of 4-5 ps are obtained by passive and

hybrid mode-locking, whereas active mode-locking
yields 6-9 ps pulses. A broad spectrum allows

Introduction wavelength selectivity over a range of 15 nm with little
change in the pulse profile by means of external

Optical pulse sources with repetition rates in the 2 - 10 filtering.
GHz range are of particular interest for applications in
the next generation of lightwave systems. Maturing
growth and processing techniques have allowed for Device
fabrication of very long monolithic multi-section laser
devices, which are suitable for mode-locking at such The monolithic extended-cavity laser which is shown
frequencies. Active mode-locking of 1.55-pIm lasers in schematically in Fig. 1 was fabricated using standard
which the cavity was extended monolithically by metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy (MOVPE) growth
means of passive waveguide segments has previously and processing techniques [4]. A 1.3-tun quaternary
been reported [1,2]. Recently, we obtained 9.0-ps layer extends the entire length of the 5.0-mm long
pulses by active mode-locking of a 1-cm long laser device and acts as a backbone waveguide for the
extended-cavity laser at a repetition rate of 4.4 GHz optical wave. A stack of 6, 35-A thick strain-
[3]. However, the functionality of devices has been compensated (1.2 % compressive) quantum wells
increased through integration of a large range of separated by 90-A thick barriers provides the gain as
components such as saturable absorbers, Bragg well as the saturable absorption in the active section.
reflectors, electro-absoption as well Mach-Zehnder Two contacts are fabricated dividing the active section
modulators (See f.ex. Ref. 4 and references therein), into a 600-jtm long gain section and, at the cleaved
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Sat. Gain section Passive waveguide 100
abs. (a)

SSCI. MQW
1.3-pm quaternaxy

InP substrate

45 30
rn~im •50 .

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the monolithic 6

extended-cavity laser with an integrated saturable
absorber. SCL: Strain-compensated layers. MQW:
Multiple quantum wells. SI: Semi-insulating.

facet, a 45-jin long saturable absorber. The resistance
between the gain and absorber contacts, which are 0
separated by a 30-gim wide etched groove through the 0 45 90 135 180

p+-InGaAs contacting layer, is 1.5 kI. The active 100
segment is a buried heterostructure with semi- (b)
insulating (SI) InP regrown for current blocking. The
laser cavity has been monolithically extended by
incorporating a 4.3-mm long passive waveguide. A
buried rib waveguide structure with the SI-InP acting
as the cladding layer results in losses of 4-5 dB/cmr
which allows integration of a long passive waveguide 50 4 .4 ps
while maintaining a threshold current of only 50 mA

(40 mA and 10 mA applied to the gain and absorber
sections, respectively).

Mode-locking
0 -

A Hamamatsu Synchro-scan streak camera and a 0 45 90 135 180
continuously scanning autocorrelator were used for Time, ps
recording the pulse profiles. The streak camera enables
measurements of the pulse with a resolution of -3 ps Figure 2. Measured pulse profiles generated by a)
for repetition rates that are a multiple of the 100-MHz active mode-locking and b) hybrid mode-locking.
trigger frequency. The autocorrelator provides a much
improved resolution without restrictions to the Self-starting passive mode-locking was observed
repetition rate at the expense of sensitivity, with a frequency of 8.57 GHz when a constant current

Active, passive as well as hybrid mode-locking of was applied to the gain section and the saturable
the monolithic extended-cavity laser were achieved at absorber was reverse biased. Figure 3 shows the
the fundamental cavity resonance frequency near 8.6 autocorrelation trace for a constant current of 200 mA
GHz. An 8.6-GHz RF signal superimposed on a DC and an absorber bias voltage of -0.9 V. Assuming a
current were applied to the gain section in order to hyperbolic secant squared (sech2 ) pulse shape, the
actively mode-lock the laser. To prevent the 45-jim pulse width is estimated to be 5.5 ps. Secondary peaks,
long active section near the left facet in Fig. 1 to act as which are separated by 1 ps, are observed in the
a saturable absort.-r, it was forward bias with a DC autocorrelation trace suggesting some structure in the
current of 10 mA. Figure 2a shows the measured pulse pulse profile. The round trip time in the saturable
profile which exhibits a width of 6.2 ps. Changing the absorber is -1 ps and the peaks are, therefore,
bias condition of the short active section so that it is indicative of residual reflections at the interface
reverse biased, hybrid mode-locking was demonstrated between the gain and the saturable absorber sections. A
at a repetition rate of 8.6 GHz. A pulse width of 4.4-ps large difference in carrier densities and, therefore, in
was measured for a voltage of -0.9 V as shown in Fig. the effective refractive indices of the two sections is
2b. expected due to the drive conditions. This may lead to
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Figure 3. Autocorrelation trace of pulse train Figure 5. Pulse width and time-bandwidth product
generated by passive mode-locking. The deconvolved (AtAv) versus wavelength selected by a tunable
pulse width is 5.5 ps assuming a sech 2 -shaped pulse. external l-nm interference filter.

. residual internal reflections, and a limited Q-factor of
the laser cavity are likely to limit the bandwidth that

S.can be effectively phase-locked and are, consequently,
. responsible for the pulses not being transform-limited.

Wavelength selectivity

. Wavelength selectivity can be obtained by taking
advantage of the excess bandwidth. An external
interference filter, which could be tuned by adjusting

1515 1565 1615 the angle of incidence, was used to select a 1-nm band.

Wavelength (nm) Figure 5 shows the measured pulse width after filtering
and the corresponding time bandwidth products

Figure 4. Optical spectrum corresponding to pulse against wavelength. The laser is operated as described
train shown in Fig. 2b. The 3-dB width is 12 nm. above for hybrid mode-locking (See Figs. 2b and 4 for

pulse profile and spectrum, respectively). The power of
the pulse train after filtering is decreasing as the

a residual reflection. This hypothesis is supported by wavelength is tuned away from the peak wavelength of
the observed variation in peak strengths with absorber the emitted spectrum. Therefore, the tuning range was
bias. limited to 15 nm. The measured pulse widths range

The width of the optical spectrum is mainly from 6.0 ps at a wavelength of 1554 nm to 7.2 ps at a
determined by the gain bandwidth of the quantum wavelength of 1569 nm as shown in Figure 5. For all
wells, because no intentional filtering has been wavelengths in the 15 nm tuning range the time-
incorporated into the laser cavity. The optical spectrum bandwidth product after filtering was measured to be
corresponding to the pulse train shown in Fig. 2b is between 0.49 and 0.73 as indicated by the solid
shown Fig. 4. The 3-dB width is 12 nm indicating a squares. Qualitatively similar results were obtained
time-bandwidth product of 7.0. A transform-limited with a 2-nm interference filter both for active and
output, which for a 12-nm wide spectrum corresponds hybrid mode-locking.
to 200-fs pulses, would imply mode-locking of -200
modes at this repetition rate. Waveguide dispersion,
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Abstract very practical for large nonlinear chirp as in this type of
laser 14]. An intracavity filter has thus been suggested

A periodic gain structure was used as the gain medium to limit the extra bandwidth created by the pump
in an optically pumped mode-locked vertical-cavity induced cross-phase-modulation and the gain saturation
surface-emitting semiconductor laser to decrease the induced self-phase-modulation. This is effective in
effective carrier lifetime. A laser pulsewidth of under controlling the time-bandwidth product of the laser
190 fs was directly generated from the laser cavity, pulses, while still maintaining the output laser

pulsewidth unchanged or even shorter.

Recent development in synchronously pumped (a)
vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) has
revealed that VCSELs can be mode-locked to generate
picosecond pulses with a peak power of 100 times
larger than that from a mode-locked in-plane
semiconductor laser [1-3]. For example, a mode-locked
InGaAs/InP VCSEL generated 5 ps laser pulses with W

over 100 W peak power at 77 K [1, 2] and a mode- .9
locked GaAs/AIGaAs VCSEL generated 14 ps laser
pulses with over 10 W peak power at room temperature
[3]. Research has since been focused on exploring the -20 0 20 40 60 SO 100 120

shortest possible pulses which can be diJgc.ily Time (ps)

generated from VCSELs. In this paper, we report our (b)
efforts in generating 190 fs laser pulses directly from ke = 871.5 nm

the VCSELs. AX =0.9 m r
An important factor which prevents subpicosecond

pulse generation directly from the mode-locked
VCSELs is the significant laser pulse chirping [4].
The time-bandwidth product of the pulses generated
from this type of laser is usually 100 times larger than -
the Fourier transform limit [1-31. Grating-pair chirp
compensation schemes have been employed to
compress the laser pulses externally, thus the laser 0.866 0.371 0.876
pulses have been compressed to 320 fs for the Wavelength (prm)
GaAs/AIGaAs system [3] and 150 fs for the
InGaAs/InP system [2]. Intracavity chirp compensation Figure 1 (a) The laser pulse from the VCSEL pumped by a
is usually an efficient way for subpicosecond pulse mode-locked dye laser, measured with a streak camera, and
generation directly from a laser oscillator, but is not (b) the correspondent laser pulse spectrum.
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The experimental configuration is the same as that medium was Esat = 1.2 nJ [4]. The gain should
shown in Fig. I of Ref. 3 with a GaAs/AIGaAs actually be deeply saturated.
multiple-quantum-well (MQW) active medium at room To further understand this problem, a mode-locked
temperature. To control the chirping, we replaced the Ti: A1203 laser producing 100 - 200 fs pulses was used
Brewster angle plate with a birefringent filter. The filter as the pump and the laser cavity was converted to 89
thickness was 0.5 mm. With the pump pulsewidth of MHz to match the repetition rate of the Ti: A1203
21 ps measured with Hamamatsu M1955 streak camera, laser. To decrease the intracavity pulse energy for the
we obtained the laser pulsewidth of 10 ps shown in same amount of output power, thereby minimizing the
Fig. 1(a) measured by the same streak camera. The gain-saturation-induced SPM, the reflectivity of the
specified resolution of the streak camera was 10 ps. The output coupler was changed to 95%. With appropriate
corresponding laser pulse spectrum is shown in Fig. positioning of the birefringent filter, we obtained our
l(b). Although the filter was placed at Brewster angle, shortest laser pulses directly from the laser oscillator,
there was some modulation to the spectrum, caused by as shown by the autocorrelation trace in Fig. 2(a).
the residual Fabry-Perot effect of the filter. The time- Assuming a hyperbolic secant pulse shape, the laser
bandwidth product of the pulses was 3.6, which is only pulsewidth was 0.92 ps. The average laser output
one tenth of that reported earlier [31. power was 11 mW at the pump power of 200 mW. The

side lobe at 5.5 ps away from the main peak in the
(a) autocorrelation trace was due to the residual Fabry-Perot

effect of the filter. This effect could be suppressed at
the price of broadened laser pulsewidth by detuning the
laser cavity length, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The effect

Pulsewidth could also be strengthened again by the cavity detuning
-0.92 ps as shown in Fig. 2(c), where more subpulses were

observed. Fig. 3 shows the spectrum of the 0.92 ps
pulses. The time bandwidth product of the pulses was
0.85, indicating less chirping. The ripple in the
spectrum confirmed the existence of the Fabry-Perot

(b) effect of the filter. The modulation mode spacing was
5 A, so the time between the multiple pulses should be
5.2 ps, which was in good agreement with the
autocorrelation measurement of 5.5 ps.

Pulsewidth

(c) AX2.4 nm

SPulsewidth 0.879 0.884 0.889
1.2 Ps Wavelength (rim)

Figure 3. The pulse spectrum corresponding to Fig. 2(a).

. To further suppress the pedestals and the subpulses,
-20 -10 0 10 20 we replaced the 0.5 mm thick birefringent filter by a I

Time (ps) mm thick birefringent filter. A thicker filter has a

Figure 2. Autocorrelation traces of the laser pulses from narrower bandpass. Figure 4(a) is the autocorrelation of
the VCSEL pumped by a mode-locked Ti: sapphire laser the laser pulses from the laser cavity in this filter. The
with a birefringent filter of 0.5 mm thickness for three laser pulsewidth was 2.1 ps if a hyperbolic secant pulse
different laser cavity length detuning. shape was assumed. Although the laser pulsewidth was

broadened, the pedestals were suppressed. If the
The laser pulse was asymmetrically shaped with a birefringent filter thickness was further increased to 5

long tail, which implies the poor gain saturation. The mm, the pulsewidth was broadened to 3.4 ps, as shown
intracavity laser pulse energy was, however, 4.1 nJ in Fig. 4(b), indicating that the bandpass of the filter
for a laser average output power of 10 mW at 80 MHz was so narrow that it started to broaden the laser
with an output coupler reflectivity of 97% , while the pulsewidth. Obviously, there was a compromise
gain saturation energy of GaAs/AIGaAs MQWs active between minimum pulsewidth and minimum pedestals,
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i.e. there was an optimum birefringent filter thickness
to produce relatively pedestal-free pulse with the N(z,t) = No + N1 e-t/r sin z (2)
shortest possible pulsewidth.

The laser pulses in Figs. 2 and 4 were much longer
than the pump pulses, which again indicated the poor where No is initial carrier density at the peak of the
tail shaping, or in other words, the poor gain where NO i n the gai ediumity pat h ole), whesaturation. The intracavity pulse energy in this case standing wave in the gain medium (spatial hole), which
was actually 2.3 nJ, still larger than the gain equals to the carrier density at transparency to the lasersaturation energy Esat. To explain this contradiction, central wavelength X0, (NO + NI) is the initial carrierwe assumed that there be an anti-gain-saturation density in the valley region of the standing wave in themechanism in the laser. It is important to note that th gain medium (out side of spatial hole), and n is themechnis inthelasr. t i imortnt o nte hatthe refractive index of the gain medium. The carrier
gain medium in this laser was directly attached to one refractive id gin mT
of the cavity mirrors. Spatial hole burning occurred diffusion time, 't, is given by
during the laser operation because of a standing wave in
the gain medium formed by the incident and the 0L(0
reflected beams. The carriers in the quantum wells 247 (3)
outside of the high intensity regions would transport
into these regions through thermionic emission,
diffusion and tunneling, thus deterring the gain where 0o = 0.88 c ic m and n = 3.5. The ambipolar
saturation. The carrier transport would not stop until diffusion coefficient D = 5.0 cm 2 s From (3), we
carrier densities became equal everywhere. The duration have t = 3.2 ps.
needed to reach such an equilibrium was the dominant The actual gain medium was a multiple quantum-
limitation in obtaining femtosecond pulses, if the pulse well sample, so the carrier transport time must have
chirping was carefully excluded, been longer. If the thermionic emission and tunneling

were included, however, the time was still on that order

I mm thick birerringent filter [5]. A gain window was thus opened for this
a) 1 ipicosecond pulse duration , within which the gain

saturation was not compiete even though the
intracavity laser pulse energy was larger than the gain
saturation energy. The laser pulses generated would

2 1 Pse either show long tail extending over this duration, or be
A •ps accompanied by subpulses if extra resonances were

-. possible through a Fabry-Perot effect.

(b) 5 mm thick birefringent filter P i

30 pairsG ,g G-aAs 59 A
Mode Matching __ GasAl.2As 321A

PulseicithLayer
3.4 p A[iAs 743 A

DBR Mirror

-20 -10 0 10 20 225 pairs "
Time Delay (ps) _

Ga AI As 642A
Figure 4 Autocorrelation traces of laser pulses from the Al As 743A
VCSEL pumped by a mode-lockcd Ti: sapphire laser with a
birefringent filter thickness of (a) 1 mm and (b) 5 mm. GaAs Sutrate

To estimate the carrier transport time, the carrier Figure 5 The DBR mirror and the periodic gain structure
diffusion time for the bulk active medium is a good designed for the wavelength at 883 run. The standing wave
reference. The diffusion equation to the problem is pattern next to the periodic gain structure shows that the

valleys of the standing wave are located in the barriers and

dN(z't) d 2 2N(z't) the peaks are located in the wells.

d D dZ2  A solution to this problem is to place the gain only
at the peaks in the optical standing wave pattern. This

where N(z, t) is the carrier density, and D is the periodic gain structure has also the advantage of
diffusion coefficient. The solution to Eq. (1) is lowering the lasing threshold [6]. Fig. 5 schematically
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shows the gain design. On the GaAs substrate were 22 width at half maximum (FWHM) of the autocorrelation
pairs of AlAs/Ga0.8AI0.2As and an extra layer of trace is 300 fs. The corresponding pulse spectrum is
AlAs, forming the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) shown in Fig. 6(b). The spectral width is 2.5 nm. If a
mirror. The AlAs thickness was 743 A and the pulse shape of hyperbolic secant were assumed, the
Gao.8Al0.2As thickness was 642 A. The gain region laser pulsewidth would be 190 fs and the time-
was a periodic structure with Ga0.8Al0.2As/GaAs of bandwidth product AvAt become 0.18, which is smaller
30 pairs. The barrier Ga0.8AI0.2As was 629 A thick than the transform limited value of 0.32. If a pulse
and the well GaAs was 599 A thick. Between the gain shape of single side exponential were assumed, the laser
region and the DBR mirror was a 321 A thick barrier pulsewidth would be 150 fs and the time-bandwidth
Gao.8AI0.2As used for the mode matching between the product AvAt become 0.14, which is slightly larger
standing waves in the DBR mirror and in the gain than the transform limited value of 0.11. The actual

region. This structure was designed for a wavelength of pulse shape, we believe, had a very rapid rising edge

883 nm. The standing wave pattern next to the close to the Gaussian shape, but a slow failing tail

periodic gain structure in the figure shows that the following the exponential shape, which was similar to

peaks of the standing wave were located in the wells of the behavior measured by the streak camera in Fig.
the structure, while the valleys of the standing wave 1(a). This could happen because of the residual carrier

were located in the barriers, transport effect, which is partially supported by the
large pedestals. Following this argument, the actual
laser pulsewidth should be somewhere between 150 fs

(a) Autocorrelation trace and 190 fs.
In conclusion, we designed a periodic gain structure

as the gain medium for the mode-locked VCSELs.
•o rsThis structure successfully solved the problem of carrier
3t = transport from the valleys of the standing wave to the

peaks (spatial hole), so that the laser pulsewidth
directly generated from the VCSELs became much
shorter than when a MQW structure was used as the

0 2 4 5 8 10 gain. The periodic gain structure also acted as a
Time (ps) spectral filter to curb the pulse chirping and increased

(b) Laser spectrum the effective differential gain. The laser pulsewidth of
under 190 fs was the shortest reported in any mode-
locked semiconductor lasers

This work was supported by DARPA and Rome
Laboratories.

• .- AX = 2.5 nm
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Abstract Theory

Enhancement of resonance frequency up to 87 GHz has Previous studies on gain switching of in-plane lasers
been observed in a vertical cavity surface emitting laser. have shown the modulation bandwidth and resonance
We derive an analytical expression for the intrinsic gain frequency of the laser are related [3]. The gain switched
suppression factor based on carrier heating. The theory laser dynamics can be modeled using the coupled
shows good agreement with the published experimental carrier-photon rate equations [3),
value of c = 1.5x10-17cm 3 for in-plane lasers. For the
first time, we predict and experimentally observe a &VN - _] N
negative gain suppression factor for particular laser =- -v(N,T,,GT()S (,)
designs. A negative gain suppression factor can lead to (1t qV
the elimination of damping in semiconductor lasers. dS S
Using vertical cavity surface emitting lasers, we - =Fv G(N,T,&,•,,T,)S- -S
observe a negative gain suppression factor of dt vi
.2.2x10- 17 cm 3 .

where N is the carrier density, S is the photon density,
mi is the internal quantum efficiency, r is the
confinement factor, v. is the group velocity, zn and cp

Introduction are the carrier and photon lifetimes, respectively. The
important result from the analysis of Eqs. (1) is that the

High speed modulation of vertical cavity surface resonance frequency of the laser is given by the inverse
emitting lasers (VCSELs) is essential for wide of the geometrical mean between the stimulated
bandwidth, on-chip optical interconnects[ I). From a emission lifetime and the intracavity photon lifetime[3].
previous optical gain switching experiment, an Due to the ultra short cavity length, a shorter photon
intrinsically wide bandwidth for VCSELs has been lifetime can be acheived more easily for VCSELs than
predicted[2]. In recent demonstrations of an electrically for in-plane lasers, even though the mirror reflectivities
pumped VCSEL, the bandwidth has been limited by RC of VCSELs are significantly higher[2]; therefore, we
parasitics due to the high series resistance of current can expect an enhancement of the resonance frequency
injecting mirrors. However, to determine the intrinsic and the intrinsic modulation bandwidth for VCSELs.ln
dynamic response beyond the RC limit, electrical gain addition, the temporal variation of gain described by
switching experiments can be used. In this paper, we Eq. (1) depends significantly on the dynamics of the
present the theory and experimental results of longitudinal mode. For structures such as distributed
picosecond dynamics of electrically gain switched feedback (DFB) lasers or VCSELs, the lasing mode is
VCSELs. Most importantly, we predict and observe a restrained by the cavity design, whereas for in-plane
negative gain suppression factor for lasers with a laser, the lasing mode always occurs at the gain peak.
positive temperature derivative of gain. Furthermore, Furthermore, the gain dynamics at the lasing mode can
we propose that the damping limit can be greatly be significantly different if the transient variation of
reduced with proper design. temperatures are considered.
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The assumption that the carrier temperature is gain suppression in our rate equations, we linearized
equal to the lattice temperature in Eq. (1) is valid only if Eqs. (1) and (2) and obtained the standard modulation
we assume that the heat capacity of the electron gas response,
inside the active region is infinite. However, this is not
physical. Under electrical modulation, the energy of S 70) r2

carriers pumped into the cavity will vary in time, which M(0)) = - =- 2
in turn causes a variation in the carrier temperature and i qV ,2 - (0 + jM)Y
lattice temperature. As the temperature of hot carriers
fall, the lattice temperature will rise. This motivates us 2 1 1
to investigate the temperature dependence of gain and Wr0) = (3)
derive the rate equations for the carrier temperature.

The temperature dependence of the gain coefficient (
gT is negative for in-plane lasers, where the lasing mode Y= 1 1 ES 1
always occurs at the gain peak. However, the lasing r. 1 + eS
mode of VCSELs is restrained by the cavity design. If
the lasing wavelength is placed at the longer
wavelength side of the gain profile, then as the lattice where tor is the resonance frequency, y is the damping
temperature increases, the bandgap of the active region frequency, E is the derived gain suppression factor, and
will shrink. The resulting effect is that the gain peak can gT is the effective temperature derivative of the gain
shift into resonance with the lasing wavelength, with respect to both carrier temperature (gT.=dG/dTj)
therefore resulting in a positive gT. Both Scott et al. [4] and lattice temperature (gn=dG/dT,.). The analytical
and Dudley et al. [51 have observed a decrease in lasing form of E and gT are given by,
threshold as temperature increases for VCSEL
structures.

To include the temperature dependence of gain in E= 1- a"g
the rate equation analysis, we assume the carriers are g. C,
injected with an excess energy Ak above the conduction (4)
band edge. As the hot carriers are cooled from the )C_ -SL
injected level to the lasing level, heat is transferred from gT = (gr, + gn) + gr.
the carriers to the lattice via the emission of phonons. C--, •
The rate at which the carrier temperature varies depends
directly on the energy relaxation rate and heat capacity where g. is the differential gain. This result is valid for
of electron gas C61 . Following previous works of both in-plane lasers and VCSELs. Figure 1 shows the
Bimberg and Mycielski [6] on carrier heating due to calculated E for quantum wells and bulk in-plane lasers
spontaneous emission, we extend the formalism of the with a negative temperature dependence of gain. The
temperature rate equation for stimulated emission in a fact that c is higher in MQW in-plane lasers agrees well
degenerate electron gas system. A similar equation has with experimental observations [9].
also been derived by Willatzen et al. [7]. By expanding
the rate of .nergy change in terms of carrier density and
carrier temperature, one can show that the rate of carrier
temperature and lattice temperature change can be
written as,

6 lox (BOA) QW

di T - T_+u2-IA, dN A ]1 (2 ) ... Qdt LqV dt .JC , 4 3 X, Qw

dT',, C., T. TT, T1  -T ,-,k I X (BOA) QWw

U o -dt C, 1. Ad~ 2l

where T, is the carrier temperature and T1t is the r
lattice temperature.;,, and ¢dff are the energy relaxation 1 2 4 1 0

time and thermal diffusion time in the lattice, Threshold Carrier Density (x 1 0" cm")
respectively. Thi is the internal quantum efficiency, V is
the volume of the active region, and Af-=U/)N is the Figure 1. Theoretical prediction of gain saturation
Fermi energy of the electron gas. When deriving factor E vs. threshold carrier density for various in-
Eq. (2), we have assumed the energy relaxation for the plane laser structures. Parameters used: T = 300°K,
holes is much faster than for the electrons, as is g = 3x10- 6 cm 2, g' = -30 cm-'K', T = 0.2 ps, and
experimentally observed [81. Excluding any form of vg = 0.75x 1010 cm/s.
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All of the terms in the expansion for E are positive 60 - - - ..........
except for gT. From Eq. (4), we can see that a positive T= +6 C 16 'C-

gT will have a significant effect on our result. A positive .-- 40

g-r yields a negative c, which will enhance, rather than

suppress, the resonance frequency of the lasers. While
the resonance frequency is enhanced for devices with a --2 2

positive gT, the damping rate is reduced due to a
negative gain suppression factor. For increasing values 0 •
of gT, the damping can be eliminated and eventually
becomes negative (Figure 2). Lasers operating with a -20 c,. 'K'
negative damping rate will be unstable, but this can lead -0 2 4 6. s 100
to possible new applications. The critical value of gTwhich will lead to a zero damping is given by, Frequency (GHz)

C +(, , Figure 3. Calculated modulation response for various
---- =1--, (I v-P(I+ (5) values of gT at high photon density So = 4x10 16 cm-3.

A .,Responses in the stable regime are plotted in solid
lines, and the unstable responses are plotted in the

The effect of gT on the modulation response is shown in dashed lines. Damping is eliminated for gT = + 6
Figure 3. For gT- = + 6 cm- KV, the modulation response cm-'K-1. The effect of damping due to spontaneous
exhibits zero damping. Unstable responses are shown in emission is neglected here.
the dashed lines.

200 11 a 0 02 Samn

0I I

100 60 _ e2.2 110 CM
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value ofggFrg =+6c-K them'K dampi0

5+

PhotonsurDensityting(la10s'wthcampsitiv

a-

valuesatofegderFortive o +a6ncmgK =,+the damping

Circular and square dots are for 5 lam and 8 j•tm
Experiment square devices, respectively. Solid lines are analytic

small signal calculation, and dashed lines are
To verify our theory of gain enhancement, we numerical large signal simulation of gain switching
investigated the modulation characteristics of VCSELs. experiment. The estimated + is - 2.2x 10'17 cm3.
From calculation of gain at the lasing wavelength, the
devices have an estimated g= of + 10 cm pK-m The
VCSELs we studied [10] consist of an active region of the carriers is estimated to be 0.5 ps. From Eq. (4), we
three 80 A mno 2Gao 8As/GaAs strained quantum wells predict an enhancement of resonance frequency which

131. The top mirror has 16 periods of AlAs/GaAs is characterized by a gain suppression factor of
distributed Bragg reflctor (DBR), and the bottom - 2.1x 10Ccm3. Since the high frequency response of
mirror has 18.5 periods. The energy relaxation time of VCSELs is still strongly limited by parasitic effects, itFro cac lto of gi n .... th lasin...vle......h
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Abstract The light is coupled out by a slab waveguide.
The optical modulation of the DFB was carried

Optical excitation with picosecond pulses is out by a pulse-compressed cw mode-locked Nd-YAG
used to investigate high frequency modulation laser with a full width at half maximum (FWHM)
properties of distributed feedback (DFB) lasers. of 9 ps. The up-converted signal was detected by
Typical time constants like the rise and fall an optical multichannel analyzer.
time and te full width at half maximum of the For a theoretical description of laser dynam-
laser response were investigated. We show that ics coupled rate equations were used. Intrinsic
intrinsic carrier dynamics mainly determine the carrier dynamics are included by considering a 3
transient behavior of the lasing pulse. A theo- level system.
retical analysis of a 3 level system considering
carrier dynamics yields coupled rate equations,
which are appropriate for a description of the Experimental results
experiments. Furthermore spectral characteris-
tics of DFB lasers in the picosecond time scale The response of the device on a pulsed optical
is analyzed with respect to multi- and single excitation is demonstrated in Fig. 1. The tran-
mode operation. sient spectra indicate the main characteristics

of the lasing process: the intensity of the la-
ser mode increases and vanishes within 80 ps.Introduction

InGaAs/InGaAsP semiconductor lasers are key de-
vices for optical-communication systems. Single = 232. n to,
mode devices like DFB lasers are necessary to 230 ps
meet the requirements for high data-rate systems
based on optical fiber transmission links. _ _ 208p"

A powerful method to investigate fast proces- p -
ses in semiconductor lasers is the technique of
light frequency up-conversion [1]. A careful . Figure 1.
adjustment of the excitation pulses in time and 19 . Transient
frequency domain results in a temporal and spec- - s a
tral resolution simultaneously, which allows to -82 e DFB mode at
quantify the temporal behavior like the rise "K
time and the fall time of the laser emission and Ti period
which enables a direct observation of the car- -- 18 " of 232.5 nm

Crier dynamics by transient spectra. .S
In this contribution we will discuss the

pulse response of multiple quantum well MQW
(Lz = 8 nm) InGaAs/InGaAsP DFB lasers optimized " 152 p.
for carrier- and light-confinement. The reso- 8.
nators are 500 gm long and consist of DFB gra- 853.5 855.0
tings of different periods (A= 220 nm - 250 nm). energy [meV]
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During this time, the lasing mode is chirping. starts there is a blue-shift. When threshold is
A detailed analysis of the lasing process can reached an abrupt chirping of about 0.6 meV down

be carried out on the base of Fig. 2. The inte- to lower energies is observed. This can be un-
grated intensity of the DFB mode (left axis) is derstood by the dependence of the effective re-
depicted versus time. At first the spontaneous fractive index on the carrier density. First the
emission, respectively the amplified spontaneous carrier population in the quantum wells increa-
emission of the device is detected. After a ses. When threshold is reached the subsequent
delay-on time of about 150 ps lasing starts. The reduction of the carrier density reduces the
rise time of the single mode is 7 ps, the fall refractive index causing a red-shift. The change
time is 18 ps. At later times the emission pas- 8n of the refractive index due to free carrier
ses into the spontaneous, respectively the am- density N can be described by 141,
plified spontaneous emission.

One single pulse with a FWHM of 29 ps is ob-
served, no relaxation oscillations appear. This n = - N q2 / (2 m/p Eon)
can be explained by a build-up of the carrier
density and a subsequent recombination via stim- where q is the electron charge, mn the effec-
ulated emission. tive mass of the electron and hole respectively,

co the lasing angular frequency, EQ the permit-
o.. 2 tivity of free space and n the refractive index

T--iA 232. m: in the absence of free carriers.
0.8540 This equation yields an estimation for the

carrier density in the active region, which is
"e oreduced by the stimulated emission. The shift of

7 0.6 meV corresponds to a drop of the carrier
P density during the lasing process, which is in

C the range of the threshold density (-10] cm 3).
0.&W4 The discussion above clearly demonstrates

that the temporal behavior of the laser emission
10' o.832 characterized by the delay-on time, the rise ando00 100 20 inn 4 2 fall time, the FWHM and the chirp of the mode

time [ps] corresponds to intrinsic carrier dynamics. Re-
laxation and diffusion of carriers are tempera-

Figure 2. ture dependent, so measurements at 2 K and 77 K
Solid line: intensity of the DFB mode versus were performed to show the influence of intrin-
time sic processes on the time behavior of the lasing
Crosses: energy shift of the DFB mode versus mode. The results are demonstrated in Fig. 3,
time where the intensity of the lasing mode is depic-

ted versus time.
In the case of optical excitation electron- At 2 K the distinction between spontaneous,

hole pairs are mainly generated in the energy respectively amplified spontaneous emission and
levels of the InGaAsP-barriers. The intrinsic the lasing emission is less well defined com-
processes of relaxation, diffusion and capture pared to the threshold points at 77 K. The rise
of carriers from the barriers into the quantum time of about 18 ps and the lasing period with a
wells populate the energy level responsible for FWHM of 83 ps appear longer than at 77 K. At 2 K
lasing [2][3]. Recombination of electron-hole a prolonged diffusion and relaxation time lead
pairs leads to spontaneous, respectively ampli- to a delayed and prolonged capture of carriers
fled spontaneous emission. When threshold densi- into the lasing level in comparison to 77 K [5].
ty is exceeded, lasing starts. The intensity of These results are confirmed by a comparison
the DFB mode shows a steep rise. The interplay of different laser resonators with grating pe-
between the population of the lasing level and riods between 227.5 nm and 235 nm. The Bragg
the reduction of the carrier density via stimu- wavelengths of these resonators cover the gain
lated emission determines the duration of the region of the semiconductor material. The laser
lasing process. When the carrier density is re- emission at 2 K starts and ends less abrupt and
duced below threshold density, lasing ends and lasts longer compared to 77 K. The FWI-Ms at 2 K
spontaneous, respectively amplified spontaneous are between 40 ps and 80 ps and at 77 K between
emission reduce the carrier density further. 17 ps and 50 ps. Hereby the FWHMs increase with

The intrinsic carrier transport and relaxa- increasing grating period. For a given grating
tion effects in conjunction with spontaneous and period the FWHM at 2 K is about a factor of 1.5
stimulated emission lead to the mostly undesira- to 2.5 longer than at 77 K. From these data we
ble chirping of the lasing mode. In Fig. 2 the conclude, that different time constants of the
energy position of the DFB mode (right axis) intrinsic relaxation and transport effects at
during and slightly before and after lasing is 2K and at 77K determine mainly the time
plotted versus time. Before laser emission behavior of the lasing pulse.
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population rate from the excited energy level,
A- 232.5 nm ii) the rate given by the spontaneous recombina-

r17 tion lifetime •sp and iii) the stimulated emis-
T - 77,, I- 2 X sion rate with the optical gain coefficient (x,

the transparency density Ntr and the photon den-
sity S. The spontaneous recombination lifetime
"-s depends on the carrier density, which is ta-
kepn into account by a sum of the non-radiative,
the radiative and the Auger recombination. Non-
linearities of the optical gain coefficient are

•G considered by the gain compression factor c.
A The rates for the photon density are given by

i) the stimulated term with the confinement fac-
1010 100 200 :300 400 tor F, ii) the photon lifetime c, which de-

time [psi scribes the photon losses and ii the fraction
P3 of the spontaneous contribution emitted into

Figure 3. the lasing mode.
Intensity of the DFB mode at different Fig. 4 shows the temporal behavior of the
temperatures photon density for different values of the re-

laxation constant treI. The excitation condition
Theoretical description corresponds to the experimental preparation of

the system and leads to one single response
For the theoretical description of the experi- pulse in the time domain. With a relaxation
ments a 3 level system is --- -1. We assume opti- constant of 10 ps a FWHM of 34 ps is obtained.
cal Lorentzian-shaped pulses g(t) (FWHM = 9ps) This FWHM value approaches the measured one atcal oretzin-sape pusesg~t (FLIM77 K. When the relaxation constant becomesgenerating a number of electron-hole pairs n7 .We h eaaincntn eoe
in an excited energy level. From this level p i C longer the rise time and the FWHMs increase. Forin a exitedenegy lvel Fro ths leel ir- a relaxation constant of 300 ps a FWHM of 80 ps
fusion, relaxation and capture of carriers into a obtin ch orresps t o 80 m s
the lasing level of the QW are described by an is obtained, which corresponds to the measured
overall relaxation constant TrI: data at 2 K. For all excitation intensities,

longer relaxation constants lead to longer rise
times and FWHMs of the response pulses.

= g(t) - exc From comparison of the theoretical results
at Trel with the experimentally found temperature de-

pendent laser dynamics we conclude that DFB la-
The generation of electron-hole pairs was ser dynamics is mostly determined by carrier

carried out by an excitation stripe along the dynamics.resonator with a cylindrical lens. So a homoge- A new effect has been observed, which may

neous carrier density along the resonator can be influence bit error rates seriously at extremely
built up. This is the first condition, which high modulation speed. As mentioned above, the
allow us the use of spatially averaged rate DFB grating is joined to an output-coupler,
equations [6] for the theoretical description of which leads to Fabry-Perot (FP) modes, if gain
the time behavior of one lasing mode. The second is high enough. At a temperature of 2 K we ob-
condition requires, that time constants for the
occupation of the lasing level are longer than
the round-trip time of the light-wave in the
resonator (- 10 ps). Considering only the FWHM
3f the excitation pulse (9 ps), the limit of E to"4validity is reached. When the intrinsic proces-
ses at low temperature are taken into account, 100 Pe
than the effective occupation time of the lasing 3

level becomes longer and the following rates can

be used: 1o"

aN nexc N I
S= . . (.(N-Ntr).S 9L

at V.- re t lsp o1w

OS S N 0 200 40 0oo 1000
a = F.Ca.(N-Ntr).S - - + r.p.-.. time [psItt"p tsp

Figure 4.
The rates which determine the change of the Calculated temporal behavior of the photon den-

carrier density N in the lasing level are i) the sity for different relaxation constants
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Abstract in the low-bandgap material recombine on a time scale
much longer than the transfer time and do not contribute

We describe a heterostructure metal-semiconductor-metal significantly to the photocurrent if the electrical bias of
photodetector with subpicosecond response time. In this the MSM diode is moderate to keep the carriers
diode, the intrinsic speed is enhanced by ultrafast real- confined.
space transfer of the photogenerated charge carriers from
the light-absorbing layer to a reservoir layer underneath. Metal fngers

Introduction 
100 nm InP. N., = 5x10 1 ' cm4

Planar interdigitated metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) 800 nm GalnAs, N,, . 2xl0'8 cm4

diode structures are useful as efficient high-speed photo-
detectors. Their intrinsic speed is limited by either the 300 nm InP buffer

spacing of the metal fingers or the time during which the
carriers retain a high mobility. This time may be limited
by either the carrier lifetime or the capture time for Semiinsmabing InP Substat.

trapping of the carriers. One way to increase the speed
of the diode is to reduce the finger spacing [I]. Another
way is the use of novel semiconductor materials such as
low-temperature-grown (LT-)GaAs with a high density FIG. 1. Cross-section through the layer sequence of the
of trapping sites [2]. The speed of the diode is in this heterostructure MSM diode
case improved at the expense of a reduced carrier collec-
tion efficiency.

We demonstrate that ultrafast real-space charge trans- We test our approach towards subpicosecond MSM
fer in a semiconductor heterostructure is another mecha- photodiodes with an InP/GaA 7In0_ 3As heterobarrier diode
nism to quickly turn off the current in the MSM diode operated in the visible spectral range. The bandgap of
after excitation by a short optical pulse. The light is ab- Gao,7Ino• 3As is 0.73 eV, that of InP 1.35 eV. The con-
sorbed in a thin layer of a high-bandgap material at the duction and valence band offsets are sufficient to confine
surface of the diode. The photogenerated carriers are carriers in the GaA7InoS3As layer. The InP cap layer has
either collected at the electrical contacts or are trans- to be as thin as possible to allow rapid carrier transfer,
fefred from the top layer to a reservoir layer of a low but thick enough to ensure that a large part of the light
bandgap material underneath. It is known that carriers is absorbed in this layer. We have chosen a thickness of
can be transferred on a time scale of a few picoseconds 100 run for the InP layer. It absorbs 32 % of the inci-
from a high-bandgap to a low-bandgap material over dis- dent light at a laser wavelength of 750 tun (photon ener-
tances on the order of 100 nm [3]. The carriers trapped gy: 1.65 eV).
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FIG. 2. SEM micrograph showing a top view of UJe Time (ps)
MSM finger structure. Active d.iode area: 20x20 pm2,
finger width: 0.5 pim, finger separation: 0.5 gm. FIG. 3. Electrooptically measured response of the MSM

diode (bias 1.0 V) to excitation by a 100 fs optical pulse
Device Parameters with pulse energy ranging from 3 pJ to 26 pJ (corres-

ponding density of photogenerated carriers in the InP
Figure 1 shows the layer sequence of our diode. The layer: 2 - 15x 10i7 cm 3).
basic heterostructure consists of a 800 nm thick
Ga0471n0,. 3As layer with the 100 nm thick InP layer on InP layer: 2 - 15x1017 cm 3). The response of the diode
top of it. Both layers are nominally undoped. They are is extremely fast. We measure a full width at half maxi-
grown by low-pressure metal-organic-vapor-phase-epita- mum of the detected electrical pulses of 0.6 ps. This
xy (LP-MOVPE) on a semiinsulating InP substrate. A width is nearly independent of the energy of the optical
100 rim thick Ti/Pt/Au film is deposited on top of the pulses. The observed voltage swing ranges from 0.2 V
wafer. A 20x20 pm 2 area of the metal film is patterned to 0.6 V and does not depend linearly on the pulse ener-
by electron beam lithography and subsequent Ar sputter- gy. At low energy, the shape of the electrical pulse is
ing into an interdigitated finger structure with 0.5 Pm unipolar. At high energy, the electrical waveform deve-
wide fingers that are 0.5 pm apart from each other. We lops a bipolar characteristic. The trailing negative lobe
use the same patterning step to define a several mm long of the bipolar signal is likely to have its origin in the
coplanar waveguide with 20 pm wide lines and a line dynamics of the intrinsic diode field resulting from spa-
separation of 20 pmo. One end of the waveguide contacts tial variations of the Schottky barrier height. The nega-
the active interdigital area, the other end widens into tive lobe may also be influenced by charge carriers that
contact pads for wire bonding. Figure 2 shows a top are unintentionally excited outside of the finger structure.
view of the interdigital area of the diode. Its capacitance The importance of vertical carrier transfer for the
is estimated to be 25 MF. high speed of the device is proven by a control experi-

ment with a diode without a light-absorbing InP top
Electrooptic Characterization layer. During the sputtering step in the patterning pro-

cess, the InP between the fingers is selecti rely removed.
For high-speed characterization, we excite the diode by Light absorption now occurs in the Gao4 71n0o5 As layer
100 fs pulses from a Kerr-lens-modelocked Ti:Sapphire only. Figure 4 shows the normalized detected electrical
laser operating at 750 un. We trace the electrical re- signal of the control measurement (top part of Fig. 4) in
sponse of the device by electrooptic sampling in a comparison with data for a diode with an InP layer bet-
LiTaO3 crystal positioned on the coplanar transmission ween the fingers (bottom part of Fig. 4). The bias in
line as closely to the interdigital area as possible. Figure both cases is 1.0 V, the data are taken at similar incident
3 shows the detected electrical signal at a bias voltage of pulse energies around 25 pJ.

1.0 V for energies of the incident optical pulses ranging From Fig. 4, it is obvious that the heterobarrier struc-
from 3 pJ to 26 pJ (corresponding carrier density in the ture in the light-absorbing region considerably enhances
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FIG. 5. Upconversion measurement of the InP bandedgeFIG. 4. Electrooptically measured response of MSM luminescence of an MSM diode (biased with 0.2 V)

diodes after excitation by a 100 fs optical pulse, upper excited by 100 fs optical pulses with a pulse energy of

curve: without carrier transfer from InP to Gao47Ino 53As 400 pu.

(InP between the fingers removed, light is absorbed only

in the Gao0 47Ino53As layer), lower curve: with carrier
transfer from the lnP cap layer to the GaO47Ino53As layer. top layer. The rapid luminescence decay indicates a fast
the intrinsic speed of the diode. We attribute this in- decrease of the carrier density in the IL? layer. The

crease in speed to the ultrafast transfer of carriers observed time constant of 2 ps is too short for the

fromthe InP to the Gao47Ino.53As layer. carriers to be collected at the metal contacts [4]. Also
trapping at defects or recombination can be excluded as
processes able to reduce the carrier density so quickly.

Photoluminescence Characterization The fast luminescence decay is strong evidence for an
efficient real-space transfer of the carriers from the InP

To investigate the charge transfer in a more direct way to the Gao47InO. 53As layer.
we trace the temporal evolution of the InP bandedge lu-
minescence in an upconversion measurement. We use a Discussion
diode with an active area of 100xl00 pm2, the finger
width and spacing are 3 pm, respectively [4]. The diode Real-space transfer of the charge carriers leads to a
is not integrated into a transmission line. The setup for bandwidth of the MSM diodes comparable to that of LT-
the upconversion measurement is described in Ref. 5. GaAs MSM-photodetectors [1,2]. The penalty for the
The MSM diode is excited by 100 fs optical pulses from high speed is a reduced carrier collection efficiency. We
a Ti:Sapphire laser operating at 710 nm (photon energy: calculate from our data that only a few percent of all
1.75 eV). The luminescence emitted through the finger photogenerated carriers are collected in the contacts. The
structure is focused onto a LiUO 3 crystal and mixed with majority of the carriers recombines in the Ga0 47Ino.53As
a second time-delayed laser pulse. The sum frequency layer on a time scale long compared to that of interest
signal is spectrally analyzed in a monochromator. here. Reduction of the finger separation would clearly

Figure 5 shows the intensity of the luminescence at increase the carrier collection efficiency.
a wavelength of 906 nm (photon energy: 1.37 eV) as a Although the time-integrated photocurrent is low, the
function of time. The energy of the exciting laser pulse switched voltage is high. At a bias of 1.0 V and an opti-
is 400 pJ. After excitation of the diode, the lumines- cal pulse energy of 12 pJ (26 pJ), we measure a voltage
cence intensity decays with a time constant of 2 ps to a 3wing of 40 % (60 %) of the applied bias voltage. At
low residual level. such a high switching efficiency, ultrafast field screening

With the detection set to a photon energy of 1.37 eV, effects and especially displacement current contributions
i.e. close to the bandedge of InP, the luminescence in- are expected to be important. Screening effects, how-
tensity is proportional to the carrier density in the InP ever, do not explain the different time response of the
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MSM diodes with and without InP layer between the made possible by financial support from the Deutsche
metal fingers (see Fig. 4). We expect effective field Forschungsgemeinschaft.
screening also when charee carriers are photogenerated
exclusively in the Gao.47Ino0 3As layer. Screening effects References
certainly influence the shape of the electric pulses
generated in both diode types and will have to be 1. S. Y. Chou, Y. Liu, W. Khalil, T. Y. Hsiang, and S.
included in future model calculations. Alexandrou, Appl. Phys. Lea. 61 (1992) 819.

Conclusion 2. Y. Chen, S. Williamson. T. Brock, F. W. Smith, and
A. R. Calawa, Appl. Phys. Lett. 59 (1991) 1984.

In summary, we have demonstrated that heterostruc-
ture InP/GaOA7IDno 3As MSM-diodes are extremely fast 3. R. Kersting, X. Q. Thou, K. Wolter, D. Grilzimacher,
photodetectors for photon energies above the bandgap of and H. Kurz, Superlan. Microstruc. 7 (1990) 345; and
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fast carrier trapping process in the form of a transfer of Newport, RI (1992) 565.
carriers from the InP layer into the Gao47Ino.53As layer.
The switched voltage is very high. The carrier collection 4. The increase of the active area of the diode used for
efficiency is modest but can be improved by a reduction the upconversion experiment brings the advantage of
of the finger separation. For applications in the visible a higher luminescence intensity without increase of
and near-infrared spectral range (X < 900 nm), if speed the density of the photogenerated carriers. The larger
is more important than quantum efficiency, this device spacing of the fingers raises the transit time for
may be an interesting alternative to other ultrafast photo- electrons to reach the metal contacts to more than
detectors. 15 ps.
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Abstract photodetectors. The same types of responses as are
reported here have been observed in every HBT we have

Unmodified InAMAs/InGaAs heterojunction bipolar studied, including AIGaAs/GaAs, InP/InGaAs, graded-
transistors were illuminated with visible-wavelength base band gap, and self-aligned electrode devices.
femtosecond pulses; electrical responses were measured
electro-optically. 2.4-ps emitter photocurrent transients,
corresponding to a bandwidth in excess of 200 GHz,
were observed. Slow photocurrent components due to The abrupt-junction, single heterostructure devices were
holes trapped in the base could be eliminated with grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a semi-insulating
appropriate base biasing. An equivalent-circuit model (100) lnP substrate. The 290-nm-thick Ga0 .4 7 1n0.5 3As
successfully accounts for the observed photocurrent•. collector was n-doped at 2x10 16 

wn- above it lay a
100- or 150-nim-thick Ga0 . 4 71n0 .5 3 As base, p÷-doped at

Introduction 1×x1 9 on-3, with a 30-nm undoped buffer layer separat-
ing it from the 140-nim AI0.48In0. 5 2 As emitter, n-doped

In a previous study we demonstrated that ultrafast opti- at 5x10' 7 CM- 3. Above the emitter were n+ 100-nim
cal studies of heterojunction bipolar transistors (IIBTs) Al. 41slno. 52As and 140-nm Ga0 .471n0. 53As emitter cap
can provide information about carrier dynamics within layers. Beneath the collector was a 480-nm
the device [1]. The photocurrent transient of an ItBT is n÷4Ga0 .47 1n0. 5 3As subcollector. Standard photolithogra-
composed of a fast component, due to the transit of elec- phy and wet chemical etching were used to define the
trons out of the base and into the emitter, and of much IIBT mesas; the metal contact areas were defined by
slower components due to the presence of photogenerat- polyimide. Nominal base-emitter and base-collector
ed holes in the base. The duration of the fast compo- areas for the non-self-aligned structures are 3)0 lum2 and
nent is much briefer than the microwave bandwidth of 14x14 ;Ln

2, respectively, and the emitter electrode area
the device would suggest [1,21; that of the slow compo- is 16 pm2 . The average dc current gains were approxi-
nent is determined by the lifetime of the excess positive mately 62 and 38 for the 100- and 150-nm-thick base
charge in the base. The slow photocurrent component is devices, respectively; unity-current-gain frequencies
itself composed of more than one component, and these were 23 and 35 GHz, respectively.
components can be made to cancel at an apprpriate base Wafers containing the lIBTs to be studied were
bias, leaving only the fast photocurrent response. mounted on a wafer probe station. Optical pulses with

For this study the emitter photocurrent transients durations of -150 fs at a wavelength of 620 nm were
of InAlAs/InGaAs HBTs were measured with subpico- generated by a colliding-pulse mode-locked lasec The
second time resolution; impulse photoresponses as fast pulses were focused from above onto the active region
as 2.4 ps were measured. We believe these to be the of an IIBT just to one side of the emitter electrode, and
fastest responses observed in an active device. Internal photocurrent transients were simultaneously monitored
quantum efficiencies of these unmodificd microwave with a 50-GIlz sampling oscilloscope and with a
IIBTs wcre estimated to be as high as 0.4 at 620 nm. LiTaO3 electro-optic probe with subpicosecond time rcs-
"lhe relative simplicity of their fabrication and case of olution [3] positioned between the device's contact
integration with other active componcnts may make pads. Microwave probes, cables and bias tccs compris-
I IBT-based devices attractive candidates as high-speed ing the test circuit all had bandwidths of 60 GI lz.
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Results

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) present sampling oscilloscope 4. VBE-0 9 V a
traces of the emitter and base responses of a 100-nm 0.75 V
base HBT to 220-f0 pulses; Fig. 2 shows the collector
phototransient for a nominally identical device meastured 0.60 V

in a common-emitter circuit. The responses are shown 2 0.30 V
in all figures at the same series of base biases VBE. 0.00 V

In all of the traces the photoresponse is composed 0
of a fast component followed by a slow tail. All of the
data in Fig. 1 and 2 are fit with a function having the - 0 -

same time parameters: the fast component cannot be EtJJ
resolved by the sampling oscilloscope and is fit with a _

Gaussian having a full width at half-maximum (fwhm)
of 13 ps, and the tail is fit with two exponentials 1 2 A b
having decay times of 12 and 130 ps. The amplitudes VBE
of the three components are fit to the data, and the fits
are presented as lines in Figs. 1 and 2. The shapes of

the base and collector photocurrents vary only slightly
with base bias, and the slow component of the photo- "
response persists at all values of VBE. 0

The emitter photocurrent, however, exhibits a strik-
ing dependence upon VBE. The slow part of the photo-
response appears as an undershoot at small base biases;
as V BE is increased, the slow response changes from an m

undershoot to an overshoot whose amplitude increases 0
with increasing VBE. A bias-in this case about 0.6 0 50 100 150
V-can be found at which the slow component nearly t (ps) -4

disappears. Figure 1. (a) Emitter and (b) base photocurrent transients,
Emitter photocurrent traces, again measured with measured simultaneously with a sampling oscilloscope, of a

the sampling oscilloscope, are shown for an HBT with 100-nm base IlBTs at a series of base biases VBE in response
a 150-nm base in Fig. 3. The fast responses appear to to 220-f0 optical pulses. Data are shown as points and fits,
be much the same, although with lower amplitudes. As discussed in the text, are shown as lines.

before, the tail of the respoase changes from an under- resolved by the sampling oscilloscope and causes an
shoot to an overshoot as VBE increases; for this device apparent offset of the fast response.)
the slow components are nulled out at VBE = 0.75 V. The fast response of the 100-nm base device of
The slow component of the tail, however, is much faster Fig. I is resolved by electro-optic measurements of the
than that of the 100-nm base device; the best fit of the emitter photocurrent, which are presented in Fig. 4. The
exponential decay time constant to all traces is 47 ps. tails appear as undershoots and overshoots at base bias-
As for the 100-rnm devices, the base and collector pho- es below and above 0.7 V, respectively. At V BE = 0.7 V
tocurrents do not vary much with VBE and can be fit only the fast component of the photocurrent remains,
with the same exponential time constants that fit the
emitter photocurrents.

The rcsponsivities of the fast emitter photocurrent ;Z0.6
components of the 100- and 150-nm-base IIBTs are E. VB
0.039 and 0.016 A/W, respectively. Most of the inci-
dent light is absorbed in the Ga0 .47In 0.53As emitter cap
layer; if the light is assumed not to be partially blocked • 0.4

by the edge of the emitter electrode nor to be absorbed V
by the polyimide films, the internal quantum efficiency R
of the 100-nm I IBT is at least 0.4. 002

The fast response of the 100-nm base device of
Fig.1 is resolved by electro-optic measurements of the
emitter photocurrent, which are presented in Fig. 4. The 0
tails appear as undershoots and overshoots at base - 0 50 100 150
biases below and above 0.7 V, respectively. At VBE = t (ps)
0.7 V only the fast component of the photocurrent Figure 2. Sampling oscilloscope traces of collector pho-
remains, and the response possesses a fwhm of 5.5 ps. tocurrent transients of a device nominally identical to that
(This bias is slightly different from that in Fig. 1, of Fig. I and at the same series of base biases. The same time
since the fast exponential in the latter case is not parameters were used in the fits as those in Fig. 1.
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Figure 3. Sampling oscilloscope traces of emitter pho- Figure 5. An electro-optic scan of an HBT with a 100-nm
tocurrent transients of a 150-rn-base HBT in response to covered extrinsic base. VCE = 3.0 V; VBE = 0.54 V. Inset: A
220-fi optical pulses at a series of base biases VBE. Data are Fourier transform of the time-response data, showing a 200-
shown as points and the fits as lines. GHz photodetection bandwidth.

and the response possesses a fwhm of 5.5 ps. (This Discussion
bias is slightly different from that in Fig. 1, since the
fast exponential in the latter case is not resolved by the Carrier injection and extraction in HBTs can be under-
sampling oscilloscope and causes an apparent offset.) stood using a modified Ebers-Moil model. A simplified

On additional 100-rim-base devices, the normally common-collector circuit, applicable to the cutoff and
exposed part of the base surface extrinsic to the active active regions of operation, is shown in Fig. 6. The
device was covered with -45 nm of emitter material, model elements represent specific transistor processes.
This procedure reduced the extrinsic recombination The diode If describes electron injection at the base-
current but increased the base resistance, due to the emitter junction. The current source If, equal to the
difficulty of making an ohmic contact to the base. current through the diode If, describes ideal electron col-
These devices exhibit responses qualitatively similar to lection by the collector. The diode 1r describes various
those of Fig. 4, although the time scales of the slow base recombination mechanisms. Rb and Rce describe
components are much longec The responsivity is about the junction access and terminal contact resitances.
half that of the device of Fig. 1. Figure 5 shows the Additional carrier injection mechanisms have to be
electro-optically measured emitter photocurrent of such a accounted for under illumination. Carriers generated in
device at a base bias of 0.54 V, where the slow compo- the emitter and subcollector regions have a negligible
nents disappear. The device exhibits an extremely fast effect on the photocurrent. Holes photogenerated in the
phototransient fwhm of 2.38 ± 0.06 ps, corresponding to base are trapped by the junction potential barriers.
a photodetection bandwidth in excess of 200 Gllz. We Electrons generated in the base rapidly diffuse to the
believe that this is the fastest optoelectronic response junctions and are injected into the emitter and collector.
reported for an active semiconductor device. Injection into the emitter is assumed to be negligible,

except at low or negative base biases; injection into the
collector appears as a current source Iphc between the
intrinsic collector and base. For modeling small-signal
transient operation we add the emitter junction
--depletion (Cje) and diffusion (Cde) capacitances and a
base-collector junction depletion (Cjc) capacitance. TIe
rf probes present 50-41 terminations as Rt. and Rtb.

.9• 7.-VBE - 0.8 VThe optical impulse response due to the injected
0.charge QPhc consists of two exponentially-decaying

VBE = 0.7 V components with radically different time constants. The
-- - - - - fundamental physical processes become apparent when

-=06V the time constants are simplified as
% (Rte + Rce)/(lICjc + 1/ 1 d, (la)

-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 (Ci. + Cq.)/(i/Rt + I/R%), (lb)
Delay time T (ps) -4

Figure 4. Electro-optic sampling traces of the emitter pho- where C,, = Cde + Cje and Rl, = Rb +Rtb. The fact
toresponse of the ilBT of Fig. I at a series of base biases. that Tslow is several times faster for the 150-nm-base
The fwhm of the fast component is 5.5 ps. IIBT than for the 100-nim device is primarily due to a
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SEMITTER injection of excess base electrons into the emitter,
Rig Rgiving a negative photocurrent; the photoinduced

. _E I potential is still positive, producing electron injection
Cde Cie It Ir from the emitter and a positive photocurrent. At low

BASE _JR: (biases the photoinduced electron injection from the
-Rb Cc jIphc + if emitter to base is negligible and the result is a nearly

constant flow of excess electrons out of the emitter. pro-
COLLECTOR ducing a negative photocurrent. At high biases forward

Figure 6. HBT equivalent circuit including photocarrier electron injection from the emitter to the base becomes

generation currents. dominant, and the emitte- photocurrent becomes posi-
tive. This process is independent of the incident light

much lower Rb for the former device. Values for %slw intensity provided that snfll-signal conditions prevaiL

calculated from Eq. (lb) and measured device parame-
ters are about one-third lower than those observed. tfst Conclusions
is approximately the same for these two devices and
agrees approximately with that calculated from Eq. (Ia). We have shown that HBTs can be used as high-speed
It is not apparent to us why the response of the covered- and potentially efficient photodetectors and that they
extrinsic-base device of Fig. 5 is so much faster than might be more easily integrated into monolithic circuits
that of the others. than other types of detectors. The efficiency of such a

The fast time-constant component is dominated by photodetector can be inc reased at the expense of speed
electron injection from the emitter contact and transport by increasing the base thickness; but if the emitter and
to the collector. The slow component is determined by collector band gaps were reduced so that photocarriers
hole storage in the base, with holes eliminated via flow were created there as well, the efficiency might be
out the base contact (R% term) and recombination in increased with very little sacrifice in bandwidth. A
the base (Rr term). It has been responsible for the high modified Ebers-Moll equivalent-circuit model satisfac-
optical gains and slow operating speeds of conventional torily explains the tirv. scales and magnitudes of the
photo-HBTs [4,5]. The fast component is of primary observed photocurnents.
interest in this study, since it may be several orders of
magnitude faster than the slow. Both of these time
constants are nearly bias-independent at moderate bias Acknowledgements
levels.
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Abstract vice response time of 2 ns was observed 12]. Its equiv-
alent circuit is distinctly different from that of a con-

We report a novel graded-superlattice photovoltaic ventional photoconductive detector, such as a p-i-n
detector with a steady-state response of picosecond or avalanche photodiode. Neither a dc bias voltage
speed. No dc bias voltage is required for its opera- nor a resistive load is required for its operation. As

tion. The intrinsic response speed does not depend a result, it can be used to directly drive a capacitive
on the device size. An impulse response of 43-ps full load, such as a field effect transistor [3]. Its intrin-
width at half-maximum is observed for a typical de- sic response speed is independent of the size of the
vice of 108 pm in diameter. The measured response device. The measured full width at half-maximum
speed varies from 29 to 58 ps for devices of various (FWHM) of the impulse response varies from 29 to
sizes ranging from 51 to 502 pm. 58 ps for devices of various sizes ranging from 51 to

502 pm.
As reported in [2], it is necessary to grow the

Existing high-speed photodetectors are generally structure at a low temperature, e.g. 500 0C, for a low
photoconductive devices which require a dc bias and minority-carrier lifetime and a low majority-carrier
a load resistor. The speed of these devices depends mobility to successfully observe a steady-state pho-
strongly on the bias voltage and the load resistance. tovoltage. Figure 1 shows the energy band diagram
In contrast, photovoltaic devices are not subject to of the graded InAlGaAs structure used for the pi-
these constraints. However, photovoltages generated cosecond device, which is different from the structure
in semiconductor structures usually decay slowly and used in [2]. The structure is doped in p-type with a
are not used for high-speed applications. Although a doping concentration of 5 x 10" /cm' in the graded
photoexcited polarization with a 200-ps decay time layers and with all the other layers heavily doped.
was previously observed in a sawtooth superlattice The active region consists of ten periods of 100-nm
structure [1], it was only a transient phenomenon graded Ino.s3(AlxGa-x)0.4 7As layers with x ramped
without a steady-state response. For practical ap- from 0 to 0.4 and 3-nm Ino.s2 A60.4As barrier layers
plications, it is desirable that a high-speed detector between neighboring graded layers. This structure
can sustain a steady-state signal under continuous was designed to match the 1.165 eV photon energy
light illumination while having a picosecond response of the laser light used in our experiment.
speed. The devices were mounted on high-speed Wiltron

We describe in this paper an lnAlGaAs photo- K connectors [4]. The active area of a device was de-
voltaic detector which shows both steady-state re- fined by an etched mesa under the top metallization
sponse and picosecond speed. The function of this and the device was back-illuminated through a hole
picosecond photovoltaic detector is based on the re- in the substrate metallization [4]. Ten devices with
cently demonstrated steady-state photovoltaic effect mesa diameters ranging from 51 to 502 pm were pre-
in asymmetrical graded superlattices, in which a de- pared with the same procedure. The devices show
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Figure 1. Energy-hIand diagram of the graded su-

perlat t ice st ruct tire.

linear or nearly linear /-V characteristics which are
syinnietric with respect to the zero voltage point for
the range of voltage interested in our experiment. hi
the following, we dtescrib)e thlie performiance of a tyvp- (a)
ical device which has a mesa diameter of 108 pin.

We first verified that thlie device has a steady-

state pihotovoltage by illuminatingit with Q-switched
Nd:YA(; laser pulses of durat ion ranging from 200 ns
to 2 ps at 1.06.1 pmi wavelength. In the experiment.

the voltage signal generated by the laser light was
sent directly, into an oscilloscope for monitoring. No
bias was needed and the signal displayed on an os-

cilloscope is independent of the input impedance of

the oscilloscope. These characteristics are distinctly
different from those of a phiotoconductive detector.
Figure 2 shows the steady-state signal of our photo-

voltaic detector (upper trace) in comparison to that
of a picosecond p-i-n in.aAs/InP photodiode (lower

trace), both illuminated with a 250-nis laser pulse.

The traces shown in Fig. 2(a) were taken with a Tek-
tronix 11302 oscilloscope of 50 Q input impedance.

They are almost identical and both display the true

shape of the laser pulse. In contrast. Fig. 2(b) shows

the traces of signals taken with a Tektronix 2216
oscilloscope of I .1!' input impedance. As can be

clearly seen. the signal from our detector still displays Figure 2. Oscilloscope traces of the steady-state sig-

the pulse shape but not that from the p-i-n photodi- nals of a 108 pin photovoltaic detector (upper trace)
ode. ]ihis indicates that the signal from our detector and a picosecond p-i-n InGaAs/InP detector (lower

is truly a photovoltage [2]. This 108-pmr device has trace) in response to a 2Y50-ns laser pulse. The oscil-

a responsivitv of -, 0.3 V/W in the linear region ard loscope used an input impedance of (a) 50-Q and (b)

saturates at - 0.3 V at hight laser intensities. I MQI.

"Ihe response speed of tihis device was studied
with 1.6-ps pulses at 1.05:1 pim wavelength obtained
through fiber-grating comp)ression of a cw actively
mode-locked N(:YIF laser which has a pulse rep- 50 ps. Accounting for the 25-ps oscilloscope response
etition rate of 76 Mlxz. It was mlonitored with a speed, we deduced a FWIIM detector response of

Tektronix 7854 sampling oscilloscope through an S4 -13 ps and a detector rise time of less than 10 ps with

sampling head which has a 25-ps response speed and the suuni-of-squares technique. This represents a typ-

a 50-f innput imnpedlance. Figure :1 shows the impulse ical imppulse response and is riot the fastest observed

response of the 108 pmi device observed on the oscil- in our experiments. For devices of various sizes rang-

loscope. This trace has a sCOpue-limnited 10-.90(X rise ing front 51 to 502 pm in diameter, the measured

imne of 2.5 ps. a fall timne of 50 ps. and a |WIIM of detector FWIIM varies fronm 29 to 58 ps and shows
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11R 8  LP

isLcT RJi Cp RL

VW Figure 4. Equivalent circuit of the photovoltaic de-
SELF TST COPLETEtector. The dashed line separates the iitrinsic circuit

of the graded superlattice layers to the left from that
of the parasitics and the load resistance to the right.

Figure 3. Impulse response of a 108 pm device ex-
cited by a 1.6-ps laser pulse. tional photodiode depends on its size and structure

while its output signal is strongly influenced by the
parasitics and the load resistance. By comparison,

little correlation with the device size [5]. This is an- the output signal of our device does not depend on
other unique characteristic of our device which is not RL as long as R,< RL. and its dependence on the
expected of a photodiode. parasitics is very different from that of a conventional

The major difference between our device and con- photodiode because of the fundamental differences in
ventional photodiodes is that there is no p-n junction the equivalent circuits.
in our device. The generation of the photovoltage de- In conclusion, a novel graded-superlattice InAl-
pends on the separation of the photoexcited electrons GaAs photovoltaic detector with a steady-state re-
and holes by the built-in field in the graded band sponse of picosecond speed is demonstrated. The in-
structure [6, 2]. This photovoltage decays by dielec- trinsic response speed does not depend on the device
tric relaxation. Internal to the device, both electrons size. Its equivalent circuit is distinctly different from
and holes flow in the same direction. This is not the that of a conventional photodiode. Neither a dc bias
case for conventional photovoltaic devices which de- voltage nor a resistive load is required for its opera-
pend on the generation of photovoltages through p-n tion.
junctions.

The equivalent circuit of our device is shown in
Fig. 4, where C, is the intrinsic capacitance of the References
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Abstract bandwidths as large as 110 GHz are observed for a

We report double heterostructure GaInAs/InP p-i-n 2 pm x 2 jum device at low bias voltages.

photodiodes with pulsewidths as short as 3.0 ps, Materials & Fabrication
bandwidths exceeding 100 GHz, and external quantum
efficiency of 50%. The heterostructure shown in Figure 1 was grown by

Introduction gas-source molecular beam epitaxy at 500TC nominally

lattice matched to a (100) semi-insulating InP substrate.

High-speed, high efficiency photodetectors sensitive at Molecular beams of As2 and P2 were produced by

1.3 and 1.55 jim are vital components for the thermal decomposition of AsH3 and PH3 , and Be and

development of large-capacity digital and analog optical Si were used as dopants. One Ga effusion cell and two

fiber communications systems and instrumentation. In cells, one for InGaAs at 0.4 pm/hr and one for
Such photodetectors are generally subject to InGaAsP (Xg = 1.15 jIm) at 1.2 un/hr and InP at 1.0
performance limitations such as carrier transit time, RC jum/hr, were used. This procedure ensured constant

time constant, diffusion current, and carrier trapping. alloy composition, precise layer thickness, and abrupt

Until now, high-speed long wavelength photodiodes heterointerfaces during growth of the graded bandgap
have had 3-dB bandwidths of no more than 70 GHz regions [4].

due to these limitations [1, 21. Our photodiode design The device cross-section is shown in Figure 2.
utilizes a GaInAs/lnP p-i-n double heterostructure with Fabrication is described as follows. Ti(50 nm)/ Pt(75
graded bandgap layers to reduce the heterojunction nm)/Au(150 nm)/Ni(100 nm) is lifted off on the wafer

barrier height and minimize carrier trapping at the with a tri-level mask technique. The
hetero-interfaces. An additional graded layer at the PMMA(1 jm)/Si(50 nm)/AZ4110(1 pim) ui-level mask
p+GaInAs/pInP contact interface reduces the contact is first prepared by patterning the AZ41 10 resist on top
resistance significantly over that of previously reported of Si and soft-baked PMMA. The silicon layer is

devices [2, 31. Leakage current and reverse breakdown etched by chlorine reactive ion etch (RIE) and the
voltage are also improved by replacing SiN, passivation PMMA (e-beam resist) is etched by oxygen RIE. The

with a self-aligned polyimide passivation. undercut of PMMA is formed by oxygen plasma in a
A pump-probe electro-optic sampling system based plasma enhanced etching machine. The nickel layer

on a Ti:Sapphire laser allows direct measurement of the serves as etch mask for C!2 RIE mesa etch through the

ultrafast photodiode with subpicosecond resolution at intrinsic layer. The n-InP layer is defined by
972 nm. Measured pulsewidths as short as 3.0 ps full- 1HCI:IH 2 0 wet etching with AZ4110 patterned
width at half-maximum (FWHM), and 3-dB plasma-enhanced-chemical-vapor-deposition (PECVD)
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GBLI

GalnAsP 0.6 nrm until the cured polyimide is etched along with AZ4330
lnGaAs 1.2 nm planarizing layer by oxygen RIE. The finalGalnAsP 0.6 nm'

GBL 11 p+ tInGaAs 50 nm InGaAs 0.6 nm metallization Ti(25nm)/Au(400nm) forms the coplanar
GalnAsP 0.6 nm GaInAsP 0.6 ,m waveguide (CPW) for device testing. The backside ofInP .2 n p+fnRN5nmInP 0.6 nm

InP 1.2 nm ptnp 300 rim GaInAsP 0.6 nm the substrate is Br:Methonal chemi-mechanically
GaInsP 0.6 rnm WInP 1.2 nm polished to 100 prm thick and coated with a SiNx anti-

GaInGaAs 0.6nm/. nm GBL II reflection (AR) film optimized for 1.3 pim wavelength.

GaInAsP 0.6 nm n+ InP 400 nm GalnAsP 0.6 rm An SEM photograph of the finished device is shown in
GanAsP m.2 nm GalAsP 0.6 nm Figure 3. The CPW has low parasitic capacitance and

SI InP substrate InGaft 0.6 nm is suitable for a 100 pm pitch microwave probe.~GaInAsP 0.6 nm
InP 0.6 nmn

GaInAsP 0.6 nm Measurements & Results
InP 1.2 nmA

GaInAsP 0.6 nm Time domain responses of the photodiodes are

Figure 1. Photodiode epitaxiaJ structure. measured by pump-probe electro-optic sampling, using
the InP substrate as the electro-optic modulator [5]. A
passively mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser delivering
pulses with 200 fs autocorrelation FWHM and 972 nm

Tt/Pt/Au/Ni "center wavelength is used as the measurement source,
and the pump and probe beams are focussed through

stop T p+ InP the backside of the wafer. The devices are contacted by

layer AuGe/Ni/Au i GalnAs microwave probe through their CPW, and DC bias is
o dn+ InP Ti/Au delivered through an external bias tee except in the caseof the 7 pnm x 7 prm devices, which have integrated bias

AR Semi-Insulating InP tees with separate DC probe connections. A 50 GHz
coating sampling oscilloscope monitors the device output and

provides a 50 ohm AC termination.
Lg An electro-optic measured response of a 2 ptm x
Lght 2 pgm device under 3 V reverse bias is shown in Figure

Figure 2. Photodiode cross-section. 4 and is seen to have a FWHM of 3.3 ps. The
measured response is very close to the impulse
response since the measurement resolution is roughly

SiO2 mask. 1H3PO 4:1H 20 2:38H 20 is used to etch the an order of magnitude better than the observed pulse
GaInAs stop etch layer followed by a light HCI etch. FWHM. The electrical frequency response plotted in
The mask is removed after the wet etching. The tri- the inset of Figure 4 is found from the magnitude of the
level mask is again used in the n-metal liftoff. The n- Fourier transform of the time response, and it shows a
metal consists of AuGe(50 nm)/Ni(7.5nm)/Au(100nm). 3-dB bandwidth of 110 GHz. Responses as short as
The ohmic annealing is done in the rapid thermal 3.0 ps FWHM were observed at 2 V reverse bias, but
annealer at 420*C for 30 sec. in nitrogen ambient. slow tails limited the corresponding bandwidths to 103
Dupont P1 2723 polyimide is used as the sidewall GHz.
passivation layer. The mesa sidewall is etched with The 3-dB electrical bandwidths of various size
I H2SO 4: 1 H20 2: I 00H20 for the passivating etch, then photodiodes biased at 3 V on the same wafer are plotted
rinsed with water. The polyimide is spun on at 5 krpm, along with model predictions as a function of area in
softbaked at 70*C for 15 min., exposed, developed, and Figure 5. Note that the 4 and 9 prm2 device bandwidths
rinsed. The curing temperature is at are nearly equal since they are essentially transit-time
120 0C/180°C/3000C for 20 min. in each stage with limited, while RC limitations gradually dominate the
temperature ramp no more than 10 0C/min. The bandwidths as device size increases.
finishing cure is at 370 0C in graphite strip heater in N2  The external quantum efficiency as measured on
ambient. The mesa top is still covered with polyimide 30 pgm x 30 pgm devices is 50% at 0.97 pgm
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h ,.

Figure 3. SEM photograph of finished 5 gim x 5 gm photodiode.

0 wavelength. The efficiency is enhanced by reflection
3B@ 0 from the p-contact metal, however since this surface is

" ,somewhat rough, the smaller devices may be slightly

"-."o less efficient. There is significant reflection at the.1% so0oo1is

3.3 ps FWHMRUe- (Oz) substrate-air interface at 0.97 gm because the AR
3.3 C. coating was designed for 1.3 pgm. The external

O -0.2 quantum efficiency should be around 32% at 1.3 gmw and about 19% at 1.55 gm. It is expected that the
bandwidth will not decrease at longer wavelengths since

-0.3 illumination from the n-side assures hole-dominated
0 4 8 12 16 20 transport. Thus, the bandwidth-efficiency product for

Delay (ps) the transit-time limited devices should be in the 20 to 35

Figure 4. Measured time response and corresponding GHz range at fiber communications wavelengths.
electrical frequency response of a 2 g~m x 2 gim
photodiode under 3 V reverse bias. Conclusions

200 We have fabricated and measured photodetectors with

bandwidths greater than 100 GHz that will be useful at
fiber communications wavelengths. This demonstrates

o100 0that graded bandgap layers at each hetero-interface can
eliminate carrier trapping effects, yielding low series
resistance for high-speed devices.
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Ultrafast Carrier Transfer in GaAs MSM-Diodes
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The high-speed performance of MSM-diodes has the pulse exciting the sample. Group velocity disper-
been studied by various techniques probing the elec- sion between luminescence and reference pulse within
trical response of the devices [1-4]. The internal car- the 1 mm thick crystal of Lithium Iodate limits the
rier transport in MSM-devices has not been studied time resolution to less than 200 fs. All data presen-
yet. In this paper, we report on time resolved stu- ted here are measured at room temperature.
dies of the internal carrier transport in MSM-diodes. The luminescence emitted after optical excitation
The experiments are performed with femtosecond lu- between the fingers of the MSM diodes is propor-
minescence upconversion with a time resolution of tional to the photogenerated densities of holes in the
200 fs. We show that the luminescence emitted from valence band and of the electrons in the r band only.
the photogenerated carriers within the MSM-diodes
is strongly reduced within the first picoseconds. This itumQ) = Me(t) X fh(t) (1)
effect is discussed in terms of spatial carrier separa- A change of the time-resolved luminescence signal
tion, intervalley transfer and field screening. Field when bias is applied to the diode therefore reflects a
induced intervalley scattering is identified as the do- change of carrier densities. This can be induced by
minant mechanism and observed in the time domain spatial separation of electrons and holes in the elec-
for the first time [5]. trical field. On the other hand, a field induced trans-

The MSM-photodiode structures are fabricat-1 on fer of electrons in k-space from the r- to the side val-
epitaxial n--type (ND = 2 x 101 5 cm- 3) GaAs by leys reduces the luminescence intensity. These elec-
electron beam lithography using Al as a Schottky trons do not contribute to the luminescence signal
contact metal. The samples have an active area because optical transitions are not possible between
of 100 x 100 pm with 3 pm finger width and spa- electrons in the side valleys and the photogenerated
cing. During our luminescence-upconversion mea- holes.
surements, the MSM-diodes are connected directly The GaAs band edge luminescence at 1.45 eV
to the bias source. Our setup (Fig. 1) differs only (0 kV/cm) is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of time.
in minor details from the scheme described in Ref. The luminescence rises with a time constant of about
[6]. Carriers are generated within the diodes by 1 ps. This ultrafast rise results from the direct re-
excitation with 100 fs laser pulses of a Kerr-lens- laxation of electrons in the r valley after excitation
modelocked Ti-Sapphire laser at 710 nm. The lu- with 1.74 eV photons. Intervalley scattering of the
minescence emitted between the fingers of the diode photogenerated carriers is suppressed because the
is focused dispersion-free by a mirror optic onto a electrons are generated in the r valley below the X-
nonlinear optical crystal (Lithium Iodate). Sum fre- and L- valley threshold [7]. The luminescence de-
quency light is generated if luminescence and refe- cays with a time constant of about 30 ps. This re-
rence pulse temporally overlap in the nonlinear cry- suits from carrier recombination, trapping, and dilu-
stal. This signal is dispersed by a monochromator tion of the carrier plasma by expansion of the plasma
and detected by a single photon counting system. from the surface into the bulk of the sample. A re-
The temporal evolution of the luminescence is map- duction of the luminescence intensity is clearly visi-
ped by delaying the reference pulse with respect to ble if bias is applied to the diode. For short delay
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Figure 1: Experimental setup. 40 -- %

times, the suppression of the luminescence is signifi- 30 °
cant. For longer times the measured curves converge.
The comparison of Fig. 2 (a) and (b) shows that this 220
reduction increases with decreasing excitation den-
sity. ~10

In Fig. 3, the intensity ratio of the band edge lu-
minescence for 0 kV/cm and 27 kV/cm field (2 ps 0
after excitation) is plotted as a function of excita- 20

is -3tion density. For higher excitation densities (about * bm
5 x 1017 cm-3 ), the signal intensities become compa- b) Szc

rable, indicating that the field is completely screened. - OkV/cm

At low excitation densities (about 2 x 101 6 cm- 3 ), the - 15 27kV/cm
luminescence is suppressed if a 27 kV/cm field is app-
lied. This strong field-induced reduction of the lumi-
nescence intensity in the low density case could result
from three different phenomena: i) spatial separation
of electrons and holes by drift transport through the
external applied field. ii) electron injection from the 10
r valley into the side valleys. iii) heating of the car-
rier distribution in the electrical field. The lumine- lee
scence spectra (inset Fig. 3) show hot carrier dis-
tributions with similar temperatures for all applied 5
fields and rule out the last explanation. -10 0 10 20 30 40 50

A simple estimate of the field-induced transport
velocities shows that the fast reduction of the lu- Time (ps)
minescence intensity cannot be explained by charge
separation in real space: To separate electrons and
holes over the 3 pm finger spacing within 2 ps would
require a drift velocity for electrons and holes more Figure 2: Time resolved GaAs band edge lumine-
than one order of magnitude larger than the satu- scence at different fields and excitation densities.
ration drift velocity in GaAs of about 1O7cm/s [8].
Velocity overshoot of the electrons also cannot cause
such a fast separation [9]. We explain the decrease of
the luminescence intensity at low excitation densities
and high bias by field-induced transfer of r electrons
to the indirect valleys. This explanation is suppor-
ted by a careful inspection of the dynamics in the
first few ps as shown in Fig. 4. For 0 kV/cm field,
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Figure 3: Dependence of the luminescence ratio at Figure 4: Temporal evolution of the band edge lumi-
27k V/cm and 0kV/cm on the excitation density ob- nescence at an excitation density of 2x 10 1 7cm-s for
tained at a time delay of 2 ps. Inset: Time resolved 0 kV/cm and 27 kV/cm fields. Also plotted is the
luminescence spectra at 2 ps delay. magnified difference between both traces (symbols)

and the model calculation of the difference (dashed
line).

the luminescence intensity reaches a maximum 3 ps
after excitation; at 27 kV/cm field the luminescence

intensity is reduced, but increases until 6 ps and con- namic equilibrium establishes between injection into
verges at longer times to the 0 V curve (s. Fig. 1). the side valley and reinjection into the F valley. Thus
This is also obhvioiis from the difference curve also the measured curves (0 kV/cm and 130 kV/cm) do
plotted in Fig. 4 (symbols). In the case of 27 kV/cm not converge for longer times. The difference curve
field, a fraction of electrons is injected into the side also plotted in Fig. 5 shows a similar decay time con-
valleys leading to the reduced luminescence. The stant as the absolute curves.
applied field is screened within the first ps, which Oritrrtto si odareetwt ho
suppresses further intervalley transfer of electrons.
After the field is screened, the electrons return from retical estimates: The Monte Carlo calculations of
the side valleys leading to a further increase of the Wysin et al. [9] have shown that in the case of
luminescence. The curves for zero and 27 kV/cm our measurement conditions (1.74 eV laser pulses,
field converge when all carriers have returned from 27 kV/cm) about 70% of the electrons are transferred

the ndiectvallys.A smplemodl clcultio of within 600 fs into the L-valley. We have also perfor-

the electron density assuming exponential time de- mdsm ipeetmtshwcag eaaini
pendence of relaxation and intervalley transfer yields real-space influences the decrease of luminescence in
good agreement wit~h the difference curve of the expe- the case of applied field. Electrons accelerated from

rimetaldata(Fi. 4) Th evluatd tme cnstnts the F-point by the electrical field have to gain about
are 950 fs for the transfer from the F - to the satellite 0.33 eV until a transfer into the L-valley is possible
valleys and 4.6 ps for the return. This time constant by phonon scattering. The spatial distance electrons
of the return agrees with the time measured for carri- move until intervalley transfer occurs after a time At
ers transferred to the indirect valleys after generation can be estimated as
by 2 eV photons [7].

At very high fields of about 130 kV/cm (see Fig. 5) s= / v(t) dt, (2)
the internal field is no longer screened by the pho- O
togenerated carriers. Thus the electrons do not re-
turn completely after the field is screened. A dy- when carrier-carrier-scattering and phonon emission
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Abstract coplanar striplines were fabricated on the substrates

and integrated with the detectors. Both shunt and in-
We report the fabrication and measurement of ultrafast line connection of detectors and transmission lines
nanoscale metal-semiconductor-metal photodetectors. were used in the measurements. Nanometer scale
The finger spacing and width as small as 25 nm are fingers were fabricated using electron beam litho-
fabricated using electron beam lithography. Electro- graphy and a lift-off technique. Finger spacing and
optic sampling was performed at various wavelengths width as small as 25 nm have been achieved (Fig. 1).
to measure the detectors' response time. The fastest To understand the operation of the nanoscale
detectors have response times and 3-dB bandwidths of MSMPDs, we used a one-dimensional Monte-Carlo
0.87 ps and 510 GHz on low-temperature GaAs, 1.5 ps method to simulate the intrinsic carrier transit time
and 300 GHz on bulk GaAs, and 3.7 ps and 110 GHz between the metal fingers, and calculated device
on bulk Si. To our knowledge, they are the fastest capacitance [8]. Based on the theoretical and experi-
photodetectors of their kind. Scaling rules are also mental data, we propose the scaling rules for high-
proposed. speed and high-sensitivity MSMPD's. (1) Reduce

finger spacing to decrease carrier transit time,
therefore increase speed for transit-time-limited

Much progress has been reported recently on MSMPD's and increase sensitivity for recombination-
ultrafast metal-semiconductor-metal photodetectors time-limited MSMPD's. (2) Reduce finger width and
(MSMPD's). MSMPD's on many semiconductor detector area to decrease the detector capacitance. (3)
materials, such as GaAs [1-31, Si [4,5], InGaAs [6,7], Reduce light absorption depth to eliminate carriers
have demonstrated picosecond response time. Proper generated deep inside the semiconductor bulk. (4) Use
scaling of the detector finger spacing and finger width shorter and thicker metal fingers to reduce the finger
is essential to achieve high speed and high sensitivity lesistance.
[8]. In this paper, we report our work on ultrafast Electrooptic sampling measurements were
MSMPD's with nanometer scale finger structures. pt:rformed to measure the impulse responses of the
High-speed characterization was performed using an MSMPD's. A colliding-pulse modelocked dye laser
electrooptic sampling system consisting of a with 100 fs pulsewidth and 620 nm wavelength was
wavelength tunable femtosecond Ti:A12 0 3 laser. used for measuring the GaAs detectors 191. As shown
Measurements show that the dctectors are the fastest of in Fig. 2, the MSMPD on LT-GaAs with 300 nm
their kind. Impulse response of Si MSMPD's strongly finger spacing and width has a response time of 0.87
depends on the laser wavelength, which indicates that ps and 3-dB bandwidth of 510 GHz, which are limited
the carriers generated deep i',,ide the semiconductor by the carrier recombination time. However, as the
bulk play an important role in detector operation. finger spacing and width decrease, the device

Our MSMPD's are fabricated on three different capacitance increases since the device active area
semiconductor materials: LT-GaAs, bulk GaAs, and keeps unchanged [81, and the response time is limited
bulk Si. For electrooptic sampling measurement, by the RC time constant (Table 1).
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Fig. 2. Impulse response of a LT-GaAs MSMPD
with 300 nm finger spacing and width.

m therefore the tail comes from the transit time of the
carriers generated deep inside the semiconductor. At

Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph of a 400 nm, however, the absorption depth reduces to only
MSMPD with 25 nm finger spacing and about 0.1 gtm, therefore, the response time of the
finger width. The metals are Ti and Au. detectors is determined by the transit time of carriers

across the fiigers. The fastest Si MSMPD has a
response time of 3.7 ps, 3-dB bandwidth of 110 GHz,

Both femtosecond dye laser and Ti:A12 03 laser and finger spacing and width of 200 nm. This is, to
were used to measure Si MSMPD's [10]. The wave- our knowledge, the fastest photodetector on crystalline
length of Ti:A12 0 3 laser is tunable at 700-1000 nm Si.
range and can be frequency-doubled to 350-500 nm In summary, we have fabricated MSMPD's on LT-
range. Fig. 3 shows the impulse responses of a Si GaAs, bulk GaAs, and bulk Si with finger spacing and
MSMPD illuminated with optical pulses at 465 nm and width as small as 25 nm. Electrooptic sampling
725 nm. The detector has a longer tail at 725 nm due measurements were performed to measure the detector
to the greater absorption depth of Si at this impulse responses at various wavelengths. The fastest
wavelength. Measurement at other laser wavelengths MSMPD's had finger spacing and width, FWHM
were also performed. Table 2 summarizes the results response time, and 3-dB bandwidth, respectively, of
for Si MSMPDs. For finger spacing and width ranging 300 nm, 0.87 ps, and 510 GHz for LT-GaAs; 100 nm,
from 100 nm and 300 nm, the response times 1.5 ps, and 300 GHz for bulk GaAs; and 200 nm, 3.7
measured at 620 nm are same, because the light ps, and 110 GHz for bulk Si. To our knowledge, they
absorption depth of Si at 620 nm is about 3 gtm and are the fastest photodetectors of their kind.

Table 1. Theoretical and experimental data of LT-GaAs and bulk GaAs MSMPDs.

Semiconductor LT-GaAs Bulk GaAs

Finger spacing/width (nm) 300/300 200/200 100/100 100/100

Intrinsic transit time (ps) 1.1 0.8 0.4 0.4

RC (Wn2) constant (ps) 0.52 1.04 1.56 1.56

Measured response (ps) 0.87 1.0 1.6 1.5

Measured bandwidth (GHz) 510 440 280 300
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Table 2. Theoretical and experimental data of Si MSM PDs

Laser wavelength (nm) 620 400

Absorption length - 3 g.m - 100 nm

Finger spacing/width (nm) 300/300 200/200 100/100 300/300 200/200

Intrinsic transit time (ps) 5.6 3.5 2.7 5.6 3.5
(from 1-D simulation)

Measured response (ps) 11 11 11 5.5 3.7

Measured bandwidth (GHz) 41 41 41 75 110
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A 50 ps Cycle-Time Microprocessor:
The Technological Challenges

Robert W. Keyes and Mark B. Ketchen

IBM Research Division Thomas J. Watson Research Center, PO Box 218,
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

Straightforward extrapolation of the rapid evolution the number of devices on a chip. The larger num-
of Si technology suggests that sub-ns cycle-time bers of devices have made the steady enhancement
microprocessors will be reported within the next five of the function on a single chip possible. The im-
to seven years. The primary technological trend portant manifestations of the increased functionality
that makes this evolution possible is miniaturiza- have been a steady increase in the word length used
tion; there is an intimate connection between circuit in the processors, from 4 to 8 to 16 to 32 to 64 bits,
speeds and miniaturization, and high levels of inte- the inclusion of special-purpose functional units,
gration. Miniaturization is a key to circuit speed and the placement of increasing amounts of mem-
because small size leads to high speed through the ory on a processor chip, allowing rapid access to
reduction of distances and capacitances. Miniatur- instructions and data.
ization means making everything smaller; con- Miniaturization in microprocessors is evi-
nections, capacitances, insulation, and anything else denced by the increase in the density of transistors
on a chip must feel the impact of miniaturization, on chips, plotted against year in Figure 1. Figure 2

Another major trend that has influenced shows what has happened to the clock period of
microprocessors is increasing chip sizes. These microprocessors during the same time. The data
trends together have led to a very rapid increase in before 1985 are taken from reviews, the data after
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Figure 1. Transistor density as a function of year for Figure 2. Microprocessor cycle time as a function
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that date are from the digests of the ISSCC confer- duced in proportion to dimension. The current 3.3
ences. V and 5 V supplies become 0.3 to 0.5 V. It will not

The long history of progress has been made be possible to maintain the scaling of the
possible by a continuing series of technological in- transconductance, because an oxide gate insulator

novations. For example lithographic exposures thickness of only 10 A is implied by simple scaling
have been migrated to ever-shorter wavelengths, from the present 100 A. Tunneling is believed to
Optical systems have been adapted to the new limit the oxide thickness to something above 40 A.
wavelengths and to increasing field sizes. Control The degradation of the transconductance by the
of all aspects of processing has been improved. The thick oxide might be compensated by an unpredict-
temperatures of processes have been lowered to de- able amount by the phenomenon of 'velocity over-
crease the distances that atoms can migrate. The shoot" [3].
elimination of defects has been extended to smaller Increased ohmic resistances would also be en-
sizes. History lends confidence to the ability of countered. The resistance per unit length of inter-
fabrication technology to continue to make increas- connections would increase by a factor 100, which
ingly miniaturized devices, would presumably lead to resistances 10 times

The devices universally used in today's greater when wire lengths are decreased by a factor
microprocessors are field-effect transistors, FETs. 10. The increase in wire resistance could be partly
The miniaturization of FETs is often guided by compensated by the use of additional layers of wire
"scaling" rules. According to one widely accepted on the chip. Series resistance in the devices would
scaling of semiconductor devices, dimensions, further degrade the useful transconductance [3].
capacitances, voltages, and currents are all reduced The impact of the larger wire resistance could be
by the same factor, say f, as miniaturization further lessened by cooling to 77 K, which would
progresses. Scaling voltage in proportion to di- also improve the transconductance somewhat.
mension maintains constant electric fields [1]. The Hlowever, scaling by another factor ten seems com-
time to charge capacitances pletely out of the question. Wires would be only

about 100 A thick and resistances would be in-
t = capacitance x voltage / current creased by 100 times. Voltage would be reduced to

0.05 V, barely above the room temperature thermal
then also varies by the same factor f. The most voltage. Scaled oxide insulator thickness's would
obvious line of thought about a 50 ps cycle time is be I A. The scale of dimensions becomes far be-
straightforward application of this kind of scaling. yond the most optimistic projections of technology.
At present 5 ns cycle time microprocessors are Exploration of other approaches is indicated.
known [2]. As the time scale is proportional to di- Furthermore, however, microprocessor chips
mensions, reduction of all dimensions by a factor have not evolved in this way. 5 V microprocessors
100 would meet the objective of a 50 ps cycle time were introduced in 1975, and 5 V power supplies are
in the context of this scaling, still common, 17 years later. The consequence of

We first look at the scaling of a representative
fast contemporary microprocessor chip by a factor 10&r-
of ten. The first column of numbers in the follow- 0
ing table presents some properties of a present-day
cnip [2]. The second column lists the values of the 102 0 0

same parameters when dimensions are reduced by a 00 0
factor ten in the way prescribed by constant-field 00

scaling. 00 0

-• 101 0
o 0

Chip size (cm) 1.5 0.15 0

Technology CMOS CMOS
Gate length (jim) 0.5 0.05 10°
Wire pitch (ttm) 2.5 0.25
Transconductance
(mS/mm) 150 1500 10-1 1

Cycle (ns) 5 0.5 o4 105  106 210 101
Transistors/cm2

The scaled numbers will be hard to realize. Figure 3. Microprocessor cycle time as a function
Constant-field implies that the voltage levels are re- of transistor density.
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this failure to decrease voltage in proportion to di- fan-out possible. The gain mechanism of the tran-
mension has been larger currents and smaller sistor, the control of mobile charges by charges of
capacitance charging times than predicted by con- the opposite sign through Coulomb attraction, has
stant field scaling. Thus, although lithographic di- so far proved unique. It was also the basis for the
mensions have decreased by about an order of vacuum triode, and so has been the sole basis of
magnitude during the time in question, the decrease electronic amplification for eighty years. No other
in microprocessor clock times has been closer to phenomenon that can make comparably large gains
two orders of magnitude. available to electronics is known. The future lies

The information in Figures 1 and 2 is plotted with innovation in transistors.
in a different way in Figure 3. Here the transistor Turning from devices to other aspects of
density is the abscissa and the clock time is the microprocessor technology, increasing resistance is
ordinate. The square root of the reciprocal of the a long-recognized limitation to miniaturization.
transistor density is a measure of the length scale. Simple scaling of all dimensions by a factor f means
It is seen that the clock time is nearly inversely that the length of a conductor is decreased by f but
proportional to the density, meaning that it is pro- its cross-section is decreased by P2; the resistance is
portional to the square of the length scale. This is increased by I/f. This kind of scaling poses a
the kind of result that is obtained from constant problem for the continued miniaturization of
voltage scaling of devices. Of course, it would be microprocessors. The problem has been managed
overly simplistic to assert that the evolution of so far by not scaling the wire dimensions in pro-
microprocessors has been a matter of straightfor- portion to the other components, but instead in-
ward constant voltage scaling, creasing the number of layers in which wiring may

The point is that devices cannot continue to be placed. This allows the wire density, that is, the
evolve in the same way. The effects of constant length of wire in a unit area, to be increased without
supply voltage with decreasing dimensions have thinning the wires. I low far can this route be fol-
been contained by clever device designs and the in- lowed? It is hard to know. Increases in the number
troduction of complementary circuitry, CMOS. of wire layers on chips has come slowly; most
The presence of high electric fields, together with microprocessors have only three layers of wire. On
increasing densities of power dissipation, are forcing the other hand, the feasibility of many layers is
a movement to lower voltages; 3.3 V power supplies shown by multi-chip modules that have several tens
are being introduced and the need for even lower of wiring layers. Also, as mentioned above, the little
voltages is well-recognized. However, a number of exploited cooling of chips to 77 K, where the
limitations plague the evolution of conventional resistivity of wires can be only 1/5 of the value at
MOS field-effect transistors to still smaller size and 300 K, is another approach to controlling intercon-
lower voltages, a new regime of device physics is nection resistance.
being encountered [5]. The simple constant-field A limitation on the actual use of fast devices
scaling that has often served large devices does not in microprocessors is found in the distribution of the
suffice. It is difficult to invert a silicon surface with clock signal that synchronizes operation of circuitry
voltages approaching (energy gap/electron charge). throughout the chip. As the circuit delays decrease
Tunneling and reliability concerns prevent oxide and the size of chips remains constant or increases,
gate insulators from being thinned in proportion to the demands on the precision with which a clock
other dimensions. signal can be distributed around the chip increases.

A new device concept that would remove All sources of variability in the delay of the clock
these foreseeable limitations would be most wel- must be more tightly controlled to contain it to a
come. In fact, many proposals for alternatives have given fraction of the circuit delay. An improved
been advanced in the three and a half decades since method of clocking may be found in optical clock-
the introduction of the transistor. None have found ing; the distribution of pulses from a mode-locked
a place in the logic circuitry of information proc- diode laser to a multiplicity of destinations in a
essing systems, even though some were the focus of plane has been demonstrated.
substantial development efforts. The reasons are Still another problem that must be solved is
not difficult to discern. Three terminal devices are the removal of heat at increasing densities from
needed to allow isolation between input and output chips. The reduction of capacitances is, in addition
and have been lacking in some proposals. High gain to aiding circuit speed, a route to low power; charge
is required to allow the large noise margins that are stored in a capacitance is drawn from a power sup-
essential to the operation of circuits in compact ply and energy (charge x voltage) is eventually dis-
systems of a great many devices and to make large sipated as heat. I lowever, as capacitance scales only
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linearly with dimension and the number of compo- Instead of attempting to discuss other difficult
nents per unit area increases quadratically as size is system issues, a recently proposed rough guide to
decreased, the density at which electrical energy is system performance may be used to estimate the
converted to heat increases. The density of heat kind of chip that might be built from our speculative
production is further increased by the faster opera- technology [7]. The estimate of cycle time sug-
tion possible with smaller components. gested by I Isi and Tucker may be stated in the form

Fortunately, several approaches can be com-
bined to control dissipation. The use of dynamic 'C = tL + fiA 112ItD.
circuitry, which uses energy only when a switching Here tL is the logic delay time, t

D is the delay per
occurs, has been introduced over the last decade. unit length on the wiring, and A is the system area.
Controlling power is an additional motivation for By fitting the parameters a and #1 to the perform-
the reduction of voltages, as mentioned in con- ance of large systems and making a bold leap to
nection with devices. The use of "sleep modes," microprocessors with t = 2 ps and t, = 70 ps/cm
turning off parts of a chip that are not in active use m icdo thateas 50s psi cycle, time is a n e wt a

we find that a 50 ps cycle time is attained with a
until they are needed, is becoming common. Nev- chip of area 0.02 cm 2. While this is a small chip in
ertheless, cooling of high performance micro- the perspective of contemporary microprocessors it
processor chips will continue to demand attention. contains four million transistors in the assumed

Comparison with current microprocessor technology.
technologies and extrapolation suggests that a 50 Thus innovation in many areas of technology,
rn technology would satisfy the interconnection wiring, lithography, circuit and device concepts,

requirements for a chip that contained 2x 108 tran- power management and cooling, and clocking willsistors per cm2 with a cycle time of 50 ps. Inter- be needed to sustain the momentum of the advanc-
connections would be 150 nm metal lines and ing microprocessor art. There are also many op-
spaces in four layers. A typical wire, 15 transistor portunities, in the form of heterojunctions and
pitches or 10 fim long, would have a resistance of variable band gaps, new dielectrics, and new proc-
10 ohms and a capacitance of I IF. The wire RC essing methods to be exploited. The 50 ps cycle
product is only 10 fs, compared to the approxi- time processor appears to be not far beyond the
mately 1 or 2 ps risetime required of the circuit and reach of technologies that are in view at this time.
the 0.1 ps propagation time on the wire. A 1 mA
current in a wire would mean a current density of
5x10 6 A/cm 2, high, but probably not beyond the RFFFREt-NCES
range to be expected of new alloys and structures in
the next decade. The demands on lithography are 1. R. I1. l)ennard, et al, IEEE J. Sol.-State Ckts.
roughly comparable to those anticipated for 1 9, 256-68 (1974).
gigabit memory chips.

Advances in device properties that cannot 2. IEEE International Solid-State Circuits Confer-
now be foreseen will be needed. Containment of ence Digest, Session 6, 104-115 (1992).
heat production will allow a power supply voltage
no larger than I V. Even allowing for an improved 3. G. A. Sai-llalasz, ct al, IEEE Electron Device
dielectric, each logic gate would have a capacitive Lett. ED)L-9, 464 (1988); G. G. Shahidi, D. A.
load of I WF. Obtaining I ps pulse rise times will Antonidas, and I1. 1. Smith IEIE Electron Device
apparently require devices with a transconductance Lett. EDI -9, 94 (1988).
of 0.002 to 0.004 S in an area no greater than 0.5
14m 2 , corresponding to at least 5 S/rnm in a field- 4. M. Nagata, IFFF. J. Sol.-St. Circuits 27, 465-72
effect transistor. The characteristics of a ý0 nmn gate (1992).
length silicon MOSFET recently proposed and an-
alyzed approach those of the required device within 5. 1). J. Frank, S. F. Laux, and M. V. Fischetti,
a factor of two [5]. IEi)M 92, paper 21.1, 553-556 (1992).

Ileat removal technology will also be strained.
The wire density allows a capacitance density of 25 6. ). 13. Tuckerman and R. F. W. Pease, IEEE
nF/cm 2 to be estimated. With a 50 ns cycle the Electron Device Letters EDL-2, 126-129 (1981).
capacitance may be charged perhaps every 200 ps,
and with voltage of 1 V, 100 W/cm 2 will be dissi- 7. C. G. Ilsi and S. G. Tucker, 1990 IEEE Interna-
pated. With considerable effort, the removal of heat tional Conference on Computer Design, 49-55
at such density has been demonstrated [6]. (1990).
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Abstract Device Design

We have implemented Si MOSFETs with polysili- Although scaling Si MOSFET gate length tends to
con gate lengths of --0.1 jgm. These devices meas- lead to better device performance due to reduced
ured a record 116 and 51 GHz intrinsic fT, unity- carrier transit time, device miniaturization is more
current-gain cutoff frequency at room temperature, than just gate length shrinkage. For instance, one
for N and PMOS, respectively. They also show
good turn-off characteristics, meeting very large
scale integration (VLSI) requirement. 103 --

"Vsat
Introduction . 2 Lg

-..4. SiGe
Miniaturization improves the speed of devices and 102 NMOS.. [1] Bi]lar

the packing density of integrated circuits. For Si This • "" [
work [41 SiMOSFETs, scaling the channel length into the fT PMOS '-.. Bipolar

ultra-deep submicron regime leads to better perfor- (GHz)
mance, for example, higher cutoff frequencies fT, 101
due to reduced carrier transit time across shorter
device active regions [1-51, as shown in Figure 1.
Previously, we have demonstrated 89-GHz fT Si 300 K
MOSFETs, measured at room temperature with 1 00 i , * I

gate lengths of -0.15 pm [1]. With very different 0.01 0.1 1

device structures, Si bipolar transistors have POLYSILICON DIMENSION (gm)

achieved 64-GHz fT with polysilicon emitters [4]
and 75 GHz with Si i-Ge. bases [5]. In this Figure 1. Cutoff frequency, fT versus gate length
paper, we report that fT's of 116 and 51 GHz at for NMOS field effect transistors 11-3] or emitter
room temperature have been realized with -0.1- width for Si-based bipolar transistors [4,51. The
pim gate length N and PMOS devices, respec- dashed line estimates fT = vsaul2rLs for NMOS
tively. We will also discuss the device design devices, where Lg is the gate length and vsal is the
issues and processing challenges for these ultra- electron saturation velocity (-7x 106 cm/sec at
deep submicron devices, room temperature).
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of the most important criteria for deep submicron (a) isolation, channel implant, gate oxidation
MOS device design for VLSI applications is good
subthreshold leakage current control. With
106-109 devices on a single chip, each individual

device should have standby current in the nA to
pA range to have a reasonable chip standby power (b) gate definition, junction formation
consumption.

Although high substrate doping can help with
suppressing source-to-drain leakages, the resulting
high threshold voltage, large junction capacitance,
and degraded surface channel mobility discourage
such approach. Such design constraints are shown
schematically in Figure 2(a). Our solution is to (c) junction formation (cont.), salicide
use the concept of vertical doping engineering [6]
to circumvent such obstacles. Placing a heavily
doped region as a ground-plane underneath the
channel but above the junction, as in Figure 2(b),
the field lines from the drain are screened from the
source, and the device subthreshold leakages are
therefore controlled. Not only that the junction (d) contact window, metalization

parasitic capacitances are reduced and that the Figure 3. Simplified device fabrication procedure.
inversion layer mobilities could be maintained The whole process is quite conventional, and this
high due to reduced surface fields [1], the doping is advantageous from processing control point of
levels in the channel are also reduced so the high view.
threshold voltage problems are alleviated [6].

leakage low Processing Technology

Miniaturization of the device size calls for
advancements of all processing fronts in both
lateral and vertical directions. For lateral scaling,

(a) in addition to lithography requirement, other
parasitics elements should also be controlled.
However, the fabrication procedure should resem-

leakage high ble conventional processing as much as possible
control mobility so that previous manufacturing experience could

be utilized to ensure fabrication quality.

Figure 3 illustrate a simplified process flow of
low our devices. After isolation, the channel is(b)parasitics o

(b) rimplanted and the 40 A thick gate oxide is grown
at 800 *C for 18 min. in dry 02. The inset of Fig-

Figure 2. (a) Conventional device structure, and ure 6 shows the lattice image of the gate oxide.

(b) Vertical Doping Engineering structure. Struc- Figure 4 shows the channel profile for NMOS

ture (b) alleviates the problems of high threshold devices. The good agreement between the meas-
voltages, large junction capacitances, and ured profile and the simulated profile is important
degraded surface mobilities in structure (a). for device design and optimization.
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1019 T r resistive. Replacing TiSi 2 with PtSi, the linewidth

dependence was improved dramatically, maintain-

C? ing 4-5 QAJ from 0.5 gim down to 0.1 gim wide
Eo 1018 polysilicon lines [9]. Controlling silicide resis-

tance on narrow gates is critical for achieving higho speed performance.
0
- 1017c 104, ,

zop÷-poly
S1016 103  TiSi2

0
0

Rsh 102
1015 (Li/tJ)

0.0 0.1 0.2
DEPTH (pm) 101 PtSi

o o 0

Figure 4. Channel doping profile for NMOS. The 100 '
solid line is for SIMS analysis data, the dotted line 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
for processing simulation results. POLY LINEWIDTH (gim)

The gate stack is then deposited and patterned Figure 5. Linewidth dependence of silicide sheet
with e-beam lithography and dry etching. The resistance on p+-polysilicon for PMOS devices.
gate etching process should have good selectivity The closed dots are for TiSi2 , the open circles for
on the polysilicon over the thin layer of gate oxide PtSi.
so that the source/drain (S/D) areas can be pro-
tected during the etching. To meet this need, reac-
tive ion etching (RIE) with pure Cl 2 chemistry
was used [71.

Shallow S/D junctions are then formed using
10 keV As' ion implantation with rapid thermal -
annealing (RTA) at 1030 °C for 10 sec. The final

+ 0

n+-p junction depth is -400 A [8]. A self-aligned
sidewall spacer was then defined with a two-step
etching using CF04 RIE and CHF3 RIE after depo-
sition of a 2000 A TEOS film [7].

To reduce parasitic resistance on gate and S/D,
self-aligned TiSi 2 silicide (salicide) was initially
used. Figure 6 shows the high resolution TEM
micrography of a fabricated device cross section. Figure 6. High resolution TEM micrography of
The silicide in this device is TiSi 2 . Although the device cross section. The lattice image of the gate
gate resistance for the salicide on n+-polysilicon is oxide is shown in the inset. Sel-aligned T0 2 sili-
under control, the severe linewidth dependence of cides are usedfor gate, source, and drain.
the sheet resistance on p+-polysilicon gate, as
indicated in Figure 5, makes PMOS gates highly
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Device Characteristics
30

31300 K
Figure 7(a) and (b) shows room temperature linear Lg=0.I jm
current-voltage characteristics for N and PMOS, 20 "
respectively. The transconductances are 570 and _ p" "-... • pad parasitics

290 tLS/pm. The gate lengths for these devices are ".. corrected
approximately 0.13 ira. The room temperature
subthreshold slopes for these devices are 84 and H21  pad parasitics...
87 mV/dec, suitable for VLSI applications [9,10]. (dB) uncorrected

Intrinsic small-signal current gains as a func- 0"
tion of frequency are obtained by Y-parameter Vds=1.5 V
subtraction technique from microwave measure- V =0.8 V
ments [1]. The test structure is designed in a way -10 I S ,
that the device input capacitance of 0.1 tun device 1 10 100

FREQUENCY (GHz)

" 10 V-- 2.0V Figure 8. Small signal current gain H 21 versus
Z /frequency, measured up to 50 GHz at room tem-
= perature. The solid (dashed) line is with (without)

I-. pad parasitics extraction. The extrapolated cutoff
zW frequency with a -20 dBldec slope is 116 GHz with
Cr 500 pad parasitics extracted.

is approximately the same as the input pad capaci-SV•_V .0...v,. tance. As shown in Figure 8, the subtracted intrin-
cr 0 sic current gain values are about 3 dB higher than

0.0 1.0 2.0 the uncorrected ones. This particular 0.1-pim)DRAIN VOLTAGE (V) NMOS device has measured a room temperature(a) Dunity-current-gain cutoff frequency (fr) of 116

_ _-_GHz, with drain biased at 1.5 V and gate at 0.8 V.

Z-500 Vg -2.OV
"-0.1-1±m NMOS

110 (VD=1.5 V; VG--0.5 V)Z

r" 105 * +2%
CE -250 ----------------------------
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Figure 7. Current-voltage characteristics at room
temperature for (a) NMOS, and (b) PMOS dev- Figure 9. Variation of fT extracted with different
ices. The gate lengths for the two devices are open pad structures across the wafer, ±2% ((y)for
-0.13 pm. the 0.1-pim devices.
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The error margins associated with this Y- Microwave/Digital CMOS/SOS Technol-

parameter subtraction technique is established to ogy", IEEE Electron Device Lett., 12, pp.

be ±2% for 0.1-jim devices by comparing the 16-17, Jan. 1991.
extracted fT values over a 2.4 cmx2.4 cm e-beam [4] M. Nanba, et al., "A 64GHz Si Bipolar
written area. These fT values are shown in Figure Transistor Using In-Situ Phosphorus
9. As summarized in Figure 1, the 0.13-jim Doped Polysilicon Emitter Technology"
PMOS has measured anfT of 51 GHz [9]. IEDM Tech. Dig., 1991, pp. 443-446.
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Abstract Introduction

Resonant tunneling transistors can perform more logic With the maturation of molecular beam epitaxy
per transistor than conventional transistors. By (particularly InP-based), resonant tunneling devices
exploiting their unique characteristic, circuit functional now operate at room temperature with millimeter-wave
density and speed can be increased without changing switching speeds [1]. Shown in the schematic diagram
the lithographic design rule. In addition, resonant of Figs. 1 and 2 are four basic resonant tunneling
tunneling transistors, in which the control electrode transistor (RTT) geometries which include both
directly modulates the carrier transport, scale to smaller potential-effect and field-effect charge control
dimensions than conventional transistors. In this paper, mechanisms [2].
the measured negative differential resistance and In contrast to conventional semiconductor devices,
transconductance characteristics of several resonant reducing the size of resonant tunneling devices should
tunneling transistors are described. improve the switching characteristics. The natural

Tunnel
Barriers Tunnel Quantum

E Quantum- 2 deg Barriers
well iESDot

Base EG
&B BG

C .

f712 deg 1 d egde

Diode-Based Quantum-Well Lateral Dot

(a) (b) (a) (b)

Potential Effect Field Effect
06785

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of two vertical resonant Figure 2. Schematic diagrams of (a) a field-effect lateral
tunneling transistors: (a) a resonant tunneling diode is resonant tunneling transistor in which the potential profile for
incorporated into the emitter (E) epitaxy of a bipolar or hot electrons in a two-dimensional electron gas (2deg) is
electron transistor, and (b) direct electrical contact is made to modulated by depletion barriers or epitaxially-formed tunnel
the quantum well base (B) which is a two-dimensional barriers and (b) a gated quantum dot transistor in which the
electron gas (2deg) formed between base/emitter and central transport region is quantized in all spatial dimensions.
base/collector barriers. The collector contact is labeled C. Source, drain, and gates are labeled S, D, and G, respectively.

OSA Proces*xg on Ukrqlbw EkCfr dc and OpXoetroja 1993, Vol. 14 65
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consequence of scaling most RTTs is to decrease the transistoi. The layer diagram for the RTBT is shown in
electron gas dimension and increase the separation Table 1.
between electronic states. When cariers are confined The room temperature common-emitter transistor
in two mutually-perpendicular directions, the density of characteristics for the RTBT are shown in Fig. 4(a) and
states becomes sharply peaked and equilibrium (b) for an RTBT suitable for logic circuit integration.
electrons occupy the lowest energy subband. For this Peak-to-valley current ratio of approximately 20 is
case, the injected electron distribution is nearly obtained with peak current density of 9 kA/cm 2 , current
monoenergetic resulting in narrow resonant switching gain exceeding 100, and base/collector break-down
thresholds. voltage exceeding 5 V.

As an introduction to RTTs, the I-V characteristics In logic circuits the RTBT is voltage biased rather
of each of the configurations shown in Figs. I and 2 than current biased. Under voltage bias RTTs exhibit a
will be discussed. For a more thorough review, the characteristic negative transconductance. As shown in
reader is referred to references [1,3]. Fig. 5, a monotonic increase in the base/emitter voltage

causes the collector current to serpentine between on
Resonant Tunneling Bipolar Transistor and off states.

As an example of the diode-based transistor, a Layer thickness Doping density Semiconductor
schematic energy band diagram for a resonant tunneling nm x 10i (cm3)
bipolar transistor (RTBT) is shown in Fig. 3. The 150 5 n++ Ib.53GaO. 47As
device consists of a double barrier RTD in the emitter 50 1 n+ InO.53GaO.47As
of an InP/InO.53GaO.4 7 As double heterostructure bipolar 2 - lno.53Ga 0 .4 7 As

2 - AlAs
I - Ino.53Gao.47As
2 - InAs
1 - Ino 53Gao 47As

EFE Base 2 - AlAs
2 - Ino.53Gao.47As
40 1 n- lno.53Gao.47As

Emitter 10 5 n++ In .53Ga ,47As
E B5 3 n+ lnP

45 5 n++ ln0.53Gao.47 As
10 3 n÷ InP

EF 40 0.5 n InPEF 10 1 n+ 1P. 5 3Ga0.4 7 As
EC 80 30 p++ Ino.53Gao.47As

20 - In0.53Ga0 .47As
Collector 5oo 0.02 n- InP

600 5 n++ In0.53Gao.47As
Ev substrate Fe-doped lnP

Table 1. Bipolar resonant tunneling transistor layer diagram
Figure 3. Schematic energy band diagram for the resonant for the transistcr shown in Fig. 4 and grown by metalorganic
tunneling bipolar transistor. molecular beam epitaxy (Wafer 02-1474).

25. - 25I urn 2 t'' ''•'

Ic 0.4 0.4 Ic

(mA) 0. (mA)

VCE VBE

(a) (b)
Figure 4. Resonant tunneling bipolar transistor (a) common (h) simultaneous measurement of base/emitter voltage
emitter characteristics and characteristics.
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IC IC 1.5
- - -- -V 3

-V1.0 EFE
S- - V2 ---- - --- .

V0 V1 V2 V3  VCE
CBEVBE w 0.0 FB

08784

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of a resonant tunneling
transistor characteristic exhibiting negative transconductance Ec
under base/emitter voltage bias. Co

-1.0 Collector

A representative room temperature I-VEmitter E,
characteristic for the RTBT under base/emitter voltage -1.5

bias is shown in Fig. 6. The negative transconductance 0 100 200 300 400 500

in this device is higher than 125 mS per millimeter of Position (nm)
emitter periphery. 06746

Figure 'i ' ,uted energy band diagram for the bipolar
quantum--vcl! 4 ,.onant tunneling transistor.

The current resonances in the BiQuaRTT
correspond to alignment of the minority electron

IC "distribution in the base with quantized base
transmission resonances. These alignments give rise to
a modulation of the transmission probability for
electrons traveling from base to collector. By changing

1.0 the thickness of the triangular potential well preceeding
the AlAs tunnel barrier, the number of transmission

0.4_ resonances can be readily changed as shown in Fig. 8.
0.2 The number of current peaks in each transistor increases

7.0.0 with the width of the triangular potential well.VCE 00787.2

Figure 6. Resonant tunneling bipolar transistor under Lateral Field-Effect Resonant Tunneling Transistor
base/emitter biases from 0 to 1.8 V. This transistor differs
from Table 1 only by the width of the InGaAs layer between In the lateral RTT shown in Fig. 2(a), the potential
the p'-- InGaAs base and the InP collector. In this transistor, between source and drain is modulated by the
the InGaAs layer is 40 Tun. introduction of lateral tunnel barriers. The barriers are

produced by narrow metal gates above the 2deg which
Bipolar Quantum-Well Resonant Tunneling form a double-barrier lateral potential profile. While
Transistor the metal gate embodiments of this transistor are

restricted to cyogenic operation [5-7], other lateral
The computed energy band diagram for a bipolar heterojunction embodiments 18] show prospects for
quantum-well resonant tunneling transistor room temperature operation [9].
(BiQuaRTT) is shown in Fig. 7. The quantum well To illustrate the dependence of transmission
base is defined by an lnGaAlAs/InGaAs heterojunction coefficient on gate bias for the field-effect lateral RTr,
emitter and an AlAs tunnel barrier in the base/collector consider the band profile of a triple quantum well
junction [4]. As the base/collector voltage is varied the heterostructure utilizing InP/InGaAs hcterostructures,
transmission of electrons across the triangular potential Fig. 9(a). For bias voltages less than approximately
well at the base/collector junction is dramatically 2(EF-EO)/q, parallel electron transmission across the
modulated resulting in a multi-peak current-resonance quadruple barrier structure is high as shown by the gray
characteristic, lines in the computed transmission coefficient plot of
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source metallization alloyed to form an ohmic cross section of the device is restricted to approximately
connection to the 2deg. Dual gate electrodes (G1 and the area under the source electrode. To obtain the
G2 ) are placed on either side of the source contact. greatest current modulation requires the use of a source

The 3bRTD forms the channel of a vertical field contact on the order of one micron in length such that
effect transistor (FET). The gate potential controls the the lateral depletion under the gates is sufficient to
electron density in the 2deg which then controls the entirely deplete the area under the source.
conducting cross section of the 3bRTD. Shown in Also shown in Fig. 10(b) is a circuit diagram of a
Fig. 10(b) is the schematic current-voltage (I-V) ternary memory cell using the depletion mode logic
characteristic of such an RTT. With both gates biased levels previously described. On power-up the circuit
at 0 V with respect to the source, a dual peak I-V output voltage, Vo, is low, indicated by the
characteristic is obtained. Application of a fixed intersections of the [0,0] 3bRTD characteristic with the
negative bias (depletion mode) sufficient to deplete the FET load line at the circled point preceeding the first
2deg (defined as -1 V in Fig. 9(b)) decreases the current resonance peak. An intermediate logic level is obtained
cross section of the device by an amount approximately with [0,-l1 or [-1,01 biases and the high output voltage
equal to the area under the gate. Thus, in the dual gate state occurs for [-1,-1] biases. Thus, Vo displays one of
configuration of Fig. 1(a), application of [0,-i] and [- three different output levels corresponding to the
1,0] biases to gates [G 1,G21 respectively result in the highest previous sum of the two binary gate inputs.
same I-V characteristic. If the 2degs under both GI and The triple-barrier RTD structure, shown in the
G2 gate electrodes are depleted, [-1,-1], the current inset of Fig. 11 has now been successfully demonstrated

using an AIAs/InGaAs/InAsllnGaAs/AIAs/InGaAs
S /AlAs heterostructure of thicknesses of 1.5/1/2/1/1.5/10

G1 Metal InP G2 /1.5 nm, respectively. Including contact layers the layer
Metalstructure was grown in the sequence: 600 nm InGaAs

(5 x 1018 cm-3 ), 50 nm InGaAs (2 x 1017 cm-3 ), 2 nm
InGaAs spacer, the coupled-quantum-well hetero-
structure, 2 nm InGaAs spacer, 50 nm InGaAs
(2 x 1017 cm- 3 ), and 300 nm InGaAs (5 x 1018 cm-3).
Essentially no dc hysteresis is observed for this 3bRTD.

n+ InGaAs The heterostructure design for low second valley
InGaAs 2 deg current and transistor results will be reported

Quantum Wells Contact Diffusion elsewhere [14].
AlAs D (Not Shown)
Tunnel Barriers

10 .................. .....I......I.....I.....I.....I....

(a) 300K, 48pm 2

8 02-1368

[0,0]1u
06 - . .....e[0,-1 VSE 6i

2 2n

0-I/" ,'

/ ". 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Voltage

VO =VDS Vs 0878

(b) 0878 Figure 11. Room temperature current-voltage characteristics

for a triple barrier resonant tunneling diode. Inset: computed
Figure 10. Vertical field-effect resonant tunneling transistor energy band diagram, transmission resonances, and wave
(a) schematic diagram and (b) idealized current-voltage functions. The dotted/dashed lines correspond to a
characteristics, positive/negative voltage ramp, respectively.
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Discussion 4. A. C. Seabaugh. Y.-C. Kao, W. R. Frensley, J. N.
Randall, and M. A. Reed, "Resonant transmission in the

An essential element of a practical logic technology is base/collector junction of a bipolar quantum-well

the need to control device switching voltages precisely resonant tunneling transistor". Appl. Phys. Lett. a
as has been discussed recently in the popular press [15]. 3413-3415 (1991).

The switching voltage of a resonant tunneling diode is 5. K. E. Ismail, P. F. Bagwell, T. P. Orlando, D. A.
determined to first order by the absolute width of the Antoniadis, and H. I Smith, "Quantum phenomena in
quantum well layer. When the width is controlled field-controlled semiconductor nanostructures", Proc.
precisely, by use of an atomic layer epitaxial technique IEEE 79. 1106-1116 (1991).
[91, the resonant peak voltage is uniform across the
entire wafer, allowing tight device matching. By 6. S. Y. Chou, D. R. Allee, R. F. Pease, and J. S. Harris,
epitaxial control of the double barrier dimensions, "Lateral resonant tunneling transistors employing field-
circuit switching thresholds are determined to a induced quantum wells and barriers", Proc. IEEE 2.
precision comparable to that obtained by use of the 1131-1139 (1991).
bandgap in conventional bipolar transistor circuits.
Since the transmission probability for resonant 7. A. C. Seabaugh, J. N. Randall, Y.-C. Kao, J. H.

tunneling electrons is largely insensitive to temperature, Luscombe, and A. M. Bouchard,

the resonant peak current is less sensitive to temperature tunn.52Al0g48As/Ino.53Ga0.47As lateral resonant

than are the saturated currents in conventional (1991).

semiconductor devices. (1991).

8. S. Luryi and F. Capasso, "Resonant tunneling of two-
Conclusions dimensional electrons through a quantum wire: a

negative transconductance device", Appl. Phys. Lett. 427
The transistor characteristics of several potential-effect 1347-1348 (1985), erratum Appl. Phys. Lett. 4L 1693
and field-effect resonant tunneling transistors have been (1986).
outlined. These transistors offer the prospect for a room
temperature device technology with higher functional 9. A. C. Seabaugh, J. H. Luscombe, J. N. Randall, P. C.
efficiency and greater scalability than conventional Colter, A. Dip, G. M. Eldallal, and S. M. Bedair,

devices. "Atomic layer epitaxy of quantum-weli devices, J. Thin
Solid Films, to be published (1993).
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Theory of Ultra High Frequency Performane Heterojunction
Bipolar Transistors

A. A. Grinberg and S. Luryi

AT&TBeU Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

Abstract complete set of boundary conditions for the transport

We consider the high-frequency operation of an abrupt- eiquation. The actual shape of functions (1) depends on

heterojunction transistor with ballistic transport in the base. ransport outside the base.
The fundamental frequency cutoff in such devices is shown In heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBT) the
to be limited by the dispersion in the minority-carrier times minority carriers can be injected into the base "over a
of flight across the base, rather than the average time of cliff" of energy A, Fig. 1:
flight itself.

Introduction
Electrical characteristics of a high-speed bipolar
junction transistor are in large part determined by the ..............
uar-port of minority carriers across the base. The
concept of diffusion across a base of width WB is valid
only if the particles undergo multiple collisions in the
region, i.e., when W1, ý- l€, where l1. is the
scattering length. In the opposite limit, W 5 s < 1,,, the
transport is largely ballistic.

Recently, we presented [1] an exact solution of the
Boltzmann equation for the minority carrier transportin a narrow base. A key ingredient of our approach is Figure 1. Schematic band diagram of an abrupt-junction
onuaon ofarrowbase.Ake y conre dientions fr a h i heterostructure bipolar transistor (a-HBT). Minority carriersform ulation of the boundary co nditions for the aeij ce n ot eb s o e l f "o n r y A

distribution function f(r, k, t). It is clear that functions are injected into the base "over a cliff" of energy A.
f(0, k) and f((WB. k) cannot be preset, because they
themselves depend on the solution in the base. In a We assume a "thermionic" condition at the base-emitter
Boltzmann description, the boundary conditions must interface and a "perfect sink" condition at the base-
specify the distribution of inbound particles moving collector interface:
toward the base at both junctions, E1,-A

f(0, k) =- fg+) (k) for k.i>0; (la) fg+) (k, u) = e kT e(uk/ko-- 1) (2a)

f(Wa,k)-fk-a (k) for k.i<0. (lb) fk-) (ku)=0, (2b)

Neither of these functions determines the carrier where u is the cosine of the angle between k and the z
concentration, the drift velocity, or the current at the axis, Ek S A2 k2 /2m. Ak0 r 4Al/2m, and O(x) is the
respective boundary, but combined they constitute a step function.

OSA P'ocea~bp on Wgn$,5 frooeks asd Opo¢elcoeim 1993. VoL 14 71
Jadeep -' and Une, MOW (e&)
0 1993 Optical Sockwp efAnwria
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II I collisionless plasmas. Members of the carrier
0.2 * • aflusion (a) ensemble, injected into the base at a given time with

- ballsic different normal components of the velocity, arrive at
- 0 - the base-collector junction at different times, thus
1-02 ..... = 0.25 washing out a modulation introduced at the injection

"plane.
-0.4 -For a homojunction transistor, the Landau damping

-- ............ is nearly as efficient in degrading the gain as is
-0.6 -• scattering in the base. Figure 2a shows the base

-0.8 transport factor %B ((o), calculated for different ratios
-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 of the scattering length to the base thickness and

Real part of base transport factor, Re cc plotted as a trajectory in the complex plane. Increasing
the frequency corresponds to moving clockwise with
increasing phase TB =- arg(at) and spiraling in toward

1 11.....I Ithe origin Ia. 1 -- 0. If we neglect recombination in

"E .(b) the base (reasonable at high frequencies), then the
_ Ispirals, corresponding to either the purely diffusive or-0

0 the purely ballistic limits (solid lines in Fig. 1) are
S0.5 , universal in the sense that they are independent of the

* base width, the diffusion coefficient, the temperature,
etc. At high enough co, the magnitude of gain I a, I

0 ---- ----------------- decreases exponentially.
" A= 1 kT In contrast, for a ballistic HBT with an abrupt
-0.A == 3 kT emitter-base heterojunction, the high-frequency current

gain has a strong temperature dependence, Fig. 2b.
The main effect of temperature is to increase dispersion

E_, of the incident distribution. In the purely ballistic
-1 • regime, the magnitude of caB decreases with the

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 frequency only to the extent that the distribution of
Real part of base transport factor, Re a transit times T. across the base has a finite width -

due to the temperature broadening of the incident
velocity distribution. In the limit A >x kT, it is that

Figure 2. Phase trajectories for the base transport factor, width At rather than TB itself that sets the fundamental
limit on the frequency performance of HIBT.

(a) Homojunction bipolar transistors. %, (ro) is traced in

the complex plane for different scattering lengths and base A ballistic transistor with a sufficiently collimated
thicknesses. Solid curves represent the universal spirals mono-energetic injected beam of minority carriers.
obtained in the diffusion (I. < W9) and the ballistic such that
(W, C I= ) limits.

(b) Heterojunction bipolar transistors with ballistic base (3)

transport. N, (w) is plotted for four different injection will be referred to as the coherent transistor [3] or CT.
energies A. The curve for A = 0 (e.g., graded-gap HBT) is A good approximation to such a beam can be obtained
equivalent to the ballistic case in Fig. 2a. For convenience, from the passage across an abrupt heterointerface at
on the same graph we present the a, corresponding to an low temperatures. For carriers traveling across the
artificial initial distribution describing a perfectly collimated base with a normal velocity vB, a periodic modulation
monochromatic beam (dotted line), of the injection at the emitter interface with a

frequency f sets up an electron density wave of
For a short-base transistor WB !5 1, the form of wavelength X = vB/f. When (3) is fulfilled, the

inbound distribution (la) has a strong influence on the amplitude of this wave does not appreciably decay over
device current gain at high frequencies. In a ballistic the entire base width W9. As discussed below, the
transistor, the high-frequency gain roll-off occurs due coherent transistor has both the common-emitter
to the scatter in the velocities and the incident angles current gain 0 and the power gain exceeding unity at
of in-bound particles [21. and the signal decay is frequencies far above the usual cutoff frequencies.
analogous to the Landau damping of density waves in limited by the time-of-flight delays.
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Equivalent Microwave Circuit of factors aB involved are different.
Abrupt-Junction HBT Current Gain

Figure 3 shows the microwave circuit of a HBT with
abrupt emitter-base heterojunction. It includes the Base transport factors. In the diffusion limit,
intrinsic parameters RE and Ce (the differential neglecting recombination, the transport factor % is
resistance and capacitance of the emitter-base junction, described by the well-known formula,
respectively), Cc and g, (the collector junction I
capacitance and the Early conductance), aB and 4 (the . cosh [(2i=)) 2] (5)

base and collector transport factors, see below), and R1 c

(the intrinsic base resistance), as well as the extrinsic = (1 + iiB )-I for (PR ýc 1

colft-or capacitance Cc, and the parasitic resistances, 2 e2e-•S e-i'9 for TB > 1
R•, Rc•, and R~x. where 9PB = cotD and CD = WB/2D is the base transit

time by diffusion. Accordingly, the current gain
i= 1a/(1--t)I at low frequencies rolls-off at

10dB/dec, but above fT = l/2ir nD it becomes
E - c exponentially small.

"R- Rg Re. In the ballistic limit, the expression for ao reduces
VA to a quadrature. The current gain %, (w) depends in

this case only on the initial distribution of the electron
velocities in the direction toward collector [2]. The

.R latter can be replaced by a normalized distribution p (T)
of the time of flights across the base and cxB (w) can be
written in the form

cx rB = Jp(t) eC d&. (6)
In other words, za represents the characteristic
function of a random variable t. The thermal
distribution (2a) corresponds to

A A mW121

Figure 3. Equivalent circuit of a HIBT with abrupt emitter- P (@) = e T 2kT ' (7)

base junction. Dashed line indicates the portion described by The frequency dependence of I], calculated from
the matrix (4). Eqs. (6) and (7), is shown in Fig. 4.

Let us write down explicitly the common-base It is instructive to derive an approximate analytical
admittance matrix ybi, describing the two-port block expression for the gain in the limit
corresponding to the portion of the circuit indicated by U A (8)
the dashed line (this block represents the intrinsic
transistor without RB). Neglecting the Early effect, In this limit, to lowest order in kT/A, the mean and
expressed by the conductance g A, we have the variance of the distribution (6) are given by

ybi + []C 0 (4 T TB ( I - kT/2A + • • - ) ; (9a)

tATz -- <(,,-_ )2> = B2 (kT/2 )2,& (9b)

where gE =_ I/RE is the differential emitter where c, a- 4mW•mWNB/2A. It follows from Eqs. (9) that
conductance. for a thermal distribution Arc/ = kT/2A, and hence the

The equivalent circuit in Fig. 3 is valid for any inequality in Eq. (8) is equivalent to that in Eq. (3)
abrupt-junction HBT. The ballistic and the diffusion which defines the coherent regime. In the limit (8) we
varieties differ only by the Early effect, which find the following asymptotic expression for ctB:
modulates the output conductance in a diffusive HBT, -i xs
while being entirely absent in the ballistic case. For cr9  (10)
9A= 0, the intrinsic admittance matrix (4) is formally 1 - iO3T/2A
identical in both limits. Of course, the base transport where A B A/kT. The approximate dependence
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2 (w), calculated from Eq. (10) is plotted in Fig. 4 by 0 = 1 2sin(oTB /2) 1-' (14)

the dotted line. We see that Eq. (10) gives an excellent
approximation to the exact result for a = 5. It can be The usual procedure for the determination of f d in a
used, therefore, to calculate the peak gain values. The microwave transistor is to extrapolate the data
maxima Ov, occur at those values of w = ox, where measured at relatively low frequencies to unity gain at10dB/decade. Since for WtBx <_ 1, the gain (14) rolls

Im(a) = 0 *R.•(a) >0, (Ili off at 10dB/decade, the extrapolation procedure will
which gives for wOAX< 1 and v = 1, 2, • produce the usual value fT = 1/(2n TB). However,

Eq. (14) predicts additional resonances at extended
oxf = 2n v, (12a) frequencies (12a). Their physical origin is as follows.

2 Neglecting recombination, the only reason for the base
2 (12b) current to flow is to maintain neutrality of the base()VAT 2  layer. The resonant frequencies (12a) correspond to an

We see that the peaks decrease with the frequency as integer number v of periods A. = vBIf of the density
) 2 i.e., at the rate of 20dB/dec. wave (13) in the base. To the extent that the wave is

not decaying in amplitude in a perfect CT, the total
20 I minority-carrier charge in resonance does not fluctuate

at all. The output current modulation is thus
•. 15 A=5kT ' accomplished with no rf current input, hence the

S40 dWdec "infinite" gain. In an imperfectly coherent transistor,
C" 10 the density wave is Landau damped to some extent and

o the base current has a finite value at all frequencies, cf.
5 - Fig. 4. Note that in a diffusion transistor, the total

ci injected charge in the base oscillates at any frequency.
0 0

E • Inclusion of the collector delay. The stark contrast
9U -5 - between the coherent ballistic and the diffusive modesEE of base transit by minority carriers, can also be seen

-10 20dBde from Fig. 5, where we include a transit angle 0 -= 1Tc
-15 % across the base-collector junction. The inclusion of a

1 10 lOO collector delay is accomplished by simply multiplying
Dimensionless Frequency wro axB with a collector transport factor •c. Assuming a

saturated drift velocity vs in the base-collector
junction, this factor is of the form

Figure 4. Base transport limited current gain of a coherent e1  eie
transistor. Solid line shows p2 (CO), calculated from Eq. (6), = 1 - e` sin(0)e-°'(
dotted line from Eq. (10). The dashed lines indicate the gain iO o' (

roll-off in the conventional frequency range (f < fT ) and the where 0' = (o re and 'T, = 2%' = Wc/vs with W,
extended range (f > I ). being the width of the base-collector space-charge

layer. The dotted line in Fig. 5 shows the common-
The nature of the current-gain peaks in an extended emitter current gain, limited only by the collector

frequency range is best understood by considering the transit 'Tc = I ps. This curve corresponds to setting
case of a "perfectly" coherent transistor, in which all tI = TB = 0, which gives a, = I for either diffusive
injected electrons travel toward the -,llector with the or ballistic base transport. The dashed line corresponds
same velocity vB = (2A/m)1/ 2. In this case, a periodic to a diffusive transport with T. = 2ps (while keeping
modulation of the injection at the emitter interface sets the same rc = I ps). The cutoff has shifted to lower
up in the base an electron density wave of the form: frequencies, as expected. The solid line represents a

nz, t) n Z/B) (13) CT with "TC= lps, TB ==2ps. We see the dramatic
n (z, t) = no ei(0- ), (13) reemergence of a large gain in the frequency range,

where no is the amplitude of the concentration where not only the diffusive transistor, but even the
modulation. At any point in the base, the electron transistor with no base delay at all, are completely
current density I (z, t) equals -env, and hence damped. This effect is due to the addition of a
%9 =exp(-iwt't), which is the limit of Eq. 10 as coherent delay, which boosts the overall phase of
AT- 0. The magnitude of the common-emitter a = % c , bringing about the condition (11) that
current gain becomes maximizes P. while I ala is still large (= 0.7).
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It is instructive to consider why the phaseshift,
obtained in a coherent base transport, is advantageous RT = cos(QP) - cos (Q + 0) l , (17)

compared to that arising in the saturated-velocity (0 Cc 6

transport across the base-collector space-charge region. and T = TE + TB-. The frequency dependences of
Mathematically, the disadvantage of gaining the phase I UI , r22 and I h~f 12 in the intrinsic limit of a CT are
in collector transit results from the factor sin (0')/0' Mi plotted in Fig. 6. Note that while in the low-frequency
Eq. (15), which diminishes the magnitude of ,c at high region one has U > 0, the sign of U changes on
frequencies. Physically, the difference is rooted in the passing the peaks of I U I. In the range where
nature of screening of a dynamic charge moving inside U < 0, the transistor is active even if I U I < 1, since
or outside a conductor. Minority carriers moving one can bring about the regime with U > 1 by adding
inside the base induce a base current only to the extent an external resistance.
that their total charge varies in time. In contrast,
carriers .noving in the depleted layer induce currents of The idea of using phase shifts in a bipolar

equal magnitude in both the base and the collector transistor to extend the active operation to higher

electrodes. frequencies originates with Wright [41 and has since
been discussed by a number of authors (see references,
cited in [31). A cornerstone of that discussion has been

30 the negative r22 which can be achieved due to the

A=•,10kT phase delay 0 in minority-carrier drift across the
M ,collector space-charge region. This concept is quite

20 analogous to to the dynamic negative impedance in
% -transit-time diodes [5]. Even a small absolute value of

% Nnegative resistance, achievable in a diffusive transistor,

10 , leads to an active behavior, according to Eq. (16).
X Unfortunately, however, this idea is severely limited by
E % parasitic effects [61.
C %
0 %
E 0 %c %_ _ __ _ 5

"8% %

-10 40- 4

100000\100

Frequency, GHz
30 3'

Figure 5. The intrinsic current gain, including the collector 20 2

delay "r, = I ps. Dashed lines correspond to zero base
delay, dotted lines to a diffusive delay T = 2 ps, and solid 0
lines to a CT with A = lOkT and "r, = 2ps. 10 . o

...........Power Gain .... :,

It is easy to evaluate all the two-port parameters of the °o1o j
circuit in Fig. 3 in an explicit form [3]. We shall not Fr.euw,(GHz)

present here these cumbersome expressions but confine
ourselves to the consideration of simplest cases and
plots of the results. Figure 6. Frequency dependences of the unilateral gain

IUI , the output resistance r 22• X(Z22 ), and the
In the intrinsic imit, R = =Rc = 0 = Cc, common-emitter current gain I3 -he 1 I in the intrinsic limit

and assuming qE -= wR EC E ýC 1, the unilateral gain U of a coherent transistor. Assumed parameters: A = 10.
is of the form , = lps, -s = 2 ps, C, = 0.5 fF, R, = 5Q, R, = 25 0.

U aBkCI(641= , (16) To illustrate these effects, consider a model in
4 C r2which we retain the parasitic resistances but eliminate

where r 22 M R(z) = R, + RE is the real part of the extrinsic capacitance, Cc. = 0. In this case, the
common-emitter output impedance, unilateral gain can be reduced to the following form:
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100GHz, but the transistor is active up to frequencies
I C1BcI I which are a factor of 2n higher.U = R+R) ~+r 2 , (18)U=4 0o2C2c (Ra + RB,) Reff + r22 (8

30

where R -Rc.(RE+ R)/(R,+R,) and 3 -

r22 = RT + RE + RE, + Rc. (19)

The gist of the matter is that with diffusive transport in

the base there is no way of avoiding a penalty in the
magnitude of the term R9 responsible for negative "
output resistance, Eq. (17). In the intrinsic case, this 10o
term has only a mild competition from wCcRE and
the negative dynamic r 22 can easily be achieved, so
long as RE is sufficiently low. With the parasitic 0......... ........ ................
elements added, we need to minimize the resistance "\,0

(Reft + r 22 ), which requires RT be large and negative. "
If (p < I and p+ 0=2n2, then R, equals ',-'

-10',
- IBI 2/4nor)Cc, which is small even for 10 100 1000
I% 1-1. On the other hand, if the condition r,•.,n ONZ

(p + 0= 2it is accomplished with approximately equal
contributions from both % = 0 = g, then, for the Figure 7. The unilateral gain I U1I and the current gain
diffusive transport mechanism, RT becomes small f=-= Ih21 I of an abrupt-junction ballistic transistor, loaded

because of aB - exp(-4PB). With realistic values of with parasitic elements as in Fig. 3. Assumed parameters:

the parasitics, this term is inadequate for making U A= 14.4meV, T = 4.2K, tc = 1 ps, ; = I ps.
C, = 10fF/gm, C =0 .5fF/gm, C,= I fFi,; m,

negative. R = 5-gm, R= 25 inpm, R..= 250-tgm,

Wili the coherent transport in the base, we have Ru = 20fl-m, R,, = 200.gm.
the opportunity to enhance the overall phase by To summarize, the active transistor behavior at
increasing the delay %, keeping the collector delay extended frequencies f > fT results physically from the
0c< 1. In this case, Rov = -sind(9+ 0')/C and r2 phaseshift between the collector current and voltage,
can be made negative, provided acquired during the minority-carrier transit across the

oCc (RE + RE, + Rc, + Reff) < 1. (20) base. In a coherent transistor this phaseshift is not

Note that the longer the base, the lower is the accompanied by a degradation in the magnitude of a0 ;

frequency at which the phase relation in (17) is this enables the device to retain its active nature when

optimal. Therefore, inequality (20) can be fulfilled, loaded with parasitics.

provided the base width WB is sufficiently long, while References
the base transport can still be regarded as ballistic.The attr coditon s liite bythe ometum 1. A. A. Grinberg and S. Luryi, "Diffusion in a shortThe latter condition is lim ited by the momentumbae ,Sld t.E cro .3 ,1 9 ( 9 2)
relaxation of low-energy minority carriers in the base.
If the ballistic scattering length is sufficiently long, 2. A. A. Grinberg and S. Luryi. "Ballistic versus
then the speed of a coherent transistor is limited by the diffusive base transport in the high-frequency

parasitics, as is evident from (20). characteristics of bipolar transistors," Appl. Phys. Lett.
60, 2770 (1992).

With the value of parasitic elements estimated from 3. A. A. Grinberg and S. Luryi, "Coherent Transistor",
the standard low-temperature heterostructure parameters submitted to IEEE Trans. Electron Devices.
we have found [3] that the coherent transistor retains
its active behavior in an extended frequency range. 4. G. T. Wright, "Transistor transit-time oscillator",

The unilateral gain I U I and the current gain I h2 12 of Electron. Lett. 3, 234 (1967); "Small-signal theory of
the transistor transit-time oscillator (translator)", Solid-an exemplary circuit are plotted in Fig. 7. As in the ~ 2 9 17)

intrinsic case, the unilateral gain is negative between

the two peaks, indicating that r 22 < 0 in that region. 5. S. M. Sze, Physics of Semiconductor Devices, New
Interestingly, the current gain has been largely damped York: Wiley-Interscience (1981) Chap. 10.

away by the parasitics, although a trace of the peak is 6. S. Tiwari, "Frequency dependence of the unilateral
clearly seen near co'r = 21r. We see that the gain in bipolar transistors", IEEE Electron Device Lett.
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Abstract The breakdown voltage was significantly improved
in a structure called a Composite Collector HBT

New physical phenomena InP/Gao.47InO.53As Hetero- (CCHBT), in which most of the collector is made of

junction Bipolar Transistors are presented. Ballistic InP rather than GaInAs [5]. However, in the CCHBT
versus diffusive base transport is discussed, as well as there is an energy barrier in the collector, which must

impact ionization and transport across an energy barrier be overcome by the electrons. Low temperature meas-

in the collector. urements show that electron transport across the barrier
is achieved by hot electron thermionic emission [6].

Introduction
Base transport

Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors (HBTs) of
InP/Gao.47InO 3As are ultra fast electronic devices The base of an HBT can be very narrow, without
which exhibit subpicosecond response times [1]. These degrading neither the current gain, nor the base resis-
devices are of special interest because they can be tance [7]. The narrow base makes it possible to achieve
integrated monolithically with InP/GaInAsP optoelec- a subpicosecond base transit time. In addition, in
tronic devices operating at wavelengths of 1.5 pin and InP/GaInAs HBTs the electrons have a low effective
1.3 prm [2]. mass, resulting in a high diffusion constant of electrons

in the base. Moreover, in abrupt junction HBTs the
The base transit time is the dominant delay corn- electrons are injected from an energy ramp, and transit

ponet i Sibipoar ranistos []. n In/Gan~s a fraction of the base with velocities higher than the
HBTs by, contrast, the base transit time is very short, thermal velocity. This is commonly referred to as the

and the dominant delay components are parasitic RC bal eloct.

time constants. To better understand the physics of ballistic effect.

base transport, the base transit time was measured in To determine the relative importance of the above
devices with base thicknesses in the 50 nm to 400 nm mentioned effects the frequency response of HBTs with
range. From the results the scattering mean free path of base thicknesses in the range of 50 nm to 400 nm was
thermalized electrons in the base was extracted. measured, and analyzed. The base doping level was

Conventional InP/GaInAs HBTs suffer from low 5x0 19cm 3 .

breakdown voltage. It is shown that the reason for this The unity gain bandwidth of the devices, fT, is
behavior is an anomalous electric fieln dependence of given in Table 1. The value in parenthesis for the 50 nm
the impact ionization coefficient in Gao.47Ino.13As [4]. base was achieved in HBTs that were produced using
An anomalous temperature dependence of the impact an improved photolithography mass, set than used for
ionization constant was observed as well. The experi- all the other devices, and the high value of fT is due to
mental results were reproduced using a full band a reduction of the parasitic RC time constants.
Monte Carlo simulation which helps understand the The base transit time, -rB, was estimated using the
origin of theses effects. expression

OSA Proc•ahnw on Ub&ra Eleoniac aWd OpoelrcroticA 1993, Voi, 14 77
Jdvdep ak* and UmaA MnuA (e&)
* 1993 Optical Society f'Ame•,,a
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100

CL 10 L-.60nrn

where "rE is the emitter delay time and Tc the collector U 10 Lb30nm

delay time. Assuming that t-Ecc are similar in all the
devices (except for the one with fr= 14 4 GHz) it can be i-- -- Banistic I.

seen from table I that the maximum error in the value
of "B is 2 psec. It is shown below that the error bar can <
be reduced to 0.2 psec. -i

___ L,==6Onm

WB (nm) 50 100 200 300 400 - T = 300K

.0110 100 1000

fT (GHz) 78 67 35 24 16.5

(144) BASE THICKNESS (nm)

1/2n fT 2.0 2.4 4.5 6.6 9.6
(psec) (1.1) Figure 1. Base transit time versus base thickness.

"cn(psec) 0.3 0.7 2.8 4.9 7.9 Monte Carlo simulation and experimental results.

The diffusion constant D, and the momentum relax-

Table 1. Unity gain bandwidth and base transit time of ati( 1 mean free path, L,,, are related by the expression
InP/GaInAs HBTs with different base thicknesses. See
text for the evaluation of crl. 1

To model the base transport a simple Monte Carlo

simulation was carried out using only two parameters: where V, is the average thermal velocity. For GaInAs at
the momentum (and energy) relaxation mean free path 300 K Ve=5.3xl0 7cm/sec. Using Eq.2 a diffusion con-

of the energetic electrons injected from the emitter stant of 105 cm2/sec is obtained. Similar results were
(also called the ballistic mean free path), and the obtained in time of flight measurements (9], and a

momentum relaxation mean free path of the thermal- recent theoretical calculation using the dielectric func-

ized electrons. The injected electrons were assumed to tion approach also agrees with this value [10]. It must
lose both their forward momentum and their excess be pointed out, however, that this diffusion constant,
energy after the first collision. The velocity of the which corresponds to a mobility of about 4,200
injected electrons was taken as 10'cm/sec. This velo- cm 2/V-sec, is surprisingly high for electrons in a
city corresponds to an excess energy equal to the heavily doped p-type material, and is close to the value
bandgap discontinuity between InP and Ga0 .4 7h%.53As of the mobility in undoped Ga0.47In0.53As.

of 250 ;.aeV, taking the non-parabolicity of the conduc- Practical devices have a base thickness of the order
tion band into account. The thermal velocity distribu- of 50 run. The base transit time in such devices,
tion was calculated for a temperature 300 K using an obtained by the simulation, is plotted in Fig.2 as a func-
electron effective mass of 0.04. tion of the ballistic mean free path of the injected elec-

The results of the simulation are given in Fig.1 trons. The curve demonstrates that ballistic injection

together with the experimental data. The momentum reduces the base transit time, however, for reasonable

relaxation mean free paih of the thermalized electrons values of the ballistic mean free path the base transit
was determined to be 60 nm by fitting the calculated time is much longer than the ballistic transit time. This

base transit times to the data points at the base was pointed out before in Ref.8.

thicknesses of 400 nm and 300 nm. The value of the From Fig.2 a more accurate evaluation of the base
ballistic mean free path.Lb does not affect the base tran- transit time can be obtained. Since a reasonable range
sit time for the large base thicknesses. Because of the for the ballistic mean free path is 10-100 rnm, the base
uncertainty in the value of CB in narrow bases the ballis- transit time is in the range of 0.2-0.4 psec. From Table
tic mean free path cannot be determined from the data, I and Eq.1 one thus obtains that rE+-C=1.6-1.8 psec in
and is left as a parameter. The curve for Lb=O is identi- the device with the 50 nm thick base. Assuming that
cal to the result obtained by solving the Boltzmann rE-+rc are identical in all the devices 'cB, as given in
equation in a short base (8]. Table 1, was obtained.
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.5 measured as a function of the base collector voltage at
W= 50 am different temperatures [4]. The results are shown in

4 L =60nm Fig.4 , where it can be seen that at the range of voltages4 1where breakdown takes place the multiplication factorW 0 T=300 K0o indeed increases with temperature.

I--.3 From Fig.4 the field dependence of the electron
0- oionization coefficient, a., is obtained, as shown in Fig.5

z ..2 [4]. Note that a exhibits an anomalous electric field
q: dependence. In most semiconductors log(a) is a linear

.w function of the inverse electric field. In Gao.471no.53As
U) .1 the electric field dependence is much weaker. This
M t-baflistic causes the low breakdown and the "non-saturated"

0 nature of the curves shown in Fig.3.
0 20 40 60 80 100

BALLISTIC MEAN FREE PATH (nm) 1
....... 413K

Figure 2. Base transit time versus ballistic mean free 300K

path of the injected electrons.
0.1

Impact ionization in GaInAs

It is well known that in most semiconductors the impact
ionization coefficient decreases with temperature due to 0.01
enhanced electron scattering at higher temperatures
[11-12]. Therefore, in Si and GaAs bipolar transistors
the breakdown voltage always decreases with tempera-
ture. The output characteristics of a typical InP/GaInAs 0.001
HBT in the common emitter configuration are shown in 0 6 12
Fig.3 at room temperature and at 423K. It can be seen COLLECTOR-BASE VOLTAGE ( V)
that the breakdown voltage is low, and increases with Figure 4. Collector multiplication vs. base colector
temperature. voltage at different temperatures.

The impact ionization coefficient of GalnAs was
..... ; I .. calculated by using a full band Monte Carlo simulation

10 o [13]. The results aie given in Fig.6, and agree remark-
It ably well with the experimental results.

z Some insight into the physics of the anomalous
I'l behavior of impact ionization in GaInAs can. be

,,U;, obtained from Fig.7 where the probability for impact
/i• ionization is plotted vs. electron energy for different

30K0o -electric fields. Clearly, the widely assumed energy73threshold for impact ionization does not exist at low

0electric fields. Instead, a two peak threshold can be
0 , ,observed. The anomalous temperature and electric field
0 s 10 dependence is assocaited with the low energy peak.

COLLECTOR-EMITTER VOLTAGE (V) More details on the results of the simulation will be
given elsewhere [14].

Figure 3. - Common emitter characteristics of an
InP/GaInAs HBT at two temperatures. The composite collector HBT

To better understand the breakdown behavior of the A significant improvement of the breakdown behavior
devices the collector multiplication factor, M,, was of the InP/GaInAs HBTs can be achieved using struc-
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Wc2  COLLECTOR BASE VOLTAGE (V)

Figure 8. Schematic bandstructure of a composite col- Figure 10. Common base characteristics of a CCHBT
lector heterojunction bipolar transistor. The arrow indi- with Wct = 40 run at 77 K. Emitter current is 1 mA per

cares electron flow across the barrier. step-

electron concentration decreases. The electric field in
the low bandgap section thus increases, and the elec-

1- -, a 30Atrons in the low bandgap section of the collector are
Z heated by the electric field. This increases the ther-
E mionic emission rate over the barrier, and the electric

field in the low bandgap section is further increased.
q: oThe above mechanism is a positive feedback process,

which is responsible for the switching event.

0.5 At 300 K the thermionic emission rate of electrons
0- at equilibrium with the lattice is sufficiently large toS~300 K
SIE = I mA avoid electron accumulation at low current densities.

However, at high current densities electron accumula-o EMITTER - 5O~m x50;&mo tion does take place, and gives rise to step-like charac-
teristics as can be seen in Fig. 11. The step-like turn on

0 characteristics at high current densities are undesirable,
-500 -400 -300 -200 -100 0 +100 but can be suppressed by n-type dopirg of the barrier

COLLECTOR BASE VOLTAGE (mV) vicinity

Figure 9. Common base characteristics of CCHBTs a Fig. 12 depicts the characteristics of a CCHBT in
Fig0r K, atoaowurnt densica rt is owhich 5 nn thick layers on both sides of the collector300 K, at a low current density. energy barrier were n-type doped to a level of

drop across the base-collector junction is independent 5xl012cm- 3. The switching voltage is shifted towards
dropf aross the acolletor currentjandthefun n sitcingbep t lower values, and the device turn on voltage is muchof the collector current and the full switching behavior lower. The effect of the doped layers on the switching

voltage can be explained in the following manner. The
The bistable hot electron transport across an energy doped layer at the barrier is fully depleted at the turn on

barrier was fully described before (15], and is only voltage of the devices. The positive charge of the ion-
briefly repeated here. At voltages lower than the ized impurities in the low bandgap side of the barrier
switching point, electrons accumulate at the potential tends to neutralize the negative space charge of the
minimum, and the current is mainly due to tunneling electrons that accumulate at the barrier, and therefore
through the barrier. The accumulated electrons screen the screening effect of the accumulated electrons is
the applied electric field, and as a result the electrons do reduced. Moreover, the ionized impurities on the large
not heat up in the low bandgap section of the collector. bandgap side of the barrier reduce the triangular barrier
As the voltage across the collector is increased, tunnel- width so that the tunneling rate increases. As a result,
ing through the barrier increases, and the accumulated even at high current densities low electric fields are
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I. INTRODUCTION II. PRESENT STATUS OF InP HEMTs

The InP HEMT technology, once an exotic The InP HEMT presently exhibits the lowest noise
technology in a few research laboratories, has begun to figures among all 3-terminal semiconductor devices. For
gain acceptance in the microwave and millimeterwave example, using 0.10 to 0.15-1am gatelength technology,
community. Comparing to GaAs transistors, InP workers at Hughes and GE have independently reported a
HEMTs exhibit significantly lower noise figures, noise figure below 1.0 dB at 60 GHz for InP HEMTs,
higher gain, and higher cutoff frequencies [1], [2]. As a
result, they are now the most promising candidate for which is approximately 0.5 dB lower than the best
ultralow-noise, ultrahigh-frequency, and ultrabroad-band reported results for GaAs HEMTs [1), [2).

amplifiers. The InP HEMT is also the first 3-terminal

In order to improve the performance of InP HEMTs semiconductor device which has demonstrated useful

further, significant efforts have been devoted to improve gain above 100 GHz. Recently, workers at TRW

the electron transport properties [31, [4], reduce the reported a successful demonstration of a 7.3 dB

parasitic resistances and gatelength [5], [6], and develop amplifier at 140 GHz using a 0.1 gtm gatelength InP
a scaling model for sub-100 nanometer (nm) gatelength HEMT [9]. Assuming a simple 6 dB roll off, this

HEMTs [7]. Together, these efforts have led to a result indicates a power-gain cutoff frequency (fmax) of

successful fabrication of a 50-nm gatelength InP HEMT 325 GHz.
with a state-of-the-art (extrinsic) transconductance (gm) In the last few years, the InP HEMT has also gained

of 1740 mS/mm and a state-of-the-art (extrinsic) more acceptance in the microwave and millimeterwave
current-gain cutoff frequency (fT) of 340 GHz [8] -- the community. At Hughes, for example, we are now

latter figure-of-merit corresponds to a total delay of only manufacturing 0.1 jtm gatelength InP HEMTs for low-

0.47 ps and represents a 70% improvement over typical noise applications covering the frequency range from 10
fjT values of comparable 0.1 -ptm gatelength devices, to 94 GHz. Our present Pilot Line has been in

The 50-nm gatelength InP HEMT is currently the operation for approximately two years and is producing

most promising device to extend the operating frequency devices with a typical noise figure between 1.2 and 1.4

of 3-terminal semiconductor devices to the entire dB at 60 GHz.

millimeterwave spectrum, as well as to provide a low- As the InP HEMT technology becomes more mature,

cost alternative to ultralow-noise masers and SIS mixers it begins to be viewed as a critical technology for high
at cryogenic temperatures. performance Monolithic Microwave/Millimeterwave

The main body of this paper is divided into 3 Integrated Circuits (MMICs). Some recent examples are

sections: Section II reviews the present status of InP the demonstration of a 5 to 100 GHz MMIC distributed
HEMTs; Section III describes recent advances in 50-nm amplifier with 5 dB gain [10], a 75 to 100 GHz MMIC

gatelength InP HEMT technology; and, lastly, Section cascode amplifier with 8.0 dB gain [11 ], and a 12 GHz

IV discusses the potential of 50-nm gatelength InP MMIC low-noise amplifier with 0.8 dB noise figure

HEMTs for ultrahigh-frequency and ultralow-noise [12], all realized with InP HEMT technology.

receivers.
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III. 50 nm GATELENGTH InP HEMTs In order to realize these potentials, one must
optimize 50 nm gatelength InP HEMTs specifically for

The most promising approach to improve the high fmax. This task has not yet been accomplished.
performance of InP HEMTs further is to reduce their Our current 50-nm gatelength InP HEMTs suffer a high
gatelength. We at Hughes have successfully developed a output conductance of 260 mS/mm -- 5 times higher
first-order scaling model for HEMTs and a material and than that of a typical 0.1-1gm gatelength device -- and,
device fabrication capability to explore the potential of as a result, their fmax is limited to approximately
5o nm gatelength devices. 250 GHz. We believe that further optimization of the

We have successfully designed and fabricated a 50 layer structure, source-drain spacing, and gate cross sec-
nm gatelength pseudomorphic InP HEMT -- a HEMT tion will improve their fmax to over 500 GHz.
with an 80% (In mole fraction) GaInAs channel -- with The projected 500 GHz fmax should extend the
a state-of-the-art (extrinsic) gm of 1740 mS/mm and a operating frequency of InP HEMTs to at least 220 GHz
state-of-the-art (extrinsic) fT of 340 GHz [8]. Figure 1 and enable the realization of ultrahigh-resolution
shows the dependence of fT with gatelength for InP millimeterwave radars. The high fmax should also
HEMTs fabricated at our laboratories. The average improve the noise figure at low frequencies. At
electron velocity is approximately 2.6x10 7 cm/s for the cryogenic temperatures, a 50-nm InP HEMT with 500
lattice-matched devices (53% indium mole fraction) and GHz fmax should perform as well as a maser and
3.xd10 7 cm/s for the pseudomorphic devices (80% provide a low-cost alternative or ultralow-noise sensing
indium mole fraction). and telecommunication applications.

IV. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS SUMMARY

The 50 nm gatelength lnP HEMT is currently the Significant progress has been made in InP HEMT
most promising candidate to extend the operating technology in the last few years, resulting in lower
frequency of 3-terminal semiconductor devices to the noise figures, higher gain, and wider bandwidth for
upper end of the millimeterwave spectrum. In addition, radars and telecommunication systems. By the mid-
it has potential to be a low-cost alternative to ultralow- 1990s, this author believes that InP HEMTs and
noise masers and SIS mixers at cryogenic temperatures. MMICs will (1) gain wide acceptance in the microwave
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and millimeterwave community, (2) enable the 4. Chin et al., J. Vac. Sci. Technol., vol. B8, no. 2,
realization of ultrahigh-resolution millimeterwave Mar./Apr. 1990.
radars, and (3) provide a low-cost alternative to masers 5. Mishra et al., IEDM Tech. Dig., Dec. 1989.
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High Speed Heterojunction JFETs Grown by
Non-Hydride MOCVD

M. M. Hashemi, J. B. Shealy, S. P. DenBaars, and U. K. Mishra

Electrical and Computer Engineering Department and Materials Department,
University of California, Santa Barbara, California 93106

Abstract communication systems despite the lack of a

Indium Phosphide channel JFET's with mature InP device technology, especially in

InGaAs lattice matched gate have been electronic devices. Indium Phosphide with

fabricated using liquid, non-hydride column high peak electron drift velocity , and large

V precursors. The incorporation of low intervalley separation (F-L = 0.63 eV, F-X

bandgap InGaAs gate layer not only = 0.73 eV) is a desirable material for high

suppresses hole injection under forward bias speed devices. In spite of excellent material

but also makes fabrication of HJFETs very properties, fabrication of high speed, high

reproducible and easy. Self-aligned devices performance FETs with InP channel has been

made by selective etching of the gate resulted a challenge in the past. Immature processing

in devices with current gain cut-off frequency technology along with low Schottky barrier

as high as 22 GHz with transconductance height ( OB < 0.5 eV for n-InP) and the high

over 200 mS/mm for gate length of about interface density of states between insulators

0.65 pgm. and InP makes fabrication of MESFET

impractical and MISFETs an unstable

Inrdt ion technology. Therefore, the JFET is a
There has been much interest in the reasonable compromise for a electronic

integration of optical devices along with device in InP system.

electronic devices to develop opto-electronic Heterojunction gate FETs were first

integrated circuits (OEIC's) which are implemented in GaAs channel device using p-

projected to have advantages of higher speed, AIGaAs material as the gate by Umebachi

smaller size, and higher reliability compared et.al. [1]. More complete characterization of

with discrete devices. The InP system is the a n-GaAs/P-A1GaAs HFET was reported by

only candidate for long-wavelength optical Morkoc et.al [2] with power gain cut-off
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frequency (fmax) around 7-8 GHz. Recently new less toxic liquid alkyl column V sources

the same idea was applied to InGaAs channel replacing the extremely toxic and hazardous

HJFET using p-InP [31 or p-GaAs [4] as the hydrides (phosphine, arsine) [7,8]. Epitaxial

gate material. In all the previously reported growth starts with a 5000 A thick semi-

HFETs the gate material has been selected to insulating InP:Fe buffer layer. Next, a 2500

be of larger bandgap material primarily to A thick n-channel layer doped at 2-3X1017

enhance the built-in potential necessary to cm- 3 with electron mobility of =3000

improve the noise margin of the digital cm 2/V.s is grown fc!lowed by a 125 A thick

circuits.. However, hole injection from gate undoped lattice matched InxGaixA s

to the channel under forward bias condition, (x=0.53) spacer to account for diffusion of

which substantially limits the switching and zinc during subsequent growth of the p+

high frequency characteristics of JFETs, has layer. Finally, a 2500 A thick lattice matched

not been addressed in previously reported p-type InxGaIxAs (x=0.53) layer doped in

HJFETs. Recently [5,61, we have reported a excess of 1019 cn-- 3 was grown. Epitaxial

novel p+-InGaAs/n-Inp heterojunction cross section and energy band diagram is

combination as the gate and channel layer, shown in figure 1.

respectively to increase the high frequency Device processing starts with gate

performance of the HJFETs. This metallization (Ta/Au 200A/2800A) and lift-

combination is the first reported HJFET off to define a 1 g.m long gate. The gate

using InP as the channel. The p+-lnGaAs metal was used as the mask for etching the

gate layer offers several advantages over the InGaAs p+-layer. This was achieved using a

p-lnP layer used in the conventional selective wet chemical etch with controllable

homojunction JFETs: i) large valence band undercut resulting in a "T-shaped" gate

discontinuity for hole injection suppression ( structure. The gate length of the devices

AEv=0.37 eV), lower gate resistance (both measured in this study were about 0.6 g.m.

bulk and contact resistances), and ii) ease of Next the source-drain contacts (AuGefNiIAu

self-aligned fabrication using selective 1500A/150A/2000A) are formed by lift-off

etching of the gate layer. either in a self-aligned or non self-aligned

fashion. Finally, the devices were isolated

Device Fabrication and annealed. During the isolation step the

The HJFET structure was grown by non- gate pad is isolated from the source region by

hydride MOCVD at atmospheric pressure and forming an air bridge under the feed metal

at a substrate temperature of 560 'C using connecting gate pad to gate metal. This

tertiarybutylphosphine (TBP), and eliminates parasitic gate capacitance and gate

tertiarybutylarsine (TBA) as the alternative leakage important for high frequency

source for phosphine and arsine, operation of HJFETs. Figure 2 shows the

respectively. TBP and TBA are relatively SEM micrograph and corresponding cross
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of epitaxial layer structure, and calculated energy
band diagram.
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Figure 2. SEM micrograph and schematic representation of self-aligned HJFET
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section of a completed self-aligned Device. device performance, since one has to insure

Results that the metallurgical junction coincides with

The I-V characteristic of a typical 130 gim x the electrical junt.don. If the spacer layer is

0.6 g.m HJFET is shown in Fig 3. The too thin the Zinc atoms will diffuse into the

HJFET had a saturation current of 400 channel during the growth of p+-GaInAs

mA/mm at Vgs=+1.5 V, a pinch-off voltage layer affecting the electrical characteristics of

of -3.2 V and an output conductance of 1.0 the junction. On the other hand, if the spacer

mS/mm. The transconductance, gm, remains layer is too thick the modulation efficiency of

relatively steady at a value of 130 mS/mm for the channel would degrade. For comparison

a gate bias as high as + 1.5 V. Both we fabricated and measured three samples

breakdown voltages exceeded 20 V for a with different thicknesses. Sample A,

drain to source spacing of 4 jtm. sample B, sample C with spacer layer

The S-parameters of the device were thickness of 50A, 125A, 250A, respectively.

measured as at Vds = 5 V a function of gate- The results of both D.C. and R.F. results are

source voltage and the current gain cut-off summarized in table 1. It is clear that current

frequency (fT) and power gain cut-off density drops as the spacer layer thickness

frequency (fmax) are presented in figure 4. reduces due to compensation of the Si dopant

The maximum fT and fmax were 14.3 GHz in the channel by Zinc atoms. However

and 37.5 GHz, respectively which are among breakdown voltage increases with decreasing

the highest reported values for InP JFETs. spacer layer which is possibly due to

High value of fT and fmax have been obtained accommodation of peak electric in the larger

over a wide range of gate bias (fT > 10 GHz, bandgap material. Finally the R.F.

fmax > 28 GHz for -1.5V<Vgs<+1.0). We performance shows profound dependence on

achieved fT as high as 21 GHz with extrinsic the spacer layer with fT and fmax ranging

transconductance of 230 mS/mm for a self- from 8-18 GHz, and 8-28 GHZ respectively,

aligned devices. By using self-aligned with higher values corresponding to thicker

scheme we were able to obtain such a high spacer layer.

transconductance and fT at the expense of Conclusion

low breakdown and power gain cut-off A new type JFET structure was proposed and

frequency (fmax) of 9 V and 9 GHz, demonstrated. This heterostructure JFET
respectively. These degradation are possibly (HJFET) uses p÷ GaInAs as the gate, and n

due to high electric field, and higher parasitic InP as the channel. Current gain cut-off

gate-drain capacitance (including the frequencies (fT) as high as 21 GHz was

electrode's capacitance as well as the lower obtained using a self-aligned structure.

domain capacitance in InP based devices). These results makes HJFET an attractive

In optimizing HJFET structures, spacer candidate for high frequency logic and

layer thickness plays an important role in optoelectronic circuit.
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Figure 3. DC and RF performance of HJFET 130 gm X 0.6 pum, (a) drain current
characteristics, (b) bias dependence of fT, and fmax-

Table 1. DC and RF performance comparison of HJFETs with
different spacer layer thickness

Sample A Sample B Sample C

Spacer Thickness so A 125 A 250 A

Current Density 217 mA/mm 300 mA/mm 472 mA/mm

Breakdown Voltage 35 V 23 V 6 V

Transconductance 97 mS/mm 111 mS/mm 70 mS/mm

fT 8 GHz 10 GHz 18 GHz

fmax 8 GHz 25 GHz 28 GHz
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Resonant-Tunneling Transmission-Line
Relaxation Oscillator

E. R. Brown

Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Lexington; Massachusetts 02173-9108

Abstract makes it very difficult to achieve dc bias stability in
this region. Consequently, only small-area diodes

A new type of resonant-tunneling oscillator is having a suitably high differential resistance can be
analyzed that does not require dc bias stability in the used. In the case of oscillators, the small area leads
negative-differential-resistance region. The oscillator to a low output power relative to other two-terminal
consists of a resonant-tunneling diode coupled to a negative-resistance devices, such as Gunn and
transmission line in such a way that repetitive IMPATT" diodes. To overcome this shortcoming, one
switching of the diode occurs across the negative- must design either an RTD oscillator that does not
resistance region. The output waveform consists of a require dc stability in the NDR region or a new type
sequence of pulses having a repetition rate deter- of RTD that provides a wider NDR region for grea.er
mined by the electrical delay of the transmission line ease of dc biasing in large-area diodes. The present
and a pulse width determined by the switching time oscillator approach makes it possible to bias the RTD
of the diode. When the electrical delay is compar- in a positive-differential-resistance (PDR) region so
able to the switching time, the output is quasi- that dc bias stability can be easily achieved.
sinusoidal. Numerical simulations with a prototype
resonant-tunneling diode yield a maximum repetition Relaxation Oscillator
rate of 192 GHz and a pulse width of 2 ps.

The new RTD oscillator is based on the repetitive
switching through the NDR region between dc-stable

Introduction points lying below the peak point and above the val-
ley point. To establish this type of oscillation, we

The resonant-tunneling diode (RTD) has been one of imagine that the RTD is connected to one end of a
the most successful quantum-transport devices. The short-circuited transmission line, as shown in Fig. 1.
trademark characteristic of the RTD, the negative- The transmission line has a characteristic impedance
differential-resistance (NDR) region, has been Z0 and an electrical time delay td. The RTD is
observed at room temperature in many different biased through a bias resistor RL with a supply vol-
material systems and over a very wide range of tage VB. The quiescent operation point is initially
current density. The NDR region has been used as just below the peak or just above the valley, and the
the basis for high-frequency oscillations and high- RTD is induced to switch toward the valley or peak,
speed switcning. For example, double-barrier RTDs respectively, by a slowly applied voltage ramp AV.
made from the InAs/AlSb system have oscillated up Once the first switch occurs, a pulse travels down the
to 712 GHz [11, and similar diodes made from the line, is reflected from the short with inverted polarity,
GaAs/AIAs system have switched from the peak and arrives back at the RTD after a time 2td. If 2td
point to the valley region in a time near 2 ps 12]. is sufficiently greater than the RTD switching time t1,
Much of the interest in RTDs stems from the fact then the return pulse will induce the RTD to switch
that these results are among the highest oscillation back to the initial operating point. The subsequent
frequencies and the lowest switching times reported return pulse then induces a switch similar to the first
to date for electronic devices, one, and the process repeats at a rate of (4td)-l. The

In spite of these successes, the double-barrier overall process is classified as a relaxation oscillation
RTD has one fundamental shortcoming for the oscil- because the RTD dwells in either of its PDR regions
lator application. The steep slope in the NDR region between switching events.
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TRANSSS 0LINELOAD LINE

TIME DELAY td

RL '3

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the resonant- 2
tunneling transmission-line relaxation oscil-
lator.1

Device Models
0

0 12To demonstrate the operational characteristics of the VLAE(/
oscillator, we have simulated it numerically using theVOTG()
program SPICE3E. The transmission line is Fi.2 Curn-otg chatesic fRT
represented by the standard SPICE3 model, which is Fi.2 Curn-otg chatesic fRT
lossless and dispersionless. The RTD is represented smoaghtlied ashrl tows thesciloador line
by the parallel combination of a nonlinear voltage- prsetrih lned t ho w the dTcate theapplicain
controlled current generator and a nonlinear capaci- peetdt h T fe h plcto
tance. The voltage dependence of the current gen- of the start-up ramp.
erator is designed to be an accurate physical
representation of the RTD, taking advantage of the has the parameters c1  0.0052, c2 = 24.5, c3 = 5.0,
transcendenta! functions available in SPICE3E. The c4 = 15.0, c5 = 0.0000809, c6 = 0.0014, m = 1, and a
current-voltage (I-V) characteristic of the RTD is = 5. The resulting, peak-to-valley current ratio PVCR
assumed to have the form is 6.3, which is equal to the highest room-

1a temperature PVCR obtained with GaAs/AIGaAs
Ic=VctV -1(c2 V+c 3) -- tan-I(c2 V+c 4)I"1C5vm-1" 6 Vn, RTDs (i.e., GaAs quantum wells and AIGaAs bar-

- ~riers) but is sub-standard for In0 _53Gao.4 7As/AIAs
where the constants cI through c4 are determined by RTDs. The capacitance parameters are CO0  14.0 fF
the turn-on voltage, peak voltage, peak current, and and V1 = 0.1 V, which yields C = 5.5 fF at the peak
peak differential conductance of the RTD, and the voltage.
constants c5 and c6 are determined after obtaining c1
through c4 by fitting to the valley current and one
arbitrary point beyond the valley. The exponents m NuecaRslt
and n (n > m) are chosen to obtain a satisfactory fit
to the overall I-V curve beyond the valley point. The voltage difference across the RTD is shown
The two tan-t terms occur in the stationary-state tun- in Fig. 3 for four different transmission-line delays
neling theory of the RTD, with a Lorentzian form under the conditions Z0 = 50 •, RL = 50 fl1, and VB
used for the transmission probability and a degen- = 0.75 V. The amplitude and duration of the stant-up
crate electron population assumed on the cathode ramp are 0.2 V and 10 ps, respectively. In Fig. 3(a),
side of the resonant-tunneling structure. The two we see that td = 0.9 ps yields a single switching
polynomial terms account for the excess current, event followed by ringing around the valley point of
which is the primary current component beyond the the RTD. The smallest td for which the switching is
valley point. The capacitance of the RTD is persistent is approximately 1.0 ps. In this case the
represented by the SPICE model for a back-biased waveform is quasi-sinusoidal, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
junction diode, C = Cot 1 + V/Vj]-1/2, where CO is the Oscillatory behavior is also observed with the longer
zero-bias capacitance and V1 is the built-in potential. times of 3 ps in Fig. 3(c) and 10 ps in Fig. 3(d).
The diode reverse saturation current is made negligi- However, it is apparent from the latter waveforms
bly small. that with increasing delay time the RTD voltage

Shown in Fig. 2 is the I-V curve simulated here. resembles a square wave. The minimum and max-
It applies to a 4-jim 2 IPTD having a peak current imum voltage levels of the square wave represent the
density of 1.8xl1& A cm- and a specific capacitance dwell of the RTD voltage below and above the peak
at the peak .1.4 IF •tm-2. The model I-V curve and valley points, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Relaxation oscillator waveforms of voltage difference across the RTD for various
transmission-line delays: (a) td = 0.9 ps, (b) td = 1.0 ps, (c) td = 3 ps, (d) td = 10 Ps.

we have AV = 0.28, Al = 6.0 mA, and C = 5.5 fF, so
The output voltage waveforms across RL are that tR = 1.1 ps. The difference between tR and the

shown in Fig. 4 for the same electrical delays. For td relaxation oscillator pulse width is caused by the fact= 1.0 ps in Fig. 4(b), we find a quasi-sinusoidal that the oscillator switches over a wider voltage
waveform at a frequency of 192 GHz and a power of
0.5 mW. However, it is apparent from Figs. 4(c) and 0.4 V beyond the valley.4(d) that the oscillator output waveform becomes
highly non-sinusoidal with increasing delay time.
The waveform consists of a sequence of pulses hay- Non-Ideal Transmission Line
ing a full width at half-maximum of 1.9 ps and
repetition time of approximately 4 td. During the Two important practical issues concerning thisrepetition period two pulses occur having opposite oscillator are the degree to which the powerpolarities. These pulses represent the two switching reflection from the short-circuited end of theevents required to complete one cycle around the transmission line can deviate from unity and the sen-dynamic load line of the RTD. For both polarities, sitivity of the oscillator to the form of the start-upthe pulse width is somewhat greater than the 10-90% ramp. To address the first issue the short circuit wasswitching time tR of the RTD between the peak and replaced with a load resistor whose resistance RT wasvalley points. An analytic expression for tR is given increased up to the point where oscillations were justby 4.4AVC/AJ, where AV is the difference between maintained. This defines a minimal power reflectionthe valley and peak voltages, C is the capacitance at p = [(RT-Zo)/(R 14Z 0)Iz. For the 1.0, 3.0, and 10.0the peak point, and A I is the difference between the ps delays, the minimal power reflections were 97, 69,peak and valley currents [3]. For the present RTD and 59%, respectively. To address the second issue,
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Fig. 4. Relaxation oscillator waveforms of voltage across the load resistor for various
transmission-line delays: (a) td = 0.9 ps, (b) td = 1.0 ps, (c) td = 3 ps, (d) td = 10 Ps.
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pulse width equal to t,. When the electrical delay is Sollner, and W. D. Goodhue, Appl. Phys. Lett.,
comparable to the switching time, the oscillator out- 53, 385 (1988).
put is quasi-sinusoidal. Consequently, the relaxation 3. E. R. Brown, C. D. Parker, T. C. L. G. Sollner,
oscillator is a compact electrical design that can A. R. Calawa, M. J. Manfra, C. L. Chen, S. W.
function either as a picosecond pulse generator or as Pang, and K. M. Molvar, Proc. SPIE, 1288, 122
a high-frequency cw source. (1990).
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Abstract all of these high peak current density RTD's
have been fabricated using simple device

We report the fabrication of monolithic, processing technologies, which are not suitable
microwave integrated circuit compatible, high- for measuring the expected high-speed
speed In 0 .53Ga 0.47 As/AlAs and AISb/InAs switching transitions.
RTD's. Switching transition times of 1.7 psec The anticipated InO.5 3GaO.47As/AlAs and
are measured using electro-optic sampling InAs/AlSb RTD switching times represent a
techniques. significant improvement over the best

previously observed times of 6 psec in
GaAs/AlAs RTD's [7]. Although Whitaker et

Introduction al. reported 2.0 psec measurements using
GaAs/AlAs based RTD's [8], those
measurements remain controversial. As

It is widely believed that InAs and described by Brown et al.[6], those switching
InO.53GaO.4 7 As based resonant tunneling experiments were done under an overdrive
diodes (RTD's) can be significantly faster than condition, in which measured switching times
GaAs-based RTD's due to their substantially do not represent the true switching times of the
higher peak current densities [1,41. In this devices. In fact, the expected minimum
paper, we report the design and fabrication of switching times of these GaAs based devices
microwave integrated circuit compatible (with peak current densities of 4x10 4 A/cm2 ),
InO.53Ga0.47As/AlAs and InAs/AlSb RTD's. is around 12 psec [2].

Peak current density is a crucial figure of
merit for high speed RTD switching
applications [2]. Extremely high peak current
densities (up to 4.5xl0 5 A/cm 2 ) have already Experiment
been demonstrated in InGaAs/AlAs/InAs
RTD's [1,3,4]. Similarly, InAs/AlSb RTD's We have developed a monolithic, microwave
have peak current densities as high as 5x10 5  compatible fabrication process for InAs and
A/cm 2 and have been used in hybrid InO.5 3GaO.47As based high-speed RTD's to be
microwave oscillators with operating used for high-speed applications. Proton
frequencies up to 712 GHz [1,5]. Based on isolation techniques are not effective for
published current-voltage characteristics, the semiconductors like InGaAs and InAs, which
expected switching transition times of these have relatively small energy gaps. Therefore, a
high-peak current density RTD's can be mesa-type processing technique must be used
estimated to be around 1 psec [2,61. However, to achieve isolation. The design for the
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microwave-compatible RTD structure is shown connect the center of the CPW to the top ohmic
in Fig. 1. The procedure used to fabricate the metal of the RTD.
structure is as follows. Gold is evaporated to This fabrication process has first been used
be used as the top ohmic metal and also as a to investigate In0.53Ga0.47As/AlAs based
mask to protect the mesa area. The quantum RTD's. Devices were grown on 2-inch semi-
well and the upper conducting layers are etched insulating InP substrates. Growth started with

a 0.5 gm, n-type InGaAs contact layer, with
Airbrldge Metal Top Ohmic Metal n=1.5x 1019 cm-3. This layer was followed by

a 500 A thick, lightly doped (n=10 17 cm-3)
Sn0.53Ga0.47As/ layer. The double barrier

region consisted of a 41 A' Ino.5 3Gao.4 7 As
.quantum well sandwiched between two

identical 16A (6 monolayers) AlAs barriers and
two 15A (5 monolayers) undoped
ln0.53Ga0.47As layers. The structure was
completed by two 0.1 gm, n-type
In0.53Ga0.47As contact layers doped to 1018

QOuantum well cm- 3 , and 1.5* 1019 cm- 3 . The details of the
growth and a more complete analysis of this

Interconnect Metal material system can be found in another
S sreference[4].
Semi-Insulatingsubstrate Figure 2 shows the typical I-V

characteristics of a device we have obtained
from the above epitaxial design and the

Airbridge Metal fabrication process. The device has a peak
current density of 3.3x105 A/cm2 with a peak
to valley ratio of 7.

Interconnect

Metal

Bottom Ohmic metal
LIM

Semi-Insulating substrate

Figure 1. Cross sections of the microwave
integrated circuit compatible RTD structures. .1

away until the bottom conductive layer is
reached, and a layer of Au is deposited to be
used as the bottom ohmic metal. Then, using
an isolation mask, we etch away all of the 0 1
epilayers except the active areas. This is
followed by an evaporation of Ti/Au 0 1 2
interconnect metal, which forms coplanar Voltage (V)
waveguide (CPW) transmission lines on top of
the semi-insulating InP substrate. A 2.5 Figure 2. Current-voltage characteristic of an
micron thick Au layer is used as an airbridge to ln0.53Ga0.47As/AIAs resonant tunneling diode.
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This fabrication process has also been used device has an estimated RC switching time of 1
to investigate InAs/AISb RTD's. This time psec. The switching time of this InAs/AlSb
devices were grown on 2-inch diameter semi- RTD is still limited by the RC time constant, as
insulating GaAs substrates. Growth started the full width at half maximum of the electron
with a 0.2 .tm, undoped InAs buffer layer, transmission coefficient for the device is 2.92
followed by a 0.8 gtm thick InAs with meV, giving an intrinsic response time of 200
n=2.0x 1018 cm-3 . This layer was followed by fsec.

0A thick, lightly doped (n=10 17 cm- 3) In order to measure the switching times of500 A layer. The dope barrier rm-i) these InAs/A1Sb RTD's, we have used voltageInAs layer. The double barrier region

consisted of a 75 A InAs quantum well step forming structures which consist of a 50 Q

sandwiched between two identical 18A (6 coplanar transmission line with an RTD

monolayers) A1Sb barriers. An undoped 100A shunted to ground from the center conductor of

InAs layer was grown after the double barrier the coplanar transmission line [7]. Switching
region. The structure was completed by a 0.2 was demonstrated by applying a DC bias and aregion.The strucontueast competded by a. sine wave to the transmission line. As the RTD
p.m. n-type InAs contact layer doped to switches, a step waveform begins to propagate
2-0xl 018 cm-3. along the transmission line. The resulting

Figure 3 shows the I-V characteristics of a waveform can be measured by electro-optically
device we obtained from the preceding epitaxial sampling the voltage at a point just past the
design and fabrication process. The device has device. The length of the transmission line was
a peak current density of 3.3xI05 A/cm 2 with a chosen to be long enough to allow
peak-to-valley ratio of 3.3. measu.ement of the pulse risetime before any

reflections return from the output pad. This
allows us to see the actual switching of the

S4 device, independent of bond pad capacitance.
E Electronic probing techniques by contrast, will
0 be limited by the bond pad capacitance rather

than by the device characteristics.

00.
• o .6 ...........................................

0 ~ ~ ~~ ..... ... ... 4.-.......................
0 0.8115 [2o t g .V ....... ....... ... .. ...... .. .. .... .... ... .... .......

0).

F i u r .. ....... C u r r e n t - ... ta g e ...... r i ti .. ... .. ... 2.. .. .. . . .. . .. ... .... .. ... . .. . .. . .. ... . .. . .

0

The 1 xetdsicigtm fti
0 0 .5 1 1 .5 2 ~ 0 .4 ..... ............ ......... ...............

Voltage (V)

Figure 3. Current-voltage characteristic of an 0.2 ................ ....
InGaAs/AlAs resonant tunneling diode.

The expected switching time of this ________

InAs/AISb RTD can be calculated by using the 0
analysis explained in Ref. 2, which concludes 0 1 0 20 30 40
that the minimum obtainable rise time in an Time (psec)
RTD is approximately 5RnC, where Rn is the
average negative resistance, i.e., the voltage
difference between peak and valley points Figure 4. 1.7 psec switching transition time is
divided by the available current, and C is the measured using electro-optic sampling
device capacitance. From this analysis, the techniques.
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Abstract subpicosecond optical rectification was
separated from background radiation due to

We provide recent experimental evidences of carrier transport and the semiconductor was
THz radiation from semiconductor generated excited at resonance, we observed an
by photocarrier transport and by terahertz enhancement of the submillimeter-wave
optical rectification. nonlinear susceptibility. We also discuss the

magnetic effect on THz radiation by applying

Introduction the Lorentz force on the transient carriers.

In recent years, different photonic and Experiment
optoelectronic techniques have been used to
generate THz bandwidth free space radiation The experimental setup shown in Fig. 1 is a
[1-51. Developing new radiation sources will time-resolved optoelectronic coherent
have a substantial impact on high-speed, sampling arrangement.
broadband characterization of dielectric Op
materials [6-10]. To explore the radiation

mechanism of THz beam is crucial for a chopper
physical understanding of the origin of the _
radiation, as well as for realizing an intense * 4
THz source application [11-13]. detector

With illumination by femtosecond laser
pulses, a GaAs sample emits pulsed
submillimeter-wave radiation. To 4 ¢

distinguish between the contribution from time delay

carrier transport and from subpicosecond
optical rectification is crucial for a physical
understanding of the origin of the radiation, TISapphire Laser
as well as for realizing an intense THz source Figure 1
application. In this talk, we will review the
current progress of optically induced THz
radiation from semiconductors. Normal optical incidence on the GaAs surface

is used to distinguish the forward
We report recent results which subpicosecond optical rectification signal

demonstrate the contribution from both the from the carrier transport effect. Under
subpicosecond optical rectification (SOR) and normal incidence the THz signal from the
the photocarrier transport effect. When the accelerated carriers driven by the surface
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depletion field can not be measured in the accelerate in the static field to radiate a THz
forward direction because no radiation is signal.
emitted along the current flow direction.
However, subpicosecond optical rectification
can radiate in the forward direction under •.1.0 ,- 1.53 eV (bulk)
normal incident illumination. S - 1.53 eV (SL)

Fig. 2 shows the THz radiation (in the 0
forward direction) from a <111> GaAs bulk .0.6-

sample for three incident angles (0=0 and 0= • 0.4
±50 degrees). The photon energy is 1.52 eV. 20.2

The center trace (0=0) is due to subpicosecond r0 =

optical rectification only, while the upper and 0.0.
lower traces (0=±50) combine radiation from 0 25 50 75
both the SOR and carrier transport effects. The Polar Angle (degrees)
timing shifts of the waveforms taken at oblique Figure 3
angles are due to an increase in the THz beam
path from tilting the sample. We have measured the temporal

waveforms at two energies. At the same
_50° 0 oblique angle, a higher energy (1.53 eV)

excitation leads to temporal broadening of the
THz signal, while a much cleaner and shorteru-
THz waveform is measured when a lower
energy (1.39 eV) excitation is used. When the
superlattice is replaced by a GaAs sample

cc =50 (superlattice substrate), the THz signal is
nearly doubled at a photon energy of 1.53 eV,

l i _ I I I but the same dependence on polar angle is
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 observed. The rectified signal, even at

"Time (ps) resonance, is smaller than the contribution
Figure 2 from the photocurrent (off-normal incident

angle).
Besides the use of normal incident

illumination of the bulk GaAs to confirm the Ps60
subpicosecond optical rectification, we also 40
examined the THz radiation from superlattice
structures. Here we measured the THz -Z 20
radiation from a GaAs/InO.1GaO.9As <111> 0 0
oriented superlattice with photon energies -20
below and above the barrier potential.

Fig. 3 shows the THz signal versus optical cc-40
incident angle (polar angle) from <111>
oriented GaAs bulk and superlattice samples. 0 60 120 180 240 300 360
When the photon energy (1.39 eV) is less than Azimuthal Angle (degrees)
the barrier potential of GaAs, the radiation Figure 4a
signal increases slowly with increasing polar
angle (about 4 times). In this case the carriers
are injected directly into the wells and, since
quantum confinement will limit the We have measured the dependence of the
photocurrent, the radiation is mainly from SOR signal on crystallographic orientation.
optical rectification. When the photon energy In this measurement, a <111> oriented GaAs
(1.53 eV) is above the barrier potential, the THz sample was rotated around its surface normal.
signal increases quickly with increasing Fig. 4a and 4b show the SOR signal vs crystal
polar angle (over 20 times). The "free" azimuthal angle at two optical energies (1.43
photocarriers (above the barrier) can eV and 1.53 eV) and two optical polarization,
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Pp and Ps respectively. The open and solid dots We observed resonance enhancement and
are the experimental data. The SOR signal has sign reversal of the nonlinear susceptibility
opposite polarity at these two energies. A three- (DC-THz) near the bandgap of zincblende
fold rotation symmetry is observed at both crystals by using a terahertz optical
photon energies. rectification technique. The SOR signal

changes dramatically when the laser energy
"•60 - Pp 1.53 eV 1.43eV is tuned near the GaAs bandgap. When the

S•40• -lower than the bandgap), the rectified signal is
S20 nearly unchanged for sm all energy tuning.

U When the laser is tuned to the bandgap, the
D 0amplitude of the SOR signal increases. It

reaches a peak when the laser energy is just
C-40 above the bandgap. Further tuning of the laser

_60 +- _I _________ I energy to the higher energy side results in a

0 60 120 180 240 300 360 polarity change of the radiation signal.
Azimuthal Angle (degrees)

Figure 4b 30 -
S20

Since the submillimeter-wave radiation is _6 GaAs<111>
proportional to the second time derivative of the 1 0
low frequency polarization, we can calculate U_ 0
the angular dependence of the nonlinear 10 -1
polarization (low frequency) to obtain
information about rectification. The optical •-20
rectification field, from a <111> oriented GaAs -30 +
under a normal incident angle, can be 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55
calculated from the nonlinear polarization Pp Photon Energy (eV)
and Ps corresponding to different polarization PhtnEe (
geometries of the incident beam (light Figure 5
polarization is parallel and perpendicular to
the dipole detector axis respectively). The Fig. 5 is a plot of the SOR signal from a
nonlinear polarization Pp and Ps (SI) are <111> GaAs sample vs optical excitation
given by: energy (normal incident angle). The

resonance enhancement near the bandgap is
pronounced. We measured about a 106 times
increase of the rectified field when the laser4d

= �d 14(0;o,-(o)cos(30)EE* (1) energy was tuned from 1.40 eV to 1.46 eV.

Where the azimuthal angle 0 is measured with 30
respect to the [1,1,-21 direction, and d 14 is a
nonlinear optical susceptibility tensor element z 20 InGaAs/GaAs<c111> SL
having a frequency response from 100 GHz to I0 -
several terahertz (mainly characterized by the
optical pulse duration). The curves in Fig. 4, 0

which are normalized to the experimental 2-I0
data, are plots of the reversed electric fields
calculated from the nonlinear polarizations in c-20
equation (1). The curves fit the experimental -30 1 1 1 I
data at 1.43 eV well. However, to fit the 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55
experimental data at 1.53 eV, the sign of the Photon Energy (eV)
susceptibility needs to be changed. After the Figure 6
sign of d14 is reversed, the plots at 1.53 eV fit
the data well.
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We also measured the SOR signal from a <111> GaAs samples, a small variation in
<111> InGaAs/GaAs superlattice sample vs flip-over energy is observed.
optical excitation energy at normal incidence, 8
as shown in Fig. 6.

Besides the resonance due to GaAs Biased <100>GaAs
(barriers), an additional resonance, which is _

due to the bound states in the InGaAs quantum
wells, is observed at 1.40 eV. The origin of a " 4 -

small feature at 1.53 eV is not clear yet.
During the laser energy tuning, the temporal 2 2
duration of the rectified field remained cc
essentially unchanged. We also observed 0- l_ _ _ _ _ _

similar resonant behavior from <111> 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55
oriented CdTe samples. Both the resonance Photon Energy (eV)
enhancement and sign reversal near the Figure 8
bandgap of CdTe (Eg is about 1.50 eV) are
observed, as shown in Fig. 7. The strong In a configuration of normal incidence,
radiation signal around 1.4 eV may be due to the forward THz radiation from bulk
the impurity states in CdTe. zincblende crystals is purely due to optical
Photoluminescence shows intense impurity rectification [5]. However this is not the case if
luminescence emission. an external magnetic field is applied

orthonogally to the carriers flow direction [6].
-50- The static electric field drives the photoinduced

<111>CdTe electrons and holes in opposite directions
S0 <- (Coulomb interaction), and the magnetic field

deflects both carriers (Lorentz interaction). In
U- semiconductors with different effective mass

-50 - of the electron and hole, even though both
carriers are bent to same side of the sample by

r00 the magnetic force, their different mobilityC100 I I Iresults a macroscopic electric field EH. Fig. 9
1.35 1 .40 1.45 1.50 1.55schematically illustrates the experimental

Photon Energy (eV) setup and sample configuration (top view).

Figure 7 p
Optical BI
Pulse -.

We also calculated the nonlinear
polarization from a perfect <100> oriented
GaAs. The calculation showed no SOR signal ... -.
in the forward direction under normal
incidence, regardless of the azimuthal rotation -- c
of the crystal. This calculated result has been GaAs EM Pulse Detector
verified in our experiment. Since <100> x
oriented GaAs can not emit a forward THz
beam, we fabricated a pair of parallel planar
electrodes on a <100> GaAs to apply an y
external bias. The result of the forward Figure 9
radiation from a biased <100> GaAs sample
(pure transient photocurrent) is plotted in Fig. When an <100> GaAs diode is illuminated
8. This is a comparison of the forward with femtosecond optical pulses at normal
radiation driven by the transient photocurrent incidence, there is no forward THz radiation.
in the biased external field and that generated However if an external magnetic field is
by ultrafast optical rectification. Clearly, no applied to the semiconductor wafer with its
sign reversal is measured from the biased field perpendicular to the static electric field of
<100> GaAs. We have tested a large number of the GaAs emitter, THz radiation develops in
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the forward direction due to the Lorentz force We can estimate the dependence of THz
on the moving charges (optically induced radiation on the strength of the magnetic field.
carriers). The polarization of the THz beam is It is well known that the projection trace of a
perpendicular to the direction of magnetic moving charge will bend under a magnetic
field. field if the magnetic field direction is not

Two magnets are set in parallel, to create a parallel to the initial charge velocity direction.
nearly uniform magnetic field in the gap Since the driving forces on the carriers are the
between the magnets. A <100> GaAs wafer is Coulomb force and the Lorentz force, the
inserted into the gap. Fig. 10(a) shows the equation of the acceleration of an electron in a
measured THz beam waveforms under the semiconductor is:
magnetic field. The three curves are the
temporal waveforms of the radiation at aŽ=d=-= e(E+irxB) (2)
magnetic field B=0 (center), B=0.32 Tesla (top) dt m*

and B=0.32 Tesla with opposite direction of the

magnetic field (bottom). Under normal where m: is the effective mass of the electron.

incidence and zero magnetic field, there is no Because of the heavier mass of the hole, we

radiation measured in the forward direction have ignored hole motion. If we assume an

(middle curve) as expected. However when an uniform electric field in x-direction, and a

external magnetic field is applied to the uniform magnetic field in the z-direction, the

sample, forward radiation is generated (top solution for the y component of the carrier

and bottom curves). The direction of the acceleration, with the proper initial conditions,

magnetic field determines the polarization of has the simple form:

the radiation, this is because opposite magnetic eEx eBz
fields will bend the carriers in opposite ay = ---- sin( t) (3)

directions, as shown by the polarity changes in me me
the top and bottom curves in Fig. 10. This classical treatment of a moving charge

does not take into consideration the saturated
velocity in semiconductors. For a magnetic
field strength of 0.1 Tesla, the cyclotron

. <100> GaAs frequency eBz/m: of an electron in GaAs is
B 0.32 T (N about 0.25 THz. For a very short measurement

3B time (for example, less than 2 ps), we can take
L.L the lowest order term in the Taylor expansion,

B = 0.32T (S) and rewrite the equation (3) as:

Cu
cc I ay =-(e ) 2 ExBzt (4)

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 e

Time (ps) Since the measured, radiated electric field is
proportional to the charge acceleration y-

Figure 10(a) component at far field (dipole detector is
polarized in y direction), the forward

-200 radiation should be described by the charge
6 <100> GaAs acceleration ay. Equations (3) and (4) clearly

i' 100 - show that the polarity of the forward radiation
..) depends on the direction of Ex and Bz (we

ignore the contribution from holes due to their

*-100 _ larger effective mass). Fig. 10(b) is a plot of the
amplitude of the radiation field (peak value)

crc200 - versus the strength of the magnetic field. The
! , I magnitude of the radiated electric field

-2000 0 2000 component in the forward direction is found to

Magnetic Field (Gauss) be linearly proportional to the strength of a

Figure 10(b) moderate magnetic field (B < 0.1 Tesla) as
predicted by equation (10), and substantially
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Abstract the radiated field on the strength and polarity of the
built-in field[1,2], and also the observed amplitude

We report on the generation of terahertz pulses from the increase with increasing carrier mobility as inferred

optical excitation of excitons in GaAs/AI0 .3Gao.7 As from temperature dependent measurements. Recently, a

quantum wells. In general there are two contributions to further mechanism in those experiments was proposed

the THz signals for nonzero field. The first arises from in terms of optical rectification and the field-induced

the creation of excitons in states in which they are second-order nonlinear susceptibility X(2), that is equally

already polarized. This leads to a time-dependent well capable of explaining many of the above

polarization that grows with the integrated pulse energy observations made in the generation of THz pulses from

and radiates a short electrical transient. The second one semiconductor surfaces.[3] The latter explanation does

arises from the coherent excitation of both light hole and not involve current transport but instead is based on the

heavy hole excitons. The time evolution of the coherent photoexcitation of electrons and holes in the depletion

superposition of these two exciton states gives rise to field into states in which they are already polarized. This

charge oscillations that radiate a terahertz signal creates apolarization P that grows with the integrated

consisting of several oscillations of the electric field. By pulse energy, and hence radiates an electrical transient

applying a field to the sample we can tune the oscillation according to Eoc-P/&t2 . In quantum wells, current

frequency from 1.4 to 2.6 THz. transport at low temperatures is strongly inhibited in the
direction perpendicular to the layers, allowing us to
prove that the creation of polarized electron-hole pairs

THz pulses from the creation of polarized can be a source of THz radiation.[4] In Fig. I we

It has been known for some time that terahertz electrical
transients can be generated from the surface of many 3 electron
semiconductors, such as Si, GaAs and InP, when the

surface is illuminated with a femtosecond laser
pulse.[l,21 The effect was originally explained by the
acceleration of the photoexcited carriers within the 22 heavy hole

surface depletion field of the semiconductor. The 1 light hole

resulting time varying current J(t) radiates an
electromagnetic transient E-aJ/cJt that consists of a
single cycle of the electric field and contains frequency
components up to a few terahertz. Consistent with this Fig. 1. Wavefunction envelopes of the electron, lh

explanation in terms of current transport are the and hh in a quantum well biased with an electric

observed dependence of the amplitude and polarity of field.
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schematically draw the electron and hole envelope strengths comparable to ours. This implies that transport
wavefunctions in a biased quantum well. The current by carrier tunneling in our sample (which has
wavefunctions of the electron and hole(s) are spatially thicker and higher barriers) will be at least 100 times
displaced, resulting in a dipole moment g after optical lower than in bulk GaAs. They also showed that below
excitation. Our sample consists of 82 periods of 145 A 100 K, thermionic emission from quantum wells, with a
thick GaAs wells, separated by 102 A Al0.3Gao.7 As barrier height comparable to ours, is negligible
barriers on a Si doped substrate. A field perpendicular to compared to the tunneling current. At a sample
the quantum wells can be applied through a semi- temperature of 77 K we can therefore safely assume that
transparent chromium Schottky contact on top. In the current transport by thermionic emission is not a
experiment, a 80 fs pulse from a modelocked significant source of THz radiation in our experiment.
Ti:sapphire laser resonantly excites the exciton The above arguments confirm that transport current in
transitions in the sample. The detected THz waveforms our quantum wells is at least 100 times lower than in
as a function of field in the sample are plotted in Fig. 2. bulk GaAs. However, the TIz signal amplitude at 15

kV/cm is down by only a factor of two compared to the
measured signal amplitude generated in bulk GaAs at

•25SkV/cmr the same temperature. We therefore conclude that the
* •.s generation of THz pulses from quantum wells is caused

+15 kV/cm•n - by the creation of polarized electron-hole pairs only.
- o. The dependence of the generated peak amplitude of the

-+4kV/n .THz radiation on the applied electric field is shown in/0.5- the inset of Fig. 3. Initially, the amplitude rises linearly
Ec1 kV/. r1 0 ie k/ with field, but shows saturation for higher fields. Thereare two reasons for this: First, the barriers prevent the

-6 "kv/Cr -dipole moment from growing linearly with electric field.
Second, the oscillator strength of the transition decreases
as the electron and hole wavefunctions are pulled apart.

Oscillatory THz radiation from the coherent
1 2 3 excitation of LH and HH excitons
Time (ps)

Fig. 2. Measured THz waveformsfrom the quantum wells In the previous section the broad exciton linewidths in
at 77 Kfor several field strengths. The inset shows the the sample prevented us from seeing effects of the
peak amplitude of the waveforms (in arb. units) as a simultaneous excitation of the Ih and hh excitons. This is
function offield strength in the quantum wells, probably caused by the large number of wells (82) in

that sample. The well to well thickness variations give
We can see that for decreasing positive field strengths rise to inhomogeneous broadening of the exciton
the signal decreases until it becomes almost zero when transitions. For a smaller number of wells the
the built-in field is nearly canceled. This suggests that inhomogeneous broadening will therefore be reduced
contributions to the THz signal that are not field- and we may expect to see effects from the coherent
induced are small. excitation of both lh and hh excitons.[6] The new

For negative field strengths, the amplitude increases sample is a metal-i-n Schottky diode with a multiple
again but this time the polarity of the signal is reversed, quantum well (MQW) in the intrinisic region. The
Because transport current is strongly inhibited by the MQW consists of only 15 periods of 175 A GaAs wells,
AIGaAs barriers at 77 K, we can reach flatband and separated by 150 A AI0.3 Ga 0 .7 As barriers with a 50 A
even apply moderately large forward bias (negative) semi-transparent chromium contact on top. We can
fields. We can eliminate transient transport currents as control the electric field in the sample by applying a
the source of THz radiation in our data by the following voltage between the Schottky contact and the doped
arguments: There are two contributions to the transport substrate. The Ih-hh splitting as a function of electric
current in a quantum well: thermionic emission and field is taken from the measurement of photocurrent
tunneling through the barriers. Carrier sweep out times spectra at 4 K. Both the lh and the hh envelope states of
from quantum wells have been measured in a the quantum well in an electric field are sketched in
GaAs/Al0 2Ga0o.As quantum well structure with 65 A Figure 1.
barriers.J5] They deduced a tunneling time of a few Detected THz waveforms as a function of electric field
hundred picoseconds for carrier tunneling at field in the sample are shown in Fig. 3. Immediately apparent
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in Fig. 3 is the oscillatory tail of the signal when the the intersubband transition dipole moment as
laser overlaps both the lh and hh excitons at 1.527 eV. z12 = (hlzlhh). PuI is the generated lh density, P22 the
The oscillatory part of the signal, that follows an initial generated hh density and P12 the coherence between the
single cycle discussed in the previous section, has a hh and Ih states. In equation (I), (Z l-Z3 3 ) and (z 2 2 -z 3 3 )

frequency that increases with electric field. The are the net displacements between the lh and the
frequency of the oscillations changes from 1.4 THz at electron, and between the hh and the electron,
flatband to almost 2.6 THz at the highest electric field. respectively. The last term in equation (I),Zl2P12(t), is

This can be seen more clearly when we calculate the
Fourier transforms of just these oscillations as shown in proportional to ei(W2-W)t, with h(W2 -( 1 ) the hh-lh
the inset of Fig. 3. To our knowledge this system energy splitting, and is responsible for the charge
constitutes the first tunable terahertz emitter. The oscillations. The radiated electric field is E(t)oea2 p/at 2,
measured frequencies agree very well with the lh-hh and contains both the initial transient due to the creation
splitting as measured in photocurrent spectra and of polarized electron-hole pairs[3] and the oscillatory
dephase within a few picoseconds. The oscillatory tail is tail - cos(co 1 - (2)t caused by the charge oscillations.

We can therefore expect to see terahertz radiation as
33k./cm -,0v c-, long as there is a nonvanishing transition dipole moment

33 kV/cm.1 *t4 . - 26,vMcm z]2.S/ ~~~ ...\";.-"33 kV/cm

.~2 2kV/cm 0 : .
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Abstract multiphoton spectroscopy.[71 We demonstrate
focused peak fields in excess of 150 kV/cm. We

We have generated sub-single-cycle pulses of dramatic saturation of the FIR energy with laser

electromagnetic radiation with pulse energies of fluence. The maximum radiation is produced with

up to 0.8 ptJ and pulse lengths shorter than 500 a laser fluence of only 40 gLJ/cm 2 .
fsec. A significant amount of effort has been

The transmitter is a GaAs wafer illuminated devoted to the theoretical study of the FIR
at normal incidence by 120 fsec, 770 nm pulses radiation. Two models are currently being used to
from a Ti:Sapphire chirped-pulse amplifier explain this phenomenon. In the first model[4],
system, while a pulsed electric field is applied the FIR radiation is produced by transient
across the surface. The generated pulses are used photocarriers generated by the laser pulses and
to study FIR radiation from an <111> InP wafer in accelerated either by an external bias field or the
an external bias field. The results can be internal depletion field. In the second model [81,
explained by radiation from nonlinear field induced optical rectification is proposed to
polarizations, account for the dependence of the FIR radiation

Picosecond and sub-picosecond far-infrared on the crystallographic orientation. Both models
(FIR) electromagnetic pulses have been generated have successfully explained some previous
using a number of optical switching techniques.[f- experimental results for unbiased semiconductor
4] Most interesting for high power applications is wafers [8]. However, FIR radiation from biased
the planar photoconductor which produces wafers has not been fully investigated.
coherent FIR radiation in the directions of We use the FIR pulses from the GaAs as bias
optical specular reflection and transmission when field for the InP wafer. The observed FIR
illuminated with ultrashort laser pulses.[4] Both radiation from InP can be explained as radiation
GaAs and InP wafers have been used for this from nonlinear polarizations induced by the laser
purpose. field and bias field.

Introduction
Generation of High Power FIR pulses

The FIR energy reported to date have been
quite low (50 nj or less),[51 so that the pulses have GaAs <100> wafers are used to generate high
only been used to study linear absorption power FIR pulses. A Ti:sapphire chirped-pulse
spectroscopy.f6] In this paper, we report scaling amplifier,[91 is used to produce 120 fsec pulses at
these pulses to high energy (0.8 ILJ) while 770 nm, with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. Its output
maintaining both high bandwidth and short is split into two parts. The first part is used to
pulse duration (450 fsec). The megawatt peak illuminate the GaAs wafer. The second part is
power can be used in nonlinear optics and used to pump a < 11> InP wafer.
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Aluminum electrodes 1 cm apart are connected dependence of the FIR energy on laser fluence. As
to the GaAs wafer with silver paint to provide a shown in Fig. 2, at low bias fields (E1<4 kV/cm)
bias field in the surface plane. To reduce arcing the maximum FIR pulse energy occurs for the
the electrodes are attached to opposite faces. The largest laser fluence, and there is no clear
bias field is applied in a slow (50 j.sec) pulse evidence of saturation, even at the highest laser
provided by an automotive spark coil fluence of 2 mJ/cm2 . This is consistent with
synchronized with the laser. The laser beam is previously observed results.[4]
expanded to illuminate the wafer as well as the At high bias fields, however, the maximum
electrodes to obtain efficient FIR generation. energy occurs at a laser fluence of 40 gj/cm2 . The
Radiation is observed in both transmitted and mechanism for this saturation is not understood.
reflected directions with comnparable amplitudes, The maximum FIR pulse energy is obtained
but usually only the transmitted radiation is from a 3.5x3.5 cm 2 GaAs wafer biased with an
used. external field of 10.7 kV/cm. A 425 mV signal is

The FIR pulse energy is measured with a observed from the pyroelectric detector, whose

helium cooled bolometer (Infrared Laboratories) obseved m the ctricpdetec to whsor aroo temeraurepyrolecric etetor responsivity is 490 mY/14J. This corresponds to 0.8or a room temperature pyroelectric detector gJ of FIRenergy.
(Molectron Detector, Inc., model P1-42cc). The
pyroelectric detector is 300 times less sensitive I I I ,
than the bolometer, but has a substantially
higher saturation fluence. U) 10,

The FIR spectrum of our pulses is measured , ý"0 .
using an interferometer.[10] Typical inter-
ferograms measured with the bolometer (Fig. 1) 0 %
are 600 fsec wide, independent of the laser >, I
intensity, laser polarization and bias field. For a 10-3<100> crystal (GaAs) the second order C :W'•

polarization is perpendicular to the crystal
surface, and therefore doesn't contribute to
forward radiation so the various relational
dependances are not observed. The Fourier L 0 0 0 0 20.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

transform of the interferogram yields a spectral Loser Fluence (mJ/cm2 )

width of 1 THz (see inset in Fig. 1).

1.0 .. ................. Figure 2. Generated FIR energy as a function of
pump laser fluence for selected bias fields. 0: 1.5
kV/cm; A: 3.0 kV/cm; +: 4.5 kV/cm; X: 6 kV/cm; 0:•,0.8

"0.8 7.5 kV/cm; *: 9 kV/cm. Note that for large bias
fields there is a pronounced maximum in the FIR

0 .6 o generation at a relatively low laser fluence.
,00 1.5 3.0

20.4
"Application of High Power FIR Pulses

c 0.2 The FIR pulses from the GaAs wafer are

focused by a 10 cm paraboloidal mirror into a 4
0.0 .. . . . . .. . .. . mm spot and projected on the front surface of the

6 -2 0 2 4 6 InP wafer as a transient bias field. The FIR
Delay (ps) radiation from the lnP wafer is measured in the

Figure I. Interferogram obtained by collecting the transmitted direction. A spatial filter is placed
total FIR energy transmitted through the behind the lnP to eliminate the transmitted FIR
analyzing polarizer as a function of delay in one produced by the GaAs. A 25 cm spherical mirror is
leg of the interferometer. Inset: Spectrum F(v) of used to focus the FIR signals from the InP into the
the FIR pulses obtained from the interferogram. bolometer. The dependence of the FIR energy on

We have examined the FIR pulse energy for the crystallographic orientation is studied in
different intensities and polarizations of the this configuration.
illuminating laser beam. We find no dependence The FIR pulses from the InP are also
on laser polarization, but there is a nonmonotonic characterized with the interferometer. For an
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unbiased InP the measured pulse length is as L0 Bin
short as 130 fsec, which is close to the duration ofas Bias
the laser pulse. This is identified as optical (A) 2)
rectification.[l1l When a bias field is applied (r
the measured pulse width is 280 fsec. This
suggests the a different mechanism which we &
believe is the radiation from transient current. 20
Because the radiation from the transient
photocarriers has a much longer time scale and
does not depend on the crystallographic 10
orientation, its effect may be approximated by
adding a constant to the radiated energy.

FIR energy is recorded, when the bias field is 0
applied, as the laser field is slowly rotated in Anl of L00
the semiconductor surface. The data show a 2- Angle of Loser Field
fold variation as a fun,-tion of the angle between 40 . . . . .
the crystal axis and the bias field. This can be Laser Bias
explained as due to the superposition of second (B)
order and third order nonlinear polarizations 30 (TT2

P( 2) and P (3). Since the radiated FIR field is -

proportional to P = P (2 ) + p (3), the FIR energy "0 20
Ncan be expressed as,

E - A + 1 [X(2)]2 E'coE*(0 10
9

+ 36 [X(3)]2 E2 (0)E((o)E*(ao)
+ .24 X(2) X(3) E()E(0))Ee((o) cos(20+ot) 0 .100 200 300

Angle of Laser Field

where X(2) and x(3) are the second and third order
nonlinear susceptibilities respectively, Figu'e 3. FIR energy as a function of the direction
E(0)E*(m) is the laser field, 0 is the angle of laser field for (A) z = -270 and (B) a = -240.

between the laser field and ( 1 1 2), and a is the

angle between ( 1 1 2) and the bias field, E(0).

The term, A, is included to account for the nonlinear polarization induced by both the
radiation from transient current. We have incident optical field and transient bias field.
scanned the polarization of the laser field for
fixed a (Fig.3). There is good agreement between
the data and our calculation. Acknowledgment
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Abstract dynamic range. We have also demonstrated
measurements up to 1 THz with 10 dB signal to noise

We have developed electronic circuits that generate ratio.
and detect subpicosecond shock-waves. We have
used these circuits with integrated antennas in a Nonlinear Transmission Lines
system capable of free space spectroscopy with
greater than 10 dB signal to noise from 5 GHz to I Nonlinear transmission lines are synthetic structures
THz. This system was used to characterize a sub- of series inductors (approximated by sections of high-
millimeter wave filter from 6.4 GHz to 1 THz. In impedance transmission line) with varactor diodes
particular, 250-375 GHz measurements are periodically placed as shunt elements. On this
demonstrated with 2 dB accuracy over a 20 dB structure a voltage shock-wave develops from a
dynamic range. sinusoidal input because the propagation velocity

varies with the nonlinear capacitance-voltage
IntrodU ction relationship of the diodes, VP = 1/ /LC, 1 (V),

In the study and application of picosecond where L is the inductance and Coz(V) the sum of
electromagnetic pulse propagation, generation and the varactor and parasitic capacitance of the line, all
detection of these pulses is usually done with per unit length. Limitations of the NLTL arise from
ultrashort optical pulses driving photoconductive its periodic cutoff
switches which are used both as transient generators frequency, 0), waveguide
and samplers. 1 ,2 These systems have been applied to
problems in THz spectroscopy. Fourier analysis of dispersion, interconnect metallization losses, and
the detected pulses, with and without a a test sample diode resistive losses.
in the beam path, yields the magnitude and phase of
the transmission of the sample as a function of Measurement of Subpicosecond Fall-Time
frequency.

In contrast to this hybrid optical/electronic To make the measurement shown in Fig. 1, we
approach, we have developed an all-electronic system packaged a monolithi,- NLTL/sampler chip4 and
using monolithic nonlinear transmission lines shorted the test port of the sampler with a gold bond
(NLTLs) as ultrafast voltage step generators for both ribbon to get a known broadband termination. While
generating picosecond pulses and driving the short distorts the back edge of the pulse, it does
monolithically integrated diode samplers for not affect the initial falling edge. At room
detection of these pulses. Advantages of this temperature, we measured a -1 V, 1.8 ps fall time
approach lie in its relative simplicity and robustness. with a +25 dBm, 6.56 GHz input. Test port and
Recently, similar all-electronic systems have been strobe inputs to the sampler were offset by 0.5 Hz by
applied to THz spectroscopy, but have been limited to splitting the output of a signal source and running the
frequencies below 250 GHz3 . We have used our strobe arm through a rotating phase shifter to allow
system to perform spectroscopic measurements from the sampled waveform to be traced out in equivalent
250 to 375 GHz with 2 dB accuracy over a 20 dB time and viewed on an oscilloscope. We then
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lowered the packaged assembly into a dewar flask of By blocking the beam, we could determine the
liquid nitrogen. Steady improvement in both useful spectral range of the system. The Fourier
amplitude and fall time was noted until the packaged transform of the time-domain signal detected under
circuit was completely immersed, resulting in a both conditions is shown in Fig. 4 and indicates
minimum fall time of 880 fs with a 3.5 V amplitude, measurable radiation beyond 3 THz. The distance
The liquid nitrogen does not significantly load the between the system generator and detector is 48 cm.
circuits because its relative permittivity is low,
Er = 1.4. A root-sum-squares deconvolution of the ParabIoodal mirrors

measured fall time with the sampler aperture time .
(assuming that the two times are equal) gives 620 fs. ...

This means that the -3 dB bandwidth of the sampling
bridge is -560 GHz. It also indicates that the
periodic cutoff frequency CO, = LC (V) (_ GonerD o Detector

2nr x 500 GHz for circuits described here) is now a hq-••dN2  S- aN

significant limitation to circuit performance. a 25 dm +25di

PIN diode Signal Phs
1 modulator a shiter 0

880fIs ~Ocls

.• -1 Figure 2. Diagram of THz signal generation/detection
system. Inset shows detail of the magnetic dipole (slot)

"g-2 antennas.

E
CO -3

5
-41

1 ps div2.5

Figure 1. An 880 fs measured fall time shock-wave
generated on a nonlinear transmission line and measured by A? 0
an on-chip sampler at T=77 K. The inset is a quarter period
of the waveform.

S-2.5

Applications to a Free Space .5
Transmission System 0 5 1 . 5 20 25

Time (ps)

We have applied the ultrafast pulse generating Figure 3. Detail of time-domain response of THz signal
capability of the NLTL to drive antennas and a generation system.
sampler in a coherent, all-electronic free-space signal
generation system of Fig. 2, which is described in
more detail elsewhere. 5 ,6, 7  In addition to the -40
increased spectral content of the driving NLTL's due Bocmed
to cryogenic operation, we made other improvements -6 ,.ok•".
to our earlier published work on this system. We M
used integrated magnetic dipole (slot) antennas
measuring 5 pm wide and 190 pmn long, resonant at .5.100
-330 GHz due to length foreshortening. We also
used high resistivity (10 kfl cm) silicon hyper- -120

hemispheres 8 to collect and focus the quasi-optical .140
beam. Finally, we chopped the signal with a PIN
diode modulator to avoid spurious electrical "1600" 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
reflections from a mechanical chopper. With this Frequency (THz)
improved system we produced the freely propagating Figure 4. Frequency-domain response of THz signal
THz pulse shown in Fig. 3. This waveform has generation system, both with and without beam blocked.
ringing associated with the resonance of the antennas The spectrum is not continuous: individual frequency
and its shape was well-predicted by scale modeling, points are connected by a line as a guide to the eye.
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Free Space Spectroscopy magnitude from 235 to 390 GHz. The filter's
passbands were measured by the manufacturer to be

Description centered around 279 and 348 GHz. It was our goal
first to characterize the filter in the 235 to 390 GHz

To improve the system, the single signal generator region as the manufacturer had done, and second, to
and mechanical phase shifter were replaced with two characterize the filter at still higher frequencies up to
microwave synthesizers which were phase locked and the terahertz regime.
offset in frequency by 5 Hz. This step eliminated any
harmonic distortion due to the mechanical phase Results
shifter and allowed operation at a higher intermediate
frequency 9 , moving the measurement further away A comparison of the manufacturer s
from low frequency phase noise. Also, the PIN diode measurement to ours is shown in Figure 6.modulator and lock-in amplifier were eliminated. Compared with the data provided by the
Although lock-in detection does offer very low noise manufacturer, our data is accurate within 2 dB over aAltouh ockindeectondos ofe vry ownose 20 dB dynamic range from -7 to -27 dB
amplification (cf. Figure 4 and Figure 6), it can 20adBidync re fo 7 -27 dBdegrade the slew rate of fast signals with high transmittance. Below -27 dB transmittance, our

system was not capable of accurately reproducing thedynamic range 1 0 . The oscilloscope was replaced manufacturer's data. We can attribute limitation to a
with a Stanford Research Systems SR760 FFT lower dynamic range in our system. One way to
Spectrum Analyzer, which directly computes Fourier improve the dynamic range would be to use
spectra of signals with 90 dB dynamic range. Finally, broadband antennas. The magnetic dipole antennas
room temperature operation was selected because of currently used are resonant antennas and have a
the ease of making repeatable measurements. The radiation resistance that is a strong function of
improved system is shown in Figure 5. frequency. A second way to improve the dynamic

range of the system would be to reduce the effects of

Paraboloidal mirrors phase noise on the measurement results. This could
be accomplished by using synthesizers with less

..................... phase noise. Alternatively, the intermediate frequency
could be increased so that the downconverted

Samnple harmonics are spaced further apart in frequency and
cZZý under

test Spectrum are less susceptible to the phase noise of adjacent
Generator Malyzer Detector harmonics.

T + Our measured data+ 0dBm r n.. Noise floor

-10
6.4 GHz 6.4 GHz"- 5 Hz -15

.20

Figure 5 Diagram of Tliz free space spectroscopy system. -25
-25S .30 -- - - - - -

To perform a free space spectroscopic -35
measurement, a sub-millimeter wave filter under test -40
can be placed in the THz beam. By taking the ratio 250 275 300 325 30 375

of the detected signal spectrum with and without the Frequency (GHz)
filter in place, the transmission of the filter as a Figure 6. Manufacturer data and measured data for sub-

function of frequency can be obtained. Because the mm wave filter.
system detects voltage, not power, both the
magnitude and phase of the transmission can Figure 7 shows data from a measurement that
theoretically be obtained. So far, however, we have spans the frequency range from 6.4 GHz to I THz.
only used the system to obtain transmission Here we plot separately the foreground (detected
magnitude. signal with no filter in place), the radiation with the

In this experiment, the filter under test was a filter in place, and the background (detected signal
multiple bandpass filter. Because the filter was with beam blocked). The light trace, which
small, it was placed close to the transmitter, where represents the foreground radiation, shows the same
the beam diameter is smallest. The manufacturerd I sort of monotonically decreasing frequency spectrum
had used a backward-wave oscillator spectrometer to that was shown in Figure 4. The dark trace, which
characterize the magnitude of the filter transmission represents the filter measurement, shows clearly
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visible transmission peaks out to I THz. This periodic They also acknowledge discussions with M. Rodwell,
repetition of the signal peaks verifies that the filter is E. Ozbay, and M. Kauffman. Thanks are due to
indeed an etalon, and not a simple bandpass filter. If Watkins-Johnson Co. for loans of equipment.
signal-to-noise ratio is calculated as the ratio of
foreground signal to background signal, the signal-to-
noise is seen to be at least 20 dB over the entire 1. P. R. Smith, D. H. Auston, and M. C. Nuss,
frequency range from 6.4 GHz to I THz. A more "Subpicosecond photoconducting dipole
conservative estimate, which accounts for the effects antennas," IEEE J. Quant. Elect., 24, 255-260
of phase noise between the two synthesizers, (1988).
however, is the ratio of detected passband to stopband
in the "filter" signal. Still, using this definition, the 2 C. Fattinger and D. Grischkowsky, "Terahertz
signal-to-noise is at least 10 dB over the entire beams," Appi. Phys. Lett., 5A, 490-492 (1989).
frequency range. 3 Y. Konishi M. Kamegawa. M. Case, R. Yu, M. J.

W. Rodwell, and R. A. York, "Picosecond
electrical spectroscopy using monolithic GaAs

circuits," Appl. Phys. Lett., 61, 2829-2831 (1992).
-oF n 4 R.A. Marsland, C.J. Madden, D.W. Van DerFoeg•rt•r, Weide, M. S. Shakouri, D.M. Bloom, "Monolithic

-70 ' L , --. Background integrated circuits for mm-wave instrumentation,"
-80 IEEE GaAs IC Symp. Tech. Dig., 19., 19-22,

-90 (1990).
5 D.W. Van Der Weide, J.S. Bostak, B.A. Auld, and

-100 D.M. Bloom, "All-electronic free-space
-110 .. ... picosecond pulse generation and detection,"
-120 Electron. Lett. 27, 1412-1413, (1991).
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Sub-Picosecond, Terahertz Radiation from High-Intensity
Laser Plasmas
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Abstract enhancement of the radiation if the plasma frequency is

close to the inverse pulse length of the laser. At these
Laser pulses with terawatt intensities and 100

femntosecond duration are focused onto gas and solid plasma densities, the emission extends over several

targets. Strong emission of coherent Terahertz radiation cycles of a plasma oscillation. The Terahertz pulse is

is observed, polarized and has a frequency equal to the plasma

frequency. The emission frequency can simply be
Ponderomotive forces generated in the focus of an

tuned by changing the pressure in the target chamber
intense laser pulse in a plasma are sufficient to create a

and hence changing the plasma frequency. For non-
very large density difference between ionic and

resonant excitation of the plasma at high densities (>
electronic charges. An ultrashort laser pulse can be 1018 cm" 3 ) we observe the emission of an

used to excite the laser plasma and is expected to
approximately half-cycle electromagnetic wave form

produce a powerful electromagnetic transient.
1 Here

with a width of 0.4 ps and a frequency centered around
we report the observation of this effect.

1.5 THz (Fig. 1).

We have focused 120 fs laser pulses 2 with intensities

> 1018 W/cm 2 on gases and solids. A liquid helium We have performed an optical gating experimei

cooled bolometer is used in conjunction with a Fourier using an GaAs wafer as a transient mirror illuminated

transform spectrometer to characterize the emitted far by a femtosecond optical pulse. This confirms that the

infrared radiation (FIR). We observe a strong resonant radiation is emitted in less than 0.8 ps.

OSA PNocaae~g an Ukr*N Ela andOptoekaroxiex 1993, VoL 14 116
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Figure 1: Autocorrelation of the emitted THz signal under non-resonant excitation. The plasma

density is 2 x 1019 cm- 3 .

The strongest FIR signal is observed from a solid focus. We predict and observe the main emission to be

density plasma. We observe up to 500 nJ on a in a direction -45 degrees from

pyroelectric detector. For the laser solid interaction, we the direction of pulse propagation (Fig. 2). For plasma

report a strong correlation between the intensity of the densities below 1018 cm"3 the model is in excellent

FIR signal, a hard x-ray signal and the emission of agreement with the observations, while a more

MeV electrons. This may allow novel experiments with sophisticated model appears to be necessary for high

ultrafast time resolution, cross-correlating beams that densities.

simultaneously span the electromagnetic spectrum The emission of a strong FIR radiation indicates the

from meV to MeV energies. existence of wakc fields in excess of 108 V/cm. The

We have developed a linearized hydrodynamic model existence of such fields has been predicted previously. 3

which accounts for the motion of a cold plasma driven This effect promises to be a new source for high power,

by the strong ponderomotive forces present in the laser ultra short pulse far infrared radiation.
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1.5 -Angle (rad)
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0
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Time (ps)
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Figure 2: Calculated radiation pattern.

The vertical axis denotes intensity, the bottom axis is time (ps) and the right hand axis is the view
angle in degrees from the beam propagation direction. The data is calculated for a plasma density
of 2 x 1019 cm-3 . The pulse length is 0.15 p,, the pulse energy is 20 mJ and the beam diameter 4
g.m.
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Intense THz Beam from Organic Electro-Optic Materials
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Abstract orientation). In this crystalline form the
chromophores align in a herringbone motif

We report THz optical rectification from with a 200 half-angle from the
organic electro-optic crystals. The magnitude crystallographic a axis, resulting in a well-
of the rectified field from an organic salt is aligned polar molecular packing. Powder
one and two orders larger than that from GaAs second harmonic generation efficiency 1000
and LiTaO3, respectively, times that of an Urea reference standard at a

fundamental wavelength of 1.9 grm was
Introduction reported. Electro-optic measurements at 820

nm resulted in a Pockels coefficient of r 11 >
In recent years different photonic and 400 pm/V [7,8] and Maker fringe
optoelectronic techniques have been used to measurements at 1.905 gin provided d1l = 600
generate THz bandwidth free space radiation + 100 pm/V. Crystals of DAST were grown by
[1-5]. Optical rectification is one technique slow evaporation of saturated methanol
used for generating subpicosecond solutions. Crystal plates as large as 6 x 8 x 1.5
submillimeter-wave radiation [6]. Developing mm with shiny facets and dark red color in
new radiation sources will have a substantial transmitted light were grown from solution
impact on high-speed, broadband over several weeks. Typical DAST samples
characterization of dielectric materials. We used were 4 x 5 mm with thicknesses varying
extend previous work on generating free space from 0.2 to 1.7 mm.
pulsed THz radiation, and report the The experimental setup is a coherent laser
observations of efficient optical rectification beam and THz beam pump-probe
and sub-millimeter wave generation by an arrangement and has been described
organic electro-optic crystal. elsewhere [6]. A cw Ar laser pumped, mode-

locked Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent MIRA)
Experiment was used as the source of optical pulses. A 50

Twm photoconducting antenna was used as theThe organic crystal we used is Dimethyl detector.

Amino 4-N-Methylstilbazolium Tosylate

(DAST), which is a member of the
Stilbazolium salt family [7]. Fig. 1 shows the temporal waveform of the

radiated field from a 0.4 mm thick DAST
sample. The largest radiated signal detected

Under appropriate conditions, DAST by a 50 micron photoconducting antenna
crystallizes in the acentric monoclinic Cc (time-averaged) was 9.8 mV, corresponding to
space group, point group m (standard an electric field of nearly 2 V/cm. A persistent
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oscillation with a period of 1.04 ps following photon energies, as shown in Fig. 3. The input
the main peak of the waveform was repeatable power was kept below 110 mW and the optical
in all of the DAST samples, but disappeared absorption over the photon energy range of 1.38
when the DAST sample was replaced by a eV to 1.57 eV was found to be nearly constant.
semiconducting (GaAs) or insulating In addition, with 820 nm optical illumination
(LiTaO 3 ) sample. The origin of this on DAST samples, we observed a second
oscillation is not clear at present, but is harmonic signal at 410 nm at the input crystal
possibly due to intrinsic molecular face (the crystal is highly absorbing at 410
vibrational contributions to the subpicosecond nm), presumably due to scattering at the rough
submillimeter-waves. crystal surface.

6 5

DAST
IL

-4 0
10 15 20 25 30 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60

Time Delay (ps) Photon Energy (eV)

Fig. 1: THz radiation from an organic crystal DAST. Fig. 3: Amplitude of the radiation vs photon energy.

We verified the linear dependence of the For the optical polarizations parallel and
radiated field amplitude on optical intensity perpendicular to the dipole detector axis the
expected from optical rectification by nonlinear polarization from the organic
attenuating the incident optical power with a crystal DAST (m, standard orientation) are:
set of calibrated neutral density filters. Pp= [(3d1 1 +d 2 1+2d 26 )sin(0)

+(d, l-d 2 -2d 26 )sin(30)]EE* (1)

10 
and

S1 Ps = [(djj+3d 21 -2d 26 )sin(O)

+(-dl I+d 2i+2d2s)sin(30)]EE* (2)

0X where 0 is the azimuth rotation angle

0.01 referenced to the crystal b axis. Figure 4(a)
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 and (b) plot the radiation waveforms vs the

Filter OD azimuthal angle with a 10 degrees increment
Fig. 2: Amplitude of the radiated field vs optical from an a-cut DAST crystal with two optical
power. Neutral density filter is used to attenuate polarizations. Persistent oscillation from the
optical intensity, a-cut crystal is not as pronounce as that from a

c-cut crystal.
Fig. 2 shows the peak amplitude of the

radiated field versus the incident optical
power density, with OD = 0 corresponding to Figure 5 and Figure 6 are the plots of peak
1.26 MW/cm 2 . A linear relationship was values of the radiation vs the rotation angle
found up to the damage threshold of several from a c-cut DAST crystal. The solid and open
MW/cm 2 . dots are the experimental data. The curves

(calculated from equations (1) and (2))
We also measured the amplitude of the through the experimental data points are

radiated field at three different incident determined by a best-fit using the three
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Fig. 4(a): Radiation waveforpc s vs 0 (azimuthal Fig. 4(b): Same as Fig. 4(a). The light polarization is
angle) from an a-cut DAST crystal light polarization perpendicular to the detector.
is parallel to the detector.
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Fig. 5: Peak value of optical rectification signal vs a Fig. 6: Peak value of optical rectification signal ve a
c-cut DAST crystal azimuth angle. The optical c-cut DAST crystal azimuth angle. The optical
polarization is parallel to the dipole detector axis. polarization is perpendicular to the dipole detector

axis.
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parameters d1l , d1 2 and d2 6 , resulting in d1 2  2. D.H. Auston, K.P. Cheung and P.R.

= -0.4 d1l and d2 6 = d 1 2 /295. Provided the Smith, Appl. Phys. Lett., 45, 284 (1984)

absolute value of any single coefficient is 3. A.P. DeFonzo, M. Jarwala and C.R. Lutz,
known the remaining coefficients can be Appl. Phys. Lett., 50, 1155(1987)
computed.

Conclusion 4. Ch. Fattinger and D. Grischkowsky,

In conclusion, we report optical Appl. Phys. Lett., 59, 262 (19911

rectification and subsequent generation of 5. X.-C. Zhang, B.B Hu, J.T. Darrow and
subpicosecond submillimeter-wave radiation D.H. Auston, Appl. Phys. Lett. 56, 1011
from a nonlinear organic crystalline salt. (1990); X.-C. Zhang and D.H. Auston, J.
With optical excitation at a wavelength of 820 Appl. Phys. 71, 326 (1992)
nm and a 150 fsec pulse duration, the
magnitude of the rectified field from the 6. B.B. Hu, X.-C. Zhang, D.H. Auston and
organic salt Dimethyl Amino 4-N- P.R. Smith, Appl. Phys. Lett. 56, 506
Methylstilbazolium Tosylate (DAST) is 185 (1990); L. Xu, X.-C. Zhang and D.H.

times larger than that from a LiTaO3 crystal, Auston, Appl. Phys. Lett. 61, 1784 (1992)

and 42 times greater than the rectified signal 7. C.P. Yakymyshyn, S.R. Marder, K.R.
from our best unbiased GaAs and InP crystals Stewart, E.P. Boden, J.W. Perry, and
[9-11]. This organic crystal presently provides W.P. Schaefer, preceeding of Organic
the most intense Terahertz radiated field Materials for Nonlinear Optics, Oxford,
among all of the natural non-externally England, (1990)
biased materials we know. Due to the large
second-order nonlinear susceptibilities and 8. C.P. Yakymyshyn, K.R. Stewart, E.P.
ease of use in a practical experimental setup, Boden, P.D. Phelps, Proceedings of

these organic crystals are excellent Optical Society of America Annual

candidates for generating THz radiation. Meeting, Paper FD6, (1990)
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New Performance Limits of an Ultrafast THz Photoconductive Receiver
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Common to all recently demonstrated optoelectronic sources of pulsed THz radiation

has been the problem to property characterize the source with receivers of limited

bandwidths. To date the broadest bandwidth receiver has used ion-implanted,

silicon-on-sapphire (SOS), photoconductive switches (1). Here, we report a new type

photoconductive receiver with a measured response exceeding 6 THz. This receiver

uses a new composite optoelectronic chip (shown in Fig. 1a) consisting of an active

layer of ion-implanted polysilicon on top of a thick thermal oxide on a high-resistivity

silicon substrate. By using as the transmitter an identical receiver in a high-

performance optoelectronic THz beam system, we were able to characterize the re-

ceiver with exceptional precision. Excellent agreement with a Drude theory model

for the photoconductive response was obtained.

The antenna structure shown in Fig. lb is used for both the receiver and the

transmitter, for which a bias voltage replaces the current amplifier. The structure is

embedded in a coplanar transmission line consisting of two parallel 5-pm-wide alu-

minum lines separated by 10 pm. The operation is based on the creation of

photocarriers in the electric field in the gap between the two arms of the antenna. A

colliding-pulse mode-locked (CPM) dye laser provides the 5 mW focused beam of

623 nm, 80 fsec excitation pulses. As illustrated in Fig. Ic, the THz radiation from the

source chip is collected and collimated by the silicon lens attached to the back-side

of the chip. The resultant diffraction limited beam of pulses of THz radiation is

ULTRAFAST COMtPOSITE CH4tI
J'zoW-X PLAt.MT.O

•-.~ .OLYSIIC TRANSMITTER TERAHZ BEAM RECEIVER
r-n I ..i.o _...._--

SUBSTRAIM "

I MILRROR CMIULTRAFAST ODTECTOR I (c)
SILICON LENS

_jRECHIP DETECTING CI

-4LASER EXCITATION LASER DETECTION
BEAM BEAM

Fig. 1 (a) Cross-section of the composite-chip. (b) Receiving and transmitting antenna

structure. (c) THz collimating and focusing optics.
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recollimated by a paraboloidal mirror. The THz beam incident upon the receiver is
focused by a second matched paraboloidal mirror onto a second silicon lens, which
in turn focuses it onto the receiving antenna.

Using this receiver, we now measure a source spectrum with a FWHM bandwidth
almost twice as broad as the initial experimental characterization of a similar system
using SOS chips (1). The improved performance is due to the following changes.
Firstly, the positions of the paraboloidal mirrors were set to have a unity transfer func-

tion for the THz radiation. Secondly, exceptional care was taken to match the foci of
the silicon lenses to the antenna positions. For the on-axis focusing a series of obser-
vations were made using lenses of the same curvature, but with thicknesses varying

in steps of 50 pm. In the plane of the chip the position of the focus was adjusted to
+1- 20 microns. Thirdly, as shown in Fig. l a, a new composite-chip was used to
eliminate the absorption of the incoming THz radiation by the sapphire substrate of the

previously used SOS detection chip. The 0.5 pm-thick active layer of LPCVD
polysilicon of the composite chip was annealed at 1000 degrees C for 1 hour in a
nitrogen atmosphere and was later implanted with 200 keV and 100 keV oxygen ions
both at a dose of I0 13/cm 2 . The 0.7 jim-thick thermal oxide layer was grown on a

high resistivity silicon substrate.
The THz pulse measured with the ultrafast receiver is shown in Fig. 2a. The fall-time

(90%-10%) from the peak of the pulse to the minimum is only 127 fsec, as shown in
the expanded view of Fig. 2b. This exceptional time resolution demonstrates that a

photoconductive receiver can be much faster than is generally realized, but is con-
sistent with the earlier prediction (for SOS chips) of a 150 fsec time resolution (1). The

numerical Fourier transform of this pulse peaks at approximately 0.5 THz and extends

0.16 .....

S0.12

0.08 (a) (b)

c=) 0.04

0

! -0.04 .

0 5 10 15 20 25 2 , 4 5 6 7

TIME DELAY (ps) TIME DELAY (ps)

Fig.2 (a) THz pulse measured by the ultrafast receiver. (b) Measured THz pulse on an

expanded time scale.
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Fig.3 (a) The numerical Fourier transform of Fig. 2a, equal to the receiver power
spectrum. (b) Comparison of the calculated receiver amplitude spectrum with the
measured amplitude spectrum (square root of Fig. 3a).

to 6 THz, as shown in Fig. 3a. The measured spectrum is the product of the transmitter
and receiver amplitude spectra. However, because here the transmitter and receiver
are identical, the receiver amplitude spectrum shown in Fig. 3b is simply the square

root of the measured spectrum of Fig. 3a.
Because of the extremely fast electrical response, the current in the ultrafast an-

tenna follows the current J(t) in the semiconductor, where J(t) is determined by the
convolution of t[,e photoconductive response function and the 80 fsec (FWHM)
sech2-shaped laser driving pulse. Following the theoretical procedure of Ref.(1), the

response function is derived from simple Drude theory with a scatlering time of 120
fsec and a carrier lifetime of 600 fsec. The receiver response is obtained by consid-
ering a transmitter in the small antenna limit corresponding to the Hertzian dipole, for

which the generated radiation field is proportional to the time-derivative of the J(t).
Evaluation of this time-derivative shows tnat the Hertzian dipole antenna generates a
150 fsec FWHM pulse of THz radiation. Conversely, by the reciprocity principle, 150
fsec is also the time resolution of the photoconductive receiver. The corresponding
amplitude spectrum for the receiver is shown in Fig. 3b. The excellent agreement with
experiment shows that, to a very good approximation, the semiconductor response
follows Drude theory and that the resulting response time is limited by the ballistic

acceleration of the photocarriers.

1. D. Grischkowsky and N. Katzenellenbogen, Proc. of the Psec. Elect. and
Optoelect. Conf., Salt Lake City, Utah, March 13-15, 1991, T.C.L. Gerhard Sollner and
Jagdeep Shah, Eds. (Opt. Soc. of Am., Washington D.C. 1991), Vol.9, pp. 9-14.
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Application of Ultrafast Optoelectronics to the
Characterization of Photonic Crystals

G. Arjavalingam, W. M. Robertson*, and S. Y. Lin

IBM Research Division, T. J. Watson Research Center, PO Box 218,
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

Abstrmt gions of the spectrum in which transmission is mrni-
The application of coherent microwave transient ited (i.e. band gaps) [1,2]. By extension, the dispersion
spectroscopy to the characterization of photonic band of allowed modes in these "photonic crystals" is ex-
structure will be discussed. The dispersion relation for pected to resemble electronic band structure in real
electromagnetic wave propagation in two-dimensional crystals. In this talk, we describe the application of
dielectric arrays is measured. We will also report the ultrafast optoelectronics to the characterization of
observation of surface waves in these photonic crystals. photonic crystals. The dispersion relation for

electromagnetic wave propagation in arrays of
The analogy between electromagnetic-wave propa- dielectric cylinders is measured using the coherent

gation in arrays of dielectrics and electron-wave prop- microwave transient spectroscopy (COM1TS) tech-
agation in crystals is now well known. For example, nique [3,4]. Using prism coupling and COMMTS in
the scattering and interference of electromagnetic reflection, the existence of surface modes in suitably-
waves in uniform arrays of dielectrics gives rise to re- terminated cylinder arrays is demonstrated, and the

dispersion of this mode is measured.

TRANSMIT TER RECEIVER

LENS LENS

I

PUMP PROBE

DC BIAS AMPLIF IER
-Uuu AND A/D

CONVERTER
SAMPLE

Figure 1. Schematic of the coherent microwave transient spectroscopy experimental set up.
The photonic crystal is made of 100 mm long 0.74mm diameter alumina ceramic rods ar-
ranged in a triangular array with 2.137 mm lattice constant.
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Briefly, optoelectronically-pulsed antennas are used for surface mode [8]. The broadband nature of COMITS
radiation and reception of ultrafast electromagnetic ensures coupling to this mode at some frequency in the
transients as shown in figure 1. [3]. The transients are available bandwidth. The prism angles were chosen
the basis of a broadband microwave spectroscopy so that, when the electromagnetic transient is incident
technique. To characterize a photonic crystal, two normal to the input face, the angle of incidence on the
waveforms are measured: the first with the sample reflecting face is just above critical for total internal
between the two antennas, and the second without reflection (TIR). The E-field is polarized parallel to
(reference). The complex numerical Fourier transform the rods (s-polarized).
of the former is divided by the Fourier transform of the
latter. The amplitude spectra clearly show regions of ) C 0 C d
the spectrum corresponding to band gaps [4]. Addi-
tionally, the phase spectrum is used to calculate the
propagation constant at each frequency. For instance, 0
figure 2 shows the measured dispersion relation for 0 0 0 0 0 0
propagation along the <y> direction of a triangular ar-
ray with 2.13 mm lattice constant. Similar results are C C) C)0
obtained for square arrays of rods, and also cylinders - CL
of air in solid dielectric, in various propagation di- IS
rections [5]. 31o PRISM7
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-- 0 L ENS LENS

100 = :=.... .... BAND 310 --.....BAND2 B- -- PUMP PROBE

80 - BEAM BEAM

60 BAND I RECEIVER
4 ---- TRANSMITTER B

A CURRENT
*- " DC BIAS AMPLIFIER: 20 -

S,,.,-(a)4-0 

% ,>..
0

z SIGNAL
u' 140 AVERAGER
o - .. BAND 4
c 120 - .

100 --------- BAND 2 -BAND 3 Figure 3. Experimental configuration for COMITS
measurements in total-internal-reflection. The E-field

80 BAND I1"- is parallel to the rod axes. d= 0.74 ± 0.03 mm, a =

60 " 1.87 mm. S is varied from 0 to 5 mm. The rods are
40* ,.-" drawn much larger than their size relative to the prism.40 - m.e

20 ,*e- (b)

0 - I- 2 4The photonic crystals for the surface-mode experiments
0 6 12 18 24 consist of 0.74 mm ± 0.03 mm diameter 100 mnm long

WAVEVECTOR (cm-1) alumina ceramic cylinders arranged in square array of
1.87 mm lattice constant. The photonic band structure

Figure 2. The electromagnetic dispersion along the of this sample, well known from other measurements
<y> direction with polarization (0W) parallel and [4], exhibits a band gap between 45 GHz and 70 GHz.

(1o) perpendicular to the rod axis. The points are Two samples were constructed, one with full-rod ter-
experimental values and the lines are theoretical pre- minated surfaces, and the other with one surface ter-
dictions. minated by hemi-cylinders. The hemi-cylinders were

fabricated by grinding some of the rods. Time-domain
waveforms were acquired first with no sample in the

The existence of surface modes in photonic crystals vicinity of the reflecting face of the prism, and then
was demonstrated with COMITS in a reflection con- with the photonic crystal of one termination or the
figuration [61, together with a prism-coupling tech- other at various distances from the reflecting face. The
nique [7]. The experimental set up is shown waveforms were then Fourier numerically transformed.
schematically in figure 3. A fused silica prism is used Figure 4 shows the amplitude spectra with the two
to phase match the incident microwave radiation to the different terminations with the sample-to-prism dis-
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tance S = 2.2 mm. A clear dip corresponding to energy Acknowledgments
being coupled out to the surface mode is seen with the
hemi-cylindrically terminated sample. We found that The authors thank R.D. Meade and colleagues of MIT
the coupling efficiency is a function of the separation for providing the theoretical calculations shown in
S, with an optimum different from 0 mm. Using the fig 2.
prism angle and the frequency of the dip, the wave
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Ultrafast Optoelectronic Field Changes in GaAs
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Abstract optoelectronic device. We report on two opti-
cal methods, which provide a measurement of

We investigate the field dynamics in GaAs the electric field dynamics in bulk GaAs on a
after femtosecond injection of free charge carri- subpicosecond time scale.
ers on a subpicosecond time scale with two dif- The REOS technique directly measures the
ferent optical methods: Reflective Electro-Optic screening of the built-in surface field at (100)
Sampling (REOS) and Differential Transmission oriented GaAs surfaces due to ultrafast separa-

Spectroscopy (DTS). The first method is app- tion of the optically excited carriers via free car-
lied to bare (100) orientated GaAs surfaces for rier transport. Measurements are performed at
the observation of ultrafast screening of built-in different initial surface field conditions and diffe-
surface fields via free carrier transport. DTS rent optical excited carrier densities. The com-
is applied to an externally biased GaAs film. parison of the experimental results to numerical

The field evolution is monitored via the Franz- simulations based on a drift-diffusion model for
Keldysh (FK) effect. We compare the experi- non-equilibrium carrier distributions yields in-
mental results with elaborate numerical calcu- sight into the carrier drift velocities and scree-
lations for the spatial carrier distributions, the ning dynamics on a subpicosecond time scale.

linear electro-optic (EO) effect and the FK effect The second method is the observation of
including excitonic contributions. The compari- transmission changes of a white-light probe con-
son gives a detailed information on the carrier tinuum due to the FK effect. We apply this tech-

density dependence of the screening dynamics nique to an externally biased GaAs film and mo-
and carrier drift velocities on a subpicosecond del the observed differential transmission chan-

time scale. Screening effects due to an instanta- ges.
neous polarization are not significant for the in-
terpretation of the experimental results. Reflective Electro-Optic Sampling

REOS is highly sensitive to field induced
Introduction changes in the refractive index due to the linear

electro-optic effect [1]. We use a pump-probe
A detailed understanding of transient elec- set-up (CPM-iaser, rFWHM= 5 0 fA, hW= 2 eV) for

tric fields in the presence of optically generated the time resolved detection of surface field chan-

carriers is essential for the development of any ges. The data-acquisition is accomplished via a

OSA ,Poa*nw pm Uln* Ekchwdes anudOproekcronicA 1993. VoL 14 129
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fast averaging technique. The detected transi- LO-phonons, revealing an increasing oscillation

ent EO-reflectivity changes are proportional to amplitude with increased applied voltage [1].

electric field changes AE 2 (t) perpendicular to a
(100) oriented GaAs surface: p-type GaAs (2x10 18cm- 3)

3.0
AR(t) _ R[oT7] - R[O-1 _ =°3 AC 210" I - ---------

no f~l ~AlAE(t~),Ro Ro 2(1)

where no is the isotropic refractive index and 1.0 1017

r 41 is the EO-coefficient of GaAs. All isotropic / ,
carrier induced changes in the refractive index 0 _
can be neglected in the REOS detection geome-

try. The sensitivity of 10' in AR allows the -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

detection of electric field changes of 100 V/cm. Time Delay (ps)

Figure 2: REOS signal for p-doped GaAs

5.0 ITO/n-typeGaAs (N=2 x 10'8cm- 3 ) at different optical excitation

4.0 densities (6x 1016 to 5X10 18cm-3 ). The theore-
tical curves are based on transport calculations

3.0 (dashed lines).

~2.0

1.0 - Figure 2 depicts the subpicosecond REOS si-

0.0 _ 
gnatures of a p-doped (100) GaAs (N= 2x1015

0.0 1cm- 3 ) at different excited carrier densities (6 x
0.0 1.0 2.0 1016 cm-3 to 5 X 101Scm-3 ). At high excita-

Time Delay (ps) tion densities the signals saturate, indicating a

Figure 1: REOS signals at ITO/n-GaAs sam- complete screening of the surface field, even wi-

ple (ND=3x 101 7cm-3 ) at different reversed bias thin the duration of the pump pulse. At low

voltages (0 V to -1 V) and an excitation density excitation densities the signal rises slower since

of 5x 101 7 cm- 3 . the number of carriers is to small to achieve a
fast and complete screening on this time scale.

To demonstrate the REOS sensitivity to- The dashed curves are calculated via a drift-

wards electric field changes, we perform experi- diffusion-model for the photoexcited electrons

ments on transparent GaAs-Schottky junctions and holes [2]. The transient field distributi-

of Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO). The static built-in ons are evaluated via the Poisson equation and

field is varied by an externally applied voltage, the EO-response is calculated via an optical

The REOS signals at reverse bias voltages from transfer-matrix method. The most relevant si-

0 V to 1.0 V are presented in Fig. 1. In the first mulation parameters are the electron and hole

picosecond, the signal dynamics at a fixed vol- high-field drift velocities, which were adjusted to

tage are determined by the transport of the pho- 5 x 106 cm/s in accordance with MC-calculations
toexcited carriers and the associated decrease in [3]. The same parameters have been used for the

the surface field. For longer, times, the signals re- whole set of excitation densities covering a range

ach a quasi-equilibrium level. This equilibrium of 2 orders of magnitude. As a result of the

level rises with increasing reverse bias due to fast L-valley scattering associated with the 2 eV

the increase in E. changes and in the depletion excitation, even on a subpicosecond time scale

width. The rise of the equilibrium level as a no velocity overshoot is observed. Additionally,

function of applied voltage is in accordance with the calculations provide a determination of the

field changes calculated from a Schottky model. initial surface field (350 kV/cm in this case).

The minute oscillations are coherently generated The observed screening dynamics is reproduced
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quantitatively by the calculations based on clas- geometry between REOS and THz-experimen's
sical carrier transport in this excitation and field (REOS: nearly normal incidence (<50): THz-

range. emission: 400 to 700). The balance between
A qualitative description of the observed transport-induced screening and ORM may also

screening is given by the following more intuitive depend on the excitation energy [6].
explanation. The initial surface field is screened
by a polarization given by the spatial separation Time-resolved Franz-Keldysh Modula-
Az of electrons and holes tion

P(At) = qNe,.(z, At)Az(At). (2)
''Transient electrical field changes in an ex-

For low excitation densities (<5x 1017 cm- 3 ) the ternally biased thin GaAs film are observed via
screening dynamics is mainly determined via the changes in differential transmission spectra. Op-
carrier separation z(At) = VdAt on a picosecond tical excitation is performed with a 50 fs pump
time scale, where Vd is the carrier drift velocity, pulse at 2 eV. Differential transmission spec-
At high excitation densities (>lx10 18 cm- 3 ) tra from a white light continuum (1.3 eV - 1.9
the screening dynamics is determined via Nxo, eV) are recorded with an optical multichannel
while only a small separation Az is required for analyzer with and without applied electric field
a complete screening of the surface field. Thus (AT/To = (TE-To)/To). This modulation tech-
the screening is accomplished on the time scale nique allows the observation of electroabsorp-
of the pump pulse. tion only, without contributions due to band flu-

The REOS experiments are very closely rela- ling etc. The spectra are numerically corrected
ted to recent THz-emission experiments perfor- for the chirp of the probe continuum, providing
med on free semiconductor surfaces [4]. Here, a time resolution of ,z 100 fs. The sample con-
we directly observe the polarization changes sists of 220 nm intrinsic GaAs embedded bet-
at the surface. In the Tlfz-radiation expe- ween intrinsic and n-doped Al 0. 5Ga 0 5.ss grown
riments, the second time derivative of this on (100) oriented n-GaAs substrate. The sample
polarization is measured via the emission of is prepared with electrical contacts (front: trans-
associated electromagnetic waves. Regarding parent Schottky contact; substrate: ohmic con-
the REOS experiments at excitation densities tact). Optical windows for transmission measu-
about 2x 101 8 cm- 3 , the screening is accomplis- rements are opened over an area of 2 mm 2 by
hed within the pump pulse duration. This wet chemical etching.
should lead to the emission of THz-radiation
with main frequency components of 10 - 20
THz, which presently can not be detected with 0.06
standard photoconducting antennas with a fre- 0.04-&=OP0
quency response limited to a few THz. t

Our REOS experiments can be entirely un- 0.02 A= i.ps
derstood in the carrier transport picture in the
excitation regime investigated here. We do not t 0.00

need to include the effect of an optical rectifi- -0.02
cation mechanism (ORM) at the samples sur-
face, as recently proposed in a theory by Chuang 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55

et al. to be responsible for the generation Energy (eV)
of THz-radiation [5]. Additionally, the pro-
posed pump pulse polarization dejendence of Figure 3: DT-Spectra of experimental (solid fi-
the ORM is not observed in the REOS expe- nes) and theoretical (dashed lines) FK modula-
riments [1]. One possible explanation for the tion for an externally biased intrinsic GaAs film
discrepancy are the differences in the excitation for time delays of 0 ps and 1.8 ps at an exci-
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tation density of 2x 1016 cm-3. The modulation measurements also on the exciton dynamics in
field amplitude is 34 kV/cm. transient electric fields. The effect of an instan-

taneous polarization on the time scale of the

Figure 3 shows the comparison between expe- pump pulse has not to be taken into account

rimental results and numerical calculations for in both experiments for the geometry and exci-

an excitation density of 2x 10 16 cm-3 at different tation conditions we have used.

time delays. The amplitude of the field modu-
lation is 34 kV/cm. The signal amplitude and
the period of the FK oscillations are reduced Acknowledgments
for longer time delays due to the screening of
the electric field. The model incorporates the Wer thn k B. Gpng (humbOldt University,
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Velocity Overshoot Dynamics in GaAs up to 200 kV/cm
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Abstract region [2]. The other is the efficient generation and
control of THz signals for possible applications of

Transient velocity overshoot dynamics in GaAs have directional sub-millimeter wave pulses [3].
been studied at electric fields up to 200 kV/cm using a However, it has recently been realized that the

terahertz radiation technique. transient carrier dynamics of semiconductors can be
investigated using the material of interest as a THz

Introduction source [4]. The THz waveform, measured in the far field
with a detector having subpicosecond gate duration,

Since the generation and detection of single-cycle THz carries direct information on the acceleration of electrons
pulses were first demonstrated [1], studies have mostly under transient excitation. With this technique, we have

taken two directions. One is to use this technique for experimentally studied the temporal characteristics and
the characterization of materials such as dielectrics, field dependence of velocity overshoot in GaAs up to an
semiconductors, and superconductors in the far-infrared electric field of 200 kV/cm.

UnoedG/ LT-GaAs

Excitation Probe
beam JIG beam

Si lenses

Vbias Lock-in amplifier

Figure 1. Experimental configuration of THz radiation system.
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Experiment . I ...
1 2.5 kV/cm 1

10 ...... 25 kVWcm
For the transmitter, a reverse-biased lateral p-i-n 90 .. OkV/cm

structure is used to provide a uniform electric field in an . 5 190kV/CM

undoped GaAs region. The ohmic contacts are made by

the deposition of p and n metals, which are . 0

Au/Zn/Ni/Au and Ni/Ge/Au/Ti/Au respectively, E
followed by annealing after each deposition. The -
separation between the p and n regions (that is, the i-
region) is 4 gm, and the electrode width is 50 im. 0 2 4 6 8 10

Breakdown occurs at around a nominal electric field of - tps)

205 kV/cm (82 V/4 im). The i-region is photoexcited (a)
with 80-fs optical pulses from a self-mode-locked

Ti:sapphire laser, which is tuned at 860 nm to excite

carriers at the room-temperature band edge. Also, the
average power of the pump beam is kept below 0.5 mW 1.2 . 0.4

to avoid generating such a large number of carriers that "& 1 .. . . •0.3 1
the applied field is screened. This lateral p-i-n is E ,,,.. =
fabricated on a 500-jim-thick GaAs layer, which is 0.8 0

40 0.20attached to a 12.7-mm-diameter hemispherical high- 0o
a.06 o

resistivity Si lens to collimate the radiation as - , 0 0
N 0.4 • o°°D0% '

illustrated in Fig. 1. The radiated signal is detected by a ! 0.4 000 0 C

photoconductive receiver antenna fabricated on an 0 0 0 0 a 0
00.2

epitaxial layer of GaAs grown at low temperature. This z
material has a demonstrated carrier response of much 0 0 50 100 150 2000.1

less than a picosecond [5], and the receiver can thus Electric Field (lcm)
provide a gate duration of < 0.5 ps FWHM when
illuminated by the ultrafast optical pulses. This detector (b)
is also mounted on a high-resistivity Si lens.

Figure 2. (a) Time-domain waveforms detected by

Results photoconductive receiver and (b) the normalized

amplitude and time shift of the positive peaks with
The far-field radiation from the p-i-n transmitter is respect to the electricfiek.

proportional to the time derivative of the device
photocurrent. Since the carrier life-time is much longer
than a few tens of ps, the radiated waveform is a electron acceleration saturates. It should also be noted,
measure of the carrier acceleration. as shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b), that the positive peak

We measured the THz radiation waveforms for a wide (i.e., the position of the maximum acceleration) arrives
range of electric fields (E) up to 200 kV/cm. Some of at earlier times as E increases, as expected (300 fs
the waveforms are shown in Fig. 2(a). The amplitude of separation between peaks for biases of 0.5 and 190
the positive peak (shown in Fig. 2(b)) increases as E kV/cm).
increases, reaching a maximum at a dc bias of 90 While the positive waveform represents the carrier
kV/cm, and then slightly decreases as E is further acceleration, the negative one represents the
increased. The peak at a bias of 190 kV/cm is nearly deceleration. As seen in Fig. 3(a) and (b), the waveform
20% lower than the maximum peak at 90 kV/cm. The at low field (0.5 kV/cm) is observed to be essentially
peak and roll-off (>90 kV/cm) of the Tttz pulse unipolar, while at high field (90 kV/cm), it is bipolar.
amplitude indicate that at very high E, the maximum This indicates that the photocurrent displays an over-
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Figure 4. The degree of overshoot, which is defined as
1.2. . ..................... ...... the ratio of the magnitudes of the negative and positive

•I peaks.90 0.9kek

...... 190 kV/cmCL 0.6

S0.3

N oovershoot, can be defined as the ratio of the magnitudes
• •of the negative and positive peaks. Our results are
0 -0.3 plotted in Fig. 4; we found a maximum in this ratio ofz

-0.6 around 37 kV/cm. This is consistent with a Monte-
0 4 6 10 Carlo simulation [61 showing the maximum degree of

Time (pa) overshoot at 35 kV/cm with 1.5 eV photoexcitation

(b) (and a similar definition of degree of overshoot). Further

interpretation of the saturation of the maximum
Figure 3. Comparison of the waveforms with acceleration and degree of overshoot would benefit from
normalization. (a) While the waveform at 0.5 kV/cm is Monte-Carlo simulations which extended to very high
unipolar, that at 90 kV/cm is bipolar, which indicates fields and included realistic band structures. In addition,
velocity overshoot. (b) The smaller negative peak at experiments with higher time resolution are also in
190 kV/cm shows that the overshoot (deceleration of progress to determine the cause of the roll-off of the
the carriers) decreases at very high fields. degree of overshoot.

Conclusion
shoot at high fields. To prove that the electric field in
the gap remains constant during the photocurrent We have observed the transient velocity overshoot
overshoot, we performed an experiment in which two dynamics of photoexcited carriers in GaAs at high fields
equal-intensity pump beams separated by 10 ps were up to 200 kV/cm by THz radiation. While a unipolar
incident on the gap, and we found that the amplitude of pulse is measured at low fields, a bipolar waveform is
the waveform measured with the prepump present still observed at high fields due to velocity overshoot. The
maintained 95% of that without the prepump. Thus, degree of overshoot is maximum at 37 kV/cm for 1.45-
we attribute the bipolar waveform at high fields to eV photoexcitation. At higher fields (>100 kV/cm), the
velocity overshoot due to the k-space transfer of overshoot decreases, which might be explained by the
electrons from the r to L or X valleys. A better carriers in satellite valleys maintaining high velocity at
quantity to describe the phenomenon, the degree of very high electric fields.
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Abstract Ga_ s om e
Degenerate four wave mixing measurements are per-
formed on exciton resonance in island inserted quantum
wells, where AlAs islands are embedded in the center of -

the GaAs quantum wells. It is found that the island in- - =
sertion causes strong suppression of phase relaxation of
the excitons. Deep quantum beats are also observed and
attributed to coherent lateral oscillations of excitons be-
tween adjacent regions with one monolayer well width
difference. Figure 1: Schematic illustration of island-inserted quan-

tum well (I2QW).

1 Introduction apply DFWM to study AlAs island inserted GaAs QW
structures as shown in Fig. 1 to see how coherent motion

In addition to the steady interest in standard quantum of excitons in QWs is modified by the random islands
wells (QWs), optical properties of novel quantum con- inserted in the center of the wells.
fined structures such as quantum wires and quantum dots
have attracted increasing interests toward new phase of
physics and future ultrafast devices. In order to tailor
the electronic states of QWs, a technique to insert a thin 2 Samples
potential layer into a QW has been proposed and at-
tempted with molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [11-[3]. For Two samples were investigated; an island-inserted QW
example, the insertion of one monolayer (ML) of AlAs or (12QW) sample and a reference sample of normal QW
InAs into a GaAs QW as an repulsive or attractive poten- (NQW) without island insertion. The samples were
tial pushes its energy level up or down uniformly. If the grown by MBE on (001) surfaces of semi-insulating GaAs
amount inserted is a half ML, random islands of potential substrates at 600°C. After deposition of a buffer layer of
are created, which modify in-plane electronic states. If a GaAs and an AIO.3Ga0 .7As layer, 30 periods of 12QW or
vicinal substrate is used, periodic modulation of the po- NQW structures were grown followed by a 200A GaAs
tential can be realized. We have so far investigated these cap layer. The growth sequence of one period of I2QW
structures regarding growth processes, electric transport was as follows (IML=2.83A); growth of 28ML AlAs,
properties, and optical properties [1]-[4]. growth interruption for 10s, growth of 18ML GaAs, inter-

Degenerate four wave mixing (DFWM) is an efficient ruption for 60s, deposition of Al with an amount corre-
technique to understand microscopic behaviors of elec- sponding to 0.5ML of AlAs, interruption for 20s, growth
tronic states in condensed matter, and has been success- of 18.5ML GaAs, and interruption for 6Os. To enhance
fully performed to study dynamics of excitons and free the migration of Al atom and to form large islands of
carriers in QWs and bulk semiconductors [5, 6]. We now AlAs, migration enhanced epitaxial technique was used
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Figure 2: Self-diffraction intensity vs delay time for Figure 3: Decay rate of self-diffraction intensity vs exci-
I2QW and NQW. The well width is 105A. tation density for I2 QW and NQW.

at the 0.hML AlAs island formation; flux of As, which 3 DFWM experiment
was normally on, was cut during the Al deposition. The
growth sequence of one period of NQW was similar ex- In DFWM measurements, simple two-pulse self-
cept for no island insertion; growth of 28ML AlAs, growth diffraction-type geometry in parallel polarization was
interruption for 10s, growth of 37ML GaAs, and interrup- used [5]. The first pulse creates polarization, or coherent
tion for 60s. Previous study[3] on similarly prepared sam- excitons. The second pulse interfere with the polarization
ples has indicated that the characteristic lateral sizes of to generate the self-diffracted signal. Time integrated in-
interface and/or islands in these NQW and I2QW struc- tensity of the self-diffracted light was measured changing
tures are 50-70A at the bottom GaAs-on-AlAs interface the time delay of the second pulses. The light source
of each QW, more than 1000A at the top AlAs-on-GaAs was a commercial femto-second mode-locked Ti:sapphire
interface, and 90-140A for the AlAs islands inserted in laser. Pulses from the laser had pulse duration of 170fs,
12QWs. spectral width of 7.5meV, and repetition rate of 76MHz,

For transmission-type optical measurements, the and were focused on the samples with a spot diameter of
samples were attached to A120 3 plates by epoxy glue, 80pm. The photon energy was tuned to the heavy-hole
and their substrates were removed by wet etching. exciton ren~ance. The samples were cooled down below

The NQW sample shows photo-absorption at 1.559ev 10K in a continuous-flow-type He cryostat.
with 5meV FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum) at Figure 2 shows the observed self-diffracted signal in-
27K which includes structure of several small peaks with tensities as functions of the delay time for 12QW and
2.0meV separation. These peaks are caused by well width NQW. Excitation density is estimated to be I X 101 1 cm- 2 .
fluctuations of one ML unit. The lateral size of rough- Two features are clear for 12QW: slow dephasing and
ness at the bottom GaAs-on-AlAs interfaces is far less deep beats. Even when the excitation density is reduced
than 100A. This interface is referred to as psudosmooth, to the order of 109 cm-2 , these features are unchanged
since it is homogeneous if averaged over the area of exci- for 12 QW, whereas the decay of NQW signal becomes
ton diameter. On the other hand, the roughness of top slow. This is shown in Fig. 3, which is the plots of decay
AlAs-on-GaAs interfaces are more than I000A in the lat- rate against the excitation density for 12QW and NQW.
eral dimension, and larger than exciton diameter. Thus, Rapid increase of the decay rate in NQW for increasing
they are perceived separately. The absorption spectrum excitation density is caused by carrier-carrier scattering.
of 12QW shows a single broader peak at 1.579eV with The very small change observed in I2QW implies that the
8meV FWHM at 7K. This shows that the potential due carrier-carrier scattering is suppressed in 12 QW. A possi-
to inserted AlAs islands are averaged by the exciton di- ble explanation for this result is that the inserted random
ameter. The absorption peak is inhomogeneously broad- islands have made the excitons localized, and hence, re-
ened, because the sizes of the islands and the exciton are duced the interaction length of the excitons.
comparable. We assigned the origin of the beats to the one ML
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10 . ......... ... .... one exciton within coupled two states, whereas the "clas-

12_QW sical beat" is a beat of macroscopic polarization from
ST"8Kindependent two oscillators. In the latter case, a deep

"- T 8beat is impossible in DFWM. Moreover, any beat should
not appear at all, when the system has strong inhomo-

geneous broadening. This is discussed quantitatively in
___Ref.[5], and the reason is as follows: It is true that the

c 5 " "• macroscopic linear polarization created by the first pulse

._ •may disappear at a node of the "classical beat", where
each two kinds of dipoles are out-of-phase. However, the
interaction with the second pulse causes rephasing of all

the dipoles. What we observe is the intensity of the self-
*L• diffracted photon echo signal which is emitted at the twice

• • the delay time of the second pulse. The two kinds of
0 L dipoles become all in-phase at the emission of the echo.

-2 0 2 4 6 8 Therefore, the beat in the DFWM signal for independent
two states is impossible under the strong inhomogeneous

Delay Time (ps) broadening. It is only allowed as a result of incomplete

rephasing under a finite inhomogeneous broadening, and

Figure 4: Detection-frequency-resolved self-diffraction never reachs a modulation depth of 100%.

intensity vs delay time at low energy region for I2QW. From the beat depth, we can conclude that the ob-

The solid line represents fitting on the basis of three band served beats are the "quantum beats", and that the re-

model in Ref.5 with AE = 2.85meV and T2 = 3.67ps. sponsible adjacent exciton states with well widths of one

The origin of the delay time as arbitrary. ML difference are not isolated, but coupled quantum me-
chanically in spite of the large size more than 1000A. In
other wards, quantum interference of "laterally coupled

well width fluctuation. The inverse of the beat periods wells" are observed, which consist of QWs of one ML well

multiplied by the Plank's constant gives energy difference width difference having large sizes more than i000A.
of the two states responsible to the beats. The periods We should now discuss the reason why no deep beat
of observed beats are 1.83ps for NQW and 1.45ps for is observed for NQW, and also in high energy part of
12QW. These values correspond to the energy difference 12QW signal. Although the observed modulation depth
of 2.25meV and 2.85meV, respectively. The energy shift is small in NQW, we consider the beat to be "quantum

caused by the one ML well width difference is 2.0meV in beat". This is because the lateral coupling between the
NQW (measured), and is 2.8meV in 12QW (calculated). wells with different well width is expected to occur in
These values show very good agreements with the values NQW as well as in I2 QW. In NQW, however, excitons
obtained from the beat periods. The energy differences are more delocalized, so that more wells are laterally cou-
between the heavy-hole exciton and the light-hole exciton pled than in I2QW. Then, additional inhomogenety is in-
in NQW and I2QW were about 12meV, which is much troduced within the coupled region, such as well width
larger than the energy differences corresponding to the difference of more than two ML, long range distribution
beat periods, of potential roughness, different coupling strengths at

To acquire more information, we tried measuring the various boundaries between the wells with different well

self-diffracted signal of I2QW selecting the detection fre- width. Thus, it is difficult to make deep beats in NQW.
quency. Adding a monochromator in front of the de- To solve these problems clearly, further study such as
tector to ordinary DFWM setup, we measured the self- time resolved DFWM is necessary [7].

diffracted light intensity against delay time at various The second point of discussion is origin of the slow
photon energy. The frequency resolution was as small dephasing in I2QW; why the dephasing is slow while the
as 0.9meV. Although the beat period does not change, island insertion broadens the absorption line, and reduces
the modulation depth of the beats gets deeper for lower electron mobility[3] and electron-hole-pair diffusivity[4].
detection photon energy. At low energy region, full mod- Potential roughness due to inserted islands causes in-
ulation was observed, as shown in Fig. 4. We need to homogeneously distributed energy levels. This can

construct a theoretical framework for quantitative analy- make absorption line broad, and transporting electrons
ses of the detection-frequency-resolved DFWM. However, scattered. However, the DFWM measurement depicts

these results are enough to imply that the low energy lo- only the dephasing corresponding to the homogeneous
calized states are important to produce deep beats. broadening[6], which has nothing to do with the inho-

The point here is that such deep beats can only be mogeneous broadening. Therefore, the island insertion
explained by "quantum beats", not by "classical beats" makes the inhomogeneous broadening large, but does not

[5, 7]. The "quantum beat" is from coherent oscillation of shorten the decay of DFWM signal, or the dephasing.
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Strictly speaking, potential roughness causes not only in- quantum wells (PI-QWs)", J. of Crystal Growth, 95,
homogeneous broadening, but also localization. Proba- 60-63 (1989).
bly, the localization and the shortened interaction length
are the reason of the suppressed dephasing. [2] Jean-Yves Marzin, and Jean-Michel Girard, "Exper-

imental probing of quantum-well eigenstates", Phys.
Rev. Lett., 62, 2172-2175 (1989).

4 Conclusion (3] T. Noda, J. Motohisa, and H. Sakaki, "Atomic

Degenerate four wave mixing measurements are per- structure of monolayer AlAs islands on GaAs and
formed on exciton resonance in I 2QW, or island inserted its anisotropy revealed by mobility study in island-
QWs, where AlAs islands are embedded in the center of inserted quantum wells", Surface Science, 267, 187-
the GaAs quantum wells. The island insertion causes 190 (1992), and references therein.
strong suppression of phase relaxation of the excitons. [4] T. Matsusue, H. Akiyama, and H. Sakaki, "Diffu-
This means that the interaction among excitons is weak- sion of two-dimensional excitons in psuedo-random
ened, most likely because of localization. Deep quantum potentials embedded in quantum well structures", 6th
beats are also observed. They are attributed to coherent Int. Conf. on Superlattices, Microstructures and Mi-
lateral oscillations of excitons between adjacent regions crodevices, Tu-P-43 (Xi'an, 1992), to be published
with one monolayer well width difference, in Superlattices and Microstructures, and reference
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Abstract 1.5 .. +1'"

We investigate the polarization decay in biased 1.57 ......... -...... • ... . .---..

superlattices with transient degenerate four-wave mixing.
The signals have a strong periodic modulation in the 1.58 .- -"'-"'-----
field regime where the cw optical spectra show the 5'V

transitions of a Wannier-Stark ladder. The period of the 1
oscillations is in excellent agreement with Bloch 1 . V

oscillation theory. The oscillation period can be tuned .1 .4 ................ . ........................................ ....over a large range by varying the electric bias field in % 7
the superlattice. V. I

1.53 ...................

Introduction It m
1.52-------.- -.

The relaxation dynamics of coherent optical excitations V
in semiconductor heterostructures have recently gained 1.51 . ... . ...

much interest [1,2]. A number of studies have addressed 0 10 20 30 40 50

the relaxation dynamics of the polarization itself, e.g. Electrc Field (ky/cm)

many-body effects in the decay of the polarization, using Figure 1: Wannier-Stark-ladder of the GaAs/AIGaAs
degenerate four-wave mixing (FWM) [3-5]. Several superlattice. Plotted are the photocurrent peaks as a

recent experiments have studied the dynamics of function of tne electric field.

optically excited superpositions of transitions
(wavepackets) in semiconductors. The freedom in the
design of semiconductor heterostructures allows to adjust
wavefunctions and transitions energies by a suitable probe experiments [6]. Recently, it was shown that the
sample design and by varying the electric field in situ. oscillating electron wavepacket in the double quantum
Of particular interest for both basic research and well structure emits coherent radiation in the THz
applications are experiments where the wavepackets regime [7], which demonstrates a novel principle for the
show distinct spatial dynamics. The first example of generation of coherent radiation in the infrared.
such experiments was the observation of coherent charge
oscillations in a coupled double quantum well Semiconductor superlattices have recently gained much
heterostructure by transient four-wave mixing and pump- attention as a model system for the investigation of the
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electronic states in a periodic potential (Bloch states [8]). Results and Discussion
The dynamics of Bloch states in a homogeneous electric
field has long been an intriguing problem in solid state We here report about the observation of Bloch
physics. In an ideal case, when scattering can be oscillations [15] in a nominally undoped semiconductor
completely neglected, the electrons will accelerate due to superlattice containing 40 periods of 1o0A thick GaAs
the electric field till they reach the upper edge of the and 17A thick Al. 3Gao.,As layers grown by molecular
band. There, they will be reflected and return to the beam epitaxy (MBE) on n-doped GaAs substrate. All
initial state. These "Bloch oscillations" (BO) in the thicknesses are nominal. On top of the sample, a
Brillouin zone have a period transparent Cr/Au Schottky is evaporated to enable the

application of an electric bias field across the intrinsic
h (1) SL. The sample is mounted on a sapphire disk and the

substrate is removed by selective wet etching to allow
experiments in transmission configuration. Results of a

where d is the lattice constant. Bioch oscillations in the Krn-enycaultogieneetonmibd

time domain are closely related to the Wannier-Stark [9] width of about 19meV and a heavy-hole miniband width

ladder (WSL) in the frequency domain [10]. The of about 2meV for the nominal sample parameters. The

extended Bloch states become localized due to the field. opticaltcharacterization mindicates lthatrthe tnominal
The nery bnd s tansorme ino eenl spced optical characterization indicates that the nominalThe energy band is transformed into evenly spaced thicknesses are precise within 10%.

ladder states with energies

EN = E0 + nAE, n=0,±l,±2... (2)

where

AE = eFd = h/tB. (3)

Neither BO and WSL have not been experimentally 2

observed in bulk solids. A necessary condition for the
observation of BO is that the scattering time is larger
than the Bloch oscillation time. The electric field
required for a sufficient localization of the Bloch 0
functions in the bulk exceeds the breakdown fields by d (Ps)

far.

Esaki and Tsu have pointed out that the situation is
much more favorable in a semiconductor superlattice Figure 2: FWM signal as a function of time delay
(SL) due to larger period, which leads to much narrower and electric field.
bands (minibands) and to a localization at much lower
fields than in the bulk [11]. WSL, which are the
frequency-space equivalent of BO in the mini-Brillouin Figure 1 shows the peaks in the low-temperature
zone, have indeed been observed in semiconductor photocurrent (PC) spectrum of the sample as a function
superlattices with various optical techniques [12,13]. of the bias voltage. For higher fields (>5 ky/cm), the
Recent time-resolved experiments in a semiconductor spectra show a Wannier-Stark ladder with spectral shifts
superlattice gave indications for BO [141. The as expected for the sample parameters. Some of the
observation of Bloch oscillations in such a system is transitions are labeled with the number of the transition
both proof of a theoretical concept and important for (Eq. 2) and an index giving the heavy-hole (hh) or light-
applications: It was predicted [111 that the electrons hole (1h) type of the transition. A close inspection of the
oscillating in a superlattice miniband emit coherent of the PC data shows transition with indices up to n=3,
electromagnetic radiation. The frequency of the radiation proving that the wavefunctions are delocalized over
could be tuned by changing the applied bias. more than six periods. The photocurrent data also show
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some deviations from the simple WSL picture. The superlattice transitions. The bandwidth of the laser
ladder transitions are not completely linear with field (about 17meV) is large enough to cover several
and show anticrossings, in good agreement with transitions of the WSL, at least for the lower fields. The
theoretical predictions which include Coulomb effects excitation density is about 2xl09cm 2 per period of the
1161. Additionally, anticrossings of transitions are SL. In the low field regime (not shown), the data show

a periodic modulation due to quantum beats between the
excitons associated to the heavy-hole and the light-hole
minibands. The period is not significantly dependent on
the electric field. For somewhat larger fields, the signals

7.5 lkv/Cn show a periodic modulation with a period which
...... ........... . .decreases strongly with increasing field, which is the

r Jsignature of Bloch oscillations. Figure 3 shows transient
6. ._i.-n FWM data as a function of delay time for several

electrical fields. More than four oscillations in the
r polarization decay are visible. The overall decay time of

. the signals, which can be related to the dephasing of the
excitation 1171, is about 1.5ps and not significantly
dependent on the electric field.

14

12
0 1 2

Deloy (ps) 10

Figure 3: Four-wave mixing traces as a functiom of the E

delay time for various electric fields. Lattice temperature ,P 8

and excitation density are 8.5K and 2xl0 9cm 2/period, /
CL

respectively. U) 6

visible, in particular in the low-field regime. ,. 4

As laser source for the time-resolved experiments, we 2

use a Kerr-lens mode-locked (KLM) Titanium-Sapphire
laser emitting 100fs (FWHM) pulses. The set-up for the 00 2 4 6 B 10 12

time-resolved optical experiments is a standard two- Electric Field (kV/cm)

beam degenerate four-wave mixing set-up 1171. Detectedis the time-integrated signal in direction k3 =2k,-k1 . The Figure 4: Energy splitting eFd as calculated from Eq 3
vs. electric field. The dashed line gives the expected

decay of this signal as a function of the delay time slope for the SL perod of 117A.
reflects the dephasing of the transition. The lattice
temperature is about 10K in the experiments presented
here. The carrier density is kept low to avoid dephasing Figure 4 displays the energies calculated from the period
due to carrier-carrier scattering (ni,=2xlOcm2  of the oscillations observed in the FWM signals using
per period). The low excitation density also keeps the Eq. 3. The energy shows the expected linear dependence
field screening by the photo-excited carriers low [181. on the electric field. The proportionality constant is in

good agreement with that expected from the parameters
Figure 2 shows transient FWM data as a function of of the superlattice (dashed line), which confirms that the
delay time and electric field. The excitation energy is at modulation of the FWM signals is caused by Bloch
1.537eV, which is slightly below the center of the oscillations of the photoexcited electrons in the mini-
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I. Introduction H. Experimental Conditions

Low Temperature rn-V MBE (LTMBE) grown materials A. Sample Preparation and Characterization
have generated significant interest recently, due to their
ultrafast recombination time, their relatively high mobility The LTMBE In.5 3 Ga.47 As samples were grown at the U.S.
(even after post growth anneal), and the high resistivity as a Army Research Laboratory,and are listed in Table 1. The
result of this anneal [1]. .The device applications for these samples were grown over a variety of temperatures, and the
materials include subpicosecond photoconductive switching, growth rate was 1 p.m per hour on (001) oriented semi-
use as a buffer layer for active layers of high speed electronic insulating InP substrates. The temperature of the MBE
devices, and use as optical waveguides [2]. The optical chamber was carefully ramped down to the desired growth
response of LTMBE GaAs and In.5 2 Al.4 8As has been temperature under As rich conditions. The growth
examined and their usefulness as a photoconductive switch temperature, measured with a reactor thermocouple, is

has been demonstrated 13,4,5]. The ternary Il-V material estimated to be 1000 C higher than the actual growth
In. 53Ga.4 7 As, lattice matched to InP, has been used temperature (due to offset). The Beam Equivalent Pressure
extensively for optoelectronic devices operating at the direct (BEP) ratio was approximately 35, and we used RHEED and
bandgap of .75 eV. Here, we report the results of an ultrafast double crystal X-ray diffraction to gain a qualitative
characterization of the optical response of LTMBE measurement of the crystallinity. All samples were grown
In. 53 Ga.47 As as a function of growth temperature and nominally lattice matched to lnP. Hall measurements were
excitation intensity, near the conduction band edge. We have taken in order to determine the minority carrier concentration,
used optical pump-probe femtosecond spectroscopy, utilizing the resistivity, and the mobility. One should note however that
an APM NaCI:OH Color Center Laser, which delivers most samples were close to full depletion. Some of the
nominally 200 fs pulses, tunable from 1.47-1.65 prm, at a 76 samples were annealed in-situ following growth, at a
MHz repetition rate, and with a usable output power of 100 temperature of 6000 C, under an As overpressure, for 10
mW. We have investigated the optical response of samples minutes. From previous studies, it is generally accepted that
grown over a range of temperatures from 6600 C down to in LTMBE GaAs and n.5 2 A. 48 As, excess As incorporation
2500 C, using a range of wavelengths and optical intensities, increases as the growth temperature is lowered, and below
We have also attempted to demonstrate the feasibility of this 2000 C the material grows polycrystalline as the number of
material as a subpicosecond photoconductive switch by using defects rapidly increases [6,7]. The large density of states near
electro-optic sampling.

Table 1 . LTMBE Ins•.aA. mSml# Growth Tem~rature(Q Cirystalliniv -miority Carrier Densiy Ucm-31 Mo.bili kmj2&.V_

G909 660 SC 4.0 x 10 5400
G906 550 SC 1.5 x 1016 4000
G915 300 SC/PC I.5 x 1017 2350
G908 250(A) R 2.7 x 1017 150
G910 250 R/PC 2.0 x 1017 1100

A = Annealed in-situfor 10 mins at 6000C under As overpressure;
SC = single crystal, PC = polycrystalline, R = relaxed
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the band-edge , due to traps/defects, modifies the absorption absorbed signal. This data was all taken at an excess energy of
edge, which is shown in Figure 1; absorption plots of normal 50 meV above the conduction band edge. Qualitatively there
growth temperature and LTMBE (250 C) In. 5 3Ga.4 7 As was no difference in decay time over the range of wavelengths
samples, taken using a Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer, we excited the samples. The estimated excited carrier density
indicate the large number of near band edge states in the low is 3 x 1017/cm 3 which corresponds to a change of absorption
temperature grown material. In the LTMBE material the of -5 x 102/cm. The measured absorption of G910 was 7.8 x
absorption edge is smeared because of the enhancement of 103/cm at 1.54 Pm. We note that for both G910 and G908
band tailing. samples were grown at --250° C, but only G908 has been in-

situ annealed at high temperature. Sample G910 displays

1400 1500 1600 induced absorption, while sample G908 is bleached. Note that
the bulk control sample, W678, displays behavior indicative

=of the bleaching of optically coupled Bloch states by the
LTMBE GaAs(150C) injection of an initially nonthermal electron-hole plasma.

BIn Acausi there is no scattering to satellite valleys, we observe
"*-* the thermalization and cooling of the plasma near the

"conduction band edge, including carrier cooling by LO phonon
emsinand the effects of band gap renormalization [9].

•1 lBulk InGAS growth

II~ b temperature
1.600 1700 180 t m r u
(nanometers) 0C
Wavelength - (A)

Figure 1. Absorption of In. 53 Ga.4 7As and LTMBE
In.53 Ga 4 7 As

B. Experimental Apparatus

Our experimental apparatus is the typical pump-probe
femtosecond time resolved transmission and reflection
spectroscopy. The pump-probe source is an APM NaCI:OH(-) A: denotes annealed
color center laser. A rapid scanning arm of a Michclson denoteLIII I I I I I I I I
interferometer is the variable delay line for the pump signal. -1 0 it 3455 7 8
and we use differential detection and signal averaging to I me(ps)
obtain our data. The probe beam is heavily attenuated
compared to the pump beam, and the beams are orthogonally Figure 2. Experimental Differential Transmission of
polarized to eliminate coherent artifacts. The pump beam is LTMBE In.5 3 Ga.4 7As
focussed using lOX objectives or lenses, which allows us to
bleach the Bloch states. We were able to tune the laser (and The differential transmission is plotted for the different
hence our excitation energy) over a variety of wavelengths, samples.
although we concentrated our investigations near the bottom
of the r valley. We obtained both transmitted and reflected
signals, although qualitatively there was no difference in the IV. Modeling
temporal response.

We have modeled the conditions of our experiment, using an
III. Experimental Results approach similiar to that of Nurmenkamp, el al.[lO[. The

results shown in Figure 3, are in good agreement with the
We observe that in LTMBE ln. 53 Ga.4 7 As the data. Our simulations represent degenerate pump-probe

recombination time drops as the growth temperature is spectroscopy, where we analyze single wavelength pump and
reduced. Figure 2 is a composite plot of the differential probe. The injection of a nonequilibrium carrier distribution.
transmission through samples W678, G906, G915, G908, and bandfilling, and cooling by coupling to optic phonons is
G910 where the decay times (recombination 0me) are included in the examination of the temporal dependence of
respectively > 100 ps, -12 ps, 4.3 ps, 2.8 ps, and 520 fs. the differential transmission. We neglect the effects of the
Sample W678 is the bulk control sample grown at normal Coulomb enhancement factor. This is consistent with the
MBE growth temperatures. Here we define the decay time as absorption curve near the conduction band edge (Figure 1).
the l/e point of the decay from the peak of the transmitted or The maximum change of differential transmission (due to
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bleaching) is ~15%, which corresponds to a change of It is well established that in GaAs [1] the ASGa antisite
absorption of - 5 x 102/cm. defect is associated with the "deep" electronic level EL2. In

GaAs EL2 is located at a midgap location approximately .84
AT/To eV above the heavy hole valence band. When LTMIBE GaAs

is grown, the concentration of the antisite defect states

0.7 I 600 C dramatically rises to - 1019 /cm 3, and depending upon the
location of the Fermi energy and the lattice temperature these
states are significantly populated. The deep state defect EL2

0.65 550 C has been recently observed in InxGal-xAs grown on GaAs
[61, with x in the range .045 < x < .18. The energy level of
these defects remains roughly at midgap, and scales

0.6 300 C appropriately as the In composition is increased. The defects
are formed well away from the Ga substrate. Our analysis
suggests that the LTMBE material acts like a three level

0.55 -J system, as shown in Figure 4. LTMBE In.5 3 Ga.4 7 As forms

t =0 t 8.Ops c

Time (fs)

Figure 3. Modeling of Pump Probe of LT In.5 3 Ga.47 As D S

Differential Transmission with various effective Defect States

recombination times E

Deep States

V. Discussion

From Shockley-Read-Hall theory the minority carrier
lifetime is inversely dependent on the product of the defect
density, the capture cross section, and the thermal velocity
[3]. Utilizing reasonable data from LTMBE GaAs and
In. 52 AI.4 8 As results, one would expect that the
recombination time should drojy below I ps as the number of
defects exceeds 5 x 1017 cm1 [3]. Due to the large number
of traps it has been established that the recombination time Figure 4. Simplified Band Diagram of
reduction is due to nonradiative processes [8]. We observe a LTMBE In.5 3 Ga.4 7 As
reduction in recombination time as a function of growth
temperature in LTMBE InGaAs, consistent with that defect states near the band edge which enhance the Urbach
previously observed in LTMBE GaAs and In.5 2Al.4 8 As [4]. tail, and these are clearly observed in Figure 1. Deep states
Sample G908 (Tg= 2500 C) displays induced absorption and with extended wavefunctions in k-space are created, and
after annealing (Sample G910) the ultrafast compenent these are associated with anti-site defects positioned roughly
reverses sign to display transient bleaching. Induced at midgap. These deep states are of the density of 10 8-

absorption in 2000 C grown unannealed In.52 Al.4 8 As has 1019 cm", which is significantly greater than the conduction
been observed and when annealed the sample behavior also band DOS at the r valley center. The Fermi energy at 300 K
changes from induced absorption to induced bleaching [4]. is near the deep state location which suggests that most of the
The induced absorption has been previously explained as states are occupied. It is also well known that (in GaAs)
possibly due to the large density of near band edge states, these deep states act as traps/recombination centers. On the
created from the traps/defects, which results in larger free other hand, only a small fraction of the near band edge defect
carrier absorption (FCA) [4]. The signal change from induced states are filled at room temperaturc.
absorption to transient bleaching was attributed to the net From Figure 4, there are three likely optical transitions
reduction of trapped states as a result of As precipitate for 1.55 pim (.75 eV) radiation. Transition 1 is the usual
formation by annealing, conduction - valence band transition. Transition 2 is the

Our analysis suggests that FCA is not the reason for the transition from the occupied deep state to the conduction
induced absorption. At the minority carrier densities ( 2.7 x band. Transition 2 is strong because these deep donor states
1017 cm-3 ) and mcasured mobilities in sample G910, the are delocalized in k-space. Transition 3 is a transition from
FCA is less than 10 cm"1, and thus is negligible compared to the heavy hole valence band to an unoccupied defect state.
one photon absorption ( -103 cm-1 ). Additionally, surface The deep states are heavily populated at room temperature,
field effects can be discarded because the absorption depth is and therefore Transition 3 will most likely occur only when a
significantly longer than our sample thickness, and we have significant number of these states are vacant.
conducted differential transmission spectroscopy, as opposed The differential transmission signal will reflect the sum
to previously conducted LTMBE GaAs transient rcflectivity of all three of these transitions. In the bulk 6000 C MItE
measurements [3,41. material only Transition I is observed. The femtosecond
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optical response of Transition 1 has been described photoconductive switch, its ultrafast optical reponse may
previously. As expected, we observe transient bleaching (see present optical nonlinearities which could be of use in planar
Figure 2, Tg- 6000 C). In LTMBE materials, Transition 2 or waveguide devices. We intend to explore this, as well as
may be stronger because of the larger DOS. Therefore, attempting to increase the sample resistivity by increasing the
Transition 2 sees a much larger absorption cross section than aluminum content or introducing strain.
Transition 1. When the deep states have been depopulated We acknowledge support from ONR Grant No.
(by a pump pulse exciting Transition 2), the absorption cross N00014-91-J-1488 and ARO Grant No. DAAL03-91-
section for Transition 3 will also be much larger than that of G-0173.
Transition 1. Thus immediately after the pump pulse
illuminates the sample, the sum of the three transitions
results in induced absorption. After a few ps, when trapping
by the recombination centers and cooling of the total 1. F.W. Smith,"Device Applications of Low-

distribution to the lattice temperature has occurred, Temperature-Grown GaAs", MRS Proceedings #241,

Transition 2 and 3 are effectively shut off, and we observe LT GaAs and Related Mdterials, pp3-12, (1991)
band filling of the near band edge states. 2. H. Kunzel, N. Grote, P. Albrecht, J. Boettcher, and
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Abstract because they are insensitive to electric fields owing to the
charge neutrality. The diffusivity of the photo-excited

We have demonstrated lateral diffusion measurements electron-hole pairs or plasma can be measured by tran-
of photo-excited electron-hole pairs at various excitation sient grating technique [4] or time-of-flight technique [6]
densities for non-doped and p-type- modulation-doped with various forms. Hillmer et. al. [6] realized the time-
GaAs/AIo.3 Gao.7As multiple quantum well structures at of-flight measurements with high spatial resolution by ob-
77K, using a new all-optical time-of-flight technique with serving time-resolved photo-luminescence through a pin-
a single-mode optical fiber probe. Systematic measure- hole in a lithographic mask, and studied the tempera-
ments at various electron and hole densities showed that ture dependence and the well width dependence of the
strong electron-hole scattering reduces the diffusivity, but electron-hole-pair diffusion in GaAs/Alo.sGao.sAs QWs.
that exciton formation weakens scattering and enhances This method combined with photon counting technique
the diffusivity. is suitable for measurements changing the excitation den-

sity widely.
Revising Hillmer's method by use of a single-mode

1 Introduction optical fiber, we have developed the following new time-
of-flight measurement system which is flexible, easy to

Electron-hole-pair transport is an important process in handle, and convenient to analyze.
ultrafast optoelectronic devices because it affects signifi-
cantly the high frequency response of the devices [1]-[2].
Moreover, the size of devices is more and more decreasing 2 Experiment
these days in order to realize small transit time and/or
quantum effects [3], where the electron-hole-pair diffu- The principle of our experiment is shown in figure 1. The
sion and surface recombination are serious problems. In sample with GaAs/AlGaAs MQW structures grown on
some devices which have both waveguide structures and GaAs substrate is directly attached to the end of an op-
optically-active regions, the electron-hole-pair diffusion tical fiber which is polished and flattened with an op-
modifies largely the interaction between the electron-hole tical fiber connector. Time-resolved photo-luminescence
pairs in the optically-active regions and the light in the measurement is performed through the fiber. Since the
optical waveguides. electron-hole pairs which are apart from the excited area

To study the electron-hole-pair lateral diffusion pro- cannot be coupled to the light mode in the fiber, the
cess in quantum well (QW) structures and also to model electron-hole-pair lateral diffusion makes the decay of the
the coupling between QWs and optical waveguides, we detected luminescence fast, which is quantitatively de-
developed a time-resolved optical probing system where scribed as follows: When the radial intensity profile of the
a single-mode optical fiber was directly connected to excitation light in the fiber is approximated as a Gaussian
GaAs/AlGaAs QW samples. In this paper, we present one ( Gaussian radius: wuc ), the density distribution of
a complete description of this technique and the re- the electron-hole pairs just after the short pulse excitation
suits of the lateral diffusion measurements of photo- is proportional to exp[-2(z 2 + y2)/w2]. The electron-
excited electron-hole pairs in non-doped and p-type- hole pairs then diffuse laterally with the diffusion con-
modulation-doped GaAs/A10.3Gao.7 As multiple quantum stant D and recombine with the lifetime r, which is ex-
well (MQW) structures at 77K. pressed by the following equation for the density c(x, y, t).

To investigate lateral transport properties of electron-
hole pairs or plasma [4]-[6] in non-doped samples as well 6 a2 0 2 \ c
as doped ones, the diffusivity, or the diffusion constant, -c = D +c
is more convenient to measure than the drift mobility, 19 6X

2  8 -21 r
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Figure 1: Principle of experiment. Figure 2: Experimental setup.

This equation is solved analytically for the Gaussian ini- to be compared with the following equation derived from
tial condition. The solution is the Gaussian distribution eq.(1).
with the Ga¶ssian radius [w2 + 8tD]11 2 multiplied by l/-,,, = 8D/(wc + W2 ) + 1/r.

the linear recombination term, that is;

The values of the two unknown parameters are deter-
c(z, y, t) = c0(l + 8tD/w~)- 1  mined from the measurements with more than two kinds

x exp[-2(z 2 + Y 2 )/(w2z• + 8tD) - t/r] of optical fibers with different core diameters; e.g. a thick
one whose diameter is so large that ri,,i represents r, and

The luminescence intensity observed through the fiber is a thin one where the diameter is comparable to the diffu-
proportional to the electron-hole-pair density at the cen- sion length and ri,, is sensitive to the value of D. Another
tral area within the Gaussian radius wtb., where wtob merit of this procedure is the easiness of the analysis free
is the Gaussian radius of the intensity profile in the from complex nonlinear fitting by a supercomputer.
fiber for the light at the observation wavelength. In- The experimental setup is shown schematically in fig-
tegrating c(z,yt,t) for z and y with the weight func- ure 2. The outputs of a cw mode-locked yttrium-lithium-
tion exp[-2(z 2 + y2)/WtoJ, we obtain the analytical ex- fluoride (YLF) laser are frequency doubled in a KTP
pression of the luminescence intensity I(t) thus observed (KTiOPO 4) crystal to pump synchronously a dye (Styryl
through the fiber. 8) laser which operates at 740nm with an average power

of 200mW, a repetition rate of 75.4MHz, a pulse dura-
I(t) = Io[1 + 8tD/(w~e= + ob,)]- 1 exp[-t/r]. (1) tion of 5 ps. After appropriately attenuated by neutral-

density filters and reflected by a beam splitter, the pulses
For step-index single-mode optical fibers, the Gaussian from the dye laser are coupled to the optical fiber via an
radius w for the radial mode profile of the light (wave- objective lens, and excite the sample attached to the flat
length A) can be estimated from the formula: surface of the FC connector (Seikoh Giken, PF11 type)

=V6), at the end of the fiber. The luminescence collected into
w = (d/2)(0.65 + 1.6 19/V 5 + 2.879/V the fiber goes back through it, passes the beam split-

V = 27r(NA)(d/2)/A. ter and a 32-cm monochromator (Jobin-Yvon, HR-320),
and is finally detected by a cooled microchannel plate

where NA and d are the numerical aperture and the core photomultiplier tube, or MCP-PMT (Hamamatsu Pho-
diameter of the fiber, respectively, and V is called the tonics, R2809-11). Two kinds of optical fibers are used;
V-number or the normalized frequency parameter. By 5/125 ( core/cladding diameter in pm ) step-index single-
comparing the measured time-resolved luminescence in- mode fiber (Newport, F-SF ) and 50/125 graded-index
tensity through the fiber and the above expression of I(t), multi-mode fiber (Newport, F-MSD). Since the sample is
we can obtain the values of D and r. mounted at the end of the flexible glass fiber with very

Note here that D and r are, in general, not con- low thermal conductivity, it can be inserted into almost
stants as functions of the time because they are density- all types of cryostats, although we describe here only the
dependent. Thus, the determination of D and r by a measurements at 77K immersing the sample directly into
fit with the function I(t) given by eq.(1) is sometimes liquid nitrogen. The time-resolved luminescence inten-
unsuccessful. To know the values of the parameters un- sity is measured with the time-correlated photon count-
der the corresponding excitation density, we should di- ing method. A full width of half maximum (FWHM) of
rect our attention to the initial decay time r,,,, which is the observed temporal profile of the excitation light is
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typically 100 ps, which indicates the time resolution of
the system. The resolution is limited by the response of
MCP-PMT and the electronics, not by the dispersion of 80 . .

the optical fibers of several meters long. GaAs/Ao.Ga0A6s (Lwf105 A)77K
One non-doped and two p-type-modulation-doped •, 70 03 0

GaAs/Alo.3Gao.7 As MQW samples ( 30 periods, well 0 fO nn-doped
width 4, 105osA, barrier width Lb =220A) were stud- 60 0X p.2xi010 an"2

ied, which were grown on Cr-doped semi-insulating (100) - 0 00 * 1'2x1° 1' cm'2

GaAs substrates by molecular beam epitaxy. Hole con-
centrations p were controlled by doping the central part • 40 0
of each AIGaAs barrier with Be. The hole concentrations O 2Dp
p (per well) and mobilities/p of the two p-type samples 00
were characterized by Hall measurements: p = 1.8 x .•_30. X X Xx 0

101°cm-2 , / = 2800cm 2/Vs, and p = 2.2 x 1011cm-2 , • 20 X X -c
/p = 2500cm2/Vs at 77K under light illumination. The 20 •Dp * ** * * * x
temperature dependence of the hole mobility shows negli- 10
gible contribution of extrinsic effects due to the Be doping
for the electronic transport at 77K. 0........ a......a..... J .... a... .,.

For these three samples with the different hole con- 10 a0 19 10o 101 102
centrations p = 0cm-2 , 2 x 10'°cm-2 , and 2 x 10 11cm-2,10 0 10 0 10 0
the lateral diffusion measurements of the photo-excited Excitation Density [1/cm 2 ]
electron-hole pairs were performed using the technique
mentioned above at various excitation densities, to ob-
serve the diffusion constants at various electron and hole
densities systematically changed. Figure 3: Plot of electron-hole-pair diffusion constant vs.

photo-excited electron-hole-pair density. Dp is the hole
diffusion constant which is calculated from the measured

3 Results and discussions Hall mobility.

Figure 3 is the plot of the observed electron-hole-pair
diffusion constants vs. the photo-excited electron-hole
densities, thus obtained, for the three sam pies with the hole plasma is significantly reduced by strong electron-
different hole concentrations. In the figure, the hole dif- hole scattering, because the electron diffusion constant
fusion constants Dp= 17 and 19cm 2/s are indicated by without the hole plasma is expected to take one order of
the arrows which are calculated from the measured Hall magnitude higher value than the hole diffusion constant
mobilities /p = 2500 and 2800cm 2 /Vs, respectively, with Dp owing to the light effective mass. This conclusion
the Einstein's relation. The figure shows the following is in good agreement with the results of the experiment
three remarkable results, by H~pfel et al. [5] on the minority carrier drift in the

Firstly, the diffusion constants of the photo-excited majority carrier plasma, where the strong electron-hole
electron-hole pairs in the p-doped samples at the low ex- scattering dominates others in the temperature region be-
citation densities well below the doping levels take almost low 150K and causes the dramatic carrier drag effect or
constant values: D = 28 -I lcm2 /s for p = 2 x 10i°cm-2 ; the negative absolute mobility of the injected minority
D = 17 d: 3cm 2/s for p = 2 x 10' 1cm-2 . Note here that carrier.
the value of the diffusion constant D is smaller for the Generally speaking, the carrier-density dependence in
higher hole concentration p, and that the values are both ambipolar diffusion processes is very often discussed by
of the order of Dp. eq.(2), as the mixture of the classical electron and hole

According to the ambipolar diffusion model, where gases. However, it is worth noting that D,, and Dp are
the classical electron gas with density n and diffusivity not constants when n and p change, but are the functions
D,, and the classical hole gas with density p and diffusiv- of n and p owing to the strong electron-hole scattering.

ity Dp diffuse keeping the charge neutrality, the diffusiv- Thus, the carrier-density dependence of the electron-hole-
ity ol'the pairs or plasma are then the inverse weighted pair diffusion is explained with more advanced theory
sum of the diffusivity for the electrons and the holes. including the electron-hole scattering effect.

That i [7JThe second result is that the diffusion constants
That i [7],in the non-doped sample at the low excitation den-

Damb = (n +p)DnDp/(nD,, + pDp). (2) sity region are larger than 2Dv. According to the
ambipolar diffusion model, the diffusion constant for

This leads to D8 ,n,• = Dn for n'c•p, whose physical mean- equal electron and hole densities is predicted from eq.(2)
ing is clear; the diffusion constants of electron-hole pairs as, D.,n,,, = 2D.Dp/(D. + Dp) < 2Dp. Instead, the
for the p-doped samples at the low excitation densities observed diffusion constants is larger than 2D,; the
show diffusion constants of the injected minority elec- electron-hole pairs experience less scattering than ex-
trons in the majority hole plasma. pected for the classical mixture of electrons and holes,

Therefore, the above observations are interpreted as which shows that the model is not correct. At the
the followings; the diffusion constant of minority elec- low temperature, the electron-hole pairs form hydrogen-
trons in the majority hole plasma, Dn(p )1 n), is as atom-like quasiparticles, or excitons, which are stable in
small as the majority hole diffusivity Dp and it becomes QWs with enhanced binding energies as large as about
smaller, as the hole concentration p is hiigher. Thus, we 10meV. The observed enhanced diffusivity, or the reduced
may conclude that the electron motion in the majority scattering, is most probably due to the excitonic elfect.
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When the excitation density is increased, the ob- an electron-hole separation similar to modulation doping.
served diffusivity is decreased, which shows the increased This measurement is now on progress.
exciton-exciton scattering, or carrier-carrier scattering.
Note here again that the excitation density dependence
cannot be explained by the ambipolar diffusion model 4 Summary
without taking account of the carrier-density dependence
of D,, and Dp due to the electron-hole scattering. This We have studied the photo-excited electron-hole-pair lat-
is because eq.(2) leads to Do,,,b, = 2D, Dp/(D,, + Dp) for eral diffusion in the non-doped and p-doped MQW sam-
p = n, which would be independent of the excitation den- pies at 77K, and observed the effect of carrier scat-
sity without the carrier density dependence of D, and tering and the effect of exciton formation. Systematic
Dp. measurements at the various electron and hole densities

Therefore, the classical ambipolar diffusion model is showed that the strong electron-hole scattering reduces
insufficient to explain the experimental results, but an the electron-hole-pair diffusivity, but that exciton forma-
advanced description is indispensable which includes the tion weakens scattering and enhances the diffusivity.
excitonic effect and the carrier-carrier scattering effect. The all optical time-of-flight measurement technique

Thirdly, the diffusion constants in the non-doped with single mode optical fiber probe which we developed
sample at the excitation density of 2 x 1010 cm- 2 and for the present study of electron-hole-pair diffusion is con-
2 x 1011 cm- 2 are about 40cm 2/Vs and 25cm2/Vs, re- venient also for the studies under high magnetic fields, for
spectively. These are larger than the values of D at the characterization of samples, and for modeling of the in-
low density excitation region in the p-doped samples with teraction between the electron-hole pairs in QWs and the
the same hole concentrations. That is to say, electron- light in optical waveguides.
hole pairs are more diffusive in a electron-hole plasma
than in a hole plasma of the same density. At the same
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Diode-pumped solid-state lasers provide a practical, low-loss device as required.
compact, and high power laser source which can be Coupled cavity modelocking techniques such as
incorporated into optoelectronic and optical APM (additive vulse modelocking) [5, 6] or RPM
communication systems. Average powers of -50W (resonant passive modelocking) [7-9] have successfully
have been demonstrated using diode-pumped solid-state modelocked these lasers. However, an intracavity
lasers [1]. Average-power requirements on modelocking technique is more desirable because it
optoelectronic systems are typically > IW [2]. In does not require active stabilization and the overall
addition, pulsed (i.e. mode-locked) optical power cavity design becomes more compact leading to
supplies are more desirable for reducing switching increased mechanical stability. KLM (Kerr lens
energies, eliminating accumulated clock skews, and modelocking) [10-12] and KSM (Kerr shift
increasing device speed (due to higher saturation modelocking) [13] are the simplest modelocking
intensities) [2, 3]. Besides the power requirement, the techniques, but are not self-starting. We will
laser should have a diffraction limited beam for demonstrate that passive modelocking is simpler and
minimum focused spot size, small wavelength preferable because active modelocking typically
variations, and synchronization to other optical or requires a precisely fabricated transducer [14], watts of
electronic oscillators [2]. Mode-locked diode-pumped RF drive power, and active stabilization of the cavity
solid-state lasers can fulfill all these requirements. In length to the drive frequency to maintain the shortest
contrast, the output power of active or passive mode- possible pulses.
locked diode lasers is typically low, < I mW, because
the laser must be operated near threshold to generate
short pulses. Furthermore, for reliability, iI dieletricmirfrl'Qri
synchronization, and power arguments it can be
advantageous to use one larger optical power supply LT GaAs, 6.0 rum
instead of many distributed sources in the system. A SOX 0.61Wn
single optical power supply can be monitored and easily LT tlr(xGap.xAs, x-0.29, 6.2 nm
replaced if it degrades or fails in the field.

One key issue for solid-state lasers is the mode- . .... O mk': l: . . .
locking mechanism. We have developed the intracavity
antiresonant Fabry-Perot saturable absorber (A-FPSA) GaAs, 7...n.
[4] (Fig. 1), which is the first passive intracavity lax
modelocker which both starts and sustains stable AfI, 89 nI I -
modelocking of diode-pumped solid-state lasers.
Diode-pumped laser materials typically have small gain GaAs Substrate
cross sections (5 10-19 cm2 ), which requires a low-loss
fast saturable absorber. Operating a Fabry-Perot at Fig. 1: A-FPSA device design
antiresonance with a high reflectivity of the top mirror
decreases the intensity inside the Fabry-Perot cavity Self-starting is a serious issue for fast saturable
with respect to the incident intensity. This transforms absorber modelocking [10-13]. The A-FPSA has a
the saturable absorber to a high saturation intensity, bitemporal absorption response with slow time
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component due to carrier recombination and a fast time and a 99% R 1 , using a 2W diode laser pump (Fig. 4).
component due to intraband thermalization. The slow Going to shorter lifetimes with the 99% R1 resulted in
component provides the self-starting mechanism and insufficient non-linearity for self-starting, and going to
the fast absorber is necessary for steady-state pulse a 98% RI resulted in Q-switched mode-locked
formation [15]. The carrier life time can be controlled behavior. With Nd:YAG, best results of 8.7 ps pulse
by the MBE growth temperature (Fig. 2). We have width and 100 mW average power were achieved with a
demonstrated that the slow time constant self-starts 35 ps lifetime and 98% top reflector. A IW average
modelocking without self-Q-switching of cw pumped power pump laser was used for the YAG. Decreasing
Nd:YLF and Nd:YAG lasers. Figure 3 shows the the coupling to 99% R1 resulted in insufficient non-
decrease in the modelocking buildup time for longer linearity for self-starting in the Nd:YAG. Other
carrier life times. Self-Q-switching is observed as lifetimes below 35 ps also resulted in stable
strong modulation sidebands (typically around -ldBc) modelocking when R1 was 98%.
on a microwave spectrum analyzer. When the laser is
running with stable mode-locked pulses, the relaxation
oscillation sidebands are typically -60 dBc. The Small Signal Gain. %
tendency to self-Q-switch decreases with lower upper 0 100 200 300 400 500
state lifetime of the laser material, lower carrier lifetime 100 I I

of the absorber, higher R1 top reflector, and higher E
small-signal laser gain. 6°'-

E l0

so FE

. ~0 i Ii3p

C) 0

20 5 0 5 0 .11 I I I I
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

MBE growth temperatures, °C Pump Power, W

Fig. 2: Carrier lifetime of the bitemporal A-FPSA, Fig. 3: Nd:YLF laser build-up time for different carrier
which controls the self-starting of the laser, is adjusted lifetimes of the A-FPSA with RI=98% and a 2% output
by varying the MBE growth temperature. coupler, (solid lines), and a 4% output coupler (dashed

The fast component is required because no line) (Ti:sapphire end-pumping was used for these
significant gain saturation is assisting the pulse measurements 115])
formation process. The steady-state pulse duration
decreases with increased pump power, but does not 1
significantly depend on the carrier lifetime. Pulses as maue
short as 2.8 ps with Nd:YLF and 7 ps with Nd:YAG
laser are generated. This is strong evidence that the fast 0.6-- i

component of the bitemporal A-FPSA is the dominant
pulse forming mechanism and the slower time 0.6 L A

component is not important in steady-state. 5. sFH . sFH
For diode-pumping, the laser gain is significantly 0.,

lower compared to Ti:sapphire pumping. This is due to <
several effects. First, the diode laser has a broader 0.2
linewidth, which results in a longer average absorption
length. Secondly, the diode laser can not be focused to 1 20 0

-20 200 0 0 20

near-diffraction limited spot as the Ti:sapphire can, Dlytm.p
requiring a larger laser mode size to ensure mode Dlytm.P
matching, which reduces the laser's gain. The lower Fig. 4: Passively mode-locked diode-pumped Nd:YLF
gain resulting from diode-pumping requires more with carrier lifetime=35 ps and R 1 =99%. The repetition
careful attention to the carrier lifetime and the effective rate of the laser was 100 MHz. The laser was stable
absorber cross section which is set by the top reflector and self-starting with no active feedback systems. The
on the sample (R1 in Fig. 1). For Nd: YLF, we achieved relaxation oscillation sidebands where less than -60 dBc
pulses of 5.1 ps FWHM and 260 mW average power at as measured on a microwave spectrum analyzer (3 kHz
a 100 MHz repetition rate with a 35 ps carrier lifetime resolution bandwidth).
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With a free-running, passively mode-locked laser, ?v 1-rxacca, M. E. Prise, T. Sizer, Proceedings of
the repetition rate is set by the inverse of the cavity the IEEE 77, 1954 (1989)
round-trip time. For applications requiring [3] G. D. Boyd, L. M. F. Chirovsky, R. A. Morgan,
synchronization to an external signal generator, the Appl. Phys. Lett. 59, 2631 (1991)
laser can be phase-locked by controlling the cavity [4] U. Keller, D. A. B. Miller, G. D. Boyd, T. H.
length. We have tested the feasibility of this approach Chiu, J. F. Ferguson, M. T. Asom, Opt. Lett. 17,
by implementing a simple phase-lock-loop system 505 (1992)
where the cavity length is controlled by placing one of [5] K. J. Blow, B. P. Nelson, Opt. Lett. 13, 1026
the laser mirrors on a piezo transducer [16]. We (1988)
demonstrated a stable, locked loop, verified by [61 P. N. Kean, X. Zhu, D. W. Crust, R. S. Grant, N.
observing the repetition rate on a spectrum analyzer and Landford, W. Sibbett, Opt. Lett. 14,39 (1989)
by adjusting the cavity length with a manual translation [7] U. Keller, W. H. Knox, H. Roskos, Opt. Lett. 15,
stage and observing the corresponding change in the 1377 (1990)
piezo's servo voltage. With proper design of the phase [8] H. A. Haus, U. Keller, W. H. Knox, J. Opt. Soc.
detector [17], piezo response, and loop filter, we expect Am. B, 8, 1252, (1991)
sub-picosecond timing jitter using this approach. [91 U. Keller, T. H. Chiu, IEEE J. Quantum

In conclusion, we have demonstrated diode-pumped, Electron. 28, 1710, (1992)
passively-mode-locked lasers with many of the features [10] D. E. Spence, P. N. Kean, W. Sibbett, Opt. Lett.
necessary for an optoelectronic pulse source. These 16,42 (1991)
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Abstract mm-wave ICs address these difficulties.
We report broadband monolithic Antenna-coupled picosecond photoconductors

transmitters and receivers ICs for mm-wave have also been used to radiate and detect
electromagnetic network measurements. The femtosecond electromagnetic transients [1].
ICs use non-linear transmission lines (NLTLs) Through Fourier analysis of the received
and sampling circuits as picosecond pulse signals, several groups have recently
generators and detectors. Combining NLTLs demonstrated broadband spectroscopy over
and sampling circuits with monolithic extraordinary bandwidths (= 50 GHz- 2 THz).
broadband antennas, the pulse can be radiated Such systems have limitations regarding the
and received for free-space measurements. We complexity of the apparatus (femtosecond
have demonstrated the system with 250 GHz mode-locked lasers), radiated power levels,
bandwidth using simple and convenient signal rate of data acquisition (pump-probe
processing electronics. The system also has measurements, mechanical delay scanning,
sufficient signal to noise ratio for lock-in detection), and attainable frequency
measurements to = 600 GHz, given resolution (time-windowing constraints).
suppression of the effects of source phase
noise. We demonstrate a variety of mm-wave NLTL and Sampling Circuit
measurements. Nonlinear transmission lines (NLTLs) and

NLTL-gated sampling circuits are an alternative
Introduction solid-state technology for generation and

For mm-wave and sub-mm wave gain- detection of picosecond transients with
frequency measurements, convenient, risetimes approaching 1 ps [2]. The NLTL is
broadband power sources and detectors have a ladder network of high impedance
been required for some time. Measurement transmission line sections periodically loaded
systems based on waveguide components with reverse biased Schottky diodes serving as
(harmonic mixers, frequency multipliers, and voltage-variable capacitors. The variation in
horn antennas) have played a dominant role, diode capacitance with voltage introduces a
but each component has narrowband frequency voltage-variation in the wave propagation
coverage (1.5:1). To measure over a broad velocity, with the velocity increasing as the
bandwidth, many waveguide systems must be diode reverse bias is increased (negative line
used, which is both inconvenient and voltages). Consequently, the falltime of
expensive. Additionally, sub-millimeter-wave negative-going input signals is compressed
waveguides are small and difficult to machine, (reduced) during propagation on the NLTL.
and efficient device-waveguide coupling, The minimum transition time (falltime) at the
although possible, requires very precise NLTL is inversely proportional to the diode
mechanical assembly. Broadband monolithic cut-off frequency. With a sinusoidal input
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signal, the NLTL output is a sawtooth for both transmission lines and Schottky
waveform. Current NLTL designs used in this contacts, air bridges, and posts. Capacitors in
work are as reported in [21, and operate with the sampling circuit are implemented using
drive frequencies variable between 7 and 14 reverse-biased diodes.
GHz. The measurement system is shown in Fig.

2. The antennas are coupled to 16 mm
mm-Wave Measurement System diameter silicon substrate lenses, and the

We have fabricated transmitter and receiver radiated beam is collimated with off-axis
ICs (Fig. 1) which consist of NLTLs and parabolic mirrors. At the receiver, the
sampling circuits coupled to broadband (2 mm integrated NLTL-gated sampling circuit
square) planar bowtie antennas [3,4,5]. The converts the received signal to a 100 Hz
transmitter NLTL, fabricated within one sampled signal, which is observed on an
electrode plane, drives the 120" (520 oscilloscope. A mixer generates a phase
impedance) antenna though a coplanar reference signal for oscilloscope triggering,
waveguide balun. Two 100 Q resistors at the compensating for any phase drift between the
antenna perimeter terminate the antenna at two synthesizers. Two attenuators at oblique
frequencies below the antenna low-frequency incidence on both sides of the sample under test
cut-off. The receiver is a bow-tie antenna suppress cavity resonances between the
interfaced through a similar antenna feed. The transmitter and receiver. The received signal
50 Q sampling circuit input impedance (Fig. 3) has a 270 mV peak-peak amplitude,
terminates the receiving antenna without and 2.4 ps risetime.
reflection.

synthesizer (RFI) synthesizer (LO)

(a mixer~iii ~ii e(ac100 Q termination

transm ittler trigger [~ J IF signal re ivrI...... 600 Icl scp

. ......... 0 m

S~~~~~bowte" '._

. antn a i -3

.... . . ... :"".......s tme 1 -9 W

hyapoia iro aeria- nerts

Fiue2:Ssemishemiatiliga

SL 1 lermu a atoenuatorsn
-- -- -- - I ' a te n

250

S,___ Sina to s Nisen. Ratio.

.450

270 M5V 5 0 5 7

Tim tieL

output sapigFigure 3: Sigaal at the receiver output
circuit(attenuators removed)

Signal to Noise Ratio
Figurc P" Simplified integrated cicuit layouts of (a) the Measurement bandwidth is determined not

transmitter and (b) the receiver, by the Fourier bandwidth of the received
signal, but by the signal to noise ratio as a

The fabrication process 121 requires 5 function of frequency (Fig. 4). Our current
mask steps at 3 pim design rules: ohmic experiments use a pair of synthesizers to drive
contacts, proton implant isolation, nietalization the transmitter and receiver. This configuration
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is similar to that used in microwave components. The signal/phase-noise ratio at
instruments, and provides rapid data tOJI is
acquisition and all-electronic control. The two Ps R.
dominant noise sources are the relative phase ,,-,(M-
fluctuations (phase noise) of the two I R,,dn 2W"RF 2SJ((n - m) owF B
microwave synthesizers, and the receiver .=_D
system noise. B is the bandwidth of the signal-

processing subsequent to the receiver. The
Synthesizer phase noise is dominant. We synthesizer phase noise S,(to) decreases

can ascribe (without loss of generality) the rapidly for ol21r > 100 kHz; if cojF> 100
phase noise to the transmitter's (RF)
synthesizer. Given zero phase noise, the kHz, then each component of i(t) will be
received signal at the sampling circuit input will detected against the noise background of its
be r(t) = r(t - 2;rn/ (ORE), some periodic wave- own phase noise modulation sidebands with no

form with repetition frequency (ORbr. With noise contribution from the noise sidebands of

phase noise, the RF synthesizer output is other harmonics. In contrast, with a 100 Hz IF

Vcos(oRF(t-J(t)), where J(t) is the frequency, the phase noise background is
m nsevere. The receiver background (thermal)

randomIy -varying timing, noise is much lower; the sampling circuit has a
sj((O) = J •(J(t)J(t + T))e 1-d, its power spectral 40 dB noise figure.
density, and the single-sideband phase noise If the phase noise is suppressed, the
spectral density of the RF synthesizer is system will provide usable measurements to

L(w) = ORF 
2SJO) . The sampling circuit input least 600 GHz" the signal/background noise

ratio is still 28 dB(1H7) -t I THz. The phase
signal is now r(t-J(t)), and the power noise will be suppres,. I ir'i ItQngle oscillator
spectral density of r(t) can be written as provides both RF and J 'I s_., -i is. In this case,

*...a mechanical phase shiite, mnust be used to
SR(w) = R.(35(w - noft,) + nfol ,.(Sj(o) - nwRi.)) provide the required variable delay between LO

"and RF, greatly reducing the data acquisition
This assumes 7/OJRFUrJ << , where -g is the
standard deviation of J(t); R. is the received 100
power in the n"' harmonic of (ORF . J(t) has ao. +0 ,-".- ,-

produced phase noise sidebands 60 S " "
n2 (Oe- - -nOF) about each harmonic of

tRon. The receiver sampled (IF) output is the
product i(t) = r(t)s(t), where s(t) is a 2 -++

sampling impulse train at repetition frequency 0 0
0 100 200 300 400 Soo 600

(OU) = 0) RF - WoIF. The power spectrum of the Fm.,,y GH4

sampled signal is Figure 4 " Signal to noise ratio
) (attenuators removed)S,(wo) = (s y•R(5o - nw/) + n2 2(o',.Si( C - n•)

plus terms at higher frequencies which are
removed by filtering. Gs is the sampling 240]+ 3 79 3 -2----
circuit conversion gain. The measurement ,60.
system determines the (vector) amplitude at 80 1

frequency (oR. of r(t) by measuring the 0 ,
Fourie" amplitude at frequency n(o' of i(t). -
Because i(t) is downconverted to a low scan .60
rate (o. (I() Hz), a given Fourier component .240
of the pulse train is detected against a noise 0 50 ,00 , 5 200 250

background set by the collective phase Figure 5: Measurement of quartz sample
modulation sidebands of all other Fourier with three theoretical fits
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rates. Alternatively, as is evident from the greater than 10 dB/GHz gain slope at 120
above analysis, increasing the IF frequency GHz. Data was taken 100 NLTL drive
into the MHz range will also suppress the frequencies between 10 and 11 GHz, yielding
phase noise. This, unfortunately, requires the measurements at the frequencies
construction of specialized receiver signal- n(lOGHz+m.lOMHz) where n and
processing components. 0 < m < 99 are integers, corresponding to 100

0 MHz separation 100 GHz. The phase-
.-5 .. frequency data (fig. 6) shows some scatter due

W .,0 to oscilloscope trigger instabilities.
.5S-15 -10

45.s Conclusions
S..We have demonstrated a simple and_5 -25

.25 .2 inexpensive system for broadband mm-wave
,30 . 130 GH7 electromagnetic measurements. Reproducible,

110 120 130 140 1;0 160
Fr,•q.ny (Gz) accurate measurements are possible from 30 to

250 GHz using independent synthesizers as RF
and LO sources, a simple and convenient

300.. configuration providing rapid data acquisition.
20o. The system also has sufficient signal to noise
100- _. * :" *1[- •ratio for measurements to 600 GHz, given

Ssuppression of source phase noise. The
current system allows convenient and accurate
measurements of materials and mm-wave

-2W :quasi-optical amplifier arrays.
50 100 150 200 250
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Uitrafast Scanning Microscopy

S. Weiss, D. Botkdn, and D. S. Chemla

Materials Sciences Divsion, MS 2-300, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
Berkeley, Calijbrnia 94720

Abstract Microscope (SFM) 131 and the Near-field Scanning
We propose to combine ultrafast optical techniques Optical Microscope (NSOM) 141 have revolutionized
with scanning probe microscopies to obtain, the field of surface science. In the scanning
simultaneously, unprecedented temporal and spatial- microscopies an atomically sharp tip (or a very small
resolution. aperture for the NSOM) is scanned very close to the

surface of a sample. Due to the close proximity of the
tip to the sample, different interactions or coupling

Introduction mechanisms can occur (tunneling current, atomic
Very high spatial resolution is required for forces, evanescent wave coupling). The strength of
investigating the phenomena that govern the physics of these interactions is a very nonlinear function of the tip
mesoscopic systems and for characterizing the height. This nonlinearity provides the means for
operation of submicron optoelectronics devices. For atomic-scale control of the distance to the sample and
example, processes such as: i) carrier transport in allows high lateral resolution limited by the sharpness
mesoscopic semiconductor structures; ii) electric field of the tip. In STM, the image, obtained by collecting
and voltage wave front propagation at metal- the tunneling current while scanning the tip, reflects
semiconductor interfaces; iii) light emission in the density of states of the electrons at the Fermi level

mconfined structures; all experience significant close to the surface. In SFM, the image is obtained byvariations over length scales much smaller than tmm. measuring the minute deflection of the cantilever
variatnse ovther largengthscaes much saerithatio n 1t. holding the tip, caused by the force exerted on the
Because of the large velocities of excitations in the latter by the sample (electrostatic and magnetostatic
materials (electronic velocity in semiconductors and forces, inter-atomic forces, van der Waals forces etc.).
metals is on the order of - I to 10,A/fs; voltage wave The NSOM image is obtained by evanescent field
fronts propagate on high speed transmission lines at coupling to a sub-wavelength aperture. Presently,
velocities on the order of,- 1000,A/fs), the time scale of however, the time-resolution of the scanning

their dynamics is well in the sub-picosecond domain. microscopies is limited by the scanning rate and the

Therefore, in order to understand better the data acquisition electronics.

mechanisms governing mesoscopic systems and
optimize the devices that use them, it is necessary to We propose to exploit the nonlinear nature of thc
develop new experimental techniques with different tip-sample interactions to obtain ultrafast
simultaneous subpicosecond-time resolution and time-resolution in scanning microscopy. This
submicron-space resolutions, nonlinearity can be intrinsic to the nature of tip-sample

In the last decade, powerful scanning microscopy coupling or can be artificially produced by mano-
techniques which can achieve atomic resolution have fabrication of custom designed tips. The time
been developed. The invention of the Scanning resolution is achieved by modulating both the sample
Tunneling Microscope (STM) [21, the Scanning Force and the tip responses with two short optical pulses, as
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also determine the &-function response (to a voltage
tip pulse) of the system. In the figure, one pulse excites the

line or a device integrated in the line, while the second
pulse samples the tunneling current on the tip

short Inr pulse, assembly.
In order to estimate the signal contrast in such an

experiment, we use the equivalent electrical circuit

to be sRtdied

Fig. 1: Correlation by nonlinear interaction. The two
laser pulses modulate the sample and the tip
responses respectively. r R

shown in Fig. 1. Because of the nonlinearities,
multiplicative ("mixing") terms are generated, which
include both tip and sample responses. By scanning the
time delay between the two pulses and integrating the
signal, a cross-correlation of the tip-sample responses Fig. 3: Equivalent circuit for Fig. 2. The STM gap is

signl, crss-crreatin ofthetipsampe rsposesmodeled as a resistor in parallel with a capacitor.
is obtained. After characterizing the response of the tip
alone, the dynamics of the sample can be obtained by which is shown in Fig. 3, and calculate onlt the DC
deconvolution, with the simultaneous spatial and component of the signal. The transmission lines are
temporal resolutions which are well below ltm and on monen o thesignal.=The transhossiondline
the order of lps respectively, modeled by a resistor R0 = 1001, the photo-conducting

This basic principle is very general, and can be gaps as resistors with variable resistance (light on:

implemented in wide variety of applications. In the RbP = R-P'c = lIa , light off: R"P= R'•€ = 10bw),

following we describe and discuss two examples. the tunneling gap has a resistance of R = 10kw and a

capacitance Cstm (which we neglect for the DC

Ultrafast STM analysis). We assume Va.= 10.v and Vb = 10v. These
numbers roughly correspond to the parameters of LT-

Ahowninexampleofhart anatcally-induced searptity is GaAs (i.e. GaAs epitaxially grown at low temperature).
shown in Fig. 2, where an atomically-sharp tip is The DC component of the tunneling current is given

integrated with an ultrafast photoconductive-switch byc

[5). In this experiment, we plan to study by:

electromagnetic wave propagation and distribution of R0
the field lines on a transmission line with sub-micron V. - Vb Rb ,k
and sub-picosecond resolutions. This experiment will i2 - R 9P+ R -, (1)

StiWith a duty cycle of 10"4, which corresponds to a 100

-- tip assembly MHz repetition rate of the laser source and Ips time

photdcotd e resolution, we get il'O'/i" --2 with 0.5 nA

switch nominal tunneling current (assuming lock-in
Electrical' detection). This simple calculation takes into account

Saonly the DC coupling of the terahertz pulse to the tip.
We suspect that AC coupling will play an important
role. The AC coupling, though is very difficult to
model for the proposed geometry, and further studies
will be needed to clarify its contribution to the signal.

Fig. 2: Ultrafast STM. One laser pulse excites a We have performed a simulation experiment, in a
voltage pulse on a transmission line. The second planar geometry, using silicon on sapphire (SOS) as
pulse photoconductively samples the tunneling the photoconductive material. It turns out that the
current on the tip assembly. resistance of the silicon gap (-10 to 20 jtm) is
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(a) measure the electrostatic force (Coulomb interaction)
(xerted on the tip by the electrical charge/voltage

S##21 deposited on the sample. Fig. 5 shows a tip mounted on
a cantilever which is micro-machined from a
photoconducting substrate. The tip voltage is
modulated by a short optical pulse. Its deflection is
measured by optical techniques. The second short laser

(b) W(c pulse excites the device. The cantilever acts as a slow7 7 2 .detector which cross-correlates the dynamic responses
of the sample and the tip. Its deflection (as function of
time delay between the pulses) provides information on
the dynamics of the device.

1 The electrostatic force acting on the tip can be-... ... is ............ i modeled as the force acting on a plane-parallel
Til- ""y ip.) Ti- Delay 1P.)

Fig. 4: Simulation experiment on SOS. (a) mask capacitor. The equation of motion for the tip-lever is
layout and biasing geometry (b) conventional given by:
photoconductive sampling (points #1 and #2) (c)
photoconductive sampling between points #1 and #3. 2 2n + Y X+ k x = co A V(t)2 I1 2x +3x .... 2

comparable to that of the STM gap (few A of metal - U0" 2 , "koo 1-2-"........(2)

insulator/vacuum - metal). Fig. 4a shows the mask
layout and the biasing. One laser beam switched the where x is the deviation of the tip from its equilibrium
bias at point #1. The second beam switched either position, m is the mass of the lever, y is its dissipation,
point #2 (conventional geometry for photoconductive
sampling) or point #3. The later geometry simulates k is its spring constant, eV is the vacuum permittivity,
the STM experiment. The resulted signals are shown A is the area of the tip, V is the tip-sample voltage and
in Fig. 4b and 4c respectively. The amplitude of the U0 is the equilibrium position. The differential force,
signal in Fig. 4c is multiplied by a factor of 103. The with respect to the tip height, is given by:
corresponding sampled current is -10pA. As can be dF- AAV2.
seen, the signal in Fig. 4c has a large AC component, d z E (3)
which indicates capacitive coupling.

With an average change in voltage of lmV, nominal

tip height of 100 Ak, and a tip radius of 1 g&m (which,
Ultrarast SFM of course, affects the resolution), a gradient force of

Another utilization of the basic concept is the use of 1O5 N/m can be obtained. Force gradients of that order
the SFM as the nonlinear cross-correlator. With two of magnitude have been measured successfully with a

SFM.
To demonstrate how the SFM acts as a correlator,

we solve (2) with the following excitation (train of 6-
I function voltage pulses):

S~~efletonic :

det c iitionN
i ~ ~~~~V,(-r=,_, (t-) nT)(4o=0

N

n=O

Fig. 5: UIltrafast SFM. One laser pulse excites a
pulse on a transmission line. The second pulse T is the separation between adjacent pulses and N'T is
modulates the voltage of the SFM tip. the time of integration on the detector. The tip-sample

bias is: V(t) =Vt(t)+Vs(t--r). The 0-order solution (we
short optical pulses, one can modulate the force acting take only the first term in the expansion in (2)) is given
on the SFM tip. In the attractive mode, the SFM can by:
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such instruments will open the way for a new kind of
N N spectroscopy with the simultaneous subpicosecond-

) =0 t =0 time and submicron-space resolutions.

(5)
+2 7 x(t- nT) T=0

n=O
0- r0
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Picosecond Electrical Sampling Using a Scanning Force
Microscope

A. S. Hou, F. Ho, and D. M. Bloom

Edward L Ginzton Laboratory, Box #2, Stanford University, Stanfor4 California 94305

Abstract frequency. In the following sections, we describe the
method of operation and show preliminary results.

We demonstrate a scanning force microscope probe for
measuring ultrafast voltage signals. Equivalent-time
sampling using 100 ps pulses and mixing up to 20 GHz Lsr Position
have been achieved. Pulse Generator

Introduction %,-"To Pre-amplifier

High-speed characterization of nano-scale devices a
poses a significant challenge. Presently, no one
measurement technique simultaneously addresses the
requirements of ultra-high speed and ultra-small scale.4High-Speed
On-wafer microwave probes have been demonstrated I Circuit
with subpicosecond performance,1 but they require a vs(x~y,t)
minimum contact pad area on the order of 10 microns.
The bandwidth of an optical sampling system can
exceed 1 THz; however, the lateral resolution is limited I
by the laser beam diameter, usually 2 to 3 microns. I.
Although electron beams can yield high resolution,
such systems operate in vacuum and are significantly
slower, with beam-blanking times limited by space- Figure 1. High-speed SFM electrical sampling system
charge effects.

We present a new ultrafast technique, based Theory of Operation
on the scanning force microscope (SFM), that
theoretically is sensitive enough to map an electric A scanning force microcope operates by sensing the
potential profile with better than 1 picosecond time minute deflection of a cantilever to which is attached
resolution and submicron lateral resolution. It is an an atomically sharp tip. There are two modes of
non-invasive technique which does not require operation. In a contact SFM mode, very short-range
vacuum. Unlike past capacitance and potentiometry repulsive forces dominate and deflect the tip and
measurements using an SFM 2-4, which were limited cantilever to allow the determination of surface
by the slow mechanical response of the force-sensing topography. In non-contact SFM, longer range forces
cantilever and feedback electronics, we avoid this (such as an attractive electric force) can cause the
problem by using the square-law force interaction cantilever to bend.
present between the SFM and sample for mixing and Suppose that in non-contact mode, a voltage V
sampling. The high-speed signal under test is is present between a conductive SFM tip and the
downconverted to a much lower intermediate sample device. There will then be an attractive force F
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70 - circuit under test. We report here the results from these

60 .................. .............. .............. ............ experiments.
The first experiment involved mixing two

sinusoidal signals offset by a small difference (or beat)
40 frequency Af. We combined the outputs of two

30 synthesizers, one set at frequency f and the other set at
f + Af. The combined signal was launched onto a 50(0

S20 coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission line on GaAs.

S10 . ......................... .. The center conductor of the CPW was 15 microns
o 0 .. .. . ... . wide. We then measured the beat response as Af was

0 5 10 15 20 25 varied. The result for f= I GHz is shown in Fig. 2. The
Intermediate (Beat) Frequency (kHz) signal amplitude for each frequency was about I Volt.

Figure 2. Measured SFM electrical mixing at 1 GHz

experienced by the tip. If we simply model the tip and
the device as two plates of a parallel plate capacitor, we
obtain Cantilever

F= LoAV2 CPWonGaAs
2 Z2

where Eo is the permittivity of vacuum, A is the
effective area, and z is the effective distance. The key oax
point is that the force is dependent on the square of the
voltage. We can take advantage of this nonlinearity to 32-bit word 100 ps pulses
extend the measurement bandwidth far beyond the [wer I
mechanical resonance of the cantilever. The tip acts as Can extremely high-speed mixerlsampler. That is, if two Combiner SR

voltages, a signal voltage and an applied sampling
voltage, appear between the tip and the sample, there HP 8133A Amplifier
will be a force corresponding to the product of the two word
voltages. generator

Fig. I shows the configuration of such a - 100 Hz
system. The periodic RF voltage Vs on the sample is Phase ock
what we wish to measure. A local oscillator voltage
VP is produced from a pulse generator integrated with Figure 3. Setup for 3.2 GHz digital data sampling
the tip. Both Vs and Vp are referenced to a common experiments
ground; thus the voltage across the gap between the tip
and the sample is Vp - Vs. The measured force is a
function of the square of this voltage and therefore The frequency response of the mixing process is
contains a mixing term at an intermediate frequency essentially the response of the cantilever's mechanical
(IF), and if the LO is chosen properly, the IF will be motion, with a resonance for this particular cantilever
below the cantilever's resonance frequency. The at about 19 kHz. Similar results were also obtained for
equivalent-time signal output is taken from the input frequencies up to 20 GHz, above which we were
position-sensitive photodetector. constrained by package and input cable losses. These

results show that the mixing process is operational up
Experimental Results to at least 20 GHz.

To demonstrate high-speed performance in the
We conducted mixing experiments using a commercial time domain and to illustrate equivalent-time sampling,
scanning probe microscope (Park Scientific we carried out a second experiment with the setup
Instruments' Autoprobe) and an available supply of shown in Figure 3. The SFM system is used to sample
silicon nitride cantilevers which were coated with the output of a: HP 8133A word generator. The test
gold. Our initial results confirm the principles of high- word consists of 32 bits, with digital voltage levels of 0
speed operation. Instead of generating an LO signal and 3.3 Volts. The clock rate is 3.2 GHz,
by a pulse generator integrated with the tip, we corresponding to about 310 ps for each bit. A step-
summed external LO and the RF signals using a power recovery-diode (SRD) comb generator is used to
combiner, and inputted the resultant signal to the generate a train of 100 ps samping pulses at the
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repetition rate of 100 MHz - 100 Hz. The word
generator output and the sampling pulses are combined
and launched onto the CPW sample. Because there is
a 100 Hz frequency offset between digital data stream 130 ps
and the pulse train, the pulses effectively "walk 13p
through" the data, yielding an equivalent-time signal at
100 Hz. Fig. 4 shows that the sampled result agrees
very well with the direct output of the HP 8133A as
measured with a 20 GHz sampling scope.

We also used an SRD pulse train to sample a
version of itself, that is, to perform a pulse correlation.
The setup is similar to that in Fig. 3, except that a pair
of 500 MHz SRD's were used, one at a 500 MHz
repetition rate and the other at 500 MHz + 10 Hz. The -2 -1 0 1 2
detector output, as shown in Fig. 5, is an equivalent- Time (ns)
time correlation of the pulse train. The pulse width at
half-maximum was measured to be 130 ps. The
correlation is symmetric because the two pulse Figure 5. Equivalent-time correlation trace of two
waveforms were nearly identical. This correlation 10-ps pulse trains
indicates our sampling results are limited by the input
pulse width of about 110 ps; with faster sources, even
better time resolution can be expected.

100 ps time resolution. In the future, we intend to
improve time and lateral resolution by integrating high-

Usil lg 2GI [z 0s, mp m op,- speed circuitry with a microfabricated cantilever and
tip.
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Applications of Time-Lens Optical Systems

M. T. Kauffman, A. A. Godil, W. C. Banyal, and D. M. Bloom
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Abstract radians of optical phase modulation. Thus the key to
building a temporal imaging system was the

We demonstrate reduced timing jitter on a picosecond development of the optical phase modulator shown in
pulse train, magnification and time-reversal using a Fig. 1. This device consists of a microwave rectangular
temporal imaging system. waveguide, loaded in the center but not on the ends with

LiNbO 3 , so that the waveguide mode is cutoff in the
Introduction ands but not in the center. This forms a microwave

cavity with a Q of 1900. By choosing the waveguide
The analogy between the spatial problem of Fresnel and crystal dimensions properly, the microwave phase
diffraction and the temporal problem of first-order velocity is matched to the optical phase velocity. The
dispersion, elaborated by TreacyI, led Kolner2 et al to modulator is placed in an optical resonator and excited
propose a temporal imaging system. Godil3 et al off-axis so that the light makes multiple passes throughrealized the fmrst practical system by using an optical the modulator but is not optically resonant4 . Even after
realiemodulathe firtoctcll system by usdciongrating opil 24 passes, the optical transmission is about 50%.
phase modulator followed by a diffraction grating pair 1  The phase modulator produces a quadratic phase shift
to focus 55 psec pulses to 1.9 psec. In this paper, we for only a fraction of each period, in particular when
present two applications of the time-lens optical system
that underscore the analogy with spatial optical systems Acos(comt) = A[1-(o0mt) 2 ], (1)
as well as demonstrate its versatility: reduced timing
jitter for a picosecond pulse train and time-reversal with where A is the peak phase shift in radians and won the
magnification. modulator resonant frequency. We can define a useful

By interchanging the spatial and temporal variables, aperture time, TA = 1/O m, which in our case
we can directly apply knowledge of spatial imaging corresponds to TA=30 ps when A=13.5 radians and
systems to temporal imaging systems. In either case, an com= 5 .2 GHz. This is achieved with a microwave drive
imaging system requires dispersion from the object to power of 1W. A time lens, like a spatial lens, suffers
the lens, a lens, and dispersion from the lens to the from aberrations due to higher-order terms in the
image. The analogy between spatial and temporal expansion of Acos(Omt).
dispersion is subtle. In the spatial case, dispersion The well-known spatial imaging condition is
results from free-space propagation of light, that is,
diffraction. Thus, the phase relationship of light at a lens 1 1 1
is determined by a single variable, for example, the - +s =- (2)
object distance. In the temporal case, frequency s0  si f
dispersion must be supplied by an dispersive element
such as a diffraction grating pair. The analogy to the where so (si) is the object (image) distance and f is the
spatially varying quadratic phase shift produced by a focal length while the analogous temporal imaging
glass lens can be realized by an optical phase modulator condition as first derived by Kolner et a12 is
which supplies a temporally varying quadratic phase
shift. The difference is that while it is easy to get many 1 1 1
optical wavelengths of path length difference across the + -22 (3)
face of a glass lens, it has been difficult to get many 0051d'fl1 / dO 2  O0 52d d d) 2  

fT
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M icrowave Coupling UNbO3  Metal waveguide

HR 6.8 cm - HR

Flat R&

Figure 1. Cross section view of the resonant microwave optical modulator
used to produce the time lens. The LiNbO3 crystal is housed in a
rectangular microwave waveguide.

where oo is the optical frequency, s is the grating 1.6
separation, a2p/Gb2 is the group velocity dispersion - 4

derived from the grating and ft = wo/Aoihn 2 is the focal
time. The time-lens resolution is given by o
ro=2.65/Ao•m, which is 6 ps for the time-lens described
above. e

Ex~grinment S0.6

Our first experiment was an extension of the result ) 0.4 ...........
obtained by Godil et al but takes advantage of the,-cFourier shift theorem to suppress timing jitter from a 0.2 ..........

pulsed laser system. Consider the spatial case where 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

parallel rays are brought to focus by a lens, object and RMS Jitter Measured at Input of Time-Lens (pa)

image space being a transform pair. Decentering in
object space produces a phase shift at the focal poinL In Figure 2. RMS jitter measured at the output focal plane
the analogous temporal case, a time-delay in object vs. jitter at the input of the time-lens system.
space produces a phase shift in image space. However, a
linear phase shift across a pulse corresponds to a
frequency shift, so that timing jitter in object space is
transformed into frequency jitter in image space.
Ideally, timing jitter should be reduced to zero in the
image plane, but aberrations in the time-lens limit the For our second experiment, the grating pairs were set
magnitude of the reduction. such that the input dispersion was 5fT and the output

We used a modified Spectra-Physics 3000 system that 5fT/ 4 . Since the magnification of such a system is
produced a 55 ps, 1.06 pim, 83 MHz pulse train with a negative (-4), one would expect a pulse to be reversed in
laser timing stabilization loop that allowed for the time at the output. To test this hypothesis we imaged
addition of a specified amount of timing jitter 5 . Timing two pulses separated by 20 ps. The input pulse width
jitter was measured by integrating the phase noise from was 1.5 ps for each of the two pulses, which was less
400Hz-2kHz above the 9 0 th harmonic of the laser than the time-lens' 6 ps resolution, but was required in
frequency. The temporal optical system consisted of a order to accommodate the 30 ps aperture time. Input and
time-lens followed by a 2-pass, 1700 line/umm grating output waveforms illustrating time-reversal were
pair. The output pulse was 6 ps, matching the system measured with a New Focus Model 1014 Detector
resolution. Timing jitter measurements, shown in Fig. 2, connected to an HP 71500A Microwave Transition
were made at the input and output of the system. There is Analyzer and were system limited to 20 ps FWHM. Fig.
a significant reduction in the jitter, an average of 80%. 3 illustrates the two input pulses with the weaker pulse
However, we did not obtain a flat response as expected. delayed 20 ps with respect to the stronger pulse. Fig. 4
This is mainly due to the phase aberration on the input illustrates time-reversal: the weaker pulse is now
pulse due to the time aperture (30 ps) being less than 55 advanced with respect to the stronger pulse, as verified
ps input pulsewidth. The timing jitter noise floor of our by blocking the weaker pulse at the input. Furthermore, a
measurement system is estimated to be 300 fs. We magnification of -4 was verified by noting that the
conclude that the output timing jitter measured for small separation between the two pulses changed from 20 to
input jitter is simply the noise floor of our measurement. 80 ps.
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- - Summary

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a temporal imaging
system illustrating pulse jitter reduction and time-

-- reversal. These two simple experiments exemplify the
power of the time-lens for controlling and shaping
optical pulses.

_ - .. . . ,- ,
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The Femtosecond Field Emission Camera: A Device for Continuously
Observing the Motion of Single Adsorbed Atoms and Molecules

Gary M. McClelland, Harry Heinzelmannl and Fumiya Watanabe
IBM Research Division, Almaden Research Center

San Jose, CA 95120, ph. 408-927-2406

Unlike many laser techniques for achieving fast time resolution, a streak camera generates a continuous
record of picosecond phenomena. By applying the beam-sweeping method of the streak camera to the
electrons field-emitted from a sharp metal tip, we have developed the femtosecond field emisz ion
camera (FFEC), which can continuously record the motion of individual atoms or molecules adsorbed
on the tip with a time resolution of 1013 s. This is fast enough to observe ,irectly the vibrational
motion of atoms and molecules. We have recorded the motion of an single Cs atom on a tungsten
(11) tip with I nm and 2 ps resolution,2 a factor of 106 faster than any previous continuous observation
of atomic motion.

Fig. I is a schematic of the FFEC, which is housed in a stainless steel vacuum chamber at 10-11
Torr. Electrons field-emitted from a tip of radius 200 - 1000 A are focussed into a collimated beam
by a lens similar to that used for electron microscope 6uns.3 The intensity of the field emission de-
pends strongly on the instantaneous position of the surface atoms, which affect the local work
function. 4 A - 2 kV pulse from a krytron generator is applied to 3 cm long electrodes spaced by .6
cm to sweep the beam across a dual microchannel plate electron multiplier (MCP) and phosphor screen
detector, positioned about 40 cm from the deflector. This detector has nearly 100 % e efficiency.
The full width of the beam emitted from the tip is only about 50, enabling a focus from this point

Deflector

10-11 Torr Lens tJ

Tip

Pulse~1T 0
- MCPs Phspo

-1 kY -7 --hosphor-7 kV-

Figure i. Femtosecond Field Emission Camera. Not to scale.
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source to a 0.3 mm diameter spot at the MCP. Although the current density at the FE tip is very high,
the total current is low enough that space charge does not affect the focussing. By turning off the lens
and deflecting field, the tip can be imaged at atomic resolution by field ion microscopy (FIM) and at
sub-nanometer resolution by FE microscopy.

In the FFEC, the electron beam is so narrow and the focus so sharp that the beam sweep rate
does not limit the achievable time resolution. The limiting factor is the time of flight (TOF) spread
between the tip and the deflecting field. This spread partially arises from the variety of paths taken
by electrons through the lens. A more fundamental contribution arises from the the energy spread of
the emitted electrons, which is typically about 0.2 eV FWHM. 5 In streak cameras, the energy spread
has the greatest effect just outside the photocathode, where the electron velocity is low. But in the
FFEC, the accelerating field of I V/A at the emitter is so large that the 0.2 eV spread here gives a TOF
spread of only 1015 s, orders of magnitude smaller than in conventional streak cameras. After the
electrons leave the = 1000 A long high-field region around the tip, the additional time of flight spread
depends on the length of the flight path. For our instrument, the total path is 10 cm, giving a TOF
spread of 10-13 s. By shortening the flight path, this time can be reduced to 10-14 s, which is in any
case the statistical limit imposed by the electron count rate.

In our first experiments, 2 we observe the motion of a single Cs atom adsorbed on a tungsten (111)
tip terminating in a plane of 3 atoms. The tip is formed by heat treatment and field evaporation6'7 and
imaged at atomic resolution by FIM. The sharpness of the apex plane limits the field emission, which
can be as high as 10 jgA 6 '7 (6 x 10-13 e/s), to a region less than 1 nm across. The arrival of a single

Cs atom from an evaporator onto a 90 K tip is detected by the sudden jump of a factor f1 5 in the

I-"I I
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Figure 2. Field emission from a tungsten tip on which a single Cs atom is adsorbed. The sudden
increase at 300 ps results from the atom jumping to a site nearer the triatomic tip apex plane.
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FE caused by lowering of the local work function.8 To observe the motion of the Cs atom, the tip is
pulsed negative for several ns, generating a current of several tA, which heats the Cs atom by inelastic
electron tunneling or the Nottingham effect. The resulting beam is swept and focussed to give the trace
shown in Figure 2. The abrupt rise in the field emission, which occurs within the 2 ps pixel width of
our detector, indicated that a Cs atom has jumped into the < I nm dia. region on the tip observed by
field emission. The gradual rise and fall of the emission current is related to the voltage pulse shape.
From the field emission image, we can determine the position of the Cs atom before and after each
sweep.

2

Even though the angle at which the electron beam leaves the tip is determined by its position on
the tip, focussing the beam on the detector screen destroys this spatial information. By using an
astigmatic lens to defocus the beam perpendicular to the scan direction, simultaneous temporal and
one-dimensional spatial resolution is achievable. 2 By increasing the scan rate and using higher currents,
it will be possible to follow the trajectories of individual atoms and molecules on the time scale of
atomic vibration.
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High Frequency Solid State Sources Using
Ultrafast Techniques

D. V. Plant, D. C. Scott, M. Martin, F. K. Oshita, and
H. R. Fetterman

Department of Electrical Engineering, University of California
at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California 90024

ABSTRACT optoelectronic measurement techniques to determine

the optical response speed of the devices used.(5,6)

Picosecond mode-locked lasers and cw optical Extending this work to higher frequencies, we are now

mixing have been used to make optoelectronic high examining devices and antennas designed for

frequency sources. This work is now being extended operation at 500 GHz.

to submillimeter wavelengths. IL EXPERIMENTS

I. INTRODUCTION The radiating elements were comprised of
integrated transistor/antenna circuits using the latest

Optical millimeter wave interactions have attracted heterojunction devices. The FET devices used were 60
recent attention because of applications which involve GHz pseudomorphic AlGaAs/InGaAs HEMTs,( 7) and
the advantages of both lightwave and microwave the HBT devices used were abrupt emitter-base
techniques.( 1,2) It allows the use of optical-fiber junction AlInAs/InGaAs transistors.( 8) In the case of
technology for interconnection of microwave devices the HBT, an 8x8 gm window in the emitter
and circuits. In this paper we describe the use of mode metalization was included to allow for optical access
locked, picosecond lasers and cw optical laser mixing to the active region. This added significant parasitics
to generate high frequency radiation. Virtually any but yielded improved optical coupling. Both the
frequency desired can be obtained using either of these HEMTs and the HBTs were mounted into twin dipole
two optical sources. In the case of the mode locked printed circuit antennas that were designed to have
lasers, we utilize higher order modes, and in the optimum gain at 60 GHz.(9) The optically generated
mixing experiments one can tune the frequency of one millimeter waves were radiated into free space and
of the lasers in order to achieve high frequencies. The collected into waveguide with millimeter wave horns
problem in making a high frequency source is then and lenses. Using a Gunn diode as a local oscillator,
reduced to converting these optical frequency the optically generated signals were heterodyne
components into propagating radiation. Our detected using a double balanced mixer.
experiments have used optically illuminated, three
terminal devices such as HEMTs and HBTs, MI. EXPERIMENT I
configured with integrated antenna structures to
generate tunable millimeter waves.( 3 ,4 ) Since our In the initial sets of experiments, the device/antenna
lasers can be semiconductors this effectively creates circuits were illuminated with light from an actively
entirely solid state sources which can be tuned to frequency stabilized Kiton Red dye laser (600 nm -

extremely high frequencies. They can also be 640 nm) and a frequency stabilized HeNe laser (632.8
modulated using the gate or base of the mixing nm). The wavelength of each linearly polarized laser
transistor for roles in communications and radar. In was monitored with a wavemeter that had 0.001 nm
our experiments we have extensively used picosecond resolution. Using a beam splitter, the laser outputs
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were combined and focused onto the device active 300K and 20K show impressive performance in Figure
regions. Figure 1 is a recording of a radiated signal 5. Finally, monolithically integrated HEMT/Antenna
from a HBT/antenna with a center frequency of 59.5 circuits designed for operation at frequencies between
GHz, a signal to noise ratio of 45 dB, and a 3 dB 200 and 500 GHz are being implemented. Figure 6
linewidth of 2.5 MHz. Also shown are the applied shows a schematic of the integrated slot antenna
sidebands at 118 MHz. Similar results were obtained structure and matching circut which will be driven
with integrated HEMT/antenna circuits. In subsequent optically by exciting the HEMT. These devices will
experiments, the dye/gas laser combination was allow the frequency range to be extended to
replaced by single frequency semiconductor lasers submillimeter wavelengths.
operating at both 850 nm and 1.3 gm. These long This work was supported by the Air Force Office of
wavelength lasers were chosen because they are Scientific Research and by the National Center for
optimally absorbed in the active regions of the devices Integrated Photonics Technology with transistors
and therefore provided the highest optical to supplied by TRW, Hughes, and Rockwell and
millimeter wave conversion efficiencies. modelocked lasers by Ortel.

IV. EXPERIMENT 2
REF -20 dBm

In a second set of experiments, the device/antenna 1OdBI
circuits were driven by modelocked GaAs/AlGaAs
multiple quantum well semiconductor lasers. These
diodes were two and three section lasers which were
modelocked using a saturable absorber.( 10. 11,12) In
these devices, the saturable absorber section was
biased to adjust the steady state absorption to the point
where small round trip oscillations become unstable
and mode locking occurs. The 850nm lasers were
mode locked at 51 GHz and 65 GHz with output
pulses of <2.5 psec and average powers of 1 to 3 mW.
This wavelength is particularly well suited with
respect to the layer structure of the HEMT devices CENTER 1.2 GHz SPAN 300 MHz

because, although some light is absorbed in the 40 nm RES BW 3 MHz VBW 3 MHz SWP 25mec

GaAs cap layer, the transparency of the AIGaAs layer
allows 80% of the unreflected light to be absorbed in
the InGaAs channel and the underlying GaAs Figure 1: Optically generated millimeter wave
superlattice buffer layer. As shown in Figure 2, the radiaiton at 59.5 GHz with 118 MHz sideband
combination of a laser diode and the high frequency modulaiton.
device/antenna circuit results in a fixed frequency,
narrow linewidth source and defines a new type of
semiconductor based optoelectronic oscillator. Figure Optoelectronic Oscillator

3 is a measurment of a 65.1 GHz radiated signal with a (OEO)
signal to noise ratio of 40dB with a 3 dB linewidth of Mode Locked Laser Diode

<500 KHz. The modelocked output can be regarded as Gi ie
a highly efficient means of directly modulating an ISga
optical carrier at millimeter wave frequencies, and can Saturable Local

be used to drive the device/antenna circuits. Absorbe ,"I'/amr C l e t ng O , p el a tr u

41• Ni/q~CO'I entgS.na ,
Microscope Hor

V. CONCLUSIONS objectiýrv e ,z

This technique can be extended to higher HBT/Ante

frequencies by utilizing high harmonics of the Trantting LasrLight

fundamental modelocking frequency. Our devices are Circuit *<Millimeterwv
suitable to extending this technology to higher
frequencies and in figure 4 we show the results of our
picosecond measurements on HEMTs operating in
both drain and gate modes. Also, temperature Figure 2: Millimeter wave optoelectronic
dependent measurements on the latest HBTs at both oscillator.
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5dIREF -50 dflmsltMchn

LineHEMT source Line
Device

CENTR 4. G~ SPA 300M~z Figure 6: Monolithically integrated HEMT/Antenna
RES OW 1 Mtz VOW 3 Mt4Z SWP 20 ffmc circuits designed for operation at frequencies between

200 and 500 GHz

Figure 3: Modelocked laser driven 65.1 GHz
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On-Wafer Optoelectronic Techniques for
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Abstract Experimnents

Using 0 1 )t( )lect r( )ic techniqui1 es, the generation alnd The NIMXX genera tion) and( true- tinle-delay phlase-

t rue-t ilne-(lelav 1 )hase-sllift of G0-Gliz b)roadb1and shift are aclievedl using a. 5-ps electrical pl-lls(, while

signals. as well ais on-wafer circuit. cha~ract~erizat~ion the circuit characterization is obtained wvith both

exceed1ing 160 0Hz, which is (-lose the bandwidth 5-ps and 2 .S-ps electrical pulses. For both experi-

limit of inhirostrip transmnissioni line onl a. 4-muli thick ninents, the electrical pulses are geniera~ted by the pho-

GaAs wafer, have b~eeni dlemnlstratedl. toconductive (PC) effect.. The laser systemi gener-

ates both 3 -ps and 400-fis green pulses from a. mlode-

Introduction locked Nd:YLF laser which 1)111111) a first stage fiber-

grating pu1lse~ compressor followed by a frequency

Recent pr-ogresses inl the merging of ultrafast. op- doubling crystal (3 lps) andl a secondl stage fiber-

tics and1( high speed( electronic circuit techniques 1)11511 pu1lse comp1Iressor (400 fs). The average power

have resizlted inI a wniuber of new p~otenltial appli- requiredl is less than 10 niWX. The electrica~l pulses

cations. 0mm-wafer oIptoclectrolilc technmiques refer contain frequency components well beyond 200 GHz.

to the class of techniques where oIptic/electrnOflin-~ The pho~t~ocondullctive switch is 10 pin long and wvas

tcrinixing structures canl be integrated with elec- fabricated onl a 4-inil-thmick GaAs wafer. The GaAs-

tronic circuits to achieve various circumit character- material gal) ini PC switch was proton impllanlted

ization and component. functions. InI this pl.Pe1¾ at. a (lose of 1014 cnm2-. The fabrication pro~cess is

a niew imnetla x of genmerat ing b othl inillimneter-wa~ves fully com)npa tible with cuirrent inicr( wave/mmmillimneter-

(NIMWs) and true-timec-delay phlase-shift~s of GO wave integra~tedl circuit (MIMIC) technologies; there-

0Hz broadband signals, is presented. This optical fore, all the op~tical structures used to achieve the

technique is usefuil in applications such as, broad- functions we, demlonlstrate can b)e integralted with

band phased ariray anitennas and communication sys NMICs. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the MMIC

teilns [1]. We have also extended time ol)tical charac- and optical test strutctuire.

terization of monolithic integrated circuits beyond

160 0Hz [21 [3].
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Figure 1. V band MMIC w~ith optical test
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Results and~ Discussionis -1.3

Figure- 2 shows the( iiieasiiredA MMXV waveformn andh5 5 0 6
tlie corrlespidiniig r-ite- tittie- delay 1)liase-sliifts of up) 1,

to 27- radian. .Negligiblde jitter- inl thle LNA signal hasFrqec Gz
beenl olbtainted with the liresetit systeml setuip. whichFeqe y(G-z

is evidenit from ith le excelletnt signtal to tioise ratio oif

the samptlledl wavef irnis. Ill addition. the lplias(' coil- Figure 3. Phase'c shaft In uni.t optical dlay n5.s

ttol accuriacy is better than 0.1'. Figure 3 shows the broadband. mndlljmrctr- ira-t frequencies.

linear &-pendleitce of the piihase shift, as a fittictionl of

freqicteicies. The results sho1w that this MMXVI geit- plica It io ins. nianiely a freeptei(ic(y titutltiplexed phits-ed

era t ut teelitiqutec call offet a new configuriation inl array syst ciii. This is Illustrated by exanung thli fol-

lplase~l array aittteitta (i or itt~iCiit ytu ap lowing equlation.
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Optoelectronic Phase Locking of Microwave Signals up to
4GHz Using a Laser-Diode-Based Electro-Optic
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AbstractFSC

A reflection-mode GaAs electro-optic sampler has fO 24dB Bias Tee
been used as a harmonic mixer to Amp
optoelectronically phase-lock microwave signals SYN2
up to 4GHz in a laser-diode-based system. PBS
Preliminary results using an integrated optic
Mach-Zehnder type modulator as the harmonic PD if= OWP
mixer for phase locking is also presented. 52dBL AtHf pmp 1 W

Introduction f "r F= N fcatfi F

For measurement of cw microwave signals in
discrete devices or MMIC's by either Loop VCO FO
photoconductive [1 -3] or electro-optic [4-6] Filter crystal
sampling techniques, it is impotant to maintain
phase coherence or time synchronization between Fig.1 Schematics of the experimental set up. Syni
the microwave signal and optical pulse train. To and Syn2 are frequency synchesizers; Comb:
accomplish this, we have recently demonstrated a comb generator, LD: laser diode, LF: loop filter.
laser-diode-based opto-electronic phase lock loop
(OEPLL) [7]. The key element of the OEPLL is alaser-diode-activated GaAs:Cr photoconductive present optoelectronic phase-locking cf
laswitch wi fun-ctionsed as ahoptoectondtie microwave signals up to 4GHz by a laser-diode-sw itch w hich functions as an optoelectonic b s d G ~ l c r - p i a m n c m x r
harmonic mixer (OEHM) for intermixing based GaAs electro-optic harmonic mixer.
microwave and optical signals. The electro-optic
effect in GaAs microstrip circuits can also be used Experimental Methods
in the OEHM. The electro-optic harmonic mixer
(EOHM) is attractive because the laser pulse train Our experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1.
can be used to phase-lock the microwave signal at The EOHM is an electro-optic sampler consisting
any arbitrary point in the MMIC. This approach of a 500 microstrip line fabricated on undoped
was first demonstrated by the Maryland group semi-insulating (SI) LEC-grown GaAs substrate.
using a main-frame mode-locked laser [8]. It is The standard reflection-mode probing geometry is
desirable to use a diode laser, which is compact, used. A train of 30ps optical pulses at 500MHz
has high repetition rate and exhibits minimum from the gain- switched laser diode (Toshiba,
timing jitter, in such a system. In this paper, we model TOLD-300, ).=1.3 lam) with an average
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power of 0.4mW is sent through a polarizing team reasonable estimate for the conversion loss would
splitter (PBS), a quarter-wave plate (QWP), a be 51dB. Obviously, high-power laser diode will
half-wave plate (HWP) and focused on the ground drastically improve the performance of the laser-
plane of the microstrip line. In the phase-locking diode-based EOHM. Increasing the load resistance,
experiment, free-running microwave signal from RL and narrowing the IF bandwidth are also
a sweep oscillator (HP8620C) at a power level of expected to be helpful. Improvement of the OEPLL
-8.4 dBm is fed to the microstrip line via a power by optimizing these parameters is limited and may
amplifier with 30dB gain. The microwave signal degrade the tracking performance of the PLL. The
changes the polarization of the reflected optical optimum value of fIF for the present OEPLL is
pulse which passes back through the lens and the 400kHz with the load resistance for the PD. Ri =

wave plates, then directed by the PBS to an 50kQ. This is in contrast to typical electro-optic
InGaAs photodiode (PD). The buffered output of sampling experiments which operate at several
the PD is further amplified by two stages of low- MHz due to the noisier main-frame laser. We note
noise amplifiers with a combined gain of 52 dB and that other types of electro-optic modulators with
mixed with a reference signal at the desired lower half-wave voltage, Vn, can also be used to
intermediate frequency, fiF. The resultant error improve the performance of the EOHM.
signal is used to phase-lock the sweep oscillator Optoelectronic phase-locking of microwave signals
which operates as a voltage-controlled oscillator(VC) va aloo fiter Th exectd paseloced up to 12 GHz using an integrated optic Mach-
(VCO) via a loop filter. The expected phase-locked Zehnder type modulator with 4GHz bandwidth hasfrequency of the VCO is F = (Nfo+flF), where N is been realized in our laboratory recently. The
an integer. sensitivity of the electro-optic sampler can also

be increased by using an organic patch sensor
Results And Discussions [11]

For an average photocurrent, lavg = 30 gA, the FREQUENCY
conversion loss of the EOHM from the microwave
signal (at 500MHz and 21.6dBm) to the IF is CEN 3.997207'/GHz
measured to be 81 dB. In comparison, phase
locking using a laser-diode-based GaAs : Cr
photoconductive harmonic mixer (PCHM) [7]
under the same condition (same microwave
frequency, load resistor, and IF) yields
conversion loss of 8.5dB. The waveform of the
photoconductively phase-locked 500MHz signal ,TJ
has been sampled and displayed via a low-
frequency replica at 400kHz by an electro-optic
harmonic mixer (EOHM). Similarly, the waveform
of an electro-optically phase-locked 500MHz . . .. .. .... .......... .
signal as displayed via a replica at 400kHz by a
photoconductive harmonic mixer is also observed
in the same oscilloscope. These results clearly
show that the performance of the OEPLL employing
the EOHM is inferior to that with a PCHM as far as
the conversion loss is concerned, under our
experimental conditions. On the other hand, the Fig.2 The spectrum of the 4GHz optoelectronically
EOHM is more versatile than the PCHM as the phase-locked signal (resolution BW = 100Hz,
latter requires incorporation of a photoconductive frequency span = l kHz/div., vertical scale =

switch on the MMIC. We are able to electro- 1OdB/div).
optically phase-lock the VCO up to 4GHz. The
spectrum of the 4GHz signal optoelectronically
phase-locked spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. It is Conclusion
also interesting to compare the laser-diode-based
EOHM with a similar system using a main-frame In summary, we have demonstrated phase-locking
laser. For the latter case, lavg = lmA, a of optical and microwave signals up to 4GHz using
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a compact laser-diode-based GaAs electro-optic microwave propagation and distortion
sampier as an optoelectronic harmonic mixer in characteristics of traveling-wave amplifiers
the PLL. Comparisons of the present approach studied by electrooptic sampling," IEEE Trans.
with systems employing main-frame lasers or a Microwave theory Tech., 34, 1356-1362
photoconductive switch as the harmonic mixer are (1 986).
also presented. The upper bound for the frequency 5. K. J. Weingarten, M. J. W. Rodwell, and
of the phase-locked signal in the present work is D.M.Bloom, "Picosecond optical sampling of
limited by the available average power and pulse GaAs integrated circuits," IEEE J. Quantum
width of the laser diode, as well as Vn of the Electron., 2A, 198-220 (1988).

GaAs material . We have also suggsted methods 6. J. M. Weingarten and M. S. Heutmaker,
for alleviating these problems such that our "Frequency response of an internalamplifier in
scheme can be used for phase locking of optical a high-speed integratedcircuit measured by
and millimeter wave signals at the wafer level. electrooptic sampling," Electron Lett., 24,

106-107 (1988).
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Picosecond Detector, Optical Temporal Analyzer, and
Free-Standing Circuit Probe
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Abstract. 120 to 250 °C with mole frations of 25% and 35%
indium. Some of the samples were then annealed at

With picosecond semiconductors we have demonstrated 600*C for 10 minutes following the recipe for LT-
a 1.2-ps photoconductive detector/gate, a 1.9-ps GaAs. This resulted in a material with sensitiviy at
Semiconductor Optical Temporal Analyzer, and a 2.3- 1.3 p~m having a 2-ps response-time and a resistivity of
ps Free-Standing Circuit Probe with jtV-resolution. 5x10 4 (i-cm (figure 1). Both LT-GaAs and LT-InGaAs

develop precipitates during a post-anneal. These are
believed to be the cause of the enhanced optoelectronic

Introduction properes.
The development of devices in the 100-GHz range is
important to the advancement of high-speed
communications and computation. Such devices also
contribute to the base of scientific instrumentation used High-Speed Semiconductors
in the study of a wide variety of physical and medical 1.2 1 1 1 ,
applications. As a result, advancements made during I LI-ErGaAs

the last few years in the quality and response time of E~~
semiconductor materials have piqued an interest in . 0.8 -
single-picosecond optoelectronic devices. 0.6

Materials with picosecond response 0.4

The first of these new materials to exhibit 0.2
subpicosecond response was Low-Temperature-Grown c . .. .. .
GaAs (Lt-GaAs)[1]. This material was developed at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology for its ability to -02
reduce side-gating in transistors. Its unique properties 0 2 4 6 8 10
include a 600-fs photoconductive response-time (see 'ine (Ps)
figure 1), the ability to withstand 500 kV/cm surface-
electric-fields, and a resistivity of 107 0-cm. The fast Figure c Photoconductive response of variouse high speed
response-time can give devices made with this material
high frequency response. High electric-field Another new material displaying single-picosecond
breakdown-strength allows device biases to be response-time is Er:GaAs[2]. Like the others, this
increased for improved speed, sensitivity, or dynamic material is grown also by molecular-beam-epitaxy. Its
range. High resistivity supress excess noise due to dark response-time is as low as 2 ps with a resistivity of
current. >105 f(-cm (figure 1). Measurements indicate that the

In the interest of extending this work to the 1.3- and Er:GaAs growth will be more repeatable than its
1.55-jmn wavelengths a prelimanary study on the predecessors.
growth of LT-InGaAs was conducted[l 1]. In this study a
number of samples were grown at temperatures from
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Fast materials in photoconductive devices photoconductive detector imbedded in a 20-pm (line-
The exploration of specialized growth techniques for width and -spacing) coplanar transmission line[ 1. This
high speed semiconductors has been fruitful in device is defined by e-beam lithography on a 1-pmo
producing useful materials for high speed electronics thick LT-GaAs epilayer to have an 8X8-pnm2

and optoelectronics. Application of these materials to interdigital region with 0.2-pm gaps between digits.
devices and instrumentation has also produced a The waveform, which is measured by external electro-
number of important devices. The most fundamental optic sampling in LiTaO3, shows a 0.1 A/W
optoelectronic device to be made using high-speed responsivity with a FWHM of 1.2 ps at low light levels.
semiconductors is the Metal-Semiconductor-Metal Dark current with a 1-volt bias is 100 pA. When
(MSM) photoconductive detector[l]. This simple illuminated by a 22-pJ, 100-fs optical pulse a minimum
structure is the essential building block used in the existence of 10-Cl is achieved. It is also important to
construction the devices presented here. Before note that no conductivity tail is present in this
proceeding to more complex structure, however, an photodetector.
understanding of the design considerations which lead Using this basic detector design as a building block
to high-speed and high sensitivity operation is work continued in the developrment of a semiconductor
necessary. optical temporal analyzer (SOTA)[ 1]. This device

Photoconductive detectors may be distinguished on employs two MSM detectors integrated with a coplanar
the basis on their carrier transit-times (based on transmission line (also of 20-ptm width and spacing on
geometry and bias) and carrier lifetimes (based on 1-pm thick LT-GaAs) to sense and time resolve optical
material properties). In a conventional photoconductor signals. The SOTA makes use of both extremes of the
high-speed semiconductors give low responsivity. This operating range of the MSM photodetector. The
is a result of the fact that, with dimensions on the order incoming optical signal (presumably a weak signal) is
of several microns the carrier lifetime is much shorter gathered onto a detector which converts the intensity to
than the carrier transit-time. Consequently most voltage on the transmission line. The second detector
carriers do not contribute their charge to the detection acts under the well-focused and energetic illumination
circuit. By forming fine interdigital metalizations the of a 100-fs optical pulse to sample that electrical
transit-time of the device can be reduced to the order of waveform during a picosecond interval. The resulting
the carrier lifetime. For a picosecond-lifetime material temporal resolution of 1.9 ps is a convolution of the
such as LT-GaAs a match between transit-time and detector response of 1.2 ps and the gate response of 1.5
lifetime is achieved with a 0.2-pm interdigital gap. The ps. This device shows promise for replacing
improvement in responsivity for this geometry over the instruments like the streak camera for some applications
more conventional 20-pm gap is a 100-fold increase in in ranging and luminescence or lifetime measurements.
sensitivity, with little change in speed. The utility of the sampling function found in the

Other factors which influence the utility and SOTA is the primary motivator for the development of
performance of an MSM detector or gate are minority the third device employing high-speed semiconductors
carrier transport, dark current, dielectric breakdown, for picosecond measurements. The photoconductive
and the photovoltaic effect produced at schottky microprobe is a free-standing movable version of the
contacts. Minority carriers often contribute to current in sampling gate found in the SOTAI3]. It offers
photoconductor long after majority carriers have flexibility. Any substrate can be tested with temporal
reached their destination. This produces a tail in the resolution of 2.3 ps and a sensitivity of 1 WV.
response of the detector which can seriously degrade its Picosecond signals may also be launched onto any
performance in sampling applications. Reduction of the substrate using the gate as a source rather than a
dark current is also important in applications where a detector.
high degree of temporal discrimination is required. The probe is manufactured using conventional lift-
This is accomplished by choosing a material with high off photolithography. A tip radius as small as 0.1 un
resistivity. Ultimately, the speed of the carriers through can be defined with a 3-pm height and integrated with
the biased region of a photoconductor depends on the an MSM photodetector. The probe, as made, is shown
field which can be applied. This is limited by impact in figure 2.
ionization and other processes which influence In practice a larger and more rugged, flat tip of
dielectric breakdown at the MSM contacts. Finally, in larger area is used for measurements. Also an
MSM structures that have schottky contacts interdigital gap of 2.0 lpm is used, reducing the
photovoltaic contributions to the photocurrent may fabrication complexity.
effect the linearity of the device. 100-fs optical pulses from a Ti:Sapphire laser are

used both to generate test signals and to open the
Three devices employing LT-GaAs photoconductive sampling gate on the probe. Contact is monitored by
detector/switches observing the optical interference patterns produced by
Using the fastest and highest resistivity material of the reflection of visible light between the probe
those available today we have fabricated and tested substrate and the substrate of the device-under-test. In
three new optoelectronic devices. The first is the MSM the cases where a transparent device is tested an LT-
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GaAs probe is used,. When the device-under-test is may be used as a gate switching to 30 C1 for 1.5 ps. A
opaque, a probe can be made on Oxygen implanted semiconductor optical temporal analyzer has been
silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) and illuminated through the demonstrated which comines these two modes of
semi-transparent Si layer from the back side of the operation to enable 1.9 ps resoltion of optical signals.
probe substrate. Using LT-GaAs probes transients Finally a versatile probe has been demonstraed which
arising from the photovoltaic effect in damaged SOS has 2.1 ps response with 1-gtV sensitivity.
have been observed with 2.3 ps resolution. On a Development of new materials for wavelengths at
transparent sapphire substrate signals have been 1.3 and 1.55 pam shows some promise.
launched and detected by free-standing probes. On LT-
GaAs substrates passive microwave devices and active
logic devices have been tested. This work is discussed Acknowledgments
in paper ME16 of this publication. This work is supported by the National Science

Foundation-through the Center for Ultrafast Optical
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Electro-Optic Sampling at 150 fs
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Abstract Exnerimental Setun

We demonstrate 150 fs rise time, 200 fs pulse The sampling geometry of the Total Internal
width electrical pulse generation and detection using Reflection (TIR) probe 19-111 is shown in Fig. I (a and
low temperature grown GaAs and total internal b). Only a thin layer of LiTaO3 is used, supported by a
reflection electro-optic sampling, fused silica rod. This minimizes the impact of the high

Excitation BeamProbe1 Probe
Beam Beam

Itouto (In) (out)

Electro-optic sampling [1] has seen a steady
improvement in measured rise time, from more than 1 ps
[2], to 260 fs [3]. Most of this improvement has come
from smaller electrical propagation distances and
reductions in component dimensions. In addition to fast Fused
rise times, fast electrical pulses can be routinely Silica
generated using implantation techniques [41 or low
temperature grown (LT) GaAs [5]. The optical pulses
used in these measurements are typically 70 - 80 fs Full Electrode o-LiTaO3
Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) and it is interesting C-AAs, InP, etc (a)
to note that the measured electrical rise times in Refs M Probe
(1-5) are many times longer. This difference is due in
part to the distance the electrical signal must travel from Probe
the excitation site to the sampling site, and in part to
the distance the optical sampling pulse must travel
through the LiTaO3 . As the electrical pulse travels (out)
along the transmission line it is dispersed [61, resulting Excitation
in preferential attenuation and radiation of the high Beam
frequency components [7,81. The optical pulse travels in
the LiTaO 3 crystal and propagates with the electrical
pulse, but at a different velocity. This results in velocity Probe
walk off, causing the detected signal to appear longer. Beam

In this paper we demonstrate a technique to (In)
minimize these effects and enable measurement of an
electrical signal before dispersion can affect the pulse. Electrodes (b)
We show that pulses 250 fs FWHM can be generated
in semi-insulating (SI) GaAs and 200 fs FWHM for LT Figure 1. Schematic representation of (a) side view and
GaAs. The corresponding rise time (10-90%) in LT (b) top view of total internal reflection probe tip with
GaAs is 150 fs. zero propagation excitation geometry.
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dielectric (er > 40) LiTaO3 on the electrical signal. 1.2 (a) ....

The TIR geometry allows the optical probe beam to

be reflected off the (uncoated) bottom of the sampling 1.0
crystal while the excitation beam is directed through it.
This results in excitation and sampling spots being -0.8
superimposed on the sample. By reducing the
propagation distance to near zero the dispersion is >00.6 200 fs FWHM
minimized. In addition the velocity walk off is
minimized by reducing the LiTaO3 thickness. The " 0.4
crystal used here is 100 x 100 x 37 pim thick
(Terametrics model 200B-TIR). Data taken for a longer w'0.2
time range were performed with a 100 pm thick, 200 pmn 0
long and 300 pum wide electro-optic crystal. This 0.0 ........
thickness limits the temporal resolution but the time
window increases as reflections from the crystal -0.2 .
boundaries are delayed. 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

The TIR probe is adjusted to be flat against the Time (ps)
sample by minimizing the number of interference fringes J
seen with the microscope lamp. Parallelism on the order 6
of a single fringe is routinely achieved. (b)

Optical pulses are generated using a prism 5- +10V
compensated Colliding Pulse Mode-locked (CPM)
[12] and Ti:Sapphire laser [131. The cross correlation ,-
of the two CPM laser beams at the sample site is
measured to be 160 fs (rise time is 110 fs). Typically, 3
autocorrelations are quoted for a hyperbolic secant pulse 2
shape, corresponding to reduction of the measured pulse
width by a factor of 1.5. The corrected optical cross -10V
correlation is then 105 fs which is considerably longer
than the autocorrelation of 70 fs directly at the laser.
This dispersion is due to the many optical elements
(polarizer, TIR probe, etc.) between the CPM laser 10 15 20 a- U 3.
cavity and the sample. An external four pfism sequence Tine (ps)
is used to compensate extra-cavity dispersion.

The photoconductive switches are fabricated using Figure 2. Electro-optically sampled data for (a) LT
optical lithography and 500 nm of evaporated Au GaAs with pump and probe beam at the positive
electrodes with widths and spacing of 5 and 10 gin. electrode (pulse width is 200 fs FWHM and rise time is
Gaplestrodes [1] o iding cntspactng 1151 phtcnductive 15.9 fs) and (b) SI GaAs with pump and probe beam at
Gapless [141 or sliding contact [151 photoconductive the electrode with the indicated applied voltage.
switches are used to generate the electrical signals. The
voltage bias of the transmission line is modulated at 3.5 and probe beam next to the positive electrode. The effect
MHz and the electro-optically detected signal is of polarity reversal for GaAs is shown in Fig 2(b).
electrically mixed down to the lock-in frequency of Both results were obtained with an excitation spot size
1.2 kHz [16]. This results in a large dc offset on the (-3 gm) smaller than the electrode spacing (5 lum) and
lock-in. The offset is used as a voltage calibration and the excitation spot next to the electrode with the
the fast signal is then measured as a function of optical indicated applied voltage. The spectra show a drastic
delay. This setup selects against purely optical effects in dependence on the polarity.
the sampling crystal as only the photoconductive switch The pulse widths are not limited by the carrier
bias is modulated. recombination time. This has also been seen for

asymmetric excitation on an undamaged Si substrate[3].
These results indicate that the fast electrical pulses

Results observed in LT GaAs may in fact be from radiation due
to optical nonlinearities [171, with carrier properties

The result for a LT GaAs sample is shown in Fig. (i.e., short carrier lifetime) affecting the response only at
2(a). The pulse width is 200 fs FWHM and has a longer times ( > 1 ps). Rotating the polarization of the
150 fs rise time. There is no negative pre-pulse. Small pump beam did not significantly affect the result.,
wiggles in the tail of the pulse are reflections of the although we expect a coherent contribution to be
electrical signal from the edge facets of the TIR probe. present in this measurement as is seen in the
The pulse shape is symmetric. As the rise time is a measurement by Dyk'ir, et al 1181. What is not clear is

the role of the eloctrodes (there are no electrodes in Ref.measure of the system resolution this indicates that the 18) and the actual form of the electric field in the
observed pulse width is resolution limited to 200 fs excitation region. For example, the effect of the surface
which gives an upper limit for the actual pulse width. field has not been considered. We are investigating
For SI GaAs a symmetrical pulse of 250 fs FWHM is these effects (field, crystal orientation, etc.) and will
measured. Both measurements were made with the pump report the results in a future publication.
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Figure 3. Comparison of electro-optically sampled data
for SI GaAs taken at X=620 anm (CPM) and 760 nm Figure 4. Electro-optically sampled data for LT GaAs
(Ti:Sapphire). where the propagation distance is increased a total of

150 pim (the LiTaO3 crystal acts as a superstrate). The
time delay includes a small added delay due to the
optical path length change which is not accounted for.

Using a larger probe allows a longer reflection free Cncsion
time window. The larger thickness of this probe limits
the temporal resolution and pulse widths in Fig. 3 are We have extended the technique of electro-optic
about 450 fs. Electrode width and spacing are 10 ;im. sampling to the zero propagation limit and measured
Again pump and probe beam are 3 plm in diameter and electrical rise times of 150 fs that are close to the
are placed so that they slightly overlap the positive measured limit of the optical pulse of 105 fs. We have
electrode. This measurement shows that after a delay of used this technique to measure electrical pulse widths as
1 ps (with respect to the rising edge (10%) of the short as 250 fs in GaAs and 200 fs in LT GaAs. These
initial peak) the amplitude is increasing again. Within measurements place new upper bounds on the fastest
the accuracy of the measurement this behavior is electrical pulses available from optically driven
independent of probe and excitation wavelength. The photoconductive sources. Shorter optical pulses are
spectra are much more dependent on the position of the available from amplified and compressed-[ 19] and/or
beams and great care must be taken to make these new Ti:A12 03 laser prisms should produce even faster
measurements comparable. In contrast to 620 nrm (2 eV) electrical pulses using this technique.
the photon energy at 760 nm (1.63 eV) is below the
energy needed for excitation in to the satellite valleys
(1.73 eV) in the absence of an applied field. AcknowiedIment
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Abstract In this work we investigate the influence of the
MBE growth temperature and post-growth anneal on the

We investigate the molecular-beam epitaxial (MBE) photogenerated carrier lifetime, carrier mobility, and
growth of GaAs and In0 .6Ga0 .4 As on Si substrates at resistivity in GaAs and ln0.6Ga0.4As epitaxially grown
low substrate temperatures. Such materials may allow on Si substrates. We use femtosecond time-resolved
direct integration of ultrafast photodetectors into Si- surface reflectivity measurements to show that a
based integrated circuits. Femtosecond time-resolved reduction in carrier lifetime from 14 ps to <0.5 ps can
surface reflectivity and photoconductor switching are be achieved in LT GaAs by reducing the growth
used to explore material photonic properties. We temperature from 400 "C to 150 "C, and from 10 ps to
observe free carrier lifetimes as short as <500 fs and <0.4 ps in LT In0 .6Ga 0.4 As by reducing the growth
photoconductor electrical responses as short as 600 fs. temperature from 350 "C to 150 *C. We fabricate

photoconductor switches and use electrooptic (EO)
sampling to measure their electrical bandwidth and

Introduction responsivity. We demonstrate that reduced MBE growth
temperature results in sub-picosecond measured impulse

Si-based integrated circuits still play a significant role response, with some sacrifice in carrier mobility.
in modern communication systems. However, efficient Furthermore, the significant influence of post-growth
and fast Si-based photodetectors are not available at the anneal on material properties is demonstrated.
important 1.3-pm and 1.5-jim wavelengths. Many
communication systems could benefit from the direct
integration of Ill/V-semiconductor-based photodetectors Experiment
into Si circuits due to their increased bandwidth and
long-wavelength sensitivity. The 1-pm-thick layers of GaAs were MBE-grown on

Typically, the performance of devices fabricated in (100) Si substrates at several substrate temperatures.
III-V materials grown on Si substrates suffers due to a After cleaning in a 2:25 H:DI solution for 20 s, the
high defect density induced by the lattice mismatch [I]. substrates were loaded into the MBE chamber and heated
Ilowever, this reduction in carrier lifetime can be used to.640 "C to remove some residual oxide. The material
to advantage for high-speed photodetectors [2]. Low- was grown at a 0.5-pm/hr growth rate with an As/Ga
temperature (LT) MBE growth can result in further equivalent beam-pressure ratio of 30. Half of each
improvements, and LT GaAs grown on GaAs has sample was subsequently cleaved off and annealed at
shown excellent optoclectronic properties such as subpi- 610 "C for 10 min under As overpressure. A set of
cosccond carrier lifetime, high mobility and high coplanar wavcguide transmission lines (CPW) with a
resistivity [3]. Such LT GaAs has been applied for 20-pro center conductor, 20-jm conductor spacing and a
high-sensitivity, ultrafast metal-semiconductor-metal 15-jim embedded photoconductor gap switch was
photodetectors [4-6], and for high-voltage switching fabricated on each sample.
applications [7,81. Also, InGaAs grown on GaAs has Similarly, the 0.56-jim-thick layers of In0fGao.4As
shown potential for optoelectronic applications at were MBE-grown on (100) Si substrates at several
longer wavelengths [9]. substrate temperatures. An identical set of CPWs was
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fabricated on each sample, and a half of each layer Annealing does not noticeably change the
sample was rapid-thermal-annealed at 300 'C for I min. reflectivity signals for the 400-'C and 300-*C samples,

A dispersion-compensated colliding-pulse mode- indicating that annealing does not significantly
locked dye laser, producing -150-fs FWHM pulses at influence the effect of dislocations on lifetime in this
620 un, was used for the following measurements. material. However, the signal for the 1 50-'C sample

For time-resolved reflectivity measurements, the shows a dramatic change after annealing, indicating a
pump beam was incident at a -45* angle and focused to significant influence of the excess As. This difference
a -20-jim-diameter spot on the sample and a normally- may be attributed to a reduction in the bandfilling effect
incident -5-jim probe beam focal spot was centered and the dominance of free-carrier absorption effect on the
within the pump spot. index of refraction, but the exact nature is not yet

Photoconductor switch electrical response understood-
measuremenst were carried out using external Photoconductor switching measurements were
electrooptic sampling.10 The pump beam was focused performed to verify the reflectivity-measured carrier
either between the center and one of the gound lifetimes and to demonstrate the material's suitability
conductors of the CPW for "sliding-contact" switching for photoconductor applications.
or onto the gap incorporated in the center CPW Figure 2 shows the EO measured electrical
conductor for gap switching. The LiTaO3 external transients. The subpicosecond rise times are determined
electrooptic transucer was positioned -300 gim along by the measurement system resolution. The fall times
the CPW from the switching site. are determined primarily by the carrier lifetime in the

photoconductor. Similar to the reflectivity
Results and Discussion measurements, the electrooptically-measured lifetimes

decrease with the growth temperature from 6 ps to
The transient reflectivity signals effectively probe the 1 ps. The EO measured lifetime of -1 ps for the 150-'C
time evolution of changes in the index of refraction and sample is system-response limited. The EO measured
absorption in the semiconductor induced by lifetimes are shorter than reflectivity measured ones,
photogenerated carriers. The initial peak recovery is which may be attributed to the differences in the carrier
dominated by the photogenerated carrier trapping and transport in the measurements.
recombination. The GaAs-on-Si reflectivity results are
shown in Fig. I along with a semi-insulating bulk
GaAs measurement for comparison. The lifetime 0.5

decrease is apparent as the growth temperature is reduced 0.4 . C ., a.,eled

for the 400-C and 300-°C samples. This is due to the >"
combined effect of the increasing dislocation density and 0.3 300*c, ntanea• •
excess As incorporation in the material [3]. "5 *.a

2t104 0L
cc IGa~sE 0.1

110400 0
60

CU-4 - ' 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
o1•0 time (ps)

•ý .-- 0 -"Figure 2. Electro-optically measured photoconductor
•> rswitch response for GaAs on Si (20-jim gap, 10 V bias,

- 104 -- 15o "C, not annealed normalized to 3-mW pump beam power).

0c 6 10 1 20 26 30 The mobility It of the photogenerated carriers may
time (ps) be obtained from the measured signal amplitudes [I

and it is given in Table I. There is an improvement in
Figure 1. Time-resolved normalized reflectivity change for the signal amplitude for the annealed samples grown at
GaAs on Si for 3.4-mW average pump power. lower temperatures, while the observed lifetime is

similar. Post-growth anneal of GaAs is therefore
As the growth temperature is decreased even further important for photoconductor applications. The 150-

down to 150 "C, the reflectivity signal udergoes a 'C-grown and annealed material exhibits the fastest
distinctive change -- it flips polarity and develops a response of -I ps FWtlM.
small long-lived tail. The duration of the initial The effects of growth temperature and annealing can
negative peak is indicative of the carrier lifetime, and it be elucidated further with the measurement of the
may be observed that the lifetime has decreased from 14 epilayer sheet resistance Rs. An estimate of the sheet
ps to <0.5 ps as the growth temperature is reduced from resistance, shown in Fig. 3 for both GaAs and
400 "C to 150 C. In 0 .6Gao.4As layers, was obtained by normalizing the
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resistance measured between the CPW conductors to the In contrast to the GaAs-on-Si results, annealing
conductor length and gap width. The GaAs layers show appears to reduce the performance of the InGaAs-based
a decreasing resistivity as the growth temperature photodetectors. Figure 5 shows the measured electrical
decreases, with GaAs grown at 150 "C being quite response of the photoconductor switches fabricated on
conductive. The annealing is seen to decrease the the annealed In0 .Ga 0 .4 As layers. The results ar~e
resisitivity at the higher growth temperatures. generally similar to the unannealed case, with the
However, at the lowest growth temperature of 150 TC exception of the 150-*C-grown layer. The fast transient
annealing increases the resistivity by an order of component is replaced by one with a very long time
magnitude, making this material an excellent candidate constant.
for photoconductor applications. A similar effect has
been observed in LT GaAs grown on GaAs substrates
and may be attributable to the formation of a large time (ps)

number of As precipitates in the material. 0.30 0 ... , . , ... , 0.02

Table 1. Calculated photoo nerated-carrier mobilities. 025 - o 0

Growth T p GaAs Growth T p InGaAs "D"00.15 • -f -0oO4.01

(C) (c 2 N2 s) ('C) (cm 2/V.s) -, 00o.10 -5=: -0.02 CL

400 no ann 300 350 no ann 66 35 -0.0

300 no ann 110 250 no ann 70 E 0. 0.03

150 no ann ... 90 no ann 12 0.0- o.04
150 no ann 4.6 .050 ... 05

400 anneal 250 350 anneal 44 0 5 10 15 20 25

300 anneal 310 250 anneal 60 time (ps)
150anneal 110 190annel 7.5 Figure 4. Response of photoconductor switch on

0190 anneal 7.5 unannealed Ino0 6Gao.4As layers (15-lm gap, 10 V bias,
normalized to a 3-mW pump beam).

Z'

lO The mobility and resistivity behavior ol the
A ... InGaAs layers, shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3, is
M .markedly different from those of the GaAs ones. First,
f 1o annealing consistently lowers the mobility in the
• InGaAs layers. Second, the lnGaAs mobility and

1 0o3  -0- una-- InGA resitivity is much lower than those of GaAs. Third, the

13 uIl e_, W, GaAs resistivity of the unannealed material does not show a
D o 2. _I . monotonic decrease with the growth temperature, but

- 10 3C 350 400 450 rather exhibits a dramatic increase by several orders of
SGrowth temperature, T c) magnitude at the lowest growth temperature of 150 'C.

Fourth, annealing decreases the resistivity for all the
Figure 3. GaAs and InGaAs epilayer sheet resitance. layers, and furthermore reduces that of the 150-'C layer

to same order of magnitude as the higher-temperature
The transient reflectivity measurements on unannealed ones.

Ino.6Gao. 4As material grown on Si reveal that the
photogeneratcd carrier lifetime is reduced to <0.5 ps for
the growth temperatures below 190 *C. Low- 0.14

temperature gowth of lno 6Ga0.4As therefore promises to 0.12 - 250C

deliver subpicosecond photodetector performance at 1.3- > 0.l0 -
min and 1.5-pm wavelengths suitable for optical 0 o.0oo

communication. 1 .060 - 35o C
Figure 4 shows the 1O measured response of the 0 .040

photoconductor switches fabricated on the unannealcd 190 1C

In0.6Gao.4As layers. As is true with GaAs-on-Si, the 000 150oC

electrical bandwidth increases with decreasing growth
temperature. The fastest undcconvolved response of .0.0o 0 4 8 12 16 20

-0.6 ps FWIIM is measured for the 190 "C and 150 TC time (ps)
samples. ibis response is limited by the measurement Figure 5. Response of photoconductor switch on annealed
system bandwidth, and the actual response may be in0.6GaO. 4As layers (15-1m gap. 10 V bias, normalized to a
faster. 3-mW pump beam).
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Introduction
3.0 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Characterisation of electronic devices at frequencies up
to several hundred GHz can be achieved using electro- 2.0 10- light
optic1 or photoconductive sampling. GaAs grown at
low temperature by molecular beam epitaxy (LT GaAs) 1.0 's
is a suitable material for fabrication of switches for 1.0 10
photoconductive sampling due to its ultrafast carrier
lifetime (~ 1 ps or less)2, high breakdown voltage, and • 0.0 10° ~i

low on-state resistivity. High-responsivity LT GaAs
photodetectors have been demonstrated using sub- -1.0 5
micron interdigitated structures 3.

In this paper we describe the characterisation of LT -2.0 l0rs
GaAs wafers for fast photoconductors, and the
fabrication of sub-micron interdigitated switches. The
sw itches w ere integrated w ith coplanar w aveguides -3.0 I 1f..0..150 .10

(CPW's) to form high responsivity picosecond 00-150-100 -50 0 50 100 150 200
sampling circuits for characterisation of ultrafast bias
electronic devices. Pulse propagation was studied in (a)
two circuits with CPW cross-sectional dimensions of
100 pmf200 pm/10O pm and 10 pm/20 pm/10 ;zm. 1.0 10. .

light
g

9
5.0 I0~y5

Growth and characterisation of LT GaAs 5.o

Layers of LT GaAs 2 pm thick were grown at nominal 0.0 1(1'
temperatures of 220 *C and 180 *C - above and below

the critical temperature for epitaxial growth of 2 pm
layers4 . The wafers were annealed in situ for 10 -5.005
minutes at 600 *C. X-ray rocking curves showed an
increased linewidth and lattice mismatch for the lower
temperature sample. Coplanar striplines of impedance
-50 0 were fabricated with photoconductive gaps of -1.0 10 0-4 ... 0 .........

10ules from a synchronously-pumped dye laser at bias (V)

600 nm were compressed to - 80 fs FWHM and (b)
focussed onto the photoconductive gap. The dc current-
voltage characteristics (fig. 1) and bias dependence of Figure 1. IV characteristic of LT GaAs 10 W coplanar
the pulse width and amplitude were measured. striplines, grown at (a) 180 *C and (b) 220 *C.
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Wafers grown at 180 °C showed saturation of the dc
photocurrent and pulse amplitude at bias >-100 V
followed by irreversible breakdown at the site of
illumination. However, wafers grown at 220 °C did not
saturate, but instead showed an additional photocurrent
gain at bias > 200V, and an associated broadening of
the pulse. This behaviour may be related to impact
ionisation by hot carriers. The response time measured
by photoconductive sampling was -1.5ps. The
responsivity of the 10 •tm gap coplanar striplines at a
bias of 100 V was only ~5 mA/W due to the large ratio
of transit time (-100 ps) to recombination time
(~ 1 ps).

Fabrication of interdigitated switches

Interdigitated switches were fabricated with Ti/Au
metallisation on 220 °C LT GaAs using electron beam
lithography with a standard single-layer PMMA lift-off
process. Finger and gap dimensions of 2 Ixm down to
0.25 •tm were fabricated. Approximately an order of
magnitude increase in the signal was obtained Figure2. SEMmicrographof0.25 •minterdigitated
compared to 10 •tm coplanar striplines. Fig. 2 shows an photoconductive switch.
interdigitated switch with 0.25 •tm fingers and gaps.

Photoconductive sampling circuit for discrete devices

bias switches switches
•/A and B C and D'•L

S.
SJ

signal

----<b-
Possible propagation paths

- ")7)s

Figure 3. Diagram of CPW sampling circuit.

Fig. 3 shows a CPW sampling circuit for discrete The response time of the four interdigitated switches
devices, which are wire-bonded to the central 1 ram2 was measured using a photoconductive mixing
pad. The CPW in the switch region has a centre technique. Fig. 4 shows the autocorrelation curves,
conductor 200 •m wide and a gap of I00 ttm. The which arc offset for clarity. Fitting with a hi-
region between the switches and the device is linearly exponential (after removing the coherence spike)
graded with constant ratio of central conductor to gap indicated a response time of -1.7 ps.
width, which gives constant impedance in a CPW. The sampling response of this circuit was found to
Interdigitated switches with 0.5 •tm fingers and gaps be dominated by reflections from impedance
were added between each side-ann and the central discontinuities. These effects were studied using time
conductor using electron beam lithography. For circuit domain reflectometry by pump-probing adjacent
characterisation, a wire bond linked the two halves of switches in an Auston autocorrelator configuration, as
the central conductor, shown in fig. 3.
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Figure 4. Pulse response of 0.5 gm interdigitated Figure 6. Plot of round trip distance against time delay
switches on 220 °C LT GaAs. for reflectance features in fig.4.

-1.5 10-.0 ... 3.0 10-"1

-1.0 10.107 switches C & D
2.0 10.11-

-5.0 10.11

S
0 .0 10.0 1.0 10"1

5.0 10"- ,

S1.5 10"10 :-" '. 1 0
2.0.01100 0

1.510--1.0 10"1
2.0 10-10 switches A & B

2.5 10I°0 .......... ...................... -2.0 10 11 ...

-50 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 0 50 I00 150 20 250 300 350
time delay T (ps) delay time (ps)

Figure 5. Time domain reflectance measurement via Figure 7. Pulse transmitted though wire bond for CPW
pump-probing of adjacent switches. sampling substrate.

The reflected signal shows multiple peaks (fig. 5), Photoconductive sampling circuit integrated
and a plot of delay time against position of features in with device.
the CPW (fig. 6) shows that the peaks arise from
reflection at discontinuities in the CPW cross-section. In order to minimise the effects of dispersion and
The propagation paths are indicated in fig. 3. Since the spurious reflections, a circuit was fabricated with
cross-section of the CPW is comparable to the substrate reduced dimensions (20 gm centre conductor and
thickness, a combination of CPW and microstrip modes 10 pm gap) and with the device (e.g. an FEr) directly
is excited, and mode conversion and reflection of integrated into the CPW. Fig. 8 shows a composite
microstrip modes occurs at the CPW discontinuities. photo of the CPW after optical lithography. Fabrication
The large cross-section of the CPW compared to the of interdigitated switches and integrated devices is
shortest wavelength component of the generated pulse performed by electron-beam lithography. Air bridges
results in non-TEM propagation. The measured group are used to connect the CPW ground planes in the
velocity of the pulse is - 1.05 x 108 V-cm-1. region of the switches and device, but were not used in

The pulse generated at switch A, propagated through the sample studied here.
the wire-bond and detected at switch C is shown in fig.
7. The main features are broadened to -25 ps by
dispersion in the CPW.
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Figure 8. Photoconductive sampling circuit for integration with FET.

I.-

(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) Detail of device showing registration marks, ohmic contacts, and shorting link.
(b) Detail of switch area showing interdigitated switches with 0.5 gtm fingers and gaps.

-4.0 10-8. with a slower response time (- 15 ps). The
autocorrelation of the electrical pulse and the reflected

-2.0 10-8 signal is shown in fig. 10, with the same time scale as
S! fig. 5. The TDR signal is dominated by reflections from

<- the ends of the CPW (at - 60 ps and - 200 ps) and from
r 0.0 1011 the other set of switches (at - 120 ps). With further

reduction of the carrier lifetime, this circuit will be
useful for time domain spectroscopy of devices in the

a20 0 range -I - 100 ps.
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Hligh-Bandwith Transmission Lines Using
Low-Temperature-Grown-GaAs-on Quartz

H. Cheng and J. F. Whitaker

Center for Ultrafast Optical Science, University of Michigan, 2200 Bonisteel Blvd,
RL. 1006, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-2099

Abstract One way to solve these problems is to add a

superstrate to eliminate the dielectric constant mismatch
The ultra-high bandwidth of a coplanar-strip on the transmission line. However, for substrates

transmission line fabricated on quartz and driven by an already fabricated with devices, it is difficult to add a
integrated photoconductive switch, defined by an superstrate to a surface topology which is not flat. The
epitaxial-liftoff layer of low-temperature-grown-GaAs, superstrate would also prevent the use of high-

isprsrdemonstrated.et heus o hgh
is demonstrated. bandwidth probes used for in situ circuit measurements.

Intro~duction Another way to avoid large radiation losses is to

utilize a substrate material with a low dielectric
Planar wave-guiding structures, such as the coplanar constant. In practice, however, it is difficult to

strip transmission line (CPS), are important for the demonstrate the bandwidth of such a guiding structure,

interconnection of modern high-speed devices, since a short electrical test signal must either be coupled

However, for planar guiding structures fabricated on into the line or generated photoconductively within the

GaAs or other semiconductor materials, propagating line. The former method has the potential for high

electrical signals suffer severe distortion due to modal insertion loss, particularly at high frequencies, while the

dispersion and radiation losses which arise from the latter requires the substrate to be semiconducting, and Er

permittivity mismatch between the air and substrate. is not typically of a low value for semiconductors.

For typical waveguide dimensions of several tens of In this investigation a novel technique has been

microns and a typical semiconductor substrate, radiation used to deliver clean, short-duration test signals to an

is the dominant loss mechanism for frequencies above ultra-high-bandwidth transmission line fabricated on a

200 GHz.[Il This loss imposes a severe limitation on low-loss, low-pernittivity insulator. This has been

the use and testing of both passive and active devices, achieved by removing a small patch of a high-speed-

where the latter now possess cutoff frequencies in excess photoconductor film from its native substrate and

of 300 GHz. Modal dispersion also leads to frequency- bonding it onto an insulating substrate in a convenient
dependent phase shifting, which causes additional location. This has allowed us to demonstrate that a
distortion.
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annealing at - 600*C. The wafer was first coated with
1 pm LT-Ga~s fiwax as described in ref. 3. After this step, the SI-GaAs

20 , - .'substrate and AlxGal-xAs layers were subsequently

removed by chemical etching. The remaining LT-GaAs

1.2 pAmA metal .' film, supported by the wax, was placed onto the desired

Quartz tate substrate and held there with several tiny droplets of DI

water. At this time, the surface tension of the water

pulled the LT-GaAs film and quartz substrate together.

Fig. I Configuration of LT-GaAs epitaxial-liftoff layer It was then found that baking provided a very fast and

with coplanar stripline on quartz. effective way of forming the permanent bond between

the two different materials, due to the atmospheric

great improvement in high-bandwidth propagation along pressure which squeezed out the air pockets left by the

CPS on low-permittivity substrates can be attained, film of water after its molecules diffused out. The LT-

These results will lead to improved test fixtures for GaAs film and the quartz substrate were thus pushed

ultra-wideband time-domain network analysis of high- tightly together without the application of pressure on

speed devices, and may have ramifications for high- the wax as suggested in ref. 3. After the wax was rinsed

bandwidth, high-power signal propagation and devices away, standard processing steps were used to form the

as well. simple structure shown in Fig. 1.

An in-house coherent, time-domain spectroscopy

Fabrication & Experiment technique [4] was used to verify that the high-frequency

behavior of the insulators was flat versus frequency( forIn this work, a low-temperature-grown-GaAs (LT-GaAs)

thin film [2] was isolated from its substrate using quartz, E- 3.85 between 300 GIz and 1 THz, with
negligible loss), and thus that they had utility in ultra-

epitaxial liftoff and subsequently grafted onto either a

quartz or fised silica substrate via the Van der Waals high-frequency microwave circuits. According to the
expression for the radiation loss of CPS [5]

attractive force.[3] This patch of semiconducting

material, employed for its ultrafast carrier relaxation, (e, + 1)1/ 2 (e, - 1)2OC,.a o•(s+2w) 2f 3

was used to generate the short-duration electrical test Er

signal, which was then measured as it propagated along changing the substrate from GaAs to quartz should

the CPS transmission line. This grafting technology result in an improvement in the radiation loss of more

has thus allowed us to fabricate a hybrid circuit than 85%.

combining an ultra-short-pulse signal source and a low- A colliding pulse mode-locked dye laser with 80-fs

permittivity substrate. pulse duration was used in the generation and detection

The semiconductor graft patch was obtained from a of the electric signals. When the charged CPS was

wafer consisting of a I-gim LT-GaAs top layer and an temporarily shorted by the laser-excited carriers in the

intermediate 0.5-gim AlxGal.xAs (70%) layer grown by LT-GaAs film, a subpicosecond electric pulse was

MBE on semi-insulating GaAs at Lincoln Laboratory. generated due to the short carrier life time (300 fs) of the

The growth temperature was -200*C, with post- LT-GaAs. The propagation of this pulse on the CPS
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was then measured by the external electro-optic the signal on an identical line on CPS-on-quartz after

sampling technique [61 at numerous distances from the 3.2 mm has a pulse width of only 1.18 ps. In

generation site. frequency, this electrical pulse on the quartz line was

found to still have a bandwidth of 320 GHz, while the

bandwidth on the GaAs line was below 175 GHz.

Furthermore, the switching efficiency (ratio of generated

12 0.2mm pulse amplitude/dc bias on CPS) is approximately the

1 1.2mm CPS on Quartz same for both cases, indicating that there is no

0.8- degradation of the quality of the LT-GaAs film after the

"0.68 Van Der Waals bonding.
>0.4 Figure 3 shows the amplitude and bandwidth

0.2 change during the propagation. Because the frequency

0 components over 200 GHz will radiate into the

-0.2 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 substrate very quickly for the CPS on GaAs, there is a

(a) large reduction in both the bandwidth and amplitude

over the first 1 mm of propagation. After these high-
1.2 frequency components have radiated away, the dominant

Omil

1 CPS on GaAs loss then becomes the skin effect loss which manifests

0.8 itself as a linear drop in both bandwidth and amplitude.
1.2mm

-=0.6 However, for the CPS on quartz, the loss is dominated
o 2.2mm
> 0.4- 3.2mm by the skin effect loss right from the beginning, so the

0.2 bandwidth of CPS on quartz is not limited by the

0 radiation loss for bandwidth up to 400 GHz!

2 4 6 8 10 12 14-0.2 -ps
Conclusion

(b)

An LT-GaAs thin film, which served as a

Fig. 2 Electrical pulse propagation on coplanar photoconductive switch, was bonded onto a quartz

striplines on (a) quartz and (b) GaAs substrates. substrate by utilizing epitaxial lift-off and Van der

Waals-force grafting. The CPS on this LT-GaAs/quartz

Results combination has preserved the pulse bandwidth

generated photoconductively by the LT-GaAs switch. It

Figure 2 shows the time domain waveform from also demonstrated that the CPS-on-quartz has a

0.2-mm to 3.2-mm propagation distances with 1-mm bandwidth over 300 GHz, which is very important for

steps. The electrical pulse propagation on the CPS-on- the interconnection of high speed devices.

quartz shows a significantly smaller attenuation and Another potential application for this technology is

dispersion then the CPS on the GaAs substrate. For in time-domain S-parameter extraction.[7J By using a

example, after 3.2 mm of propagation, the pulse on the CPS test fixture on an LT-GaAs/quartz combination

GaAs line already has spread to 2.1 ps FWtlM, while instead of on LT-GaAs/GaAs, the bandwidth of an
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450. applications for the epitaxial liftoff and bonding

400WA technique are ultra-wideband microstrip lines on thin
350
300 GaAs layers, high-electric-field generation using grafted
250 Quartz GaAs on high-breakdown substrates, and optoelectronic

150 so. devices combining grafted semiconductors with electro-
100 -a--- GaAs
so optic materials.
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High Speed Limits of Coplanar Transmission Li"es

U. D. Keil, D. R. Dykaar, A. F. J. Levi, R. F. Kopf, L. N. Pfeiffer, K. W. Goossen,
S. B. Darack, and K. W. West

A T& T Bell Laboratories, 600 Mountain Avenue, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974-2070

Abstract example 200 GHz depending on geometry) and
radiation losses dominate for high frequencies. Thus,

We present measurements of picosecond pulse superconducting electrodes gain performance compared
propagation on coplanar strip transmission lines for to normal electrodes in the low frequency regime and
which speed (i.e. group velocity), as well as phase and reducing the dielectric will have advantages for high
amplitude information are measured. frequencies.

Electrode effects are studied using transmission line
loops 1 mm in diameter with cumulative propagation TesLstucture
distances as long as 10 cm. The intrinsically low
dielectric constant of coplanar-air transmission lines is Coplanar strip transmission lines are fabricated on
shown to result in high signal speed and low low temperature grown (LT) GaAs photoconductors
attenuation. The results are compared to the case of [4,5]. The conductor dimensions are width, w and
superconducting electrodes. spacing, s = 5 gim. Electrode thickness varies from 0.24

to 1.23 Wun of evaporated Au and 0.5 pIm of Pb. Loops
u are 1 mm in diameter. Voltage is applied through

perpendicular 5 pim wide bias lines. Photoconductive
In this paper we consider the effects of substrate (gapless [6] or sliding contact [7]) switches are formed

dielectric and electrode properties on transmission lines wherever a short optical pulse illuminates the region
intended to operate in a frequency range of up to 1 THz. between the electrodes. The laser pulses are generated at
Propagation speed (i.e. group velocity, defined as the
velocity of the peak of the pulse) has shown to be
roughly independent of temperature, while reducing the
dielectric constant results in faster propagation, reduced
attenuation, and reduced line charging energies [ 1].

We report on propagation of picosecond electrical
pulses over distances < 10 cm using a 1 mm diameter
loop transmission line. Use of a loop configuration
allows precise velocity, as well as phase and amplitude
measurements to be made, simultaneously.
Measurements are made for normal and superconducting
transmission lines. For normal electrodes both ordinary
coplanar strip (CPS) and etched coplanar-air
transmission (CAT) lines for both loop and straight
line configurations are investigated. We consider the
effects of substrate dielectric, conductor temperature and
conductor thickness on attenuation and propagation
speed. The results are modeled using a standard
dispersion model [1-31 considering only the dominant Fig. 1 Scanning electron micrograph of the etched
mechanisms of radiation loss and conductor absorption. freestanding CAT (FCAT) line. Linewidth and spacing
Conductor losses dominate for low frequencies (for is 5 gn. The SiO 2 supports are 200prm apart.

205
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1.0 and 3/4 of a lap around the loop, as well as multiple
laps, until the pulse decays completely. This geometry

0.9 ............. ......... .......... allows pulse propagation to be studied over much
S0longer distances than previous measurements, while stillS0.8 maintaining absolute timing (velocity) information

0.7 about the pulse.o In order to verify the negligible effect of the
"> 0.6 transmission line curvature, measurements were made on

0. 5 identically prepared straight transmission lines as well
as loops 0.5 nun in diameter. No measurable deviation is

0.4 .found for any of the designs tested. Note that the ratio
of line width to loop diameter is 5 x 10-3 for the 1 mm

0 1 2 3 4 loop.
Etch Depth (g.m)

Fig. 2 Calculation of propagation velocity for Free CAT.
Velocities of 0.9c are predicted for etch deptsh of <3.5 pim. Simulation Results
The velocity changes by <10% for etch depths of 3±lptm.

100 MHz by a colliding pulse mode-locked laser For the simulation a model based on empirical
producing sub 100 fs pulses at Full Width and Half formulae [1,2] is used. The frequency dependent terms
Maximum (FWHM) with a wavelength of 620 run [8]. describing the propagation characteristics of a
Electro-optic sampling [9] is used to measure pulse transmission line are the attenuation constant a and the
shape at minimum propagation distance and thereby phase P3. The propagation of an electric pulse is modeled
define the input pulse for numerical simulations. All in the frequency domain by
electrical input pulses used in this work are measured to (a+$)z
be•< 1 ps FWHM. V -V e

CAT lines are formed by evaporating coplanar prop
transmission lines on a 200 nm layer of SiO 2 . The layer
of SiO 2 acts both as an etch mask and as a physical We consider only the dominant effects of conductor
cantilevered support for the lines. Islands of unetched and radiation losses. Radiation losses in coplanar strip
material form the photoconductive switches which are lines are due to Cerenkov radiation into the substrate.
connected to the electrodes through openings in the The group velocity of the propagating pulse is
SiO2 layer. The electrodes overhang the SiO2 layer by determined by the average dielectric constant of
about 2 pm, so the region of highest field strength substrate and air. This velocity exceeds the velocity of
experiences a uniform air dielectric. This design has also an electromagnetic wave propagating in the substrate
been tested in a telephone pole type geometry, where and, therefore, gives rise to a Cerenkov radiation cone.
narrow strips of SiO2 are fabricated perpendicular to the Numerically these radiation losses are dominated by a f3
gold lines with 100 Itm separations as shown in an dependence. Depending on the design parameters the
SEM micrograph in Fig. 1. In this case the electrodes radiation losses dominate above a certain frequency. For
form essentially Freestanding CAT (FCAT') lines. All strip lines with 5 ;Lm width and spacing this frequency
the etched designs are robust, not affected by wet is about 1 THz (the exact value is determined by the
processing or ultrasonic wire bonding. conductor) and is shifting to lower frequencies for

Figure 2 shows the etch depth (under the Au larger line dimensions. The effect of the velocity
electrodes) vs. speed for a FCAT. modeled using mismatch is strongly reduced, if the substrate is etched
EMP©, a finite element analysis program (Field away. CAT lines exhibit much smaller radiation losses
Precision Co.). After finding the equipotentials and especially at high frequencies. By comparing the
calculating the capacitance, which gives Eeff, the measured propagation speed on a CAT loop with
velocity, v=c/4,ffThe calculation assumes no loss. simulations with E as a fit parameter a value of cr = 2

In a conventional electro-optic sampling setup was obtained. An r * I indicates that the remaining
measuring different electrical propagation distances substrate has still some influence on the propagation
involves moving the probe beam position. Avoiding characteristics. The simulations are performed for two
additional optical delays typically requires the use of an values of the dielectric constant E. = 13.1 (CPS) and Er
optical fiber [10]. Here, pump and probe sampling [IlI = 2 (CAT). The input pulses induced in the LT GaAs
is used to generate and then sample the pulse as it photoconductive switches are measured to be 0.8 - 1 ps
travels around the loop. The small size of the loop FWHM. To demonstrate the effects of etched (,'-AT) vs.
allows measurements to be made in cryogenic unetched (CPS) substrate and superconducting vs.
environments where only narrow optical access is normal electrodes the frequency spectrum of an input
available. The pulses are launched and travel around the pulse is plotted together with the spectra after
loop in opposite directions to arrive at the sampling propagation of 6.28 mm (or 2 round trips) for normal
site. By adjusting the spatial separation of the pump CPS, normal CAT, and superconducting CPS (Fig. 3).
and probe beams any propagation distance can be The attenuation due to the conductor is determined
defined. For example, 1/4 loop (or lap) separation will by the real part and the phase by the imaginary part of
result in sampling pulses that have propagated both 1/4 the surface impedance
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Zs=( i°)Oij/o/)lr2c.J[(io/G)l/2t] ..--- 0.7 I. [1.2S t]

E --0- CPS AU 2K
For normal conductors conductivity a is real. The E 0.6 -.. r. CPS Au 295K1-

losses due to the electrodes are described by the skin _ 0. 5 C I 2,5K
effect. For high frequencies the electromagnetic field has 1=0 - I CPS Pb 2K l
a limited penetration depth into the conductor. As only C0.4
a part of the conductor is ed the losses increase with 0 -'
higher frequencies with a f frequency dependence. 0

___________________ ~0.2
06

0.5 - input pulse (z=0)
.• 

~ ~~~~~~~0.0 .. i..i..,. 
...

0 . 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
simulated pulse propagationthickness t (m)

_s0.3 Au-CAT Fig. 4 Measured attenuation versus conductor thicknesses

S.8mT2 Curves are guides to the eye. The 1.2 gtm thick CAT line
( shows a factor of two improvement in attenuation for the

0.2 N • .... Pb-CPS identical electrode configuration as a CPS line.S....A-P

E. :. " data were directly compared to simulation results in the'a0.1 .t, , 
im e domain jt1] The conductivities, of -It, chosen to fit

the calculated amplitudes to the measurements are about
0.0 . a factor of two smaller than the dc values, but have the

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 same temperature scaling. A possible explanation for

Frequency (THz) this deviation is that the high frequency (skin effect)
conductivity near the surface is less than the average

Fig. 3 Comparison of the calculated frequency spectrum of value measured at dc. For high frequencies the small
propagated pulses for Au-CAT, Au-CPS, and Pb-CPS skin depth will dominate the attenuation. The
(t=0.5 pim, w=s=5 gm). In addition, the electro-optically underestimation of the attenuation by using Gdc in the
sampled input pulse spectrum in shown. calculation rather than ofit is seen for all samples. For

For superconducting electrodes a is complex. The the 1.2 ;am Au electrode at T = 295 K the attenuation
complex conductivity is calculated in the Mattis- was fitted with a conductivity ofit = 2.1 x 107 fl-lm-1

Bardeen theory [12]. We consider in this paper lead which is less than the measured dc value. However, at 2
electrodes. In this case the real part is vanishing (in K the dc value (5.6 x 108 fl-lm-1) gives a good fit
terms of contributing to an attenuation) for frequencies with respect to the measured attenuation
well below the superconducting gap of 660 GHz and In order to simulate the propagation speed it is

shows a strong increase above this value. The normal important to take into account the correction of an

conductivity On of lead is smaller than On of gold. effective dielectric ":ons.t for finite electrode thickness
Above the superconducting gap the attenuation is [3]. The fit is very sensitive to changes in £r and the

therefore stronger for lead electrodes. In Fig. 3 this is error due to fitting the measured propagation speed is
indicated by crossing of the curves for Au-CPS and Pb- less than 0.2. For t=-1.2 pm this correction is equivalent
CPS. For Au-CAT the signal is less attenuated to assuming an er= 10.5. The thick electrodes increase

compared to Pb-CPS for frequencies above 450 GHz. In the propagation speed considerably, as the taller profile

this frequency regime radiation losses begin to causes more of the electric field to be out of the higher

determine the attenuation. The (normal) conductivities dielectric substrate.
taken into account in these simulations are measured on For a superconducting loop propagation distances of

our samples and are 5.6 x 108 jj-lm-I for gold and I x up to 10 cm could be measured before distortion
107 j1-lm- for lead lines, destroys the signal. The simulation results in Fig. 3

show that the low frequency components are hardly
attenuated and the high frequency components are

Measurement of Electrode Effects already filtered out after a short propagation distance.
The evaluation of the peak amplitudes (Fig. 4) does not

Measurements were performed over a range of distinguish between different frequencies, so the
temperatures from 2K to 300K and for Au electrode superconducting case shows very little loss. This is,
thicknesses from 0.2 to 1.2 Kin and 0.5 gim for Po however, only valid for frequencies below the gap.
electrodes. The attenuation of the pulse amplitudes for
these cases is summarized in Fig. 4. showing that Measurement of Substrate Effects
temperature as well as electrode thickness has a strong
influence on attenuation. This graph does not contain
any information about the frequency dependence of the The velocity of propagation varies inversely with the
attenuation. For a more careful analysis the measured square root of the effective dielectric constant (Eq).
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Removing the substrate dielectric in and around the propagation distances up to 10 cm. For higher
electrodes will reduce Eq and so increase the frequencies we find almost complete attenuation, even
propagation velocity. Large velocities can be obtained for very short propagation distances.
by deep etching (Fig. 2). For 'Glass CAT': v = 0.86 The effects of substrate removal are shown to
and 'Free CAT': v = 0.9c can be obtained. As expected, influence not only the speed of a given transmission

line, but also the attenuation, due to strong reduction ofan unetched sample has a velocity of 0.39c ('GaAs no radiation losses and through lowering of the surface
etch' in Fig. 5). impedance. For equivalent dimensions the attenuation in

For comparison to simulations, a propagation speed CAT lines is measured to be about half that of an
(of the pulse peak) of 0.81c for a CPS on a uniform unetched line. In real chips, comers, as well as straight
substrate would require a dielectric constant of Er = 2.0. lines are required. We have demonstrated that bends of
This is the value obtained from comparison of radius 0.25 mm are capable of high fidelity signal
simulations with measurements on a I mnu CAT loop. It transmission. Our results suggest that digital, intrachip
indicates that for the CAT lines the substrate still has communication on length scales of order 1 cm with
some influence on pulse propagation. Attenuation and pulses as short as one picosecond and velocities as high
dispersion, however, could not be accurately measured as 0.9c is readily achievable using electrical signals.
in this design as the measurements showed significant
additional losses due to energy propagating into the
contact pads. In contrast to this loop, a straight CAT Acknowledgement
line exhibited a propagation speed of only 0.61c
(corresponding to Er = 5.2) indicating that this We thank M.Y. Frankel of Terametrics for providing
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an improvement in speed we expect an improvement in (U.D.K.) acknowledges support from the Deutsche
attenuation due to a strong reduction of the radiation Forschungsgemeinschaft.
losses. The attenuation (Fig. 4) for this particular CAT
line (ox = 0.16 mm- 1) is about half of the attenuation
for the equivalent CPS structure (ca = 0.26 mm- 1). References
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Abstract that required for the field to move from one electrode to the

other. An important element of this theory is its prediction of a

We present a detailed study of subpicosecond pulse generation secondary, much slower, "shoulder" that would follow the main

by nonuniform illumination of photoconductive switches on pulse near the switch area but would not propagate from the

semi-insulating GaAs. The amplitude dependence of such pulses switch.

on bias voltage and light intensity was examined in detail. A In this paper, we report detailed experimental

complete spatial mapping of the excitation area indicates that studies of nonuniform illumination of photoconductive gaps.
such pulse generation is due to the depletion of electrical field fabricated on semi-insulating GaAs. We demonstrate that a
by photocarriers in the illuminated section of the gap. spatial mapping of the electrical pulses allows us to verify
Picosecond pulses were generated by this method on series gaps directly the main features of the Sano theory and also provides
in a coplanar waveguide for the first time and were found to an understanding of how the simplifying assumptions of this
contain balanced, odd modes only. theory may be improved to account for all the quantitative

features.

Introduction Experiment

Generatio,; of subpicosecond electrical pulses has been broadly Our experiments were conducted on coplanar waveguides with
studied in recent years [1-51. Such pulses contain spectral electrode width and spacing both equal to 50lim. A Ti:sapphire
components as high as several terahertz and are very useful as a laser system provides the excitation and probing beams for our
testing and characterization tool to obtain broadband, ultrahigh- electro-optic sampling system [71. Two configurations were
frequency information of circuits or devices. A particularly used, as shown in Fig. I. The first one uses a parallel-gap
attractive technique for generating these pulses is the use of excitation, Fig. 1(a), similar to that used by the IBM group Il]
nonuniform illumination of a photoconductive switch 11-3]. and was iermed by these authors as the "sliding contact"
since it allows direct implementation of pulse generation on geometry. The excitation beam had a diameter of about 5 pm or
circuit chips in a process-compatible and nonperturbative about a tenth of the electrode spacing. This beam was scanned
manner. In this technique, a laser pulse with diameter much from one side of the waveguide gap to the other as well as along
smaller than the gap of the photoconductive switch only the waveguide to allow spatial-dependence studies. The
illuminates one edge of the switch electrode (hence, not sampling beam was fixed at the center of the waveguide gap and
completely closing the gap). Subpicosecond pulses are was guided through a LiTaO3 finger tip in a total internal
generated even though the switch materials have substantially reflection mode (71. By focusing the excitation beam and the
longer carrier lifetime (>100 ps). sampling beam through the same microscope objective lens, the

The physics of nonuniform illumination has, on the other sampling point can be brought within several micrometers of the
hand, not been thoroughly studied. In literature, the most excitation spot.
promising theory appears to be that of Sano et al. (6]. According The second geometry, more useful in practical applications,
to these authors, when an optical pulse is applied to the edge of uses series-gap excitation as shown in Fig. i(b). The excitation
a photoconductive switch, the photocarriers effectively short out beam in this case was guided through a single-mode optical
the illuminated area, forcing the electric field in the switch gap fiber and provided a slightly ellipsoidal excitation spot with a
to be redistributed. This field depletion produces a transient diameter about 10 pm to illuminate the 20-pm gap that is placed
displacement current, which then propagates from the switch in in line on the center electrode of the waveguide. Sampling was
the form of an inductive pulse, with a duration corresponding to conducted on both sides of the center conductor to check any
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(a) Parallel-gap sampling geometry (b) Series-gap sampling geometry
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of the sampling geometries employed. (a) The parallel-gap
geometry, with both excitation and sampling beams focused through an electro-optic LiTaO 3 crystal and
(b) The series-gap sampling geometry, with the excitation beam guided through an optical fiber.

asymmetry in the generated pulses. 2
For the parallel-gap excitation, a typical transient is shown

in Fig. 2. In this case, the bias voltage was 27 V and the 0-------
sampling spot was placed 180 gtm from the excitation spot. The
two traces correspond to the two polarities of the bias, with the > -2------•-13

larger signal generated when the optical pulse was applied to the
positive electrode. The pulse width is about I ps. with a major -4 80 Pm-

reflection signal seen at 70 ps. The pulse rise is slower than its E
fall, indicating spatial dispersion due to propagation of this -6

transient 181. - -

30 pm
1.5 -10

0 20 40 60 80 100
Time (ps)

1.0

S0.5 0.0

0.0 8-0P.4
0.5L 130 Is -o.

E~ -0.2

-0.6
-0.5 IE

0 20 40 60 80 100
z14M Time (ps) -1.0

Figure 2. Electrical pulses generated in the parallel-gap -1.2_. _____,_______•
geometry at a distance of 180 pm from the sampling site. The 50 60 70 80 90 100
optical beam is focused at the edge of the center electrode. The ZT41 lime (ps)
bias voltage is ±27 V for the two traces. Figure 3. (a) Sampled waveforms with decreasing separation

between the exciting and probe beams, along the y-direction in
As the sampling spot was moved closer to the excitation Fig. I(a). (b) A close view of the reflected signals.

spot (along the y-direction in Fig. I). a negative shoulder
became more apparent, see Fig. 3(a). An important indication progressively smaller, barely visible when the laser was applied
that this shoulder is localized to the excitation spot is shown in to the center of the waveguide gap. This effect is summarized in
Fig. 3(b). where the secondary, reflected signal is seen to Fig. 5. The negative shoulder was not seen in these traces, since
contain only the main pulse but not the negative shoulder. This the sampling spot was placed at about I80 pim away from the
is an essential feature of the Sano theory. switch.

The effect of edge illumination is shown in Fig. 4, as the In the series-gap excitation scheme, essentially the same
excitation spot was now moved away from the electrode edge pulse generation was observed, as shown in Fig. 6. Here the two
(along the x-dircction in Fig. I). The pulses became traces correspond to sampling results taken on two sides of the
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Figure 4. Sampled waveforms with the excitation beam position of the excitation beam, as it is moved across the

scanned along the 50-pm parallel gap, x-direction in Fig. 1(a) wavegjide gap.

with the sampling beam 180 pm away.

waveguide center conductor. The high degree of symmetry in

the two transients indicates that the pulse generated contains

only "odd modes" or modes that have field distribution

symmetrical relative to the center electrode [7]. This pulse was

found to be strongly dependent on the bias voltage, see Fig. 7, 0
and on the laser intensity, see Fig. 8. ".

Discussions

The strongest support to the Sano theory is seen in the data of
Fig. 3. The short pulse, generated by the depletion of the electric 0 20 40 60 s0 100

field in the illuminated area, has an opposite polarity to that of Time (pa)

the slower, negative shoulder, which is generated by the Zia"

increase in electric field in the unilluminated area. Since this Figure 6. Picosecond electrical pulses generated by the
increase is sustained as long as the photocarriers are present, this nonuniform illumination of a series gap. The positive and
shoulder would have a duration determined by the carrier negative pulse are sampled in the top slot and bottom slot
lifetime, in this case close to a nanosecond. This field is also respectively, see Fig. 1(b).
localized, hence it cannot be measured once the sampling point
is moved from the excitation spot. Carrier drift and diffusion are ,
both much too slow to be of any consequence here. 2-

In the original Sano theory, the authors simplified their

computer simulations by assuming that the electrode- 1 I
semiconductor contacts are ohmic and the bias voltage would I
then be uniformly distributed between the two waveguide 0
electrodes. Our results in Fig. 5 clearly show that this
assumption is not adequate to account for the fact that the pulse -1
magnitude changes drastically as the excitation spot is moved
within the photoconductive gap. As suggested in Ref. 1, perhaps -- . '
a combination of traps and surface states would greatly affect -60 -30 -10 10 30 so
the field distribution within the gap area. An earlier work 2M sBm (V)
predicted this effect 191, and indeed showed that the field can be
much stronger at the positive electrode. In this sense, the data in Figure 7. The pulse amplitude as a function of the applied
Fig. 5 can be considered as a direct measurement of the field bias for series-gap excitation.

distribution within the gap, and they closely approximate the

theoretical predictions [91. suggest that this contact potential on the positive electrode is
The results in Fig. 7 can be understood similarly. The Sano several volts, which is somewhat larger than expected but not

theory predicts a simple linear relationship between the pulse altogether unreasonable.
amplitude and the bias voltage, which was clearly not observed The last set of data, the light-intensity dependence of pulse
in our experiments. The Au/GaAs interface forms a Schottky amplitude in Fig. 8, is again qualitatively understandable from

contact, and surface states determine its contact potential [101. the Sano theory. The amount of field depletion in the
Until the bias voltage exceeds this potcntial, very little electric illuminated area depends on the photoconductance of this area;
field is distributed in the switch-gap region. The data in Fig. 7 the more carriers generated, the larger the pulse amplitude. One
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Abstract sampling bridge in a micromachined GaAs IC
probe, a subpicosecond oscilloscope probe has

We report a subpicosecond GaAs wafer probe been demonstrated for time domain on-wafer
system which incorporates a mechanical flexure measurements. In addition, a companion pulse
and a micromachined GaAs IC for time domain generator probe has also been developed.
on-wafer measurements. The micromachined
GaAs IC incorporates a novel high speed pulse A Nonlinear Impedance Transformer
sharpener and a two diode sampling bridge
with a micromachined GaAs tip. Recently there have been a great deal of

work on fast transient generation using shock
Introduction wave devices. One such device, the NLTL has

been used to generate 2 psec transients for high
Significant advances in millimeter-wave repetition rate sampling applications. 5 These
devices and integrated circuits have occurred devices are very lossy, with about 8 dB of
over the past several years, 1 ,2,3 yet the insertion loss at DC. This high loss limits the
majority of measurements have been input transition time to 30-40 psec, therefore
extrapolated from DC- 65 GHz data, relying requiring high drive frequencies, typically
only on linear projections to predict the above 4 GHz and high RF drive powers,
extremely high frequency performance of these typically 28-30 dBm. We have developed a
devices and circuits. In our laboratory, on- novel pulse sharpener circuit which allows
wafer S-parameter calibration was extended to >100 psec input fall time drives and can be
85 GHz by mounting a sampler / bridge MMIC driven by a digital FET. The principle of
and an alumina tip in a probe package. 4 In nonlinear wave propagation is the same, except
order to increase the frequency range of the on- that the characteristic impedance and delay
wafer measurement system to above 100 GHz, associated with each section has been
the parasitics due to the connection between the transformed smoothly from the slower input
samplers and the device under test need to be condition to the fast output condition. The
eliminated. This required the integration of the ohmic contact resistance was reduced to 15
high speed sampler IC with the GaAs probe ohm-micron by using a cap layer before
tip. annealing. In addition, the CPW transmission

In this paper, the development of a new line loss was reduced by suspending the whole
configuration of the nonlinear transmission line transmission line 1 micron above the substrate.
(NLTL) pulse generator, the Nonlinear A 3 psec, 6V predriver pulser was developed
Impedance Transformer (NIT), and a GaAs with only 20 diodes using hyperabrupt doping
wafer probe system will be presented. The NIT profile MBE material. In addition a long 40
pulse generator has subpicosecond output fall diode NIT pulser was built using abrupt doping
time and >100 psec input fall times. By profile MBE material for subpicosecond fall
incorporating the NIT pulser and a two diode time.
OSA hocee,,x,,,,, UIkr• Elk oim ,Opoemonmim 1993. Vot 14 213
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GaAs Wafer Probe System nickel (2000 A / 1000 A) evaporation was
chosen as probe contact material because it

Since the GaAs IC is brittle, we have could be fabricated in small sizes and had
developed a parallelogram flexure probe which reasonable wear resistance.
allows a controlled normal force to be applied A micromachined GaAs IC was built by
to the tip. The GaAs probe assembly is shown integrating a two diode sampling bridge and an
in Fig. 1. abrupt NIT pulser with the GaAs probe tip.

The hyperabrupt NIT driver and the
Low Frequency micromachined GaAs IC were epoxied in the
Ribbon Connector Parallelogram Flexures tip package, thus bringing a high speed

sampling scope to within 140 gm of the device
under test. An 880 fsec fall time was measured
at the output of the 40 diode abrupt NIT as
shown in Figs. 2,3. This 880 fsec system rise
time is root-mean-squares convolution of the
40 diode NIT fall time, the sampling scope
aperture time and the GaAs tip transition time.

Connec rs Transition Circuit Therefore, the on-wafer oscilloscope probe has
EGaAs IC with 500 GHz bandwidth.

Semirigid micro coax Micromachined
and enameled wire Probe Tip

10-90% Fall Time = 880 fsec

Fig. 1. GaAs parallelogram flexure Probe
consist of four 50 GHz coax connectors plus
two 10-pin ribbon connectors and a
micromahined GaAs MMIC tip circuit.

The main body consists of four 50 GHz O r I I
coax connectors plus two 10-pin low frequency
ribbon connectors. RF connectors are placed at -

the side of the main body in order to allow
good access with a wrench, allowing theribbon connectors to be placed on top of the
main body. A micromachined GaAs IC is 5 psec /div
placed on a tip package connected to the main
body by two 2 mil BeCu parallelogram flexure
units. RF connectors are connected to the tip
package using semi-rigid micro coax, and Fig.2. An 880 fsec fall time was measured at
enameled wires are used to connect the ribbon the output of a 40 diode NIT pulser by a
connector to the tip package. There is an 8 subpicosecond on-wafer oscilloscope probe
degree angle between the tip and the device
under test, and 2 grams of weight is required to In addition, a second micromachined GaAs
make contact without any skating. IC was built by integrating the NIT pulse

A probe CPW pitch of 40 pgm was selected sharpener with the GaAs probe tip. With 2.5
as a compromise between CPW conduction GHz probe input and the probe tip in contact to
and radiation losses at 350 GHz. The GaAs IC a very long 40 micron pitch CPW transmission
tip area was initially mechanically lapped and line, 1.6 psec fall time was measured at the
polished to within 20 pgm of the probe tip at an output of the probe using the electrooptic
angle of 20 degrees to normal. Then Clorox® sampling system6 . Since this edge contains
bleach was used to chemically etch the tip area Fourier components greater than 250 GHz, it
to allow the user to see the exact location of the now becomes possible to use this probe and a
tip making contact to the device under test. resistive bridge or an attenuator 7 for time
Two micron thick of alternating layers of Au I domain network analysis up to 250 GHz.
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Abstract We have made calibrated reflection measurements
of a variety of passive devices, and have demonstrated

We have constructed optoelectronic wafer probes with the importance of mode conversion in coplanar
fiber pigtails and demonstrated accurate, reproducible waveguide (CPW) structures. Accurate results can be
measurements of the complex reflection coefficient S II ensured by the addition of ground-bridging straps to the
at frequencies up to 125 GHz. Vector accuracy basic CPW probe.
enhancement routines, based on the measurement of
known standard devices, are used to remove the effects Method
of tip reflections and other systematic errors. Ground-
bridging straps are shown to suppress the mode Probe tip design and fabrication have been presented in
conversion errors which result from asymmetric detail in [2]. In brief, gold CPW transmission lines
excitation of the coplanar waveguide probe. were defined lithographically on a commercial silicon-

on-sapphire substrate, with photoconductive gaps of
implant-damaged Si located symmetrically on the signal

Introduction line, approximately 1 mm from the contact points. The
contact bumps were formed by plating 35 pnm of nickel

Optoelectronic testing driven by ultrafast laser pulses with a 4 pm gold overlayer. For some measurements,
offers a broad-bandwidth alternative to conventional, ground-bridging straps were added to the basic probes
purely electronic S-parameter measurements. Movable to suppress the antisymmetric mode. The straps were
wafer probes, which can be used on any device wafer sections of gold-mesh tape, typically 100 pmn wide,
suitable for microwave probing, have demonstrated attached with conductive epoxy. Figure 1 shows the
bandwidth of 200 GHz [1,21. These optoelectronic layout of a probe tip with ground straps.
probes use photoconductive switches to define the To bring the optical signals to the stimulus and
stimulus pulses and sampling intervals, with sampling gaps, single-mode fibers with cleaved ends
transmission lines anda metal contact bumps at the tips were bonded to the back of the sapphire substrate.
.o bring the sigunal to and from the device pads. To Since the fibers were not lensed, optical coupling to the
achieve accuracy in the Fourier-transformed, frequency- photoconductive gaps was not optimally efficient, but
domain data, one must remove systematic errors, by ample power was available from the mode-locked Ti-
applying vector calibration techniques based on probing sapphire laser source, and the gap separation of 80 pmn
known standard devices [2]. However, microscopic provided reasonably low crosstalk.
flexing of the tips under the stress of wafer probing can The Ar-pumped, mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser
disturb the alignment of the photoconductive gaps to the was tuned to 760 nm, and the power launched into the
input optical beams, leading to irreproducible errors fibers was limited to 10 mW per fiber. A variable
which cannot be calibrated out. In the present work, we optical delay was introduced before fiber launch to
have bonded optical fibers to the probe tips to achieve sweep the relative delay of the sampling pulses, and the
greatly improved reproducibility and calibration stimulus beam was mechanically chopped to enable
accuracy in the S-parameter measurements. lock-in detection of the signal. This eliminates signal
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PHOTOCONDUCTIVEGAPS

CONTACT STIMULUSBUMPS BIAS

��O.U.T. *'-BIAS

MEASURE
CURRENT

GROUND-BRIDGING

STRAPS

Figure 1. Schematic layout of optoelectronic wafer Figure 2. SI I of a thin-film resistor with a dc resistance

probe with ground-bridging straps. Optical pulses are of 12.5 ohm, from dc to 125 GHz at 2.5 GHz intervals,

introduced through the back of the probe substrate. The after full correction with vector accuracy enhancement.

system provides high bandwidth, throughput, and
accuracy. the final, corrected result is entirely insensitive

to the assumed pulse shape.
4) Use raw S-parameters of short circuit, open

due to dark current leakage in the gaps, but not optical circuit, and resistive load standard devices to
crosstalk due to overlap of the stimulus pulse on the calculate the error correction terms.
sampling gap. Crosstalk was eliminated by the 5) Apply the error correction terms to the raw S-
calibration procedures discussed below, parameters of the Device Under Test (D.U.T.) to

The general methods of photoconductive obtain the corrected S-parameters.
stimulus/sampling have been discussed by Auston [31.
In brief, we applied a 10 Volt dc bias to the stimulus The calibration standard devices used for this
gap and monitored the average current from the work, and their definitions, were the same as those used
sampling gap under zero bias. Optical pulses striking for conventional microwave probing: the short and load

the stimulus gap launch electrical pulses along the line. standards were on a commercial calibration tile, while

When the delayed optical pulse strikes the sampling the open standard was the probe suspended in air. The

gap, current flow is proportional to the voltage present calibration tile is supplied by Cascade Mcrotech for

at that point on the signal line at that instant, whether operation up to 40 GHz, but the small size of the

due to the incident or reflected pulse. The average standard devices suggests that they may be useful to

sampled current is monitored as a function of delay much higher frequencies. Although the method is fully

time to obtain V(t) curves. generalizable to two-port measurements, the present

S-parameters are calculated from the time-domain report includes only single-port results.

data by Fourier transform, and their accuracy is greatly
improved by vector accuracy enhancement routines [4]. Results and Discussion
The effects of tip reflections, back-end reflections, and The V(t) curves for short circuits, open circuits,
dispersion and loss in the CPW transmission lines are resistors and CPW open stubs, measured with the basic
removed, as are all errors which are systematic and fiber probe (no ground straps), are very similar to those
local in frequency. Vector accuracy enhancement also observed with the free-space optics probe of ref [2]. As
eliminates the need for time-gating of signals, since the expected, there are slight reflections from the probe
incident pulse is extracted from the measurements of contact points in :,ddition to the actual device
the known standard devices. A full discussion of these reflections.
issues is too lengthy to present here, but the actual ins.As intended, the fiber probe was found to be
analysis procedure we used was: insensitive to the flexing of the tip under wafer contact,

1) Normalize each V(t) trace to the peak of the leading to much more practical operation than previous
incident pulse, to eliminate scaling errors due to probes fed by free-space beams [1,21. When devices
slow drift or fluctuations in laser power or fiber were re-probed after -1 hour of system operation, a
launch efficiency. scaling error of up to 10% was observed, apparently due

2) Apply the Fourier transform to generate to variation in the optical power in the fibers. After re-
frequency-domain curves. scaling, the residual error was 1-2% of the incident peak

3) Divide by the Fourier transform of an assumed height (-34 db). The cause of this residual error is not
Gaussian incident pulse to generate raw known.
(uncorrected) S-parameters. This is just a After Fourier transform and and accuracy
convenience for looking at intermediate results: enhancement as described above, we obtain the
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4.0 . *explanation is that the open stub actually reflects back

3.0 more power to the sampling gap than does the probe
open in air, because of mode conversion. When the

2.0 laser pulse strikes the stimulus gap, the wave launched
< in the CPW line on the probe tip is concentrated on one
• 1.0 side of the line, in a combination of symmetric and

a) 0"0/1 80 - antisynnmetric modes whkih resemblcs a slotinc, mode.
When the probe is open in air, both symmetric and
antisymmetric components are reflected with a positive

W 0 polarity, sending the pulse back along the line on the
same side as it arrived, and presenting a rather weak

X: -tovsignal to the sampling gap on the other side. The ring
-1801 ground of the open stub, however, connects the two

0 25 50 75 100 125 outer contact points of the probe and presents a short
FREQUENCY (GHz) circuit to the antisymmetric mode. This short circuit

reflects the antisymmnetric mode with a negative
1.2 polarity, causing the combined mode to shift to the
1.0 •opposite side of the line from that on which it arrived,
0.8 and presenting a strong signal to the sampling gap.

3 0.6 Thus the open stub device with the ring ground has a
2 0.4 stronger reflection than the open standard, yielding the

02 erratic S 11 curve seen in Fig. 3a.
b) 0-0180• •The best way to avoid this problem is to put the

S90 -ground-bridging connections on the probe tip itself, so
that the antisymmetric mode will be suppressed as the

S(9 0 .pulse is launched, and the signal at the contact points
<!a -will be predominantly the desired symmetric CPW
Q. I -o mode. The resulting probe tip can be used successfully

-180 - either with ring-ground geometries, as shown in Fig. 3b,
0 25 50 75 100 125 or with linear strip grounds.

FREQUENCY (GHz)
Summary

Figure 3. Magnitude and phase of S 1I of 3.2-mnm open

stub transmission line. (a) basic fiber probe without We have constructed movable optoelectronic wafer
ground-bridging straps. (b) Fiber probe with ground- probes based on photoconductive stimulus and
bridging straps. Calibration standards and definitions sampling. Optical inputs by fiber pigtail enable
are the same as for conventional microwave probing. reproducible measurements on any wafer suitable for

microwave probing, and accuracy enhancement routines

complex reflection coefficient SII as a function of have been developed to calibrate the probes. The

frequency. The Smith chart of Figure 2 shows S 1I of a probes present a broadband 50 ohm impedance for

12.5 ohm resistor device measured with the fiber probe, stable operation of the device under test.

for frequencies from zero to 125 GHz. An ideal resistor t When driven by a mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser,
would frequenvies aromuero tof -0 + . at ieall freq ciest the probes demonstrated calibrated S 1I measurementswould have a value of -0.60 + j0.0 at all frequencies, with a scatter of ±0.04 over a bandwidth of 125 GHz.
Our measured value of -0.63±-0.04 + j(-0.0l+0.04) Gron-rdigsrp eesont eefciei

compares favorably, and its scatter is less than half that round-bridging straps were shown to be effective in

observed with a probe based on free-space optics [2]. suppressing mode-conversion errors.
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Electro-Optic Sampling of High Speed Nonlinear
Devices

Kok Wai Chang and Wayne V. Sorin
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Abstract reduce the common-mode amplitude noise of a gain-
An electrooptic measurement system which combines switched laser-diode-based EO sampling system [7].
the advantages of equivalent-time sampling with The elimination of the amplitude noise allowed the
differential detection is used for the characterization of offset frequency to be reduced. In this paper we report
high speed nonlinear electronic devices, on an electrooptic sampling system based on a fiber-

grating-compressed Nd:YAG mode-locked laser with
2 ps of temporal resolution that combines the

This paper addresses the characterization of high- advantages of both the fast-offset/averaging detection
speed nonlinear devices using direct and indirect scheme and the differential detection scheme for the
electrooptic (EO) sampling. In order to overcome the characterization of high speed nonlinear devices such
large low-frequency amplitude noise of the pulsed as SRDs, RTDs and SRD-driven nonlinear
laser, previous electrooptic measurement systems [1-5] transmission lines.
employed AM modulation to detect the EO signal at Fig.l shows the experimental setup for the mode-
frequencies where the amplitude noise dropped below locked Nd:YAG laser and fiber-grating pulse-
the shot noise. However, the characteristics of many compressor-based electrooptic sampling system which
high speed nonlinear devices such as Step Recovery uses an GaAs probe tip as a indirect longitudinal
Diodes (SRDs), Resonant Tunneling Diodes (RTDs) electric field sensor. The incident and refklcted beams
and SRD-driven nonlinear transmission lines do not are separated by manipulation of their polarization [6]
function properly when their input signals are chopped in such a way that the reflected beam produces a linear
and therefore cannot be characterized by this signal polarization inclined at 45 degrees to the axes of the
detection scheme. polarization bcamsplitters when there is no applied

A fast-offset/averaging detection scheme [6] for EO field on the GaAs probe tip. The reflected beam
sampling systems has been proposed to avoid polarization state will become inclined at 45 + 6
signal chopping for the testing of devices that are degrees to the axes of the polarization beamsplitters
sensitive to external AM modulation. This detection when there is an longitudinal electric field overlapping
scheme is similar to equivalent-time sampling [6] the GaAs probe tip. The vertical component is directed
except that the offset frequency is increased to a value by the first polarization beamsplitter onto the first
where the amplitude noise drops below the shot noise. photodiode. The horizontal component is rotated by
For may lasers this means an offset frequency Af of the Faraday rotator and the half wave plate to become
500 kHz or greater. The large offset frequency vertically polarized and is then directed by the second
imposes a relatively large measurement bandwidth of polarization beamsplitter onto the second photodiode.
25 MHz or more for testing nonlinear devices that A differential amplifier is then used to amplify the
generate 50 or more harmonics. This degrades photocurrents from the two photodiodes and to
sensitivity since larger bandwidth and higher noise suppress the common-mode intensity noise. The
receivers must be used. Recently this signal detection amount of common-mode rejection is measured by a
scheme was used together with differential detection to low frequency RF spectrum analyzer.
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suppression of laser intensity noise by differential
Fiber detection over the frequency range from 1 kHz to 100

3 dB As discussed earlier, reducing the low frequency
"intensity noise allows the use of a smaller offset

Mode-Locked DVW frequency and hence a lower bandwidth receiver. In
Nd:YAG Law Scope our experiment, offset frequencies between 5 to 20

kHz are used. This means only 250 kHz to 1 M]z of
Tmn = Nfo receiver bandwidth is required to measure switching

Stblie Aevents that generate 50 harmonics of the input sine
If° FR B- Twave. Fig.3 shows the EO sampling spectrum of an

InHP 8'6 I SRD measured by an external GaAs probe with (lower
Synthesizer trace) and without (upper trace) differential detection.

I V4 --- The SRD is driven by a 640.0064 MHz sine wave.
HP8V662 I V/2 2From this data one can see that the differential

Synthesizer GaAs Probe Tip detection scheme suppresses the common-mode

12 = 1 + Afintensity noise and allows the detection of the EQ
(device under test) sampling signal at a multiple of 6.4 kHz. A fast

digitizing oscilloscope is used as a signal averager to
50 ohm further improve the signal-to-noise. The trigger signal

for the digitizing oscilloscope is provided by mixing
the input electrical signal of frequency nfo + A f with

the nth harmonic nfo of the mode-locked laser. The
measured waveform is shown in Fig. 4 for a GaAs

Figure 1. Schematic for electrooptic sampling system. double heterostructure SRD [8] that is driven by an
input sine wave at a frequency of 1900.0192 MHz.
The corresponding fall time of the switching event in

Ref -60.0 dBm the SRD is measured to be 8.7 ps.
5 dB/div

k 1- - - - Ref -60.0OdBm

i N ...

-.-.- - - ' - -I 'd Ldiv

Start 1 000.0 Hz Stop 100 000.0 Hz
RBW 30 Hz VBW 100 Hz St 220 sec

Figure 2. Intensity noise spectrum of mode-locked Start 1 000.0 Hz Stop 100 000.0 Hz
Nd:YAG with(lower trace) and without (upper trace) RBW 100 Hz VBW 300 Hz St 19.8 sec

differential detection.

Figure 3. EO sampling frequency domain spectrum of

Fig.2 shows the measured intensity noise of the a 640 MHz SRD measured by an external GaAs probe

modc-locked Nd:YAG laser with and without with differential detection (lower trace) and without

differential detection. The top trace corresponds to the differential differential detection (upper trace).

low-frequency intensity noise associated with either
the vertical or the horizontal component of the Direct electrooptic sampling was employed to
reflccted laser beam. The lower trace shows 20-30 dB measure the characteristics of a resonant tunneling
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diode fabricated on a GaAs substrate. Fig. 5 shows the rise time = 40 psec
fall time of 5 ps for the RTD driven sinusoidally at
1920.0192 MHz. The same system was also used to
measure the characteristics of an SRD-driven nonlinear
transmission line. The SRD is driven by an input sine
wave at 640.0064 MHz By probing the input and "
output of the nonlinear transmission line, a -e - : .... -"

compression ratio of 7.7 to 1 was measured. The - :- : --- - - -
corresponding measured rise time at the input and ,

output of the nonlinear transmission is 40 ps and 5.5 ps CD
respectively, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig.7. - -

In summary, we have combined the advantage of , -

equivalent time sampling with differential detection to Time (50 psec / div)
demonstrate an electrooptic sampling system for the
characterization of high-speed nonlinear electronic Figure 6. EQ sampling response at the input of a
devices. SRD-driven nonlinear transmission line.

fall time = 8.7 p rise time = 5.2 psec

.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . ... ... ...... ..

... ..-...... .-.......... .... . ... -.... ... ... . .. . . . .... ... . ..... . \ - ..
.-.......... . .........

0. . ........ .......... , . . =.
(~5 .U)S. ................... .. ... ......... i .......... : ...... • ........ ......... .....

Time (5 psec/ div) Time (10 psec /div)

Figure 4. EO sampling response of a GaAs double Figure 7. EO sampling response at the output of a
hetrostructure SRD driven by a 1920.0192 MHz sine SRD-driven nonlinear transmission line.
wave.

fall time = 5 psec
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*S. Wakana is also at Fujitsu Laboratory Ltd.

Introduction The technique is based on high-impedance

external sampling with 2.1-ps temporal resolution, 8-

Conventional purely electronic measurement g.m spatial resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio.

instruments such as vector network analyzers, spectrum The measurement point can be very close to the device

analyzers and sampling oscilloscopes are not effective at under test. Therefore, the technique minimizes

above 100 GHz. One major limitation is imposed by interconnection discontinuities and consequently errors

the connectors and waveguides needed for signal and uncertainties from device de-embedding procedures.

coupling between the test instrument and the device To demonstrate the capability of the photoconductive

under test. To overcome those limitations of present probe sampling technique for nun-wave circuit testing,

measurement techniques, we have developed a we applied tie technique to characterize nun-wave band-

photoconductive probe sampling technique which can be block filters and phase delay lines which are being used

applied to the measurement of S-parameters cf mm- in MMICs up to 200 Gllz.

wave circuit components with a 120-GHz measurement

bandwidth [1). The photoconductive probe sampling

technique combines the ultrafast optical technology of Experiments and results

120-fs Ti-Sapphire short pulse laser [2] and

microfabrication technology of Silicon-On-Sapphire Figure. 1 is an SEM picture of the

(SOS) photoconductive sampling probe, which consists photoconductive(PC) sampling probe. It consists of a

of a high-impedance interdigitated photoconductive high impedance metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM)

switch. The probe technology has demonstrated a 2.1 ps photoconductive switch on a damaged Silicon-On-

temporal resolution and low-invasiveness making this Sapphire substrate and a Ti contact lip of 3-tim height.

very attractive for external circuit testing of mm-wave Figure.2 shows the experimental set-up used to measure

circuits with a 120-GHz measurement bandwidth. the characteristics of band-block filters of microstripline
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electrical signal at a specific point in time when the

probe laser pulse is hitting the PC switch on the probe.

By changing the optical delay between the pump and

probe laser beams, one can measure an entire electrical

pulse form.

I,,
il Hlw" man

SI) BIMW MIPP-

Fig. 1 SEM picture of photoconductive sampling probe

120-fS rI-Sagore Srhort gulse ýaser

ODtlcal delay r il Ai)sOII.•lL

PA0l)rL e, U2LL2

filter

pr~o, laser Fig 3. Test structure a) for the characterization of band-
sh~ort electrical pulse block filter, b) for measurement of phase delay of

z 1/microstrip phase delay line.
microstriotine

Transmitted waveforms were measured from
Fig.2 Experimental set-up to measure the transmitted 80-GHz and 100-GHz band-block filters using the

pulse waveform from the band-block filter probe. The 80-GHz band-block filter has a 212-jum

radius with 60 0 angle, and the 100-GHz band-block

structure. The 70-pm wide microstripline and the band- filter has a 167-pjm radius with 60 0 angle. Figure.4 (a)

block filter were fabricated on Low-Temperature-Grown shows the probe position and the test structure

GaAs (LT-GaAs) substrate of 100-jim thickness. The containing microstrip, band-block filter and

structure is part of a 90 GHz to 180 GHz laP-based photoconductive switch, which generates the short

HEMT doubler which has been demonstrated by the electrical pulse. The frequency spectrum of the

authors (Fig.3) [3]. The subpicosecond carrier lifetime transmitted pulses was calculated by taking their Fourier

of LT-GaAs enables the generation of I-ps electrical transform. Figure.5 shows the Fourier spectra of the

pulses using a 120-fs short-pulse pump laser [4]. Also, transmitted pulses. The result shows that the 80-GHz

the response of the silicon-on-sapphire photoconductive band-block filter, which was designed using a

switch on the probe is < 2 ps, so that the short commercially available software package, is in fact

electrical pulse can be sampled with 2-ps temporal filtering the signal at a slightly lower frequency 70

resolution using the short pulse probe beam. The probe GHz. Filtering is also observed at 150 GHz. The

touches the microstrip and measures the amplitude of an spectral component at 70 GlIz is about I % of the dc
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component. Also, the 100-GHz band-block filter is 1

filtering at 100 GHz and 170 GHz. By comparing the 0.8

Fourier spectra of input, transmitted and reflected 0.4 a

pulses, S-parameters of these filters could be calculated. 0.2 2140

This permits direct evaluation of measured 0

characteristics at umm-wave frequencies as necessary for 0.2 40.4

optimizing circuit performance. 0.6

S, . . . . , _ _ _, 0 .8

E 1

o_ Fig.5 Phase delay between two different paths
CL

0.1

* Also, we applied the external SOS photoconductive
E 80 GHz filter • 100 GHz filter
o |sampling probe for S-parameter measurement of mm-Z 0.01 L-

. . . .. wave microstrip low-pass filter. Fig.6 shows

0 50 100 150 200 experimental se'-up. The probe measures the input
Frequency (GHz)

signal to the filtmr and the transmitted signal from the
Fig.4 Frequency spectrum of transmitted pulses from filter. By takinag Fourier transform, we can calculate the

the filters.
S-parameter of the filter. The measured S-parameter and

the simulation result from a Touchstone program areIn addition to the characterizations of ram-wave
shown in Fig.7. This demonstrate feasibility of

band-block filters, the phase delay of a microstrip delay photoconductive probe sampling for S-parameter

line has also been evaluated. Figure.4 (b) shows the test measurement with > 120 Gltz bandwidth.

structure used for these measurements. It consists of a

short line of length L1 and delay line of length L2.

Figure.6 shows a phase delay of two measured pulses

propagating along two different paths. At 100 GHz, the

measured phase difference is A (D = - 294 o ( A ( I Pt tp

=: ,jILI -)4> 2 L2 ). The difference between the low-pass-finer

nominal (designed) value ( A (D - 350.8 0 at 100 -

GHz) and measured value may arise from inaccurate pumIp laser

knowledge of the exact phase velocity, especially in the probe laser pro" probe WSW

calculation at very high frequencies . Thus although at

10 GHz the difference between the measured and

nominal values is A 4 ) nom - A ( ) mneas = 6.7 o at Fig.6 Experimental set-up to measure S-parameter of

100 GHz the discrepancy is much larger ( 56.8 0). mm-wave low-pass filter.
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1.2 have been studied. The results demonstrate the

1.0 .............. capability of mm-wave circuit testing using the

simulation photoconductive probe sampling technique.
, 0.8

0.6
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Abstract design and permits novel device concepts.
In this paper, the optical control of an ultrafast

Laser control of a high-speed circuit using high circuit, an ultrafast inductive energy storage pulsed
temperature superconductor opening switches was power system (IESPPS), using a semiconductor
demonstrated. Ultrashort electrical pulses with pulse closing switch and a HTS opening switch is introduced.
compression and power gain were produced. T"here are two major considerations in an inductive

energy storage system: the charging circuit and the
opening switch design. The major obstacle to a practical

Recently a great deal of attention has been given to a inductive storage system is the opening switch. An
general class of switching and gating devices based on ideal opening switch for this application should possess
picosecond semiconductor photoconductivity [1]. A the following characteristics: fast opening ( nanosecond
completely complimentary process exists in picosecond or less ), fast recovery to achieve high repetition rate,
laser induced photoresistance in high T. superconductors controllable and long conduction time, zero resistance
(HTS) by optically controlled state transition. during conduction, high impedance after opening, large
Picosecond opening switch and modulation of high current, large stand-off voltage, and jitter free. HTS
frequency electrical signals are some possible opening switch possesses many of these unique
applications. This paper reports some of the first characteristics. Our objective is to demonstrate the
experimental demonstrations of these effects. A high possibility of generating ultrashort electrical pulses
current opening switch can be constructed using HTS with low loss, high power gain and pulse compression
materials owing to their high critical current densities, using semiconductor closing and HTS opening switches

usually -107 A/cm 2 for HTS thin films. Besides, HTS activated by picosecond laser pulses.

devices can be operated very fast because of their fast As shown in Fig.1, the IESPPS used in this work

response to the optical pulses [2-8]. was a current charged transmission line (CCTL) with
The merging of ultrafast electronics and the HTS switch and the Si switch coupled to a 0.1 gF

optoelectronics using high temperature superconductors capacitor. The opening switch, fabricated from 0.6 - 0.8

represents an opportunity for a new class of devices pm thick TIPbSrCaCuO [9], TIBaCaCuO [10,11], or
with unique properties. Not only HTS switches for YBCO HTS films, had either a coplanar or a

generating electrical pulses with high power gain and microstripline structure designed for high speed
pulse compression but also HTS microwave devices, operation. The HTS films, from our recent test, can
such as generators, modulators, resonators, filters, carry lossless current with current densities of 5x10 6 -
antennas, phase shifters, or transmission lines, could be 5x10 7 A/cm 2. The optical response of the opening
controlled by picosecond laser pulses or combined with switches was investigated using 10 ps, 10 pJ laser
picosecond optical semiconductor devices. The laser pulses from a 1.053 gm laser system. Switching
beam can, in some cases, be regarded as a third control risetimes of 50 - 100 ps, as shown in Fig.2, have been
terminal which adds a degree of freedom to the device obtained. A switching efficiency up to 80% has also
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Figure 1. Laser operated inductive energy storage pulsed Time ( ps)

power system using semiconductor closing switch and
superconductor opening switch. Figure 3. Picosecond pulse from the pulse-forming

circuit using TIPbSrCaCuO HTS opening switch,
T=78.50 K.

been achieved though the HTS films used were much
thicker than the absorption length. The advantage of closed by a laser pulse, the energy initially stored in the
using HTS opening switch in a CCTL is obviously its charged capacitor is transferred in the current form to the
zero resistance during the high density current charging transmission line through the HTS switch in its closing
stage, high switching efficiency, and fast opening with state. Since the transmission line is shorted, the
picosecond synchronization. The HTS switch was also charging current wave is reflected at both ends and
employed in an ultrafast pulse-forming circuit to builds up in a staircase waveform which
generate picosecond pulses as shown in Fig.3. The Si increases one step after each round-trip. Fig.4 shows the
closing switch which provided the charging current was charging current waveforms in the transmission lines
embedded in a 50-41 microstripline. Its photoconductive with different lengths, where a charging voltage of IOV
lifetime is several microseconds, which secures the ( or an initial charging current of 0.2A ) was used. Once
conduction time needed for charging current buildup. the current reaches its maximum, the HTS switch is
Three transmission lines with lengths of 16, 40 and 115 opened by another laser pulse and the energy stored in
cm were used in the experiment. One of the features in the transmission line is delivered to an impedance
using a CCTL with an ultrafast closing switch is the matched load. According to the wave-forms shown in
"step-wise" current buildup. When the Si switch is Fig.4, using a shorter transmission line gives a higher
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Figure 4. Charging current waveforms in transmission

Figure 2. Optical response of the TlPbSrCaCuO HTS lines with different length L: (a) L=16 cm, (b) L--40 cm

switch at T=78.5°K. and (c) L=115 cm.
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current gain, which is also confirmed by our circuit Electrical Engineering, University of Maryland, College
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Response of a Nb/AI203/Nb Tunnel Junction to Picosecond
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Abstract antenna [3]. The silicon was implanted with

l.OxlO15/cm 2 oxygen ions at both 100 keV and 200

We have resolved the time domain response of the keV. The antenna terminals have a 5gm gap which
quasiparticle current in a superconducting tunnel was biased as low as IOV for linear spectroscopy and
junction to picosecond electrical pulses propagating up to 60V for the nonlinear measurements. To excite
in free space. the photoconductor we used an unamplified Ti-

Sapphire laser operating at 800nm with 100 fs pulses
and an average power of 50 mW. The use of a high

Introduction repetition rate (100MHz) laser is critical to obtain the
high ratio of signal to noise in our data. The emitted

The quasiparticle tunneling current in superconductor- electrical pulses are nearly a single cycle with a center
insulator-superconductor (SIS) junctions has been frequency at approximately 180 GHz and a 3db

exploited in a class of ultrasensitive high-frequency bandwidth of 80 GHz.
devies uch as ixes an deectrs 1]. The broadband response of the S15 device is inferreddevices such as mixers and detectors [1] by measuring the dc current induced by interfering two

Nevertheless, the nonlinear, and even linear, response el suric l the juntin, as antin o

of these junctions has not been adequately measured. electrical pulses at the junction, as a function of the
While SIS junctions have been characterized using cw tm eac ewe hm iueIi ceai
WhurleSs near [21, thae beenchroacterid uesionge nr diagram of the interferometer that was used to perfom
sources near 80GHz [2], the broadband response near teemaueet 4.Teple r eeae

the threshold at 2A - eVbias has not been studied. these measurements [4]. The pulses are generated

(Here A is the superconducting gap parameter and from two separate antennas. The beam from each

Vbias is the voltage across the junction) In this work, antenna is partially collimated by a 13mm diameter

we have used picosecond electrical pulses to measure sapphire hypcrhdmisphere and then further collimated

the broadband quasiparticle response of a Nb trilayer by a 3.5 inch diameter f/I parabolic mirror. The two

SIS junction in both the linear and nonlinear regimes. beams are combined into one with a 200pro thick
The use of electrical pulses is especially well suited to mylar beamnsplitter. To focus the recombined beam

the nonlinear regime, in that a relatively large onto the SIS junction an f03 parabolic mirror first

instantaneous voltage may be applied while the directs the pulses onto the polypropylene window of a

average power is kept low. 4.2K cryostat which houses the junction. The beam
which enters through the window is then focused onto
the SIS junction with a TPX lens and a quartz

Experimental Technique hyperhemisphere.
The SIS junction was fabricated at the terminals of a

The picosecond electrical pulses used for this log-periodic planar antenna, which couples the free
measurement were generated by illuminating a silicon space electrical pulses to the junction. The SIS
photoconducting switch at the feed of a 300 ltm dipole junction is a 2pum x 21im Nb/A12 0 3/Nb trilayer with a
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FET amplifier with a spot noise referred to the SIS
. -...... .... ........... .. ...... junction of O.2nV/4/ii at 1 KHz.

Fetwaw J2 VbiŽI Rd 4. X1
:1Vbia; 2.3 mV

'DC 8 I

"2 -

Figure 1. Schematic layout of the picosecond 0

electrical pulse interferometer. "_-_o ____-_o . _________o_____
-80 -60 -40 -X( 0 20 40 W0 N0

Time Delay (ps)

critical current density of 3.5 kA/cm2 , capacitance of
200 iF, and normal state resistance of 14 fl. A Figure 2. One photon cross-correlation in the SIS
magnetic field of about 100 gauss cancels the Cooper junction at Vbias = 2.3 mV.
pair tunneling current and allows us to isolate the
quasiparticle tunneling current. At Vbias = 2.3 mV the SIS junction has a strong

absorption at 110 GHz which is within the bandwidth
Results of our driving pulse. The peak pulse intensity was kept

low so that the SIS junction responded linearly. The
The SIS junction can be modeled as a superposition of coherent oscillation of the quasiparticle current shown
voltage tunable two level systems [51. The BCS theory in Fig. 2a decays in 10 ps and is consistent with the
[61 predicts that a junction biased at Vbias, will have broadening of the dc I-V curve and correlation time of
strong resonant absorption when hf0 = 2A - eVbias, the incident pulses. In future experiments we plan to
As in atomic or semiconductor systems, the width of use both faster pulses and devices which ring with a
the resonance is due to lifetime effects as well as longer decay time.
inhomogeneous broadening (distribution of energy gap Figure 3 shows the result of a measurement similar
values along the SIS junction.) According to the to Fig. 2, except that Vbias = 1.3 mV. Two absorption
theory developed by Tucker, the response of the SIS mechanisms contribute to the response of the SIS
junction to an arbitrary voltage pulse in the time junction for this value of (2A - eVbias) / h. Either one
domain can be calculated from the measured dc I-V 350 GHz photon or two 175 GHz photons can be
characteristic [6]. The broadening of the resonance is absorbed. We expect the two-photon absorption will
expected to be manifest in the width of the current dominate since the 350 GHz component of the
onset at 2A/e in the current-voltage (I-V) electrical pulse measured with a bolometer was
characteristic. In response to a voltage pulse, the negligible. Signatures of a two-photon absorption
current is expected to o!. !late near the frequency (2A - process which appear in Fig. 3 are the rectification of
eVbias) / h and to decay with a lifetime related to the the interference pattern and the peak to off-peak ratio
broadening of the dc I-V curve. For our SIS junction, of 8:1 171. Also, the response of the junction to a
2A = 2.75 meV and the width of the threshold in the dc single electrical pulse scales as the electric field
I-V curve corresponds to a decay time of 10 ps. amplitude to the fourth power, as is expected for a two

Figure 2 shows the signal generated by two electrical photon process.
pulses incident on the junction as a function of the In conclusion, we have applied the technique of
time delay between them, for Vbias = 2.3 mV. The picosecond electrical pulse generation to study the
bias voltage on the antennas was adjusted so that the time-domain response of a SIS tunnel junction in the
pulse intensity was the same in both arms of the linear and nonlinear regimes. The successful
interferometer. The laser excitation of one of the measurement of the two-photon absorption process in
antennas was chopped at 1 kHz. Low noise electronics an SIS junction demonstrates the application of
are necessary for measuring the linear quasiparticle picosecond electrical pulses to time-resolved non-linear
response to small electrical pulses. The signal was spectroscopy. Future experiments will include other
coupled through a 300K transformer to a low noise nonlinear techniques, such as spectral hole burning,
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Since the discovery of high-temperature superconductors selected from a white-light continuum. Time-resolved differential
(HTS), there have been intensive investigations of their transient reflectivity (ARIR) measurements have been performed with a
response under ultashort laser-pulse excitation. Recently, using temporal resolution of -100 fs on various YBCO films and at
the femtosecond pump-probe technique, Han et al. [1] observed a different temperatures.
very fast (several picoseconds) optical response on YBa 2Cu30x In order to locate EF in the oxygen p-band of the Cu-O plane,
(YBCO) in the superconducting state under weak excitation and we first performed 2-eV-pumplwhite-light-probe measurements
attributed it to the generation and recombination of quasi- on oxygen-rich YBCO (x Z 6.9, d - 200 un, Tc - 87 K) and
particles. As the ambient temperature drops below the oxygen-poor YBCO (x S 6.45, d - 200 nm, Tc - 0 K) at room
superconductor's critical temperature (Td), the transient temperature. We have observed [31 that for oxygen-rich YBCO,
reflectivity signal abruptly changes both its sign and temporal ARIR is always positive in the frequency range of 1.91 to 2.25 eV;
behavior--this striking behavior appears to be correlated to the in contrast, for oxygen-poor YBCO, ARIR is always negative in
onset of superconductivity. However, the physical significance of the frequency range of 1.46 to 2.00 eV. Using the standard
such an ultrafast response is still not clear, since the position of thermomodulation (Fermi smearing) model, we conclude using
the Fermi level (EF) and the density of states near EF are not well the hole picture that EF must be at least 2.25 eV above the
known. Independently, a series of transient photovoltage Cu-d9/d10 band for YBCO with x z 6.9, but at most 1.45 eV
measurements have also been performed on YBCO. Recent above the Cu-d9/dl 0 band for YBCO with x z 6.45. The large
experimental work [21 demonstrated that for ultra-thin films the shift (>800 meV) of EF when the oxygen content decreases from
relative magnitude of the nonthermal component was enhanced Z6.90 to :S6.45, can be explained by the drastic decrease of the
and could be as fast as tens of picoseconds. The fact that the total charge density in the Cu-O planes.
electrical response is at least one order of magnitude slower than In order to determine EF as a function of x, we have
the optical response suggests that more in-depth studies are performed similar measurements on several YBCO samples with
necessary in order to find the ultimate speed of optoelectronic different oxygen contents. These samples were obtained by
devices made of HTS. annealing high-quality superconducting films in controlled Ar-0 2-

In this paper, we present a series of ultrafast photoexcitation mixture atmospheres. Figure 1 shows the time-resolved ARMR
measurements of YBCO. We focus our attention on detailed signal measured at 2 eV on the YBCO samples with five different
studies of the transient optical response as a function of optical oxygen contents---estimated by measuring T,. From the sign
frequency, oxygen content (x) and thickness (d) of the sample, reversal of the signal, when x approaches 6.8 (Tc - 60 K), we
excitation intensity (1p), and electric current (I). Preliminary conclude that EF lies -2 eV above the Cu-d9/d1 0 band for
photovoltage measurements, using the technique of photoinduced x - 6.8±0.05 (adopting the framework of the thermomodulation
resistive autocorrelation, are also presented. These measurements model).
address the question of the ultimate time resolution for the When the ambient temperature drops below Tc, the free-
electrical response of YBCO under ultrafast optical excitation, carrier density of states in the superconductor is modified
which has a direct impact on device applications, substantially. According to the BCS theory, in the

The transient optical response is measured using conventional superconducting state (i) electrons form boson-like Cooper pairs,
pump-probe techniques with a copper-vapor laser amplified CPM which occupy a single energy level separated from EF by the
system. The experimental arrangement allows us to change the superconducting energy gap A: while (ii) unpaired, excited
pump laser intensity for 2-eV photons by more than three orders electrons (quasi-particles) occupy a continuum of states starting
of magnitude, as well as to use different probe wavelengths A above EF. Under optical illumination, the thermal equilibrium
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between the superconducting condensate and quasi-particles is
disturbed (often very strongly), since photons with energies >>2A
can break Cooper pairs and create quasi-particles. The absorption
of a single 2-eV photon in YBCO creates, through the cascading
processes of carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon scattering, many
quasi-particles with energies widely distributed above 2A. Thus,
even a relatively weak optical excitation leads to highly
nonequilibrium transient Cooper pair/quasi-particle distributions.

0-content

;e6.90

S&6.81

(d)

1 6.60

s-6.45 69 4-ps -
z13WZ411 Delay

Figure 2. Normalized ARIR measured at T < T, on optically
thick and thin YBCO at 2 eV and different excitation intensity:- -ps delay • (a)d-280nm, T=25K, andlp- lIJ/cm2;(b) d-80nm, T=
25 K, and IT ~- lJl/cn2; (c) d - 200 nm, T = 12 K, and lp -

Z1516 20 Iil/cm2; and (d) d - 200 nm, T = 12 K, and lp - 100 pJ/cm2.
Figure 1. Normalized ARMR measured on the YBCO samples there are two problems associated with the above picture: (i) The
with different oxygen contents at room temperature using a 2-eV detailed band structure, in particular around EF, is neglected;
probe photon energy. The measured critical temperature and (ii) One assumes that the measured ARMR signal is dominated by
estimated oxygen content of each sample is displayed. Aa (the change of absorption coefficient). The first problem was

Figure 2(a) shows ARMR at 2 eV measured at T = 25 K on an recently revealed to be important by systematic studies on
optically thick superconducting sample (d - 280 nm, Tc - 87 K) Pr-doped YBCO [51, as well as studies on the specific-heat
when a weak excitation (IP - I piJ/cm2 ) is used. The negative discontinuity on YBCO at Tc 16]. The second assumption,
ARMR, followed by a fast (several picoseconds) recovery, is very however, contradicts the fact that the sign of the transient
similar to the literature results obtained on optically thick (from transmission (AT/T) remains the same (negative) with onset of
250-nm- to 500-nm-thick) samples [1,4,5], and has been attributed superconductivity (7,8]. Figure 2(b) shows a positive AR/R with
to the generation and recombination of quasi-particles [1] and/or temporal response similar to that exhibited in Fig. 2(a), obtained
the relaxation of the superconducting order parameter [41. On the on the optically thin (d - 80 nm Tc - 84 K) sample. These
other hand, the temperature dependence of the relaxation time experimental evidences appear to suggest that such a
obtained from ARIR appears to depend on sample's quality and "nonbolometric" response is caused by An (the change of
excitation ititensity 11,4,51. If one combines the framework of the refractive index) instead of Aa. Thus, the sign change between the
thermomodulation model with the superconductor's two-fluid optically thin and thick films is due to the thin-film effect. The
model, the observed magnitude of the ARIR signal appeared to analysis [3) also shows that a simple two-fluid model cannot
agree with the simple estimation presented in Ref. 1. A possible satisfactorily explain the behavior of An. One possibility is to
explanation of the sign reversal of the signal with onset of attribute such a peculiar behavior to the optical response of
superconductivity is as follows: breaking of Cooper pairs and YBCO in a nonequilibrium intermediate state, which can exist
generation of quasi-particles cause a reduction of A, which under the low excitation. The intermediate state, which was first
decreases the absorption below EF-A, thus at 2 eV. However, observed by Sai-Halasz et al. 191 in metallic superconductors, is
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characterized by the coexistence of superconducting and normal
regions in the excitation area. Recent photovoltage measurements
using a pulse-train photoexcitation suggest that indeed the
intermediate state exists in HTS materials [10].

Figures 2(c) and 2(d) present ARIR at 2 eV obtained at
T= 12 K for an optically thick YBCO sample under relatively
intense excitation (lp - 20 p.J/cm 2 and 100 p/cm2 ). We note that
the temporal responses are very similar to those observed at room
temperature (see Fig. 1). It is worth stressing that for pump
intensities ranging from -20 pj/cm2 up to 100 p.1/cm 2 , a similar
bolometric temporal response was observed for all our YBC3)
samples, optically thin and thick, over the entire temperature
range from well below T, up to room temperature [3].
Interestingly, the magnitude of the signal at T < T, is significantly
larger than that at room temperature. At a high level of excitation, i(
the sample must undergo a transition to the normal state, all the -- (b)

Cooper pairs are destroyed, and the superconducting gap is Z

closed. The abrupt increase in the magnitude of the signal
observed with the onset of superconductivity implies an additional
contribution from nonequilibrium quasi-particles (photoexcited a
Cooper pairs).

We have also investigated the impact of the electric transport
current on the femtosecond reflectivity of YBCO. Figure 3 shows
our data obtained under weak laser excitation (Ip_ -I pJ/cm2) on a
dc current biased 50-p1m-wide YBCO superconducting
microbridge (d- 280 nm). Figures 3(a)-3(c) present the traces
measured below J, while the trace in Fig. 3(d) was taken above
J,- We note that the temporal behavior for J < Jc is very similar to
that in Fig. 2(a), but the characteristic decay times decrease
slightly with increasing bias current. On the other hand, the decay
time shows a very abrupt decrease when J exceeds J, as shown in (d)
Fig. 3(d). This is very similar to the data in Fig. 1 obtained with a
partially deoxygenated sample (Tc - 27 K), but is completely 3.p
different from the response in a photoexcited nonequilibrium delay
normal state [Fig. 2(c) and 2(d)]. The behavior is nonreversible in
the sense that after the bias current is reduced, the measured Z1351
signals do not resemble those shown in Figs. 3(a)-3(c). We have Figure 3. Normalized ARIR measured with a 2-eV probe on the
also observed that after prolonged laser excitation, Jc is reduced YBCO-IV microbridge biased by the following levels of electric
significantly. The above observations suggest that this particular current: (a) 0. (b) 1.5 mA, (c) 6 mA, and (d) 10 mA. The critical
sample may be subject to a recently observed process of current- current of the microbridge was 8 mA. The temperature was about
driven electromigration of oxygen [I II from the optically created 72 K and the pump intensity was -1 I p/cm2 .
"weak spot" in the stripe.

To avoid the complexity involved for weak excitation and in Our resistive autocorrelation measurements were conducted
an optically thick YBCO stripe where nonuniform current can in a configuration similar to that published by Shi et al. [21.
flow, we have performed measurements on an optically thin (d - However, in our measurements we took advantage of the
80 nm), dc current biased 50-ptm-wide superconducting femtosecond time resolution of the CPM laser system. In our
microbridge with an intense laser excitation. The corresponding arrangement, two trains of femtosecond pulses with the same
ARIR signals, measured at a temperature close to T, for J = 0 and intensity but adjustable time-delay were delivered to the two
above J, are shown in Figs. 4 (a) and 4(b), respectively. By YBCO stripes. The two stripes were electrically connected in
contrast to Fig. 3, the temporal response of the signal obtained at parallel. A dc bias with J < Jc was supplied to the structum and
J > Jc is similar to that at J = 0. We have also verified that the J, the photovoltage signal across the sample was recorded as a
of the stripe remained the same after prolonged laser excitation function of the delay between the excitation pulses delivered to
and many cycles of varying bias current, a result indicative of the each stripe. We note that the voltage is present only when both
high quality o ,,,.s patterned microbuidge. Thus. we conclude that stripes are in the optically induced resistive state.
when the light excitation intensity is high enough to drive the film Figure 5 shows a preliminary result of our experiment,
into the normal state, the increase of the bias current to above J) performed on a structure of two 80-nm-thick, 50-ptm-wide, and
which independently drives the film into the resistive state, has 50-mm-long stripes. It is clear that a fast nonbolometric voltage
little effect on the temporal behavior of the optical response. component has been observed in the optically driven
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In conclusion, pump-probe and resistive autocorrelation
measurements, performed under low optical excitation, have
shown that the YBCO response can be as fast as several
picoseconds and could be even further improved by implementing
ultra-thin films and efficient cooling (e.g., using superfluid

T helium). Another possibility for reducing the YBCO response
time is to use a far-infrared pulse excitation, as it has been shown
very recently by Nebosis et al. [121.
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Abstract Terahertz-radiation, time-domain spectroscopy,
with its high sensitivity and wide bandwidth, has

The complex conductivity of a Ba0.6K0 .4BiO 3 thin- become a powerful tool for studying the electronic
film superconductor has been measured using terahertz- properties of materials in a region of the
radiation spectroscopy. A BCS-like energy gap and a electromagnetic spectrum that is not easily accessible
peak in the real part of the conductivity have been [3-6]. With this technique, both phase and amplitude
directly obtained without the need for Kramers-Kronig information are obtained directly from a measurement,
analysis. so that the real and imaginary parts of, for instance, the

index of refraction, permittivity, or conductivity of a
sample under study can be determined without using

Introduction Kramers-Kronig analysis. For example, recent terahertz
bandwidth measurements have determined the complex

Studies of the properties of superconducting thin films conductivity of the high-Tc superconductor,
in the millimeter and submillimeter-wave range are of YBa2Cu307.x [4,51. These results are significant in
great interest for both the physical insight they lend their demonstration that the material exhibits behavior
into the behavior of materials and the relevant that may not be attributed to BCS theory.
technological information they provide regarding The cubic, copper-free oxide Ba 0 .6K0 .4BiO 3
applications. Scientifically, for example, measurements (BKBO) stands out as a superconductor with a moderate
of the frequency and temperature dependences of the critical temperature between that of conventional BCS
complex conductivity of low-critical-temperature (Tc) superconductors and high-Tc superconducting copper
superconductors in this regime have played a crucial role oxides. Due to its long coherence length and its
in understanding the fundamental nature of the quasiparticle and Josephson tunneling properties, BKBO
interaction responsible for conventional has been considered as a possible material system in a
superconductivity [1,2]. In addition, they have provided new family of superconducting circuits [7].
quantitative support for the BCS theory in these Furthermore, there is clear evidence of an energy gap in
superconductors. Technologically, on the other hand, BKBO [8], and other indications also suggest that
studies of superconducting behavior at frequencies BKBO is an ordinary electron-phonon-coupled BCS
corresponding to energies below the gap energy are superconductor [9]. On the other hand, since it has also
important because of the potential use of high-Tc been reported that BKBO shares many characteristics
superconductors in passive microwave devices for high- with the cuprate high-Tc superconductors, its further
frequency electronics. study should enhance the understanding of both material
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systems. To this end, we report on the conductivity and cold finger, which could be translated back and forth so
energy-gap behavior of a BKBO thin film between that the same field could be passed through either the
200 GHz and I THz. substrate alone or the sample, which consisted of the

BKBO thin film on an identical substrate. By taking
Expeimental the Fourier transform of the temporal responses of the

transmitted waveforms, we obtained the frequency
The experimental system used for this study has been response of the substrate alone, as well as that of the
shown previously in ref. [51 and is reviewed briefly substrate with the superconducting film.
here. Optical pulses of 75-fs duration from a passively Assuming a negligible contribution from internal
mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser were used to generate and multiple reflections in the film being measured, a
coherently detect terahertz-bandwidth bursts of radiation, satisfactory assumption given the BKBO thickness, a
Dipole-like antennas fabricated on 1-p1m-thick layers of simplified expression for the ratio of the field
MBE-low-temperature-grown GaAs were used as the transmitted through a film and substrate to that
optically driven transmitters and receivers in this transmitted only through the substrate was employed to
system. The low-temperature-grown GaAs has a obtain the film properties. This expression is given by
subpicosecond carrier response time, thus making it an
ideal photoconductive substrate for the generator and T((o)= (n+l)/(n+l+odZo)
detector antennas. When illuminated by the short laser
pulses, the generator antenna provided an ultrafast where n is the index of refraction of the substrate, d is
source of electromagnetic pulse radiation, while the the film thickness, and Zo is the impedance of free
detector operated as an ultrashort-duration sampling space. Employing this expression, we obtained the
gate. By variably delaying the arrival time of the complex conductivity, a, of the BKBO versus
excitation optical pulses onto the generator antenna frequency. Liquid helium was then used to cool the
relative to the sampling optical pulses onto the receiver sample under test in order to obtain the temperature-
antenna, both the field amplitude and polarity of the dependent behavior of this parameter.
transmitted terahertz transient were obtained versus delay
time. Results

When an unknown material interrupts the path of Figure 1 shows the transmitted THz beams through the
the terahertz beam between the transmitter and receiver, BKBO thin film at three temperatures within 100 C of
there is a shift in the arrival time at the receiver of this
propagating waveform relative to the signal which
travels through air only. Additionally, the waveform 6

also loses amplitude and may be dispersed, depending on -5 -

the properties of the unknown material in this frequency 3 4 3.K

range. Since the waveforms with and without the 3
unknown material present are analyzed temporally, with ,2
the absolute delays between the waveforms known, 142 <.
coherent time-domain spectroscopy is performed.

The BKBO sample measured in this fashion was a -2 "..
0 1 2 3 4superconducting thin film (-1300 A) grown by in-situ Time (p4)

pulsed laser deposition on an MgO substrate [101. The
film exhibited an onset of superconductivity at 26 K and Fig. ) Terahertz-bandwidth pulses transmitted
zero resistance at 22 K. The sample was placed over a through a Ba 0 o6 K. 4 Bi0 3 thin-film sample at three
hole in a cold finger on a continuous flow cryostat and different temperatures.
positioned between the terahertz-beam transmitter and Tc. For clarity, the baseline of the plots have been
high-speed receiver, all fixed within a vacuum chamber. shifted. As can be seen, there is a dramatic decrease of
A blank MgO substrate covered a second hole on the amplitude and a phase shift as the temperature is
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lowered below Tc. The decrease of amplitude is a result 5
of the increased reflectivity as the sample goes into the a: 24.7K (A)

superconducting state. The phase shift is a direct result b: 22.1 K
C c: 20.7 K

of the increase in the imaginary part of the conductivity. 3 d: 18.5Kt: e: 14.9 K

02
8

7 1. K

•.€ 1 .td ' 9.2 K0
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4. Freq. (GHz)
3 b L•

2 Fig.3(A): Normalized, frequency-dependent real
conductivity extracted from terahertz transmission

" .... data at five sample temperatures.200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Freq. (GHz)

Fig.2. Normalized, frequency-dependent imaginary 4

conductivity extracted from THz transmission data 3.5 (B)

and 1/rfit (solid line) at four temperatures.
3

c 2.5

In Fig. 2, the normalized imaginary part of o(co) 2
for the BKBO thin film is plotted at several different 1

temperatures. As temperature is lowered, 02 increases 1.5
greatly, with its behavior fitted very well by C/co, 1
where C is a temperature-dependent coefficient. 0.5
Additionally, at low temperatures, it has been shown 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

theoretically (from the Ferrel-Glover sum rule [11]) that T/Tc

(72/cyn = 4A/n3 Fig. 3(B): Normalized, temperature-dependent real
conductivity at a): 300 GHz; b): 500 GHz; c): 1
THz. The lines are included only as a guide to the

where A is the energy gap. Using the above expression

to relate the experimentally determined C to A and eye.

extrapolating to zero temperature, we obtained
2A(0)/kTc - 3.79. This agrees very well with other
tunnelling experiments and provides additional proof waveforms. This is also seen in Fig. 3(B), where the

that BKBO is an intermediate coupling BCS temperature dependence of o0 at three frequencies is

superconductor. plotted. Typical error bars are shown in the figure and
Figure 3(A) shows the normalized al for BKBO the lines are meant as a guide to the eye. Clearly, 01

obtained at several different sample temperatures. The reaches a maximum value just below T. and then
conductivity increases with decreasing frequency, as decreases. Unlike results observed in some
expected from the behavior of thermally excited measurements on YBa 2 Cu307.x, however, the peak of
quasiparticles in Mattis-Bardeen theory. There is also a 1 I does not shift with frequency. This peak is
dramatic change in aI as temperature decreases; that is, anticipated for a pure BCS superconductor with a case II
0 I increases to a maximum value just below Tc for coherence factor, and it is known as a coherence
each frequency of the Fourier-transformed time-domain peak [2).
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Abstract to study QP dynamics in the time domain. Experiments
which probe the electrical response after photoexcitation

We report about a detailed study of the dynamics of laser- with an ultrashort laser pulse have been used to study the
excited quasiparticles in "YBa2CU3O7-thin films. We QP dynamics for both LTS [4-6] and HTS [7,8], with a
propose a model of the low-temperature response which time-resolution presently limited to about 10ps. Recently,
links the reflectivity transients at low temperature to the femtosecond transmission and reflectivity techniques have
generation and recombination behavior of quasiparticles. been employed to study the optical response of HTS with
The quasiparticle recombination rate is determined by higher time resolution [9]. Measurements at low
comparison with a model of the quasiparticle dynamics temperatures have addressed the non-bolometric response
based on the extended Rothwarf-Taylor equations. The due to photogenerated quasiparticles and indicate very
recombination rates in the high-Tc materials are close to short QP recombination times [10-12]. However, the
the rates of conventional superconductors. mechanism of the low-temperature optical response and its

relation to the QP dynamics were not clarified [10,121.

Introduction
We here report a systematic study of quasiparticle

Most of the studies of superconductivity have addressed recombination times in YBa2Cu3O7. We obtain the QPthe regime close to thermal and electronic equilibrium, dynamics from transient reflectivity changes for differenttheregme los tothemalandeletroic quiibrum. lattice temperatures and laser fluenees. Below T., we
The non-equilibrium properties of superconductors are lattice a and lase fluinces w ca we
both important for applications and for the basic observe a sign change of the optical signals which can be
understanding of superconductivity [1-31. The relaxation well explained by the gap reduction due to the non-
and recombination dynamics of Quasiparticles (QP), i.e., equilibrium QP. The experimental results are compared
Coopers pairs excited above the superconducting gap are with a detailed model of the QP dynamics based on the
of particular importance for the properties of Rothwarf-Taylor equations (RTE), extended for ultrashort
superconducting electronic devices. For conventional excitation and subsequent cascade generation of the QP.
superconductors (LTS), extensive studies of the generation We deduce from data a recombination coefficient F =

and recombination dynamics of QP have been performed 4x10" cm~s-', similar to the rates of conventional
(see Ref. 3). superconductors.
The discovery of high-temperature superconductors (HTS)
has renewed the interest in the physics of nonequilibrium Experimental Results
superconductivity and its relations to device applications.

The experiments are performed with 50 fs laser pulses
A number of experimental techniques have been applied from a colliding pulse mode locked laser (CPM). The
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pulses are broadened to about 80fs in the cryostat due to 8[
dispersion in the windows. Reflectivity changes down to
AR/Ro = 10.7 can be measured applying an optimized 3000 K

version of the fast scan technique [131 in a standard 220°K
pump-probe setup. The measurements are performed at 6
low fluences (5 15 pJ/cm2), with an estimated temperature J- 130-K

increase of the sample at the highest fluence of less than 90 0 K
2 K. The samples are mounted in a continuous flow
cryostat at a temperature variable from 4 to 330 K with an 4 - -AZ Te=90°K
accuracy of 1 K. The samples are homogeneous, fully c- 800 K
axis oriented YBa2Cu 3O7-films, deposited by laser c'

ablation or DC-sputtering on SrTiO3 substrate and have 0-)

transition temperatures of 89-92 K and critical currents 40--
above lx 106 A/cm2 . The film thickness has been chosen 0 2

to 300 nm to suppress multiple interference effects.
Measurements on single crystals yield similar results.

Figure 1 shows transient reflectivity curves [14] as a 0
function of lattice temperature for a fluence of 15 PJ/cm2 .
The response of high temperature superconductors to short
2 eV laser pulse at 300 K is well understood as a
thermomodulation of the carrier distribution [9]. This -2
metallic-like behavior of the superconductor is clearly d a -0
visible in the Fermi smearing of the carrier distribution.
Electrons are excited by the pump pulse from the 0 2p- Autocorrelation
band to states near the Fermi level in the Cu 3dWl,-band
(see inset of Fig. 1). Their excess energy heats the carrier 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

gas causing a spreading of the Fermi distribution. States Time ( ps )
above the Fermi level are filled, leading to a sharp rise of
the reflectivity signal due to interband transitions seen by Figl: Transient reflectivity change of a 300 nm thick

the probe pulse (Fig. 1). The carrier and lattice YIBaCu3Orfilm versus temperature at a fluence of 15piJ/cm 2.

temperature equilibrate after about 0.15 ps. The Inset: Schematic model of excitation and probe mechanisms.

reflectivity then reaches a plateau due to lattice heating. Discussion
The RT regime has been previously exploited [9] to
measure the electron-phonon coupling constant. The Opfleal Response
thermomodulation is superimposed at lower temperatures The low-temperature response has not been understood
by a second process with negative transient reflectivity yet: It has been discussed in terms of a Drude response of
response. The negative response completely dominates the the QP at optical wavelengths probed by an intraband
thermomodulation below 40K. The maximum of the transition [10]. However, this explanation is in
negative signals is delayed in comparison to the maximum disagreement with the stoichiometry dependence we have
thermomodulation signal. A careful study of the obsfrved [151. Other experimenters [121 have obtained
stoichiometry dependence [ 151 shows that the reflectivity inverted optical responses for Pr-doped samples, which is
responses are inverted for samples with low oxygen similarly ruling out the Drude tail explanation. We explain
content, i.e., where the optical probe is below the Fermi the low-temperature response by another effect, the
ievei: the R i ditterential reflectivity is negative, and the dynamic gap reduction due to the photo-excited QP
low-temperature signal is positive. A similar inversion is [16,17]. Figure 2 shows schematically the effect of the
observed for lower laser energies. gap reduction on the optical response: The solid line
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Fig. 3: Experimental reflectivity data for T to10 K and
Fig. 2: Schematic description of the interband optical response numerical solution of the extended RTE.
due to thermomodulation and gap natrowing (see text for
details), introducing time-dependent generation and cascading

terms. The excitation with 2eV photons will first create
shows the particle distribution for equilibrium. When QP with an energy of 2eV-A. These high-energy QP will
heating the QP (dashed line), states above the Fermi level then lose their energy in a cascade creating further QP. It
E, are filled and the reflectivity increases, giving rise to can be already seen from the fast rise (<1t fs) of our
the thermomodulation signals both at RT and low signal that the secondary QP-generation is a very fast
temperature. However, the reduction of the gap at low process, indicating that its nature is mainly electronic.
temperatures will lead to a reduction of filled states (dash-
dotted lines in Fig. 2). This will result in a differential Figure 3 shows an experimental transient reflectivity
signal opposite to the thermomodulation, as signal at 10 K taken at a fluence of 15 thnJ/cm i
experimentally observed. A crude estimate for o Th comparison with a numerical fit with following
excitation conditions gives a superconducting gap parameters: number of superconducting pairs N. = 6x 1021
reduction on the order of a few meV, leading to a signal cm-' [71, number of photo-excited QP N .OLv = 6x IO's cm'
comparable to the thermomodulation, as observed at F = 15 pJ/cm2 . The agreement between experiment and
experimentally. The explanation of the negative response theory is excellent. The numerical fit yields a
by a QP-induced gap reduction in the interband transition recombination coefficient oF= 4x 1eo0 incs' corresponding
picture can also explain (i) the sign change of reflectivity to a recombination rate of R = 1 n.75x 10i2 cmrsi. We
change due to thermomodulation and QP for Pr-doped estimate an error of the fit parameters of less than 30%.
[12] or oxygen-reduced [15] samples, which is caused by The overall precision is obviously strongly dependent on
probing below E, (ii) the sign change for lower laser the estimated density of photogenerated QP.
energies.

A crucial test for consistence of the results is the QP
density dependence of the recombination. We have fitted

Quasiparticle Dynamics reflectivity results from experiments with different
For a quantitative description of these nonbolometric fluences. The recombination rate is strongly increasing
processes, we need to compare the dynamics of QP as with density, as expected for a quadratic recombination
obtained from the experimental data with a theoretical process. However, one obtains a universal recombination
model. The dynamics of QP for the case of quasi-steady- coefficient r as shown by the circles in Fig. 4 indicating
state excitation can be described by the equations of that our model based on the extended RTE correctly
Rothwarf and Taylor (RTE), which assume a bimolecular describes the recombination mechanism of the QP. The
recombination process [18]. For the pulsed excitation of squares in this figure depict the phonon escape time
our experiment, we have generalized the RTE [ 191 by derived from the fits. This time increases with increasing
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